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ICOM IC -706 MK 11

AD'

ULLTM

Or eettt

Mobile FM Rigs

FAX

ALINCO DR -150E 2m FM

,s.sso
W&S
£249

AR -146 2m 50W

Both rigs feature:

FULL=

100 memories

*

'

50/25/10W

*

CTCSS encode
1750Hz tone

'

Compare our prices with others in this magazine!

Yaesu FT -50R 2m/70cms
W&S
£249

YAR-446 70cm 35W

da

3W 3W Novice version available

' Wideband Rx (AM Airband)
" FM Broadcast receive
CTCSS & 1750Hz
' 112 Alphanumeric Memories
Dual Watch - Military rated
' 5W from 12v DC input
Ni-cads and AC Charger
One of our top 5 sellers!

£269

1
ADI10
AT -201 2m FM Handy

w&S
f1110

Lowest
UK Price!

DJ -G5 2m & 70cm

' CTCSS Decode

a

DTMF

is se TB LB. Ns ea et_

Channel Reasout or

c. en as --

' Frequency Readout

W&S
£279

AOl

' Set to Set Cloning

AT -600

or £314 Inc 3yr Wtty.

J$T ARRIVED
Look at the Features

Lowest
UK Price!

*

Lowest
UK Price'

CTCSS encode/decode
Full DTMF ÷ 1750Hz tone
Alphanumeric memories
Full duplex
CTCSS tone reader
29 programmable features
AM airband receiver
Rx up to 990MHz
Nicads and charger

1

-value

00

C

;rf:

W&S
£169

70cm FM Handy
2W output
5W on 13.8v
1750Hz tone
Illuminated keypad
Ultra sensitive
Wideband Rx
20 memories
Keypad entry
DTMF
Uses AA cells
Now the standard radio for
Novice hams. It's sensitive,
cost effective and was featured on Anglia TV

UK's Top Dealer for YAESU, KENWOOD & ICOM

"

EE EE

fill° AT -400 70cm FM Handy
ADI
PW says: "an incredibly
well priced radio - amazingly sensitive - audio worked very well with
12.5kHz channel spacing
- An Absolute Cracker'

W&S
£269

Up to 5W output
CTCSS & DTMF
1750Hz tone
Electronic controls
100 Memories
Extended receive
Full scanning
Ni-cads and charger

Standard 6m-2m-70cm Mobile

Compare the Price

t_

£9.00
E15.00

owest
UK Price!!

* CTCSS Encode

gi

Mic Adaptor
Case (FNB-40 bath

CT -30
CSC -69

* 40 Channels
Yaesu's new dual band mobile makes the competition
look old and out -dated. Now you can buy a rig ready
equipped with 12.5kHz and 25kHz filtering. You get a
detachable head, 300 memories, true dual same band
rx, CTCSS encode and the best display in the business.

Wideband Rx
Time out etc.
Mic. and mount
12 month wtty.

We can beat any price on new ALINCO

3 Power levels - Wideband receive
40 Memories plus call channel
7 Programmable steps
Channel or frequency display
The best sensitivity in the business
Keypad mic and mounting kit
CTCSS Encode and Decode!

160-6m 100W 2m 25W + + +

Yaesu FT -8100R

Enquiries

Our best selling 2m Mobile

PHONE

We are pleased to endorse the performance and design of
the IC -706 Mk II transceiver as the best compact hf mobile
bar none. It out performs and out specifies any other
model. The only choice left is which dealer you buy it from!
We offer you an unbeatable price and an unbeatable backup service plus optional extended 5 year warranty for an
extra £98!

0500 73 73 88
01702 206835
01702 206835
01702 204965
01702 205843

W&S
£799
45W 6m, SOW 2m &
35W 70cm. 80 Memos
remote head option
FULL CTCSS

SGC Auto ATUs - in stock

W&S
£329

W&S
£479

SG -230 1.6 - 30MHz
Feeds long wire or whips. Just
connect 12V. earth and end fed
wire. RF sensing does tne rest!
Tunes any length over aft. Units

SG -231 1.0 - 54MHz
are completely waterproof.

VWS

VviS

EXCLUSIVE 10 DAY APPROVAL - On All Mail Order Sales

NEW Ham Radio Electronic Magazine

VHF & UHF Band Pass Filters
Digital Communications

2m & 70cm

nitor

n

Internet

The Secret of Learning Morse Code

We guarantee this will kilt all ORM
Gained by strong out of band signals

Buying an HF Rig?

Or your money back2

DCi-145

Et.'E1,9iS

Mi-435

Passband:
Loss'
Selectivity:

144 -146M-1x
Lass than 1 dB
-68dB at 135MVIz
- 55d8 at 155MHz
200 Watts

Passband:
Loss:
Selectivity:

Power:

MLR

410 - 440MHz
Less than 1 dB

-47dB at 415Mliz
50dB at 455MHz
200 Watts

Power:

ICOM IC -207H 2m/70cm Mobile

£389
Or Better}
PHONE
' 2m 8 70cm
' 500 / 130W
" Detachable head

' Packet 9600 bps ready
' 180 Memory channels
' CTCSS & 1750Hz lone

10 day no quibble equipment approval.
No surcharge on credit cards.
Fully equipped 4 -man service department_
Fast Mad Order - 24 hours delivery on major items.
ISO 9002 Approved
Best prices with "Advertised Price Match Promise"
Best After Sales service

W&S
£699

W&S
£585

' 280 Memories

Detachable front head
" CTCSS & 1750Hz Tone
' Large clear display

w&S

Save £300

We've purchased a quantity at this special price. You
wan7 gel a base station rig any cheaper'

WATsON

W&S
-69.95

£699

WATsON

W-GMV Deluxe Ke y
Our famous
W&S
brass and nat£44.95
ural wood
Mir

W-GMI Paddle Key
Natural wood
and brass - a
real craftsman's

W&S
£49.95

piece.

---

PHF 160

PHF80
pHF 40
PHF30
' PHF 20

.8MH.r
3.5MHz
7MHz
TOMHz
47.1Hz

WATsON

£58.95
£24.95
£19.95
119-91
119.95

00

The best value in high
quality antenna design
we have ever seen!
Similar models sell for
£49.99 - ours doesn't

nag muiml that lakes
these whips
over
EIGIAPH! £39.95

PI -fig -17

18MHz

PHF-15

2111M-07

PHF-12
PHF-1.0

24MH2
28MHz

e.,)4

50.M! oz

E19.95
£19.95
E19.95
C19.95
£19.95

QS-400Handy Mount
IN&S
£9.95

' Clips on to dash
vent (no sticking!)
Adjustable angle
' Sprung fingers grip handy
Single handed quick release
Accomodates ail modern handys.
Ideal for portable phone / GPS

'W&S
£34.95

--.0111111111111111111
' 144 & 430MHz
' 5d6 on 2m
' 7.6dB on 70cm
' Length: 1.58m
' Power: 150W
' Sprung foldover design
PL -259 connector

2; moo tread

MM -34M heavy duty

)

5 Year Warranty on FT-1000MPs £115

FT-1000MP
£2819
FT-1000MPDC £2599

£2129
£1979

ICOM IC -756 HF Rig

' 100W of pure Magic
' 160 - 6M

' Superb DSP built-in
' CW Memory keyer
' 100% duty cycle
' Keypad entry option
OXers choice in the USA

KENWOOD HF RIGS
W&S
£1289

WATSON W-7900 Super Antenna

worm 70 long 2 eacliOn$ - leiescapic

Go HF mobile the easy
way - the quck way.
and the Best way?

I

Auto ATLI

' Packet, AMTOR, CW ' Needs PC 286 or better
SSTV Fax, RTTY
' Includes software
NAVTEX, SYNOP
' No external power required
Transmit and receive ' Connects to RS -232

Pro -Am Mobile HF Whips
Fire g9ss shalt Dan

W&S
£1979

SSB - CW - AM -FM
Spectrum display

TM -255E

Morse key at a
sensible price

Yaesu FT- 000MP

W-MM1 Multimode Modem

Kenwood 2m All Mode

WATsON

NEW Yaesu FT -920

It may surprise you to learn that some dealers have
no Class A licence holders on their staffl They lack
the operational experience that our staff have, and
the ability to demonstrate rigs or to give practical
advice. At Waters and Stanton we have eight active
Class A & B ham operators on our staff with operational experience and knowledge - yet another reason to buy from the friendly firm that offers:

Yaesu FT -840 HF Rig

NEW KENWOOD RIG

144 & 430MHz 50/35W
Dual Ax on same band!

http://www.monitor.co.uk

The best book on the subject
and the surest way to get
your A licence

NO MORE PAGER PROBLEMS

-

Provides the latest news of our
products, prices and topical features. Log on now and read about
ham radio plus much more!

SSB & CW
£57.95 each.
Kenwoods new transceiver that is earning a reputation
for offering one of the best receivers in the business. If
you are looking for a hot little number that is not too
expensive (Radio we mean!), send for brochure.

ICOM IC -821H 2m/70cm
£1395
Or Better!

Kuranishi BR -200 Analyser

PHONE

" 1.8-170MHz

VSWR 1.1:1 to infinity
" Impedance 12.5 - 300
' Dual Gate Times
Slow Motion Dial
' 4 decimal places
* Bright digital display
' 6 x AA or 12V external
" SG -239 Termination
A professional class instrument from Kuranishi of
Japan. Supplied with 50
Ohm dummy load calibration device and very attractively housed.

* 2m/70cm All Mode
' 45/40W adjustable

Full duplex
Satellite features

'

160 Memories

9600bps capability
' Electronic keyer

* IF shift, noise blanker

Yaesu FT-736DC 2m/70cm
£1429
Or Better!
PHONE
Offers even
better value.
The classic 2m/70cm base station that lust goes on and
on - plus the options of additional band modules.

UK's largest Catalogue £2.50 inc. post

ORDERS

The only currently available HF linear to

Ameritron 811 1161171

have passed a hill lab, CE test

ONLY ON:

Ham Radio
Accessories

0500 73 73 88
MR.1-1278DSPX Data Unit

Price It

.1w-)

'
*

a000

'
'
'
'

'
'

MFJ-784B Filter
Dowr0

'

FREEPHONE

atii

04,

160 to 10M of DX -Getting Power
Perfectly matches all 100W rigs

.77 AP'

Works with any rx. or tow.
DSP filter, fully programmable
16 Factory pre-sets
Plugs directly into audio out
Drives speaker or headset
Requires 12v at approx 500mA

MFJ-948 HF ATU

Multi -mode

'

Packet
Amtor
Factor
Colour SSTV

"

'

MFJ- 901B HF Atu

VIEllA TORS

300 Watts PEP 150W CW
1.8 - 30MHz - with ease!
Wire, coax or balanced line
Balun included for best match
30 I 300W power meter - PEP i RMS
Antenna selector, by-pass etc.

Dummy Load
50 Ohm
300W
OK to 450MHz
Air cooled

MFJ-781 DSP Filter

SO -239

NEW

Dummy Load
50 Ohm
1.5kW
OK to 650MHz
Air cooled

Just arrived, this new DSP filter that is specially designed for CW and data modes.

SO -239

160m to 10m ATU - 300W
Wires, Coax and Balanced Feed
Cross Needle VSWR & Power
3 -Way antenna selector
By-pass position - Dummy load socket
Internal Balun - 30 or 300W position
260 x 180 x 70mm

Digital Audio Filter
CW 50, 100, 200, 500Hz
' Amtor, fax, GTOR. FACTOR

MFJ-914 Auto Match

MFJ-16010 Wire Tuner

'

160 to 10m 300W PEP 150W CW
Wire, coax or balanced feed
Built-in Dummy Load
301300W power meter - PEP I RMS
Antenna selector, by-pass etc.

MFJ- 812B 2m VSWR
Price
Down!

Mom

Totally enclosed
Essential item

[ MFJ- 264 1 kW Load

RTTY SSTV. We -FAX

'

MFJ- 260C 300W

10 Modes total
OSP filtering
Tuning scope
Simple to us
Software

'

Price
Down!

1 kW linear 9dB Gain
Like a 5 element MonobanderI
Uses low cost 8 f /A tubes
Built-in rugged AC Supply
Instant by-pass switch
PA VIA meter + Grid meter
Over rated variable capacitors
Fan cooled for long life
Very efficient - 600W output
Easy to tune and connect
Size 16" x 13.7s" x B"

MFJ-921 2m ATU

MFJ- 704 LPF Filter
'

'

Low pass filter
1.8 - 30MHz
Cleans up output
Reduces TO
1kW rating
SO -239 sockets
Fully shielded

Your Auto ATU
will now match
any aerial when
used with this.
Auto -Tuner Extender
Connect between auto tuner and transceiver
- no more problems with G5RVs and all
those difficult antennas - 160 to 10 metres

Ideal for linears
Ruggedly built

MFJ-418 CW Tutor
41F.1

ATANTENN UN

as, WV

Covers 1.8MHz to 30MHz and matches
any random wire to your hl transceiver.
Handles 300 Watts and fitted 50-239.
Ideal for portable work.

MFJ- 713 Intermod Filter
£64.95

JARJ0.0, 144 -LTA V.

A three section
high -0 bandpass filter for 145MHz
handhelds. Includes
rf sensing.

WAAVATTSIM

drat. V,1111211

'

144 - 148MHz 30 / 300W
Forward & Reflected Power
Reads field strength
Easy to use - convenient size
Low cost - efficient accessory

144MHz 200W antenna tuner that helps
you get a perfect VSWR every time.
Includes VSWR and power meter and fitted
SO -239 sockets

' 144 - 148MHz
' Up 20 50d8 rejection
' Defaults to ``thru" when off
' Minimum rf TIR required: 50mW
BNC termination
Power: PP3 (not supplied)
' Size 70 x 50 x 45mm

MFJ-259 HF Analyser
Price
Down!
1.8MHz - 170MHz
Digital Readout
Resonance
VSWR
Impedance

AA batteries or
12v external
Connect to aerial or
coax and adjust it in
seconds. Turns hours into minutes and
ideas into antennas!

MFJ- 250X 1kW load

This tutor has taken the American market
by storm. There has never been a better
way or more convenient way to learn the
code.

Displays words, letters and numbers
' 3 to 35WPM with natural CW note
' Various modes including Farnsworth
Enormous vocabulary of words
' Actually sends complete 030
' Characters or groups
Headphone socket; Powered from PP3
' Sends text just like an actual test
' A tutor that displays what it sends.

MFJ-840 Handy Meter

ownn!
'

'
'
'
'

Alf bands from 1.8MHz to 440MHz
Cross needle meter - 30 I 300W
Comprehensive user calibratable
Separate HF and VHF/UHF sensors
Illuminated meter (ext. 12V)
Everything you need in one box
185 x 65 x 75mm

D

J

lkW Dummy Load
Oil cooled design
S0-239 socket
Ideal for linears
1M1 -1z to 400MHz

144 - 146MHz
0 - 5 Watts
BNC (Handheld fitting
Reads power out
Checks all handhelds

- Oil is not supplied

Waters & Stanton

Enquiries: Tel. 01702 206835 1204965
Fax. 01702 205843
22. Main Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 40S
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Gordon King G4VEV looks at the connections
between electromagnetic radiation and
health hazards.
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(Out -of -hours service by answering machine)

FAX (01202) 659950

Bruce Muscolino W6TOY/3 shares his

Fmni Caber Ptioitigruglo Craig DOA!

experiences of what he considers to be one
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92 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
3

A huge range of new and secondhand equipment from Icom, Yaesu, Kenwood

and many more. Antennas, Rotators, Power Supplies and a wide range of
accessories.

The South Midlands Communications Group are authorised dealers for many
major manufacturers including the following:-

* Kenwood * Yaesu * Icom * AOR * Cushcraft * Comet * Taiwan Serene
* Telex Hygain * And many more.
Call our sales teams now for advice and prices on any equipment from these
manufacturers.

We will match any authorised dealers price.

AVA VA1 IAVAVA7A71 111
AEA

DATA PRODUCTS
We now have the widest range of data products in the UK. and with
ow specialist knowledge of the products we must be by far the
number one choice for packet equipment.

PacComm
Tiny 2

1200 baud TNC

PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC
Spirit 2
9600 baud INC

£139
£119
£219

Kantronics
KPC3
KPC9612
Karn+

1200 baud TNC

CF-30MR
CF-50MR
CF -30H
CF -309
CF -50S

CF-BPF2

1200+9600 dual port TNC

£139
£275

Multimode data modem

1395

TNC2H

9600 baud TNC

1200 baud

Plug in for USCC

for CA-HV or similar
£39.00
HF Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP
£43.95
6M Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP
£43.95
HF Low Pass Filter 2kW PEP
£69.00
HF Low Pass Filter 150W PEP .......... .... £25.00
6M Low Pass Filter 150W PEP .
. £25.00
2M Band Pass Filter 150W PEP
£49.95

CA-50HR
B-10

6M MOBILE Whip ......... ..........
50MHz Mobile Whip ..... ...........

7MHZ Mobile Whip .
14MHZ Mobile Whip.
21MHZ Mobile Whip

IDEAL FOR IC -70611` .......

8-22M
CA -258

CA -350d8
ABC23
GP9N
GP15N
G P95

£89.00
£46.00
£46.00
£46.00

£107

Modems

28MHz Mobile Whip

HR .7

£179

USCC 4 port plug in card W/O Modems

HR -50

FIFVHF Mobile Whip 7-14-21-28-50 144

HR -21

Symek

CA-28HR

COMET ANTENNAS

CA-14HR

Multimode data modem

*DSP232
Multimode data modem
*PK900
Multimode data modem
Free Pack Win software

1.3-56 MHz..75-320MHz duplexer

CA-HV

£129
£219
£319
£479
£479

BayCom Modems

COMET STATION ACCESSORIES
CF -706

1200 baud TNC
9600 baud TNC

PK12
PK96
PK232/MBX

2M/70CM Mobile Whip
2m/70CM Mobile Whip
2m/6m Mobile Whip
6M/10M Base Collinear .
3 x14 Base Collinear
2M/70CM Base Collinear
6M/2M/70CM Base Collinear
2M/70CM/23CM Base Collinear

£39

£46.00
£46.00
£46.00
£21.50
£44.95
£29.00
.£149.00
. £55.00
£135.00
£99.00
£119.00

COMET DUPLEXERS
£25.00

CF -305

I-11,VHF Ouplexer

CF -306A

liFiVHFIUHF 0 plexe r................................£37.00
6M/2M/70CM Triplexer
£49.00

CFX-514

NMI Et
Call Rodney at Reg Ward & Co

1 Western Parade, West Street
Axminster, Devon EX13 5NY
Tel: 01297 34918
Call Jez or Andy at ARE

Communications, 6 Royal Parade,
Hanger Lane, Ealing, London
W5A 1ET
Tel: 0181-997 4476

FINANCE AVAILABLE
Special monthly payment
facilities available.
Written quotations
available on request
E-mail:amateur@smc-comms.com

Come and join us on our SMC Fun Day on August 16th.
There will be a wide range of stands and demonstrations including:
AMATEUR - Amateur radio bargain clearance sale at very special
prices. DATA - Packet, Computer Interfaces including: Siskin Multicat at
only £69. The SMC 545UHF 10 watt radio, 9600 ready, crystalled on
432.650 or 432.675. Just £99.

Package deal 1 (including cables and software!) Symek 9600 baud
TNC plus SMC545, list price £278, package price £249.
Package deal 2 (including cables and software!) AEA PK-96 (1200 and
9600 baud TNC) plus SMC545, list price £318. Package price £279!!!

Bargain
ex
American
test
Morse

FUN DAY BARGAIN
Minipak - complete with licenced software and ready made cables. List
price £69.95. Special price £59.95.

TALK -IN ON S22
REFRESHMENT STAND - We will have refreshments on sale in aid of
various charities.

Wirele

Sc

Cable
Comets vehicl

EXAMS - We will be taking the American Radio Amateur Exams on the
day - call us for details. We will also be running the RSGB morse tests.

CAR BOOT SALE - If you would like to book a space for this, please

Refreshments
sale
Car boot

call Ailsa on (01703) 251549.
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A4S

3.4 ele Yagi 10/15/20m
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VHF Antennas
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AR -270

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 1,13m long

.f69.00

R5

10112115/17M vertical

5295.00

AR -270b

2/70 Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long

13510

R7000

1369.00

AR2

2m Vertical 1.2m long

139,00

R80

10 thru to 40m vertical
Radial kit for 87000

1129.00

AR6

Am Vertical 3,1m long

159.00

AV -3

14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long

199.00

144-10SN

2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

119.00

AV5

3.5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long ...... 1169.90

A144.201

2m 10-ele Cross Yagi 12.2 dBd

1105.00

A3S

14-21-28MHz Yagi

1389.00

13B2N

13-ele 2m Yagi

1135.00

A3WS

12/17m 3-ele Yagi

1799.00

17132

17-ele 2m Yagi

1199.00

204CD

4 ele 20m Yagi

1499.t

A50.35

3-ele 6m Yagi

£19.00

154CD

4 ele 15m Yagi

A50 -5S

5-ele Am Yagi

£149.00
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Dipole 10115.120/40m

1229.00
1259.00

A50 -SS

6-ele 6m Yagi

2m 8/8 mobile whip
12m mobile whip
15m mobile whip
15SE
17m mobile whip
17SE
2m base colinear
GP23
SQ144 2m Swiss Quad
Cushcraft
R5
Cushcraft
R7

iiilomast
AEL
Siskin

Demonstrations

PVAVAS

141 1111 IAVAI

ANTENNA
BARGAINS

Magazines

124995
2m 22-ele Yagi c/w polanzation switching 12/9.00

22X0

88F
12SE

Manufacturers

1199.00

Dipole 12117/30m
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£13.50
£12.50
£12.50
£12.50
£35.00
£35.00

save £60 £239
save £70 £319
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10-15-20m vertical, 4.1m
10-15-20-40m vertical, 5.5m
10-80m vertical
10-40m vertical

£109
£159
£315
£369

C

CD45

Medium duty meter controller

Medium duty with break

£315
£449
£749

D

HAM IV
HAM V

12AVQS
14AVQ/WBS

DX88
DX77

C
C
C
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HAM IV with digital controller
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THE COMPLETE
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products

bound

BRITAIN'S BEST-SELLING
ELECTRONICS CATALOGUE

Available from 1st September 1997

for the

The 'must have' tool for DIY enthusiasts,
hobbyists and students, amateurs and
professionals in the world of electronics.
Over 25 years experience

enthusiast
£3.45

42 stores nationwide
Same day despatch

- Order 24 hours a day
Free technical support on 01702 556001
- Free delivery on orders over £30.00
Over £50 worth of discount vouchers

Order now on 01702 554000

IMPS
MAPLIN PROFESSIONAL

Available at: WH Smith, John Menzies or
your local Maplin Store.
(Add 50p for P&PI. Orders outside the UK please send £8.45 or 21 IRCs
for Airmail in Europe or surface mail outside Europe. Send £16.00 or
37 IRCs for Airmail outside Europe to:
Maplin MPS, PO Box 777 Rayleigh, Essex, England 5S6 8LU.

When ordering please quote priority Code MA008.
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Rob Mannion's viewpoint on the World of Amateur Radio

'Data Diary' to reflect the wider

Recently in 'Keylines. (July
PW) I was encouraging
readers to write for us while at
the same time explaining the
procedures we have to adopt when
working on a very busy magazine
with a relatively small editorial team.

interests covered in the column.
So, with your support Roger and
the Editorial team think that the new

Data Diary column will go from
strength to strength. And it's up to
you to get those streams of data

flowing now!

Since then there has been some

interesting feed -back from budding
authors and quite a few requests for
copies of our Author 's Guide.

Amateur Radio's 100th
Birthday

However, this time I'm
specifically asking for help from
potential authors working in rather
special branches of the

communications engineering
'marker. In fact. I need to hear from
a lice need Radio Amateur working in
the mobile telephone andlor the 'wide
area paging' services. If you have
experience in these specialised
services, I'd be grateful if you would
contact me as soon as possible.

work on it all day and then lake my

American Mistake
As 1 write this, it's come to my
attention that the American Radio
Relay League (ARRL, the American
National Society) is planning a big
mistake! I say this because the ARRL
has publicly announced that in the
near future they're planning to cease
publication of the famous (and very
weighty!) American Call Book as a
book - and publish it in CD ROM
form only.
I heard of the ARRL's intention

from Dick Ganderton G8VFH, the
Editor of Short Wave Magazine, after
reading the news in his Editorial in
SWM. To say I was astounded at the
revelation is an understatement and ]

wrote to Rodney Stafford KB6ZV
President of the ARRL immediately
to register my dismay at their
decision.
Admittedly the ARRL has a real
problem in publishing the mighty
Call Book! It really is huge and
there's certainly no doubt there's a
demand for it to he available on CD
ROM disk. However, by making it
only available in this form
immediately removes it from many
readers shelves (including mine)
because they don't own CD ROMs
and computers.
Although I sit for many hours in
front of an Apple Macintosh
computer - it's a dedicated
journalistic machine - not a PC.
Without it I could not carry out the
necessary work to help produce PW. 1

'homework' with me to finish off
after tea! However, as I've been
working 'upright' most of the day my
relaxation is not to be found sitting in
front of a computer again, Instead I
enjoy sitting in my favourite armchair
reading a traditional book!
Certainly, in the future, I've no
doubt a handy small book -sized
computer will be produced that you
can open (just like a book) and it will
electronically 'turn pages' on either
side for you, with the added ability of
enlarging the typeface size for me
when I find the going too difficult.
Your book or information will arrive
in a miniature disk or cartridge - but
until then (and until they only cost the
same as the equivalent books) - surely
publishers must continue to produce
information in book form?
If you listen, read or watch the
media 'hype' it may appear that
everyone has a computer at home. It
may also appear that everyone is
connected to the 'Internet'. Neither is
true and I think it will be a very long
time before even 50 of radio and
electronic enthusiasts have access to
such services (and that's even before
considering the general (nonspecialist interests) public's access to
the 'electronic media' mentioned.
Like Dick G8VFH stated in his

editorial, I'm not a 'Luddite' either
(although everyone who knows me
well, realises that computers don't
arouse my interest at all - apart from
their use as yet another 'tool' in my

'writer's toolbox'). I fully realise that
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without computers my work would
nowadays he impossible. But
information presented in book form
does have a tremendous future and
takes some beating!
You can take a book anywhere -

and I do! Relaxing in the bath with a
cheap paperback version of a good
novel is marvellous (it doesn't matter
when they get soggy!). You can read
them on the train, aircraft or even in
the middle of the desert. And when it
comes to deserts I'm reminded of
developing countries - just how will
they fare?
No ARRL I really do think you've
made a fundamental mistake this
time! And 1 hope that I. along with
your many hundreds of thousands of
readers. will be able to continue all
your publications in traditional book
form for many years to come. There's
room for both 'paper' and 'electronic
publishing' and long may it remain
so!

Packet Panorama
'Packet Panorama' written by our
specialist author Roger Cooke
G3LDI has been running for a long
time in its present loon. And our
dedicated author is now planning to
increase the coverage of his column
to include other data modes.
Roger - he's still keen on those
beautiful old, noisy and smelly
mechanical Radio Teletype machines!
- will be expanding the coverage of
his bi-monthly column and as a result
it has been relaunched in this issue as

Next year sees the 100th 'birthday'
anniversary of Amateur Radio. And
in this context it's the purely the
hobby activities fie non-professional
radio experimentation) that's I00
years old.
To celebrate the centenary various
articles and special features will
appear in Practical Wireless. We are
also looking for and making contact
with our oldest known reader. Do you
know anyone who fits into this
category'?

I'm hoping to contact our oldest
known reader )when we find out who
it isl) especially as PW approaches its
own 65th anniversary year in
September 1997. And in this respect
I'm pleased to say that on 15th July
1997 1 worked Tom MeCrossan
EI7A on 3.702MHz during a regular
'natter nice' with friends in County
Donegal. During the QSO Tom found
his PW No. 1 copy and promptly read
the contents page out to everyone
over the air!
Needless to say, everyone in the
QSO

(Willie EI4EK, John EI9GB,

John EI6FF and 1) were most
impressed that Tom has been reading
PW from 1932! So. I hope to get a
photograph from Toni EI7A to help
us tell his story in PW as a tribute.
If you're a reader from the
I 930s...we'd also like to pay you a
tribute and we'll be delighted to do
so, if you contact us with your details,
photographs and memories. This is
because if you remember seeing PW
No. I when it was originally
published. it means that you have
been 'on the radio scene' for well
over half the life of our hobby! So, in
rounding off this month's 'Keylines'
I'm looking forward to hearing fmm
you as Amateur Radio approaches it's
new century.

gag13Syr
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via The

The Star Letter
will receive a voucher
worth £10 to spend on
items from our Book
or other services
offered by Practical
Wireless. All other
letters will receive a

You'

letters mended kw

linen/in

vee

although

genera!4eived
th E -Mail, many

correspondents

ES voucher.

PW's Postbag. If your letter is a ublished ou'll sin a prize.

This Month's Star Letter
Vintage Style
'Speedbrush'
Dear Sir
Many issues ago you published a design

for a novel Morse oscillator - 'The
Speedbrush' with the key an integral part
of the printed circuit. I have made up the
item on a varnished softwood base with
the speaker housed in a 1930s style
assembly.
It's a slightly zany design, but local
amateurs find it amusing. I suggest that
your readers might be pleased with a
published photograph.

James Glanville G3TZG
Coventry
Editor's applause: Well done James!
The Editorial team were most
impressed with .our 'vintage' style handiwork. Does the Morse have a 1930s
`style' to it as well? Readers interested in the project by Steve Ortmayer G4RAW
can find it on pages 49 and 50 of the May 1991 PW (but the 'vintage' speaker is an

optional 'extra'!).

Just A Listener?
Dear Sir
Whilst reading the excellent
article 'On Secret Service

with G6TW & Skyranger'
by Leon Platt in the July
issue of PW. I was moved
to write to 'Receiving You'.
The reason for this was
because one particular
sentence in the article
struck a chord with me.
The sentence in

question was "'But in the
early days, I was just a short
wave listener-. 'Just a
short wave listener'? This
sentence pretty much
epitomises the way in
which a considerable

number of our fellow radio
enthusiasts have regarded
themselves over the years.

Why is it that short
wave listeners feel they
must demean their role in
the hobby by adding 'just'
or 'only' to the description

Cost Of Components
Dear Sir
Your notes in the May 1997 PW 'Radio - Discover The Basics' about Bob Kent's bags of electronic bits at very low prices
prompts an observation about the cost of parts for radio projects. As a keen constructor and supplier of kits, I am always
looking out for bargains when sourcing components. the problem is that I must source them from suppliers who can deal
with repeat orders so that the item will physically fit an existing p.c.b. design and perform as specified.
For example. not all 100pF ceramic plate capacitors have the same temperature characteristics. I cannot go to a rally
and buy 100 of something at huge discount because that supplier/source will not be available when I want some more, thus
ail kit manufacturers have to buy from reputable sources and often from the same manufacturer.
The cost of simple mechanical parts like knobs, connectors, feet, etc. are very high in comparison with the common
electronic parts. this accounts for the apparently high cost of some kits. The trend in professional electronics is far greater
use of surface mount components which are totally unsuitable for nearly all amateur builders, leading to increasing
difficulty in sourcing parts for home building.
The specialist parts that are needed for radios are now very expensive and becoming scarcer. such as (for example) air
spaced variable capacitors. Similarly, if you want an f.e.t. intended for r.f. service, even the cheapest producing a few
watts. now cost about £12 at the 25 off rate! These sorts of parts cannot be used in kits where the perception is that
anything over £75 is too expensive! We need readers to buy more products using these specialist parts and then the price
might come down!

Tim Walford G3PCJ
Somerset

Editor's comment: Having to 'buy to build' has always been relatively expensive unless the buyer is fortunate to get
`special deals'. And Amateur Radio - not being a 'hulk interest' pastime suffers as a consequence. However, when
anyone complains to me about the price of kits - I point out the price (amund £16 for a colourful, cleverly packaged
and marketed basic 'crystal set') of the 'Graudad's Crystal Set' often promoted in the weekend newspapers. The
component costs of these can rarely exceed £2. They usually employ 'slide tuning' using an inductance, a diode and
an inadequate earpiece and they're what I call a `rip-off'

are forgetting to
provide their postai address.
have
to remind readers
that &lough
we
wit not publish a furl postal address
(unless we are
asked to do sfq we
require it if the letter is to be
considered. So, prune
don't forget
to include year full
postal address
and callsign eland
with your E -Mail
hieroglyphical
Editor

when talking to others? A
lot of licensed amateurs
wrongly assume that
everyone within the hobby
is desperately seeking a
licence and that short wave
listeners are just frustrated
amateurs who either can't
or won't take the RAE. This
is a very popular
misconception.
Just because an

individual decides to listen
to rather than talk on the
radio doesn't make them
any less intelligent or any
less knowledgeable about
the subject. Can we not
accept that there are
enthusiasts out there who
do not want to talk to other
enthusiasts over the radio.
The fact that someone.
when asked what their
callsign is, feels that they
have to reply by saying

'Oh, I'm not licensed, I'm
only a short wave listener'
is a sad reflection on the
way in which an enormous
group within our hobby is
treated by a good
percentage of the rest. I feel
it's time the value of the
short wave listener was
recognised and appreciated
by the hobby.
The short wave listener
is a precious asset providing
Radio Amateurs and
professional Broadcast
Stations with unbiased and
accurate information about
transmitter performance,
propagation, antenna
performance, etc. An
immense contribution is
made to the hobby, each
and every day, by the
listener.
It's time the short wave
listener could say they were
a short wave listener

without feeling like they
were some sort of lesser
being. A wise man once
said that 'All amateur's are
listeners for at least half of
the time'.

Chris Carrington GOIYZ
De r by
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Editor's reply: I agree
with every word you say
Chris....so well done that
man! We introduced the
PW 'Listening &
Operating Watch' to 41IF
Far & Wide' because it
was obvious that s.w.Ls

were rather 'left out of it'.
And I can assure you that
I try very hard to correct
s.w.l.s (when I meet them
at shows, rallies and
clubs) that they are not
`only just a listener'? In
fact 1 try to tell them I'm
a listener too - but I also
have the privilege of being
able to transmit although
in common with most
operators I do more
listening than
transmitting.

100 Years Of

Amateur Radio
Dear Sir
In 1988, the scientific
hobby of amateur radio will
have been going for 100
years. The first amateur
radio station in the world
was in 1898 and was the
station of MJC Dennis, who
years later had the cailsign
EI2B and was the first
President of the Irish Radio
Transmitters' Society, The
equipment used in 1898
was a spark transmitter and
a coherer receiver.
Since 1898, radio
amateurs have often led in
the development of radio
transmission. In the early
1920s, it was mainly

through the efforts of
amateur radio that national
broadcasting started in
Britain. Also, in the early
1920s, radio amateurs were
way ahead of the
professionals in the
discovery and development
of trans -world short wave
radio communication.
After the Second World
War, radio amateurs
pioneered the use of a
single sideband suppressed
carrier radio transmissions.
And in February 1954, the

Yeovil Amateur Radio Club
made what is almost

without doubt the first long
distance radio contact to be
made with a transistor
transmitter.
So, how is Amateur
Radio going to celebrate its
centenary next year? On
January 1st. the Yeovil
Amateur Radio Club plans
to start the centenary year

by staging a working
demonstration of homemade pre -First World War
type amateur radio receivers
(there was a Radio Amateur
in Yeovil in 19131 and on
January 8th, I will be giving
a talk at the Yeovil Amateur
Radio Club about the
hundred years of Amateur
Radio.

Whatever ways are
chosen to celebrate the
amateur radio centenary,
planning needs to start now
as 1998 will soon be here.

Rob Micklewright
G3MYM
Somerset

Editor's reply: As part of
our own plans to celebrate
the centenary I have
asked Rob (anyone who
has attended a lecture
given by G3MYM will
know how good he is'.) to
write an article for us. Of
course, PW plans to mark
the year with special
features and we're also
very interested in locating
our oldest reader!

Protection For
Plug -Ins?
Dear Sir
Whilst using one of the
commonly used 'plug
mounted' p.s.u.s to a l3A
socket the thought entered
my mind, what protection
do we have should a fault
occur within the p.s.u. or
even a NiCad battery
charger being used in a
similar manner? The answer
of course is the possibility

of tripping a 30A circuit
breaker controlling the ring
main circuit or in the other
locations perhaps a 30A
fuse.

I have only come
across one voltage
controller burning up. This
could have caused
considerable damage being
hidden away behind a
curtain feeding a small
domestic radio, with the
possibility of causing a fire.
If the p.s.u. or charger
is fitted with a trailing lead
and a 13A plug top, the
appliance could have an
appropriate rated fuse fitted
2/3A for safety. The same
problem also arises with
some alarm systems being

provided with a facility for
batter charging back-up,
once more being plugged
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Electrostatic & Electromagnetic Hazards
Dear Sir
The following information is from published data as I remember it. Sources are from
magazines, TV, radio, etc. (References fomotten). Basically. electromagnetic fields are
believed and are used to promote healing and are produced by or generated by electrical
currents (at low voltages in this case).
Electrostatic fields are generated by electrical voltages and can cause physical
damage if the voltage is high. Research on failed high voltage cables showed that the
insulation failed due to the equivalent of metal fatigue. The cause being that the
electrostatic stresses caused the molecules to elongate along the lines of stress. Thus, in a
high voltage, ac. electrostatic field, to oscillate between spherical and ovoid in step with
the mains frequency and in this way tearing the molecules apart.
The same cause is responsible for insulator failure on high voltage over head power
lines. Infra -red photographs show a temperature gradient progressing along the insulators
as they degenerate. An odd effect (reported I think in Wireless Wield) indicated by
research. that lightning flashes could not happen. because the individual droplet charge
would be too low to jump the gap to the next droplet. However, the elongation effect (on
the droplets) was noticed, due to the overall electrostatic stress, so the flash path was not
impossible (as we all know of course) as at first appeared or calculated.
It's important to keep an open mind than to grow old gracefully. When considering
dangers from electromagnetic and electrostatic sources you should decide for yourself if
you want your brain molecules doing the 'twist' or perhaps 'boomps-a-daisy', etc. In
comparing other possible hazards, chemicals ;supposedly harmless), e.g. nonal-phenol
(used as a plastics lubricant) caused fish and reptiles to mutate and become sterile at 1 part

per billion.

Gordon Mile, Northern Ireland

directly into a l3A socket.
If a portable domestic
appliance is purchased or
even a range of power tools
it's usual for the
manufacturer to supply the
appliance with a suitably
rated fused plug top.
wonder whether or not you
have received previous
comments on this issue, in
ten years readership of PW
(and many failed
competition entries!), my
memory fails me. But then
time goes by.

Charles Nock 2E1AMT
West Midlands

Editor's comment: AU the
`plug type' chargers I've
come across (using
transformers) seem to
incorporate fusible -link
protection which melt,
making the mains
primary go 'open circuit'.
But I have not had a
failure yet! Readers'
comments are welcomed
on this topic.

Dayton Trip,
Articles &
Enamelled Wire
Dear Sir
It was nice chatting to the
PW team at Dayton again. I

really like the little 'British
village' that was made up of
PW & SWM, the RSGB and
G-QRP Club. I also note in
the July PW that you
comment about folk

offering articles elsewhere
first. 1 can imagine how you
may feel hurt when you
aren't the first, but rest
assured, having the pleasant
experience of working with
the PW folk to produce the
'Spectrum Wavemeter'
article, it's not a mistake I'll
make a second time.
The enamelled wire
problem and how to strip is
ne that many constructors
face eventually. Having
tried all the methods
mentioned so far, the most
successful I found, is to use
a needle file. Just lay the
wire across the file and rest
your thumb on top. With the
barest of pressure pull the
wire through. Rotate the
wire and repeat until the

Dear Sir

enamel has gone.

the 1950s girls winding i.f.
transformers doing this with

Tony Fishpool G4WIF
Kent

Dear Sir
The effective method for
Litz wire stripping is to pass
the wire through the flame
of the methylated spirit and
quickly into the liquid
methylated spirit in the tin
lid. Trial and error soon
tells you how long the
passage through the flame
should be before pulling the
hot wire out - quickly. Wear
goggles, and mind your
fingers! My problem is
finding a source of Litz
wire. Hope this helps reader

Having read of John
Noble's continuing
difficulties of removing the
enamel from winding wire
for soldering, I went out to
the shack to see if my hand
had lost its cunning after 40
years in the trade. Taking a
tin lid, about 30mm
diameter and 20mm deep I
filled it with methylated
spirits and lit it. Then I took
a length of 0.315mm (about
30s.w.g.) enamelled wire
and heated it in the
methylated spirits flame,
plunging it through the
flame as soon as it glowed
red right into the
methylated spirits.
Result: clean bright
copper. I can remember in

42s.w.g. multi -strand

enamelled Litz wire, now
they were really deft!
Stewart Sims G3WQW

Nottingham

Send your letters to
the PW Offices,
marking it clearly for
`Receiving You'

John Noble.
G. A. Taylor GSAKN
Manchester
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NE1NS
Com 'Bed b Donna Vincent G7TZB
Amateur Radio Stilt Exists In

Silent key Sob Stone
WPC - A 41411 of Wet

Leeds!

those attending the chance to
discover more about the world of
h.f., meet old friends. attend
lectures, visit trade stands and see a
working demonstration station. For
more information please contact

Courage
It's not often that it's necessary
to feature a photograph of two
people when writing an obituary
to Commemorate a Radio
Amateur but in the case of Bob
Stone G4FPC who died on the
7th of June aged 62. it's very
necessary to do so. because of
the devoted partnership between
husband and wife Wendy over
many years of suffering.
Bob Stone was horn in
Kenton. Middlesex, but was
brought up in Sussex and spent
his married life in Winchester. An inquisitive and ingenious man he
was into everything from printing machines and printing to radio and
became a very 'natural' Radio Amateur. He was delightfully friendly
and possessed one of the happiest and gentlest natures I've ever come
across. He also suffered from chronic illness for 27 years - but that
never stopped him smiling.
After starting his own printing business - which he excelled at Bob was struck down by complete kidney failure following an
infection. This led to dialysis and frequent trips to London with
Wendy. A kidney transplant was carried out but by the time I met Bob
in the mid -1970s he was back on home dialysis - operating G4FPC
from the portable building unit in the back garden which housed the
home -dialysis (kidney) machine. He never was known for wasting
any time!
Eventually another transplant provided him with another long
spell of relief and the former home dialysis unit became his shack and
printing room. But over the 27 years he was ill, the anti -rejection
drugs took their toll on his immune system. This brave and quiet man
of courage underwent 25 operations including four complete hip
replacements, and three separate shoulder replacement operations and
a knee joint. Yet he was never heard to complain.
Nothing was ever thrown away by G4FPC and he showed his
determination by never giving up on a repair job. Always on the look
out for bargains, he also tried to assist a certain magazine editor who
needed specialist help...and often succeeded. He was certainly the
'Amateur's Amateur' and even printed friend's QSL cards for them
never charging the correct price either!
It was perhaps ironic that Bob died the week before I was due to
visit the Winchester Club to provide a talk (he'd been made an
honorary member). However, despite his absence the memory of his
wonderful personality was felt during the silence we kept to mark his
passing before the talk itself began.
Friends and family. and Radio Amateurs from all over the south
gathered at Southampton Crematorium on Wednesday June 18th. But
it wasn't a sad occasion because everyone had so many marvellous
memories of this exceptionally brave and quiet man of courage who
was always supported and backed up by Wendy and the children. It
was an honour to know him and count the Stone family as friends. My
sympathies and admiration go to his widow Wendy and their son and
two daughters - who like their parents are achieving much in their
own fields.

Rob hlannion G3XFD
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The Conference takes place at

Beaumont Conference Centre,
Old Windsor, Berks and will offer
the

Fay Huxley 2E1EUA or Marica
Brimson 2E1DAY on {01707)
659015 or FAX: (01707) 645105.

here's kr AOR
At the Fricdrichshafen rally held
over the weekend of July 27, 28 &
29th in Germany AOR were
awarded the Golden Microphone
award from the readers of Funk
magazine. The award was given for
the AOR AR7030 being nominated
as 'Best short wave receiver'.

The Leeds Amateur Radio
Communications Centre in Leeds
have recently had their franchise
agreement with Lowe Electronics
discontinued and this has lead to
confusion over whether they are
still trading or not.
As can be seen front the photo.
Tom and Hazel are still very much
in business and their shop. which
has been trading for 21 years, is still
thriving. The LAR Communications
Centre are approved dealers for
learn. Kenwood and Yeasu products
as well as a wide range of other
amateur radio products.
So, if you are in the Leeds area
why not call in to Leeds Amateur

Radio, LAR Communications
Centre, 12 Station Road,
Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7.JX or
give them a call on 0113-232 8400
for details of their full range of
products.

Novice forum
During this year's International

RSGB HF/IOTA Convention.
which is being held over the
weekend of 26/27/28 September
1997. a Novice Forum will take
place. The Forum will be held on
the 28th and will include thoughts
on how the Novice system can be
better integrated into main -stream
Amateur Radio with the overall aim
being to encourage newcomers to
the Amateur Radio Hobby.

The photograph shows Richard

Hillier (AOR's UK Sales Director)
and Jun Oshima (Overseas Sales

Director, AOR Japan) jointly
accepting the Golden Microphone
award. In addition to this the AOR
ARS000 received the Funk award
for 'Best wide band receiver' with
Boger -Funk (German distributor)
accepting the award on behalf of
AOR.

If you'd like to find out what
makes AOR equipment worthy of
awards like the Golden Microphone
why not contact them direct at AOR

(UK) Ltd, 4E East Mill,
Bridgefoot, Belper, Debyshire
DE56 2UA. Tel: (01773) 880780.
FAX: (01773) 880788 or E-mail:
info@aor.co.uk Leaflets and price
lists are available on request and if
you have Internet access you might
like to visit the AOR Web site ite at

http://www.demon.co.uk/aor

Cedes CO
The International Short Wave
League (ISWL) would like to thank
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Success At S.P.A.

Join In With Mks 40th Anniversary
Have you got happy memories of your Scouting days? If so perhaps
you would like to help today's Scouts discover Amateur Radio by
running your own Jamboree On The Air Station during this year's
JOTA event. And this year's event is very special as JOTA celebrates
its 40th year - and don't forget life begins at 40!
The PW Newsdesk has been sent an excellent annual report on
JOTA in the form of the Jamboree On The Air (UK Report 1996)
which makes interesting reading and provides much information. The
A4 -sized booklet is well illustrated with reports from participating
stations in the 1996 event and leads off with 'editorial reports from
Geoff Dellbridge GOPMF the Scout Association Specialist Adviser
for Amateur Radio and Clive Catton GIBSN the Association's
Specialist adviser for the JOTA.
So, if you would like to join in and set-up your own JOTA station
the Scouting Association
would be pleased to have your
support. To help, and in
answer to a suggestion from
the JOTA team are
making the JOTA (UK
Report 1996) available for
£2 (including postage) so
that you can see what's
going on before, what
you're letting yourself in
for and what you've missed
in the past!
You can join in with
JOTA by sending a cheque
for £2 (made out to the
Scouting Association) to:
The JOTA Team,
Gilwell Park, Bury
Road, Essex E4 7QW.

00pe
In last month's News pages a report
appeared about the Sinclair X I
Button Radio. After the issue 'went
to press' we were informed that the
telephone number given was
incorrect.
The number you should call if
you're interested in purchasing an
XI is (01933) 279300. Apologies go
to all those concerned for any
inconvenience caused by the mix up.

.

licence Revocation

The Radiocommunication
Mary Pink who works for S.R.P.
Trading has recently passed her
Radio Amateurs Examination on the
first attempt. Mary's success means
she now holds the callsign MIBUB,
of which she is no doubt very
proud. Mary has been in the retail
amateur radio business for over 17
years and passing the RAE with a
Credit is a worthy string to add to
her how.
Birmingham based S.R.P.

Trading are manufacturers and
all those stations who took the
time to work GB50SWL during
their 50th Anniversary year in 1996.
Over 9000 contacts were made,
which all went to towards helping to
make the ISWL's Golden Jubilee
year a resounding success.
If you're interested in finding
out more about the work of the
ISWL you should write to them at
The ISWL HQ, 3 Bromayard
Drive, Chellaston, Derby DE73

Agency (RA) have informed PW
that the Amateur Radio Licence
issued to Mr I Macpherson
G4ZPZ has been revoked. Mrs
Karen Scott of the RA was unable
to offer any further details on this
case at the time of going to press.

PLEASE SEND YOUR NEWS

TO DONNA VINCENT G7178
AT THE EDITORIAL ADDRESS

Yaesu Winner

New Publications
The SGC Corporation of Washington State. USA. have recently
published two guides which should prove of interest to many readers
of PW.

The first of these is a 80 -page guide entitled Go Mobile At 500
which covers all aspects of mobile radio from the transceiver to
the antenna and from installation through noise suppression to
practical uses. The second is a 48 -page guide to Digital Signal
Processing Facts And Equipment which gives a very thorough and
informative to DSP and its applications.
Both of the SGC guides are available free of charge from Waters
Watts

1PF.
Phow rounesy of Ray Knigh

Television Anniversary

Over the weekend of 6 - 7th
September Ray Herbert G2KILI
will he activating G2TV in
commemoration of the first licence
to be issued to J. L. Baird
specifically for the transmission of
television. The activation of G2TV
marks the 70th Anniversary of the
Royal Television Society.
In addition to this Ralph
Barrett G2FQS will present 'Baird
- The Man and His Television' at
the White Rock Pavilion, Hastings
on Wednesday 15th October at
7.30pm. The White Rock Pavilion
opened 70 years ago and John Logie
Baird gave a talk on television there
in October 1927.

distributors of all types of
communications equipment, so why
don't you call in to congratulate
Mary on her success and to sample
the full SRP radio range'! They can
be found at 1686 Bristol Road
South, Rednal, Birmingham B45
9TZ. 'fel: 0121-460 1581/7788 or
FAX: 0121-457 9009.

Rob Mannion G3XFD (right) is
pictured here at the Longleat Rally
with Ray Webber G7PWW who
was the lucky winner in the Yaesu

& Stanton Electronics, 22 Main Road. Flockley, Essex
SS5 4QS. Tel: (01702) 206835 ur
FAX: (01702) 205843.

FT -800R competition as run in the
March 1997 issue of Practical
Wireless. Ray travelled to the
Longleat Amateur Radio Rally,
which was held on 29 June, from
his home in Kent to be presented
with his prize by Rob on behalf of
Yaesu UK. The PW team would like

to thank Barry Cooper CARK0 of
Yaesu UK for donating the FT 8000R dual -band mobile transceiver
as a prize and wish G7PWW hours
of happy operating with his new

'toy'!
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Zoe says:

"keep the News and
those Ciub magazines

coming"

C urn u iled by Z4 Crab!)

These are your pages and I want to hear about your stories! Have you moved into a new club room,
won a contest, got a funny story or news of a special event station? Then send it into me, I want to
hear all about it. If you have pictures to accompany the story too, then even better! So, get writing
and who knows, you might even recruit new members at the same time!
AMSATUK

Novice Licence
Course

For all satellite enthusiasts, don't forget AMSAT UK
produce Oscar News which is published bi-monthly. The
AMSAT-UK club call is GOAUK and Nets are held
frequently on h.f. and v.h.f.
The AMSAT organisation is a world-wide group of

The Siemens Amateur
Radio Club will again be
running a Novice Licence
Course this autumn for

amateur radio operators who share an active interest in
building. launching and then communicating with each
other through non-commercial amateur radio satellites. But
you don't need to be budding satellite designers to join.
Set-up in the early 1970s with just an occasional
newsletter, AMSAT became larger and demanded more
time from the volunteers involved. Then, in 1978 Ron
Broadbent G3AAJ became the Honorary Secretary and
started to organise the group on a more formal basis.
When Ron retired from his job in 1985 he worked

anyone interested in getting
started in Amateur Radio.
The course has run for a
number of years now and
continues to have a 100%

The club will be
holding an introductory
meeting on Wednesday 10
September for people to
find out more about the
course. The course starts

members.

or telephone Paul Benson
GOSPA on 0115-922 7279

All enquiries for AMSAT-UK including orders for
Herongate Road,
Wanstead Park,
London E12 5EQ.
This includes the
payment of
donations.
Ron G3AAJ's hard

work was rewarded at
the beginning of 1995
when he was awarded
an MBE.

12

September at their venue at 7pm for the May '98
exam. Any persons wishing to attend or require more
information, please contact Tony on (01407) 832197
anytime before the date of commencement.
The Group hold their meetings every three weeks
at the Scout Hall. Llangefni (opposite Kwik Save) at
7.30pm and they are from 27/8, 17/9, etc.

pass rate.

full-time for AMSAT. Ron's hard work on behalf of radio
amateurs and AMSAT was rewarded at the beginning of
1995 when he was awarded an MBE (see photo).
The AMSAT-UK Colloquium, an event held each
year, enables the members of AMSAT to enjoy a few days
of technical education, a few beers and a natter with
friends, plus being able to meet and discuss your problems
with the 'stars' of the satellite world. Lectures are middle
of the road and talks and demonstrations enable
newcomers to get the most out of the hobby. It is also a fun
weekend!
The Hon. Sec. & Treasurer Ron Broadbent G3AAJ is
retiring from his official duties in support of the society at
the end of 1997. Ron and his wife Beryl have between
them provided enormous service to AMSAT-UK and the
Amateur Satellite Service for more than 20 years.
Over the course of the last two years. the AMSAT
committee has been steadily planning and implementing a
gradual and smooth hand -over of the range of tasks,
previously undertaken by Ron and Beryl, to other

supplies, etc. should be addressed to the Secretary. 94

RAE Course
The Ynys Mon Amateur Radio Users Group (Wales)
will be starting the next RAE course on the 29

properly on the following
Wednesday (17th
September) and runs on
both Wednesday evenings
and Sunday mornings
through until the Christmas
exam.
This year, the club have

four instructors: Paul
GOSPA, Alan G7LNV,
Doug G7KSL and Keith
G6PRK to help new
recruits get through the
exam. To get more
information about the club,
either turn up at the
introductory session at the

Radio Shack on South
Road, Beeston, Rylands,

or E-mail the Club
Secretary G4VFK on
chrisarcher@compuserve.
corn

New Rally Venue
The Bishop Auckland
Radio Amateurs Club
(BARAC) Rally takes
place on November 23rd at
Spennymoor Leisure
Centre. Please note this is a
new venue, ideally suited
for both trader and disabled

visitors as it boasts good
parking and easy access to a
large ground floor.
There will be the usual
radio, computer, electronics
and Bring & Buy stalls as
well as catering and bar
facilities. As you can
imagine, there's lots to do

for all the family within the
confines of the leisure
centre for those of the
family not quite interested
in radio.
Doors open at 11 am
( 10.30am for disabled

visitors). Admission is £1,
under I 4s are free of charge
if accompanied by an adult.
Talk -in on S22.
More details from the

Rally Organiser, Mike
GOPRQ on (01388)
766264.

Halkyn & District

'up and running', pending
elections for a full
committee in September. A
full range of activities is
envisaged, but as with all
new projects, may take a
little time to achieve.
The Society welcomes
all radio amateurs, short
wave listeners and kindred
spirits, and have within the
current membership a
wealth of enthusiasm and
expertise which typifies
amateur radio.
Meetings take place on
the 2nd and 4th Wednesday

in the month at Halkyn

Cricket Club, Nr
Holywell, Flintshire at
8pm. Visitors and
prospective members are
very welcome.
Further information
can be obtained from Eddie
GW3GSJ on (01352)
780334.

ARS
The well attended inaugural
meeting of a brand new
Society in North Wales took
place back on Wednesday 4
June 1997. Eddie Hewins

GW3GSJ and Albert
Thompson GWOIZR were
elected Caretaker Chairman
and Secretary/Treasurer
respectively.
Eddie & Albert's duties
will be to get the Society

Military Wireless
ARS
Club Spotlight' has recently
heard from S. McKinnon
GOTBI, Net Controller of

the Military Wireless
Amateur Radio Society
(M WARS) who has sent in
a photo taken at the NEC in
May of this year at the
National Vintage
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Club Reminders
Members of the Hambleton Amateur Radio Society meet at Allertonshire School, Northafierton at 7.30 to 9.30pm. Lots of future events arc planned, so
why not contact John G0VX11 on (01845) 537547.
Meetings are held on alternate Thursdays at the Conservative Club. Rye Road, Hoddesdon for the Hoddesdon Radio Club. Lots of meetings are already
planned. Find out more from Don G3JNJ on 0181-292 3678.

The Stroud Amateur Radio Society meet every other Wednesday at 8pm at the Minchinhampton Youth Club, Stroud, Glos. Find out more about
future club events from the Club Secretary Stuart Goodfield MIBFA on (014531 752411 or visit the Web page at: http://ourworld.compuserve.com/
13omepag,es/M1BFA.

Members of the lichen Valley Amateur Radio Club meet on the 2nd and 4th Fridays of each month, except August, at the Scout Hut, Briekfield Lane,
Chandlers Ford, Hants (just up the road from SMC) at 7.30 for an 8pm sm. Contact Sheila GOVNI on (01703) 813827 for more details.

Yeovil ARC ORR Convention
Success
The 13th QRP Convention, which was
held back on the 18 May, in Sherbome,
was again highly successful, with all three
lectures having capacity attendance. The
introduction of 'Morse Tests On Demand'
resulted in five successful passes and the
peripheral displays of vintage radios.
(including the W1BCG transatlantic
contact re-enactment receivers), Novice
equipment, Packet radio and WX Satellite
reception created a large amount of
Communications Fair. The
photograph features
members of the MWARS,
which, like the NVCF,
grows from strength to
strength, with a
membership currently
standing at 289!
The Society exists for
like-minded individuals
who collect, restore and
operate ex -military radio
equipment. The Society are
fortunate to have a wealth
of technical expertise
emanating from all points
North. South. East and West
of the country, including
members in Europe. Africa,
America, Australia, New
Zealand and even one in
Thailand!
A newsletter is
produced bi-monthly by
Editor and founder member

John Taylor -Cram

2E1COC and contains
many an interesting article
on the repair, operating and
restoration of ancient
modulation equipment. The
Newsletter also provides
free ads to its members.
The Military Wireless
Amateur Radio Society
meet every Saturday
morning at 0930 local time
on 80m on a frequency of

interest.

Although a long time off, advance
notice of a major shift of date for the 14th
QRP Convention has been issued. The
date is 19 April 1998. (See Radio Diary
for further information at a later date).
to RI YARC Chairman G7SDD, G3ROO's XYL, Ian Keyser G3R00 and G3GC. Ian Keyser
G3R00 was the guest of honour at the 13th Yeovil ORP Convention held back in May. 'ROO'
addressed the club's annual dinner and joined colleagues G3MYM and G3CMK to lecture in a

hall packed with low power enthusiasts.

3.625kHz -± and, of course,

in the am. mode. Anyone
interested in calling into the
Net. preferably with some
kit, would be made more
than welcome, and who
knows, they may even
become members of the

Waterlooville, Hampshire

group.

Details of membership
can be obtained from the
Secretary John Taylor -

Cram, 7 Hart Plain
Avenue, Complain,

colour and future issues will
include the pictures in
colour.
The Club meet at the

PO8 8RP.

The page may be
accessed from two sites:

Chesbunt Club On
Web

http://uhars.herts.ac.uk/g4oaa/cadarc.html or
http://freespace.irirgin.net/
dennis.frenchkadarckada

The Cheshunt Club now

rc.html To read the

Church Room, Church
Lane, Wormley,
Hertfordshire every

has a World Wide Web
page. The page contains the
club information.
programmes and also the
latest copy of the club
magazine Hamster.

Hamster it is necessary to

Wednesday at 2000. Further

have a Browser with
Acrobat as a plug-in, as the
Hamster magazine has been
converted to the
Acrobat format. It is in

information from Dennis
French G3TIK, Hon. Sec.
on (01920) 461711.

Bangor Rally Report
'Club Spotlight' has recently received a Rally Report Special from the Bangor & District Amateur Radio Society. The
30th anniversary rally was held in the Clandeboye Hotel back on the 22 June and was officially opened by the RSGB
President Ian Kyle GI8AYZ/MMIAYZ.
Stewart GI4OCK. Chairman, said that the rally was an unmitigated success with traders vowing to return next
year. Apparently, a total of 372 people attended, which together with the club's own members. bought the number of
people at the rally to over 400!
There was a slight downside, says Stewart. as several traders who had promised to come didn't show up, but all was
not lost as on the other hand, a couple of traders who weren't invited did! Also, the hotel was not really geared up for
providing bar snacks. though the management have promised to rectify this for next year.
Stewart would tike to say a special thanks to the many traders who donated items

of equipment for extra ballot prizes, thanks to Martin Lynch & Son for the first prize
of a hand-held and to our very own Rob Mannion here at PW for the prize of a year's
subscription. Keep an eye on these pages for news of next year's rally date!
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Ian Kyle GI8AYZ, RSGB President (right) at the opening of
Bangor & DARS's 30th anniversary rally. He was introduced
by Keith Burnside GI4IYO, a club committee member.
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Accessories

AA30
Active Antenna Matcher

IIthe NEW name in Amateur Radio!

NEW KH-6

6 metre Handy Transceiver
50 - 54MHz

CTCSS

4 Watts RF out (12V)

Scan functions
Memory recall
Supplied with 8 cell

2 Watts RF out (9V)

UK Repeater offsets
Dual watch function

AA battery case
(batteries not included)

Optional Extras
KH6/NP
K 86/8F
KH6/CC
K H6/pSu

NiCad pack (12V)
Rem Higher Gain Whip
Soft Case
NiCad Mains Charger

£29.95
£12.95
£9.95
£9.95

A NEW shortwave listener antenna tuner
using active electronics to give high
selectivity & variable gain. The tuneable
input peak control ensures best possible
weak signal reception and interference
rejection. Suitable for random long wire,
dipoles. beverages. Delta loops, inverted
V's, Verticals, GSRV and most receiving
antennas.

Frequency 100kHz-30MHz
Power 12V DC or internal battery
Antenna Telescopic whip included for
use as an active antenna if required
x 14.3W x 15.5Pcm
Dheenelone

£69.95

VR28
High power roller inductor
Solidly constructed using 10 gauge wire
& Deiron low loss former this roller is
suitable for use in high power applications
up to 2000W (when matched).

Power 2cometts
Inductance Variable to 28pH max
D imensions 8H x 22,5W x 79cm

£59.95

VC220
High Power Variable Capacitor
220pF high power commercial grade air
variable capacitor. 4.5kV wkg. Suitable for
1.5kw tuners, amplifiers etc.
D inrsruisns 6-5H x 19W x 6.50 cm

£34.95

FL30 Low Pass Filter
A low loss heavy duty filter that suppr-esses
harmonics above 35MHz by up to 70clBs.
Using a 9 pole inverse Chebyshey design
and high quality construction this unit wilt
substantially help to reduce TV interference
etc. at source.

£49.95

4T300

AT1500

150W compact tuner
A new compact high quality antenna tuner that
provides adjustable impedance matching for all
types of antennas. The AT300 also measures
power and SWR using an illuminated frequency
compensated SWR/Rower meter.
Using a 48 position switched torodial inductor
with silver plated double contacts it is possible to
easily adjust for the lowest SWR Ratio on the
selected transmit or receive frequency. A built in
dummy load allows for off air tuning and testing,

Frequency

Power Maximum
150W continuous
150W for 15 sec
(dummy load}

Dationelone
8.7cm 11 x 19.2cm W
23cm 0 {approx)

Weight

Matches dipoles, centre fed doublets, GSRV's. 1.364kg
Balanced feeders, Verticals. Single wires,
Delta loops, Beams. Windoms and Inverted V's.
Built in 4:1 Balun for open wire feeders or balanced line fed antennas.
Bypass position for quick straight through antenna connection but still
with SWR/Power monitoring,.
8 position antenna selector switching. Built in dummy load.
4 way antenna switching including:poLect coax 1, ronx 2, bypass & dummy load.
Tuned coax 1, coax 2, wire and dummy load.
Average power reading to 200Watts.
Standing Wave Ratio measurements with easy set function.

The AT1100 is a solidly constructed nigh power
antenna tuner using heavy gauge materials for
the case and a "Beefed up" roller inductor
constructed from 10 gauge wire on a Delrin low
absorption former. Designed by Paul Hrivnak
(founder and forrner owner of Vectronics in
Canaria) this unit is built to last!

SPECIFICATIONS
Frequent).

Pews, Maximum

High quality dummy load with built in fan

cooler. Enables short term off air testing
up to 1500W for freqs up to 500MHz.
D imension TH x 22W x 7.70cm

£59.95
12.9cm H x 32.2cm W
34cm D incl.

£365.95

01705 662145

Dummy load

Dimensions

Matches dipoles, centre fed doublets,
terminals (approxi
G5RV's, Balanced feeders. Verticals, Single
Weight
wires, Delta loops. Beams. Windoms and
4.112kg
Inverted V's.
Built in 4:1. Baltic for open wire feeders or
balanced line fed antennas.
Bypass position for quick straight through antenna connection but
still with SWR/Power monitoring.
6 position antenna selector switching.
I2irect coax 1, coax 2, bypass.
Tuned coax 1. coax 2, wire.
For balanced feeders select wire and link on back panel.
Average power reading to 3000Watts.
Standing Wave Ratio measurements with easy se function.

£129.95

NEVI1

D L1500

1500W high power tuner
SPECIFICATIONS

fax:

P81500
High Power Bailin
High power balun using Ruthroff Voltage
design to give efficient 4:1 matching of
open wire or balanced feed systems.
De=..g..ed for internal mounting

Ratio 4:1 8alun
Pourer 1500 Watts peak
Frequency 2-30MHz
D imensions 6.3H x 6.3W x 4.2Dan

£19.95

Precision
Turns Counter
£5 9.9 5

01705 690626

189 London Rd North End Portsmouth Hunts P02 9AE
Palstar- available from Dealers throughout the UK FE Paistar"

Trodernark of NEVADA

The ULTIMATE
All Band HF Antennas
proven in the rugged outback of

ND COMPROMISE
COMMUNICATIONS

-I

SmariTunoe Weatherproof Automati( Tuners
Fully automatic weather-proof
tuners that use a computer
system to continuously monitor
dl the antenna parameters
and instantly select the
correct march. A non-volatile
memory remembers the
correct match for the last 500
operating frequencies

Australia for over lb' years

-Antennas
-r

--I

-1

-1

11111111k,
NOW RF

£349

1.6MHz 30MHz
Tunes random wires from
aft to 300ft

Multibond with o

Slim line, efficient, single whip multiband mobile
antennas. No extra resonators, "porcupine"
extenders or coffee jar size coils are required!
All WARC bonds are built in.

These models now with
HF plus 6mtrs and 2mtrs!

single wire

Keeps the RE away from
the shack

Ideal for HF Mobile or
Marine multiband operation
with a single 7ft whip

5G-235
501)W RF

£1195

HF-VIIF SinwiTunee SG -231

Waterproof Covers 6 mfr Band
£499
Multiband with o single mobile whip
Mulliband any length of wire end or centre fed [min Bit for 160mtrs:

The Famous OUTBACKER'
8 antenna above lout with the

addition of the 160 mfrs band.
Price
£219
OUTBACKER' 8 SPUT

oft 300W PEP 8. Breaks down into
two aft sections for easy storage. 8
bands 80-10m. Storage pouch included.

4.1.1.1,11,

Price

£219.95

OUTBACKER' 8 TRI SPUT
A three section splitable version (3x2ft
sections) of the popular Outbackere'8. 611
long 300W PEP covers 80-10m band.

PoworTalk' SG -2000
A reggedised HF Treiusceiver with advanced D5P features

Price

PROFESSIONAL USERS AMATEUR HF AMATEUR/INTERNATIONAL MARINE

£229.95

OUTBACKER PERTH
The PERTH hos a Aft shaft with a 3ft whip, low

Built to Military standards the receiver uses stale
of the an Digital techniques that offer Adoptive
Signal Processing ADSP and SNS1 Spectral
Noise Subtraction.

resistance and hatch mountable with high performance.

Rated at 150W PEP, with a 80 through 10 metres.
Price

£199.95

OUTBACKEW PERTH (1)

150W PEP Remateable head

The famous low profile PERTH antenna above
but with added 160 mtr coverage.

56-2000 El 495

1.6MHz.30MHz DI 500kHz30MHz Rx
Send for full details

Price

Low profile Aft antenna 150W PEP covers oil bands
including {WARC} from 80 through to 10 mfrs.

500W Mobile HF linear amplifier

Price

500W RF output 12V operation
1.6 - 30MHz Microprocessor controlled
Ideal for fixed - Mobile & Marine

£1150

selects the right bandwidth Filter.

DI

£179.95

OUTBACKER' SPRING BASE

Monitors your power needs and antenna condition
and automatically in less than 15 milliseconds -

NEVA

£235

OUTBACKER`' JUNIOR

SmariftworCube" SG -500

tel: 01705 662145

OUTBACKER' 8 (T)

PLUS 6 metres and 2
metres. Rated at 100W
PEP. Low profile.
Price £249.00

60MHz 100W PEP

(,.01SillLITION

OUTBACKER 8
6ft 300W PEP. 8
bands 80-10m.
The standard mobile
antenna.
Price .£199.95

OUTBACKEV PERTH PLUS
A 6ft antenna covering 80
through 10 metres

A new low profile metal cased and niggedised
Wideband auto ATU that covers HF
plus 6 mtrst Designed for use
either at the masthead [as the
centre of a multiband wire
antenna) or in mobile, marine or
base station operations.

1

OUTBACKER' JUNIOR PLUS
A single whip - only 3' long that
covers 80 through 10 metres plus 6
and 2 metres. No larger than a
VHF/UHF colinear whip
Price £225.00

I ON)

v IS

fax: 01705 690626

189 London Rd North End Portsmouth Hunts P02 9AE

The OUTBACKER SPRING BASE has standard 3/8-24
threads. The spring is mode of zinc plated steel. The base
is nickel plated machined brass with an 50-239 female
connector. Requires 1/2' hole for mounting.
Price

£59.95

NEVA

KrIISTRISUTION DIV1SION..;

tel: 01705 662145
fax: 01705 690626
189 London Rd North End Portsmouth Hunts P02 9AE

Examination
Time!
Rounding -Up To The RAE
It's the time of year when all budding Radio
Amateurs should be thinking about enrolling on an
Radio Amateur's Examination course. To help you
find a course in your area we've put together a list of
all the RAE, Novice RAE and Morse courses that we've
been told about. The list is laid out alphabetically by
college or centre.
Of course, the PW list is not exhaustive and there are many courses that are not mentioned here. For details of other courses that are

running this year contact the City & Guilds at 1 Giltspur Street, London EC1A 9DD. Tel: 0171-294 2468 or FAX: 0171-294
2400.
For more information on becoming a Radio Amateur contact the Radio Society of Great Britain n (01707) 659015 or if you
have a query regarding licencing, etc., then please get in touch with the Radiocommunications Agency (RA! on 0171-215 2150.
The RA can also supply a range of leaflets of the services they provide, to find out more contact their Information and Library

Service on 0171-211 0502/0505.

And finally don't dispare if there isn't a course running in your area or if you're unable to get to a college or centre, you can contact
the Rapid Results College on 0181-947 2211 for details of their correspondence courses.

So. what are you waiting for? Look at our list, pick a course and make sure your
name is among the next batch of new licensees!
21 Willow Walk,

Culverstorie,
Meopham, Kent DA13

005.
Len Buck GODLR,
who's been helping
students through the
RAE for 15 years, will be
running an RAE course
starting on Friday 3
October running
through until the May
1998 exam.

Arrangements have
been made for students
to sit the exam at the

North West Kent
College of
Technology, Dartford.
If you're interested in
joining Len's course,
you should write to him
at the above address or
call him on (01732)

run for 30 weeks in
preparation for the
12w.p.m. Morse Test.
All are welcome
including beginners. For
more information
contact the course tutor

Vicky Turner GORJC
on (01274) 586882
before 25 August or
from 9 September
onwards.
Bexley College, Tower

Road, belvedere, Kent
PA1 61A.
An RAE course will
commence September
1997 in preparation for
the May 1998
examinations The
course tutor will be

823483.

Colin Turner. Anyone
interested in enrolling

Bradford & Ilkley

should telephone the

Community College,
Hanson School,

Sutton Avenue, Five
Lane Ends. Bradford
2, West Yorkshire.
An Adult education
Morse Class will start
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on Wednesday 17
September from 7 9pm. The course will

Guidance &
Admissions Centre
n (01322) 442331
Ext. 3888/3833 and
leave their name,
address and

telephone number so
an enrolment form can

be sent to you during
the summer break.

Bury Radio Society,
Mosses Centre. Cecil

Street, bury.
Lancashire I3L9 5B.
The Bury Radio Society
will be running an RAE
course commencing in

September. Interested
parties should contact
the Honary Secretary

Steve Gilbert G3OAG
at the the above
address for details of
how to enrol, etc.

Darlington & District
ARS, The Grange,
Hurworth on Tees, Nr.
Darlington, Co.
Durham DL2 215N.
New RAE and Novice
RAE courses are about
to start at the above
club. The starting dates
are imminent so anyone
interested in enrolling
should contact either of
the club's two

instructors, Fred Coles
G7TKB on 101325)
465523 or Pat Fox Roberts GOTZU on
(01325) 461962

immediately. The only
cost to those enrolling
is to become a club
member.

Highfields ARC, 26
Allensbank Road,
Cardiff, Wales.
An RAE course will
start on Thursday 11
September at 7pm
and will run weekly
through to the May
1998 exam. The cost of
the course is £35 which
includes full club
membership until
December 1998. Tutored
by former RSGB

president Clive
Trotman GW4YKL the
course is open to both
able bodied and
disabled people. For
more information
contact Richard Hale
GWOSKO on (01222)
750856.

Hilderstone Radio
Amateurs Course.
Starting in late
September an RAE
course centered on East
Kent will run on

Tuesdays from 7 9pm. This course,
tutored by Ken Smith
G3JIX will contain
practical projects and
demonstrations given in
'JIX's inimitable style.
Contact Vince DeRose
GOCLO on (01843)

869812 to get your
name on the course list.
Keighley College,

Harold Town building,
Dalton Lane, Keighley,
West Yorkshire.
Beginning on Tuesday
16 September, Ralph
Turner G3VRX will
once again be running
an RAE class at
Keighley College. The
classes will run from 7 -

9pm and enrolment for
the course is taking
place from Wednesday

3 to Saturday 6 of
September. For more
details you are invited

to contact Keighley

College n (01535)
618556 or Ralph
direct on (01274)
586882.
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Murray Park
Community School,
Murray Road,
Mickleaver, Derby DE3
SLP.
An RAE course starts

on 24 September and
the tutor will be Frank
Whitehead G4MLL.
For further details either
contact Murray Park
School on (01332)
515922 or Frank direct

on (01332) 512080.
Newstead Woods
School, Avebury Road,
Orpington, Kent.
An RAE course will
begin on Monday 15

September at 7.30 9.30pm running
through until the May
1998 exam. To enrol on
this course please write

to Bromley Adult
Education College,
Church Lane, Prince's
Plain, Bromley BR2
8LD or telephone
0181-462 9184. To
find out more about the
course you're invited to
contact the course tutor
Alan Betts GOHIQ on

(01689) 831123.
Newbury Technical
College.

There will also be an
RAE course running for
half a day on
Wednesdays aimed at
unemployed and retired
people, etc. Enrolment
takes place from 2 -

5th September
inclusive. For more
information please
contact John

Beaumont G3NGD,

North Trafford
College, Talbot Road,
Stetford. Manchester
M32 OXH. Tel: 0161886 7070.
Nunsfield House
Amateur Radio Group,
33 I3oulton Lane,
Alvastom, Derby DE24
OFD.

Beginning on 6

September the
Nunsfield House ARG
will be running an
Novice RAE course.
The course tutor will be

Frank Whitehead
G4MLL. For further
details either contact
Nunsfield House ARG
on (01332) 755900 or

Frank direct on 101332)

512080.
Falmers Green.
London N13.
In association with the
Southgate ARC Steve

On Thursday 11
September an RAE
course starts and will
run from 7 - 9pm on

White G3ZVW will be

subsequent Thursdays
(Course no: 99018A). In
addition to this, a
12w.p.m. Morse course

enrolment and further
details contact Steve on

will start on Tuesday 6
January 1998 from 7 8.30pm (Course no:
99208B). Contact

Newbury College on
(01635) 35353 or Ray
Oliver G3NDS on
(01672) 870892 for
more details.

Northfi cid s School.
Dunstable,
Bedfordshire.
An RAE course will

start on September 24
with R. A. Joyce
G3WLM as the course
tutor. More details from

Mrs J. Enright on
(015821 868285.
North Trafford
College. Talbot Road,

Stretford,
Manchester M32
OXH.

An RAE course will

begin in September
and run on Monday
evenings from 6 8.30pm through until
the December exam (a
new course will begin
after the Dec exam).

tutoring a 30 -week RAE
course starting on 1
September. For

0181-882 5125.
Sawston Village
College Communtly
Centre, Cambridge.
Peter Buchan G3INR
is tutoring an RAE
course which starts in
September. For more
information please call

(01223) 834492.
South Notts College.
Greythorn Drive, West
Bridgford,
Nottingham.
An RAE course starts

on 10 September and
will run on subsequent
Wednesdays from 7 9.30pm in preparation
for the May 1998 exam.
Enrolment takes place
at the college during the
two weeks leading up to
the start of the course.
interested parties
should contact the
course tutor Alan Lake
G4DVW on 01159382509 or via E-mail
on:

100775.730@compus

erve.com
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Swindon Technical
College.

On Monday 15
September an RAE
course starts and will
run from 7 - 9pm on
subsequent Mondays
(Course no: UFF30S).

Contact Swindon
College on (01793)
498300 or Ray Oliver
G3NDS on (01672)
870892 for more
details.

Tile Hill College, Tile Hill
Lane, Coventry CV4
9511.

Morse, RAE, and a
post RAE & Short
Wave Listener's
course will be starting
in September at the
above centre. More
details can be obtained

from Mike Dixon
G4614.1, Student

7.30pm for courses
beginning in
September. The course

tutors will be Dave
Bibby G1PIZ and
Dave Wilson G7OBW
who can be contacted
for information on

(01928) 591 401 or
(01270) 761 608
respectively.

An RAE course will
start at 7.30pm on
Tuesday 16
September and a
Morse course will begin

on Thursday 18
September at 8.00pm.
More information can
be obtained from
Shirley G4HES or Ron
G3NCL on (01494)

776420.
White Hill Centre,
Chesham, Ducks.
Don't forget that if you need text books to
supplement your RAE learning the PW Book
Store stocks a comprehensive range (see
pages 88 & 89) of this issue for a full list). To
order a book use the Order Form in this
issue or call the Credit Card Hotline on
(01202) 659930. And while you're studying
for your RAE make sure you don't miss Rob
Mannion G3XFD's bi-monthly 'Radio Discover the Basics' column here in PW.

Services, Tile Hill
College, The Hill
Lane, Coventry CV4
9SU. Tel (01203)
694200 Ext. 221.
Trowbridge & District
ARC, Southwick Village
Hall, Wiltshire.
Starting in September

the Trowbridge &
District ARC will be
offering prospective
Radio Amateurs the
chance to take the RAE
by joining their course.

For more information

contact Chris Parnell
GOHFX, the course

tutor on (01225)
764874 (evenings) or
Ian Carter, the club
seccretary on (01225)
864698.

West Notts College,
Derby Road,
Mansfield.
An RAE course starts
on 8 September and
will run on subsequent
Mondays from 7 9.30pm in preparation
for the May 1998 exam.
Enrolment takes place
at the college during the
two weeks leading up to
the start of the course.
Interested parties
should contact the
course tutor Alan Lake
G4DVW on 01159382509 or via E-mail
on:

100775.730@compus
erve.com
Widnes & Runcorn
ARC, The Beacons,
Simmons Lane,
Frodsham, Cheshire.
Enrolment for RAE &

Novice RAE courses
takes place on Friday 5

September from
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DISCOVER
THE IMS1C5
B Rob Mannion G3XFD
Rob Mannion C3XED

suggests you get
your magnets On

stand-by - as he's
going to show how
you can generate

electricity and learn
at the same time.

But be warned you
won't be able to
compete with your
local power

Magnetism is a true 'miracle'. To
even begin to understand what it is
you'll have to become an expert on
physics! But that won't stop you
understanding what they do and what

magnetic field.
The second method was
discovered by ancient blacksmiths.
They discovered that iron would
become magnetic as they hammered
it into shape. This was because the
metal particles were literally
'shaken' into alignment - thus
producing a useful magnetic field
(and it's also one of the reasons why
a magnet can lose some of its
effectiveness when dropped onto a
hard surface).

we can use them for.
The diagram, Fig. 1, shows a

Making Electricity

brittle substance. Take care not to
drop in on a hard floor - otherwise
you could have lots of little magnets
or a magnet which has lost some of
its magnetism!

Last time (July) I described one of
the very basic methods of generating
a flow of electrons - which we think
of in terms of an electrical current by chemical means. Hopefully by
now many of you will have
shrivelled up lemons lying around
after your successful experiments!
This month I'm going to describe
one of the mechanical means of
generating electricity using
'permanent' magnets. Nowadays,
efficient permanent magnets are very
easy to obtain. And one of the
convenient sources is the so called
'fridge magnet' reminder device.
The fridge magnet devices use
'ceramic' magnetised material and
they're cheap and usually very
efficient. But please ask permission
if you're going to 'hi -jack' a fridge
magnet rather than buy one!

Magnetism Miracle

display fronting (usually aluminium)
and you'll see that you have a flat
disc magnet. This is called a

Incidentally, the shape of the
magnetic field from a flat disc
magnetic is interesting to see with
the method I've described. So, take a
look for yourself!
The 'North Pole' and the 'South
Pole' ends of the magnet are named

typical 'bar' magnet and its
associated magnetic field. The
'invisible line of force (as illustrated
in the diagram) can be identified by
using iron or steel filings. But be
warned - ii' you place iron or steel

filings in the magnetic field of a
magnet - make sure you place a
sheet of paper over it first because
otherwise you'll spend the
proverbial 'month of Sundays'
trying to remove them from the
magnet's surface! You have been

company!

Farther Reading
Pages 9-7. 9-9. Chapter

9 of Understanding

Basic Electronics
(Published by ARRL)
available from PW
Book Store for £16.50
plus £1 P&P UK, £2
P&P overseas).
Learning to solder is
important: To help the

PW Bookstore stocks
the Babani book The
Art Of Soldering which
costs £3.99 plus £1

P&P UK, £2 P&P
overseas).

permanent magnet because it has
been placed in an extremely

powerful magnetic field and retains a
magnetic field of its own.
The term permanent
differentiates the type of magnet
you're going to use from the other
commonly used type - the
'electromagnet'. This form of
magnet can be switched on and off
and as I'll demonstrate later in the
series - is an amazingly useful device
and very easy to make.
However, before getting started
with the experiments, I'm going to
describe some facts about the
magnet. And I should at this point
make you fully aware that the
ceramic magnet is made from a very

because they align themselves

approximately with the Earth's
magnetic field. And it you were to
be able to see the particles of metal
within the magnetic - you'd see they

were made up from (in effect) lots of
little magnets all aligned North -to South.

Hundreds of years ago before
modern methods of pmducing strong
magnetic fields were known, there
were basically only two methods of
producing a magnet. The first
(mentioned thousands of years ago in
ancient Chinese documents)

closely
Passthaordrlo
(hateielecelrfieie
backwards and forwards
nail Pearl to generate -11. current

involved
stroking metal
needles
against

naturally
magnetised
Steel wire

turn nail

Fig. 1: The magnetic force field
associated with a simple bar magnet (see
text).

Fig. 2: Making a simple alternator and
producing electricity with a magnet, wire
and a nail! (see text).
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metallic ore
'stones'. The
metal particles
in the needles
then gradually
aligned
themselves
North -to -

Set a current range
Or ttnA or greater
on the meter

South and
thus
developed a
useful

Now you understand a little bit
about magnets - let's use them to
make electricity! And to do so all
you need is your small magnet, a
length of small diameter enamelled
copper wire, a flat topped metal nail
(a steel wire nail is best) and a test
meter.

Wind enough of the enamelled
wire onto the nail to make two layers
(this is called a 'solenoid' winding).
Connect the ends to your test meter
(set it onto the lowest current range)
and slowly pass the magnet over the
nail head and watch the meter scale.
As the magnetic field from the
ceramic magnet approaches the top
of the 'solenoid' the nail actually
helps to 'focus' the field to within
the coil. By doing so it literally
disrupts electrons from their natural
'orbits' in the atomic particles of the
metal. The effect is then basically the
same as I described in Fig. 2 on page
18 of the March issue of PW.
You'll notice the meter pointer
moves first in one direction as the
magnet approaches the nail head,
and then reverse direction. This is
caused by an alternating current
(ac., as it flows in alternate
directions) In fact you'll have
created a very simple form of
alternator!
If you want to be adventurous
you can experiment and make much
more efficient alternators. With
magnets mounted (securely) on
bicycle wheels with a carefully
wound 'pick-up' coil you can
generate enough current to
illuminate cycle lamps. And if you
do - you'll learn a tremendous
amount about a.c., and the
difficulties and techniques of
generating current.

Next time I'll explain about how
a.c. is converted into direct current
(d.c.) using something called a
rectifier. And although you may not
believe it - it can be compared to the
valve on a bicycle lyre!
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88 year -old Amateur who's passed his
RAE at first attempt!

Discovering

An Amateur Radio station can
operate in several different ways. It
can transmit ordinary speech. which is
the most popular method or 'mode'. It

may send Morse code, in which the

Amateur Radio
By Mike Lawton GW4IQP
Just discovered radio
as a hobby?

Well...as it's rapidly
approaching the time

of the year when

If you have recently become interested
in something. your first move is to find
out some more about it. In the case of
a hobby, one obvious course of action
is to visit your newsagent and look for
a magazine on the subject.

communications facility. It uses radio

Having found one however. your
problems are just beginning, since you

will be confronted with a wall of

sets of low power and approved design

and manufacture. (See end panel on

message is sent as a series of dots and
dashes (although this is the oldest
method, it is still very popular).
The
station
may
transmit

typescript, by means of a teleprinter
(remember the beginning of the old
'Grandstand' programme? No? Oh
well, age gets all of us) or by means of
a home computer which can also send
and receive 'Packet' radio (literally
little 'packets' of encoded computer

On the other hand, the Amateur

information via radio). And for the
specialist, it may transmit television

Radio service provides the opportunity

pictures, either still (slow scan TV) or

to use many different forms of radio

moving (Fast Scan).

how to get your CB licence).

communication, both
local
and
international
and
encourages the
modification. construction and design

Os The Air

newcomers to Amateur

apparently meaningless jargon - and

Radio are wondering

this is particularly so with Amateur
Radio - and a few clues to its meaning!
In addition, there will be a

of the equipment - but at the price of
having to sit and pass an approved

While on

examination.

station')

selection of features (of course they

how to get going,

Mike Lawton COMP
provides some helpful

background, tips and
advice on the

successful 'road to
radio'.

most

Amateurs

but many have mobile
transmitters in their cars, or carry
hand-held 'walkie talkies'. Amateur

stage).

readers' letters bemoaning the current
state of affairs, lots of advertisements
for
unaffordably but
obviously
essential equipment. reports and

and without worrying about what your
radio does or how it does it, then CB is
probably for you. The CB hobby can
provide you with a fascinating insight

radio can, under the right conditions,
reach any country in the world. and

editorials. My article aims to 'climb
that wall' to dispel some of the
mystery and terror that fences the
world of amateur radio against the

and introduction to amateur radio
communications. If. however, you
wish to go a little further. then

It's sometimes possible to talk to
Russia one minute and New Zealand
the next, and in this lies one appeal of

Amateur Radio itself may well hold

the hobby.

newcomer!

something for vou.

won't make

sense

this

at

are

three basic

requirements.

These are a transmitter, which sends
the radio signals. a receiver for
listening to signals from other people
and an antenna or aerial for getting the
signal out of your set.
Sending signals. in this country as
in most others, requires a licence
issued on behalf of the Department of

Trade & Industry (DTI) by their subcontractor Subscription Services Ltd.
(See end panel for SSL's telephone
service number).
However,
simply

receiving
Amateur Radio transmissions or Short
Wave Broadcasting stations does not.

"...You'll visit your

(You should be aware that receiving

The hobby
The hobby of communicating with

confronted with a wall of

other people at a distance. using
neither wires, semaphore, smoke
signals or telepathy, is broadly divided

apparently meaningless

into two basic

jargon.-"!

Citizens' Band Radio service (CB) and
the other is Amateur Radio Service.

parts.

One

is

the

to

There are nine bands available in what
is called the high frequency (h.f.) area.

three in the v.h.f. portion and three in
the u.h.f. portion. In addition, there are
a number of microwave frequencies
allocated to Amateurs. but these are
for the specialist.

An urgent question in the minds
of many people is that of the cost of
the hobby. Magazines are full of
advertisements for incomprehensible
multi -knobbed machines at staggering
prices, often thousands of pounds, and
the second-hand columns often aren't

much better. Well, you can breathe
again. Not only is it not necessary to
spend money like that, it's not
desirable at the beginning, either.

differing time zones. the later may
make

or
Novice
Radio
Examination (NRAE)

Amateur's
is

not

as

terrifying as it may sound. It's only

'instant

access'

are permitted to design and construct
their own transmitters have some idea
of what they're doing. And recently in
PW readers were told of a very happy

licence short range personal

allowed

Taking the City & Guilds (C&G)
Radio Amateur's Examination (RAE)

intended to make sure that people who

of a

is

licence).

that CB

(well...almost!) on payment and issue

radio

For many people, the best part of
Amateur Radio is making and talking
to their friends. locally, nationally or
internationally (although with widely

fact

the

licensed

any signals other than Amateur Radio
and broadcast entertainment is strictly
illegal unless you hold the appropriate

The difference between the two
services lies in
provides
an

has

Radio Amateurs.

Amateur

It )ou want to communicate by radio.
there

almost every country

operate on a number of different
'wavelengths' or 'frequency bands'.

Three Basic Requirements

&SADO@ Alga)

laS.G?AteekiFIX
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air

If your desire is to talk to other
people with the minimum of bother

7.t 144

newsagent and look far a
magazine on the subject.
Having found one however,
your problems are just
beginning, since you will be

the

operate from their houses (the 'base

you unpopular with other
members of your family). For others,
it's tinkering with their gear or

developing new techniques or a
countless number of combinations
available in the hobby!
Some
enjoy contacting new

countries and collecting the special
acknowledgement cards (QSL cards)
that operators send to each other. For
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the

competitively (or combatively)

minded.

radio

contests

are

held

frequently, in which the purpose is to
contact as many stations as possible. as
far away as possible. in a given time.
Rallies are frequently held at

about!

80 multiple choice questions. (Full

Licence & other

If you've reached this far. you're
probably thinking 'well, that sounds
all right. but how do I have a go? All
that stuff about exams and licenses, I

details were published on page 16 of
the April PW).
The RAE syllabus covers basic

information: Licence

various locations around the country.
which you can meet other
at

it's a bit easier than it sounds. Stage

new

from cover to cover and see how

enthusiasts,

what

see

developments are about and buy and

electronic
techniques.
preventing

haven't taken an exam in years'. Well.

driving test, it is designed to give you
the minimum knowledge necessary to

one is to read the rest of this magazine
much. if any, of it you can understand.

let you loose on the airwaves and it
doesn't matter how many times you

bed tibriry

fail.

Next, see if the local library has any
helpful books. Thirdly. find out (again
from the library) where your local

for the Amateur Licence B, which
allows you to operate on all v.h.f.,
u.h.f. and microwave bands. If you
wish to operate on the h.f. bands,

sell equipment.

Often Asked
Another question that is often asked is
'What do you talk about'?' and there's
no short answer to this one. Religious
and political matters are barred, since

If you pass, you may then apply

Amateur Radio club is and go along to
see them. Most Amateurs are friendly

it's much too easy to give offence

souls and only too willing to talk (the

unwittingly

problem is usually stopping them)!
Age. disability, colour. sex, creed

and

so

are

business

matters, since the licence is granted for
Amateur use only.

A new contact normally begins
with operators exchanging callsigns,
names, locations and details of
equipment used, and goes on from
there. It may stay technical or wander
anywhere at will.
I
can
contact
The
oddest
remember was arguing with a
Venezuelan station, in very bad French

(used as a common language) about
how to cook a Christmas pudding. At

least that was what I was arguing

theory,
operating
licence conditions and
interference. Like the

where most of the world-wide contacts
occur, you must also learn to send and
receive Morse code at 12 words (60
letters) a minute and pass the
appropriate test.

or race is no bar and many clubs run
beginners groups or lectures. If, after
you
all
that
feel
sufficiently

Remember, these tests are for a
transmitting licence. No licence or
examination is necessary for receiving

adventurous to follow it up, find out
about courses for the RAE (Page 16

only and many people spend all their

and 17 in this issue: Editor). They are
frequently run by the local Technical
College at night classes. and the
lecturer is usually a club member.

air time listening to the amateur bands,
their
own
often
constructing

The C&G RAE two part multiple
choice exam has been held twice a

own preferences. After all, it's only a

equipment and have no desire to
transmit. It depends entirely on your
hobby!

year. in May and December. But from
May 1998 it becomes a single paper of

obtained from Subscription
Services Ltd. in Bristol (part of
the Post Office) by telephoning
0117-923 8333. Along with
providing the Amateur Radio
Licence fee collecting and
issuing service, SSL also
control the issue of CB radio
licences.
Full information on either
the Amateur or CB licence will
be sent on request. Current
cost for the CB licence is £15

(no concessions), with the
Amateur A and B licence also
costing £15. The Novice
Amateur Radio licence (A or B)
also costs £15, but for anyone

under the age of 21 the
licence is free.
Stop press: The RA have
announced that as from 1st
July 1997 the Amateur Radio
Licences(A&B) are to be free

for anyone under the age of
21 years. This concession only
applies from Ist July and is not
retrospective.

City & Guilds & The
RAE: You can contact the C&G
for more information on the
RAE, procedures, examination
on 0171-294-2468.

PVV

Harlequin Theatre, Warwick Quadrant, London Road,
Redhill, Surrey. Situated in the centre of Redhill, all mariner
of computer bargains for sale by a wide range of exhibitors.
Doors open 1000 to 1600. Admission is £2 for adults, El for

Augustly: The Cockenzie & Port Satan Amateur Radio Club
are holding their 4th Annual Radio Junk Night at the
Cockenzie & Port Seton Community Centre, South Seton
Park, Port Seton, near Edinburgh. Doors open 1830 to 2130.
Bring along your own junk and sell it yourself. Tables will be

OAPs and under 16s. Steve Bealch on (01342) 842966.

provided on a first come first served basis (no charge for the
table). Raffle at approx. 2100. Refreshments will be available.
Disabled persons access. Entrance fee is £1 for all persons.
All money raised is donated to the British Heart Foundation.
Further details from Bob Glasgow GM4UYZ on (01875)
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811723.

August 16: The Crawley Computer Fair will be held at The
Hawth Centre, Hawth Avenue, Crawley, West Sussex. The
Hawth is signposted around Crawley with brown signs.
Usual computer bargains to be had. Doors open 1000 to
1600. Admission is £1.50 adults, 75p for OAPs and under 16s.
Steve Bealch on (01342) 842966.

Information and
Radiocommunications Agency
booklets How To Become A
Radio Amateur and details on
the Novice Licence can be

Crab!)

*Practical Wireless & SWM in attendance

September 6: The 3rd Northampton Radio Rally & Car Boot
Sale is to be held at the heart of the Shires Shopping Village
Showground on the A5, just two miles north of Weedon,
Northamptonshire There will be a Bring & Buy, organised
by the Northampton Repeater Group. Bring the family as
they can spend the day in the 'olde worlde' shoppiog
village. Refreshments and toilets are also on site. Car
parking only 50p. All enquiries on (01604) 32478.
September 7: The Andover RAC are holding their 2nd
Annual Radio & Computer Boat Sale at the Army Air Corps
Museum at Middle Wallop Airfield, near Andover,
Hampshire. Talk -in on S22 - 144.550MHz. (01264) 391383 for

August 17: The Kings Lynn Amateur Radio Club are holding
their 8th Great Eastern Computer & Radio Rally at a new
venue, this is at Wallington Hall, between Kings Lynn and
Downham Market, Norfolk. Features include a spacious
indoor area with major exhibitors, outdoor car hoot area
(unlimited space available), Bring & Buy, free parking, talk in on S22, refreshments available and easy access for
disabled persons. For booking or more information call Ian
GOBMS on (01553) 765614 or @GB713PC Packet BBS or E-

mail Ian on ian@g0bms.demon.co.uk
August 17: The 2nd Cardiff Amateur Radio & Computer Fair
will held at The Star Sports Centre and Recreation Centre,
Splott, Cardiff. Open from 10.30 to 1500. Further details from
Stuart Robinson GWOWMT on (01222) 613070.
August 23: The Hove Computer Fair is being held in the
'Great Hall' of Hove Town Hall, East Sussex. This 8000
square foot event will be filled with computer stands, with
impressive bargains offered for sale, including systems.
monitors, printers, an enormous range of business and
games software. Doors open at 1000 and close at 1600.
Admission is £2 adults, El for OAPs and under 16s. Steve
Bealch on (01342)842966.
August 24: The Torbay ARS are holding their rally at the
Torbay Leisure Centre, Paignton. Doors open at 1000. Talk -in
on S22 by GBNJAIP. Further details can be obtained from

If you wish to have your Rally featured is Radio Diary, all you have to do

date location. time. who to contact, etc.. and send it to Zoo Cribb at the

PWEditorial Nice

August 25: The Huntingdonshire Amateur Radio Rally (held
Bank Holiday Monday) is to be held at Erne Community
School, St Neots, Cambridgeshire (near Tesco Superstore on
A4281. Doors open at 1000 and admission is £1. There will be
hot and cold refreshments available. Also features include a
car boot sale on hardstanding. Talk -in on S22 David Leech
G7DIU on (01480)431333 (between 0900 and 21001.

August 30: The Annual Wight Wireless and Computer Rally will
be held at the National Wireless Museum, Arreton Manor, Nr.
Newport, Isle of Wight Open 1000 to 1700. Free entry and
plenty of free parking. Free stalls for both private and business
use. There will be refreshments. exhibitions and collections for
RAIBC Talk -in on S22 Douglas Byrne G3KPO on (01983) 567665.

August 31: The Telford Rally in Shropshire is 20 years old this
year. The rally will be held, as usual, in the Telford International
Centre. There is plenty of parking in Telford Town Centre car
parks. There will be major dealers, a flea market and much
more in two purpose built exhibition halls with plenty of room to
enjoy the day. Also, disabled visitors will be well catered for.
Tony MOAMP an (01743)235619 or via GB7PMB.

Alan G7UEK on (01803) 214445.

August 24: The Galashiels & District Amateur Radio
Society's Open Day & Rally will take place at The Volunteer
Hall, St John's Street, Galashiels, Scotland from 1100 to
1600. There will be traders present along with a Bring & Buy
stall, a raffle, refreshments and a bring & sell feature. Talk -in
an S22. Tet 101896)850245 or 1018961 755943 (evenings only).
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further information.

is to put together as much information about the Rally as possible, ie.

September 6: The Ballymena Amateur Radio Club are holding
their annual rally at Bailee High School, Ballymena, Northern
Ireland. Doors open to the public at around 1200 noon. More
info. from Club Secretary Jeffrey Clarke GI4HCN on (01266)
659769.

*September 7: The Lincoln Hamfest will be held at the
Lincolnshire Showground, four miles north of Lincoln on the
A15. There will be the usual trade stands, Bring & Buy,
Morse test with two passport size photos required,
refreshments, bar and ample free parking. Talk -in on S22
and SU22 For further details contact either John or Sue on
(01522) 525760

*September 7: The Bristol Radio & Computer Rally is to be
held at Brunel Centre, Temple Meads Station, Bristol. Doors
open at 1030 to 1600 (disabled visitors 1015). Admission is
ft. There will be a large Bring & Buy, under £30 Bring &
Buy, refreshments, 100+ tables, (table hire at f15 each).
Muriel Baker G4Y211, 62 Court Farm Road, Whitchurch,
Bristol BS14 OEG or 'phone on 101275) 834282 (24hr

answerphonet
September 13: The Reddish Rally is to be held at St Mary's
Parish Hall, Reddish Road, Stockport, Cheshire. Doors open
at 1000, and there is parking. Talk -in on S22. Further details
on 01614776702.

If you're travelling a long distance to a rally, it could be

worth 'phoning the contact number to check all is well,
before setting off.
The Editorial staff of PWc an not be held responsible

for information on Rallies, as this is supplied by the
organisers and is published in good faith as a service to
readers. If you have any queries about a particular event,

please contact the organisers direct

Editor

September 6: The Redhill Computer Fair will be held at the
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Communications Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)
TWO-WAY RADIO AMATEUR RADIO AUDIO VISUAL SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8A0.
(E -Mail: 100304.71@compuserve.com)

Alinco (New low prices)

Tel: (01908) 610625 FAX: (01908) 216373

IC-706Mk11 PACKAGE DEALS

From 1.8-50MHz

IC-706MKII (£999.00) Carr _E10.00
PACKAGE 1. 1C-706Mk11 c/w SG -

230 Smartuner auto ATU, HFM1 3.5-30MHz mobile antenna.
(5 year warranty on IC -706).
Alinco DX -70T (with CTCSS). 100W HF, 10W
6m. all mode. C/W SX-20C 3.5-30/50-54/130150SWR /power meter.

PA price £1449.95

£695.00 carr FREE

PACKAGE 2.

DEPOSIT £150.95, 24 PAYMENTS OF £68.68.
COST OF LOAN. £349.32.

1C-706MkI1c/w Comet CAHV HF+6m+2m mobile antenna,
Icon IC AT -180 Auto ATU. (5 year warranty on IC -706).

c,

Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W 6m, all
mode C/W SX-20C 3.5-30/50-54/130-150
SWR/power meter.

PA price £1500.95
DEPOSIT £160.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £70.85. COST OF LOAN, £360.40.

£775.00 carr FREE

PACKAGE 3. 1C-706MkIlc/w 25 amp PSU, VK5JR HF multiband vertical &
TSB3608 6/2/70cms base antenna. (5 year warranty on IC -706).

PACKAGE 1. Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W

PA price £1500.95

6m, c/w 25 amp PSU, VK5JR HF multiband
vertical, VC -6 6m V dipole. (5 year warranty on
DX -70).

PA price £1261.95
DEPOSIT £150.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £58.74.
COST OF LOAN, £298.76.

PACKAGE 2. Alinco DX -70TH, 100W HF, 100W
6m, c/w SG -230 Smartuner ATU, HFM-1 3.530MHz mobile antenna and PRO AM 6m mobile

DEPOSIT £160.95. 24 PAYMENTS OF £70.85. COST OF LOAN. £360.40.

SG -230 Smartuner®

ICOM IC -207H 2m 70cm Mobile
2m & 70cm
50W/30W

Antenna Coupler sse, AM, CVv & DATA

(S6230 special offer

Detachable head
Packet 9600 bps

£299.00)

Carr £10.00

ready 180

memory channels CTCSS & 1750Hz tone.

£389.95

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
antenna

antenna. (5 year warranty on DX -70).

automatic

PA price £1250.90

precisely tunes any length antenna -8 to 80ft - Cost of loan £47.13
in the HF band.

DEPOSIT £150.90, 24 PAYMENTS OF £58.16.
COST OF LOAN, £295.89.

The

YAESU FT -920 HF Transceiver

coupler

so

intelligent

Smartuner' automatically evaluates

it IC -207H Deposit £40, 12 payments of £33.09.

and

switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance

ICOM IC -821H
2m/70cms base
station (5 year

combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations

in a "pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect
match

for

your

transceiver.

And

the

warranty) c/w UT -84
CTCSS, AG -25 2m mast
head amp. AG -35

most

intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner' 70cms mast head amp & 25 amp PSU.
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning PA price £1823.95. Deposit f/90.95, 36
values, and will automatically reselect those payments of 164.06. Cost of loan £673.16
values - in less than 10ms. each time you
transmit on that frequency.
The S -230 Smartuner. Buy Smart.
The new FT -920 has been released and offers some
great features at a great price. 1.8MHz to 54MHz plus
wideband receive, 33MPS digital signal processor,
digital IF shift, auto notch filter, dual VFOs, 100
memories, band stacking VFO system, break-in CW
with electronic keyer. TNC interfacing, digital voice
recorder, 13.8V DC operation.

Yaesu FT -920 (5 year warranty). c/w 25 amp
PSU & FM board.

PA price £1752.95
DEPOSIT £175.95. 36 PAYMENTS OF £61.87.
COST OF LOAN. £650.32.
CKFFAR

IM

0,-N

P -2512M
25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
- over voltage protected.

£139.95
SAVE £10

carr i10

KENWOOD TM-V7E

144 & 430MHz
50/35W Dual Rx on
same band

280 memories
34

Detachable front head

CTCSS & 1750Hz tone

I Large clear display. £599.00

TM -V7£ Deposit £60. 24 payments of 128.50.
Cost of loan £145.00

KENWOOD TS -570D

Setting the standard in performance

KENWOOD
Kenwood TS -570D
(5 year warranty), c/w 25 amp PSU,
VK5JR HF multiband vertical, VC -6 6m
V dipole.

PA price £1797.95
DEPOSIT £180.95.
36 PAYMENTS OF £63.44.
COST OF LOAN, £666.84.

AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G6IZF, Jon or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday 9.30 - 12.30) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

m="

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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NEWS & PRODUCTS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOP

Your Design?

-

REVIEWS

Xtend-A-Rings

Postage Free Books

John COJVR and Carolyn MOADA of

Cornish Kites can supply kites of all
designs including one of your own if

From the Book Store this month there's an
offer of free postage when you buy two or

you have one you'd like made. How
about getting a personal or club
callsign embossed on the kite to make

your kite stand out from the crowd? All

kites are supplied with full instructions
for assembly and flying_
Some of the models available are:

The Delta, a 1.864.91m triangular
model producing good lift in light
winds, Conyne and unusual delta,
Marconi, as used in successful early

more books from this list of four: You can
take advantage of this offer by sending your
order, marked 'A-i-A offer 09' to: PW
Bookstore at the Broadstone editorial
address. or by telephone on (01202)
659930, FAX: (01202) 659950 or by E-mail at
bookstore@pwpub.cfemon.co.uk

The Antenna Experimenter's Guide by Peter Dodd

trans-Altlantic experiments, Winbox a
very easy -to -fly kite based on the

G3LDO (£15) is a splendid book on the techniques and

traditional design. But a more modern

equipment needed to start 'messing about with antennas'.

design is 'The Flare, a flat surface kite

I -IF Antenna Collection by Erwin David G4LQI

with four stabilising fins and a supplied
drogue for stability. This model has a

(£10.99) consists of nine chapters and over 230 pages of
various types of antenna and test equipment. Six appendices
cover data and materials for making antennas.

high flight angle with good lift. For
more details contact:
Cornish Kites,

Practical Wire Antennas by John Heys G3BDQ

Tennamast
(Scotland)
Limited have

Now sPding
exteneon

come up with
the Xtend-a-ring
system of

adding height to
Lock Bolt.
a mast or pole.
fit hare
Available in
pairs (one of
Original
which has
support
pole
guying rings
attached), there
are only two
sizes to remember. Use the small size
Xtend-a-rings on poles up to 52mm
diameter, or the large size on poles
from 52-67mm diameter.
In use you slip in a sliding section
of extension pole, drill two suitable
holes, lit and the two rings locate
themselves, securing the extension in
place by a proven method and with
the minimum of fuss. As with all

Workshop,

(£8,95) is a 95 paged book is packed with wire antennas of all
types, end -fed, balanced and Windom style.

Meaver Road,

Practical Antennas For Novices by John Heys

NEWS CONTINUES ON

Mullion,
Cornwall

G3BDQ (£6.30) don't make the mistake of thinking that 'For

PAGE 30

The Kite

TR12 7DN.
TelVFAX: (01326)
240144.

Novices', means that it's inconsequential. Novices have a power
limit of 3W which means efficient antennas are a must, and there
are designs for all the lower Novice bands in this book,

welcome to MA!
Welcome to the fifth
issue of 'Antennas in
Action', the bi-monthly
section of Practical
Wireless featuring radio
related items that start
after the r.f. output
socket of your rig:
including cable, feeder,
accessory as well as
antennas.

This month Trevor
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THE G2ATK MATCH -BOX MINIMISES TUNING ON ALL HF BANDS

G2ATK's Match Box
There are, and have been,

various antenna 'matching
units' offered to the amateur
and professional user which
the makers of same have specified that

it enables an antenna to be coupled to

Trevor Talboys G2ATK passes on some
of his many years of eperience to help
you get the perfect antenna match.

and the resulting s.w.r. will be less than

30MHz.

with the 'Matchbox'.
It's well worth trying all of these
methods as owing no doubt to polar
'foot -prints', one of these methods may

a transmitter )that has an 500 output/
2:1 on ail frequencies between 1.8 and

witching arrangement that allows four
methods of using a centre fed antenna

be advantageous to and from the

The resistors are solderd into two pieces of
printed circuit board material

station you are in contact with. This
more comprehensive circuit enables
different connections of the centre fed

However, no information is

antenna to be tried.

forthcoming of what the various units
consist of in the way of components,

On 1.9 and 3.7MHz the best results,

etc. The vast majority are also

from received reports, were with the

encapsulated to prevent any visual

antenna connected as shown in the

examination, so it can only be assumed

diagram of Fig. 5. While on 7MHz and

that somewhere in the enclosure is a

upwards the better balanced feed of

50S12 'load'. I decided to experiment to

Fig.6 is used. As I'm sure it's obvious,

see if I could find such a device that

the antenna is used in a balanced feed

worked. When built it had to cost less

set-up as shown the earth connection

than the [corn and Antiference units.

merely ensures safety.

The last time I checked some three or
One drawback of the Match -Box is that

four years ago, prices were around

Fig. 2: A 40W 5012 non -inductive load can be made from 20 1 ki)
2W resistors as shown here.

£100 plus!

in use, there is an insertion (or through)
loss, which I've estimated at around

5dB. However, the convenience of not

Various Combinations

needing an a.t.u. and its attendant

After many hours of trying various

The set-up al G2ATK is the maximum

showing the method used to construct

'fiddling' to get on -tune should appeal

combinations of circuits consisting of

length of antenna that the plot of land

the 500 load that I've used on the unit.

to blind and disabled operators. And of

inductances of different types, built

allowed me to erect. The rear garden is

I've experienced no trouble with this

course there are other times when the

around a 50Q load, the result was

setup when used with transmitters of

box would be also be useful, such as

finally the circuit shown in Fig, 1. This

only 13m long and 113m wide. The
second, and larger unit, was tested by

up to 100W s.s.b./c.w. output. This

there are inexperienced operators of

circuit was tested in two forms, ie. an

my very good friend G40HJ at his

method of construction allows plenty

transmitters on board private yachts for

18 -turn trifilar wound 1.2mm (18s.w.g.)

location. Although he only has a

of air to circulate over the load keeping

instance.

enamelled copper wire on a Ti 30/6

21.4m centre -fed antenna, although

it at a reasonable temperature.

toroidal former. The second form was

again fed with 13.6w of 3001 feeder.

also wound with the same number of

In each case, one leg of the antenna

The switching circuit shown in Fig. 3 is

Start Building

turns and type of wire on a 1200/2

was used as a random length single

a simple one that could be built into

But enough talking about the Match -

Torpid. The smaller version unit was

wire antenna, the resulting s.w.r. was

the box housing the Match -Box circuit

Box, let's start building one/ Firstly the

tested at my location where I have a

better than 1.5 to 1 on all bands.

of Fig. 1 itself. But if you prefer a more

unit should be housed in a metal case,

comprehensive switching circuit, I've

and I suggest that the 119 x 93 x 52mm

shown one in Fig. 4. This shows a later

Eddystone die-cast box is ideal for this

13.5m centre fed antenna with 13.6m

Now look at the drawing of Fig. 2,

of 30052 feeders.

Note phasing of
the windings

Ant 2

Ant 1

Fig. 1: The original - or simple G2ATK Match -Box circuit.
24

Fig. 4: A slightly more complicated switching circuit. See text
for more details.
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25.9m

Feeder

12.95m

0

Antenna 1

IWT0684-.;]

Antenna 2

Fig. 3: A simple switching circuit giving either a top -loaded
combination for 1.8 and 3.5MHz (as shown) or a balanced

Fig. 5: A top -loaded vertical antenna for the lower two amateur
bands of 1.8 and 3.5MHz.

25.9m

Loading resistor pack
Antenna 1

Antenna 2

12.95m

Toriodal winding
and support
.T106132 j

[VVT0684b1

Fig. 6: This is the 'normal' layout for use on 7MHz and
upwards.
purpose. And in Fig. 7 I've shown a

'turn' as much as possible. When

layout that works in my case although,

making the interconnections try to keep

I've not shown the insulated material

the wires as short as possible.

supports for the 50Q matching load.

Rubber feet

Fig. 7: The overall layout of the Match -Box in the recommended
metal box.

1.511

Fig. 8a: The s.w.r.
curves of the
smaller Match -

1.41
9

The toroidal winding is made up using

The s.w.r. diagrams of Fig.s 8a and 8b

three lengths of the enamelled copper

show the relationship between bands

wire wound in a trifiliar manner around

and s.w.r. of the two prototype G2ATK

the core.

Match -Boxes. So you can see how

cc

1 3:1

gca

1.2.1

Box.

W 1.171

efficient the units are. A price well
1

To complete the windings three lengths

worth paying to get such an even

of the copper winding should be laid

loading without fiddling don't you

side by side to form a 'flat' three wire

agree?

.1

1.9

3.7

7.05

10.12 14.27 18.12 21.2
Frequency 1MHzi

24.9

25.5

form. Then wind the 18 turns through
the toriodal core keepin the three wires

I Virro444

1.5:1

together but separated from the next
1.4:1

Fig. 8b: The s.w.r.
curves of the
larger Match -Box.

cc 1.3:1

Silent Key - G2ATK
Ii's with regret that we have been informed that Trevor Talboys G2ATK the

author of the preceding article has died. However, we are grateful to his
family for permitting us to publish the article as a fitting tribute to his many
years of Amateur Radio experience.
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1.2:1
LA

C 1.1:1

1

:1

19

3.7

7.05

10.12 14.27 18.12

2

2

24.9

28.5

Frequency (Mild
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UP THE LADDER SAFELY!

antenna workshop
A!though I don't spend as

much time 'aloft' as I used
to (keen young lads do it
under my supervision

nowadays!), I'm still exceedingly
careful when working 'up the ladder'.
I've never had a fall myself and it
grieves me when I read of the horrific
spinal injuries incurred when keen
d.i.y. enthusiasts make a simple
mistake which will affect them (and
their families) for the rest of their
lives. So this time I'm aiming to pass
on a few safety tips and advice and
several suggestions to help you 'get
aloft' safely and with minimum
difficulty.

Radio & TV Antenna Engineer Allan Wightman has
been in the business for many years and this time has
some advice to help you maintain your antenna
systems efficiently, easily and in safety. And although
Allan's not a Radio Amateur, he's sure the specialist
safety advice applies just as much to us when we
work `up the ladder'.
ladder' so to speak!

finish the job with a struggle and as

The second basic rule I have

you descend (no root

mentioned (estimating the time to do
the job and at least doubling it) is not

ladcfer...remernber!) you find the roof
is incredibly slippery: Danger paint 3.

a mercenary thought. It's much more

Basic Rules

important than that because many
other factors - including the safety

Fortunately, there are only a few basic

aspect - come into play. For example,

rules to remember when you're
working at height: the first is that you

if you decide you've got to replace
the antenna halyard attached to your
TV antenna 'stub' mast or chimney
before the winter comes - when
should you do it? The decision, using
common sense, is easy enough...but
when pressurised, many of us are
tempted to take short cuts and then
the shortest distance down to the
ground from the ladder is without the
benefit of the ladder!

can never be too safe (think about it!l
and that you must always double the
time {at least) when estimating how

long the job's going to take you to do.
My advice about never being too safe
may be considered 'over the top'
advice to some people, but having
seen other people fall - where they
need not have done - I know you
cannot be complacent with safety
matters. You really do have to 'play
safe' and I'll tackle this further 'up the

Hesitate & Estimate!

All the points I've just mentioned are
avoidable. By 'Hesitating &
Estimating' you could save your life, a
great deal of pain, wasted time and
repair damage when the damaged
roof has to be repaired (no roof
ladder!). To return to the estimation of
how long a particular job aloft is
going to take, you may think I'm
overstating the case. But -you really do
have to 'over -estimate' the length of
time needed because looking at a
potential job trom I Om or so below is vastly different to actually doing the
job up the ladder. So, please take my
advice seriously.

My rule for those 'little jobs' (resealing mast -head amplifier boxes,

Final Point

etc.) is to 'hesitate & estimate'. And

And a final point on 'working aloft' don't be worried if you think the job
up the ladder is beyond your
capabilities or 'head for heights' don't worry because that's the time to
discover it....not when you've 'frozen'
with fear while on the roof and have

ask you to do the same. Let's set the

scene: You want to re -fix your long

wire antenna back on to the chimney
stack mount. "it'll only take five
minutes' you think! But you're
wrong, it's getting dark, it looks as if
it's going to rain and you are in a
mighty hurry. A recipe for disaster!
You hurriedly erect the ladder, climb
up and one side starts to sink into the

ground: Danger point 1. At the top
you haven't bothered to arrange a
roof ladder and intend to either walk
or crawl up the tiles or slates: Danger
point 2. Finally, as you cling to the
chimney and re -lash the halyard, it
starts to rain and the light fails
because you've under estimated the
length of time to do the job. You

calling for expert help either. A quick
look in the Yellow Pages will provide
a list of contractors. Some belong to
the Confederation of Aerial Industries
(CAI) - their logo is a satellite dish
antenna) and they follow an agreed
code of conduct.
Give your local contractor a call and
you'll probably find they have other
things to offer too - such as lashing
kits, metalwork, useful stub masts,
etc. Another bonus is that you could
find some of the contractors to be
radio 'hams' themselves. If you
do...you will have really met a
kindred spirit.

Special Equipment
Nowadays special equipment for
working on a roof or high up on the
sides of building (or antenna masts) is

relatively easy to hire. It certainly
wouldn't be economical for the

individual to buy unless they were
planning to go into business and it's
doubtful whether or not your local
Amateur Radio club could afford the
gear- but it can be hired and they'll
even deliver it for you in some cases.
The photographs in Figs. 1, 2 and 3,

show a very unusual example of

'overhead working' equipment that I
saw in use when I called into the PW
offices in Broadstone. Having a
professional interest (but not having a
camera with me) I asked Tex Swann
GITFX the PW photographer to take
the shots for use in my article. {Thank
you Tex}.

to be rescued. That's the time to call

Despite the warning notice displayed

people like me in to help and you
don't have to worry...I've no doubt
that most 'Aerial Engineering'
contractors have done unusual jobs
for customers. My unusual jobs have
ranged from fixing miniature
'weathercocks' on roofs, to small
weather stations for customers. These
devices, when connected by cable to
the house below, provide up-to-date
wind direction and speed for

the maintenance people working on
the sports centre swimming pool roof
and guttering weren't using 'jet
washing' equipment. Instead they
were carrying out general
maintenance. The American -made
machine (it operates from a 240 to
115V step-down and isolating
transformer) is ideal for safe working
on antenna support structures
especially as 'ham' radio masts rarely
seem to exceed 40 feet of so in

specialist use.

height.

As you asked, the weather station was

Fig. 1: No...he's not 'jet washing' but using a portable electric
drill! This portable American -made telescoping mini -tower could
prove useful in antenna maintenance and helps improve safety
(see text).
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fora pigeon -fancier! If the wind
speed was too high or from the wrong
direction the pigeons stayed at home.
So, you don't have to hesitate in

Although not really suitable for my
work, I think these portable units will
be extremely useful for mast
maintenance and other d.i.y. jobs.
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Fig. 2: The operating platform on the tower is
adequate for one person. Note the control
cable which stretches up with the platform
lcontrol buttons on the operator platform).

They're now available for daily and
longer rental from plant hire
companies throughout the UK. And if
they lurn out to be more than your
budget for antenna work - you could
easily share the hire with a friend providing you don't underestimate the
time you need to use if for!

antennas
action

camber of a road.

road. The resultant hole in the steel

As the mast was raised the side of the

roof of the van I disguised later by

mast touched overhead power cables

fitting a rotating ventilator! So - please

and there was an amazing fireworks
display. Neither of the two engineers
in the vehicle were injured but the

be careful.

holes melted in the alumium mast by
the electrical arcing stopped it from
telescoping back down to its lowered
height. It took the engineers two

One weekend when I was working, I
noticed what must have been a group
of 'hams' in a field erecting a very
large steerable short wave antenna.
One chap (a very brave man] was up
at the top of a telescoping lattice
tower trying to sort some problem

Many modern roofs use synthetic

hours to unbolt it from the vehicle
floor and work it up through the roof
and lower it to the ground.

composition 'tiles'. These can be very
brittle. And be wamed...so can the

So, be warned, if professionals can be

advice and help while gathered

substantial looking pottery type tiles
(the type with a 'grainy' surface) on

caught out so can you! It very easy to
bring down telephone wires with the

around the base of the tower. It wasn't
until I drove away did I realise that

houses built since the Second World

wildly swinging end of a ladder. The
consequences of doing the same to a
power cable (with you holding the
ladder) could be much worse. The
rule should be that when using a
ladder - have someone to help you.
And when you put the ladder up especially at the foot of a mast if you
are to work on it (I know few people
can afford fully telescoping masts or
sliding towers) at a height- ensure the
ladder is safely 'bedded' or mounted
on a 'standing plate'.

the chap working aloft had no hard
hat on or safety belt. Neither did his
friends have hard hats on. And as it
was quite windy...) wondered why
they weren't using hand-held
transceivers rather than shouting at
each other!

Modern Roofs

War, It's essential for your own safety
and to minimise possible damage to

the roof tiles that you employ a roof
ladder.

Many house -owners already have
ladders or easy access to them.

However, very few have root ladders

r 'roof crawlers' which hook over
the ridge and provide a secure

method of reaching up to a chimney.
Again these can be hired, but please
take care when using them - they are
not easy to place in position for 'first
timers' and need care in use (possible

watched as all his colleagues shouted

Another point regarding ladders on
slim masts is that they can slip either

tiles/slates on the far side for

side and topple the climber. So, if you
don't have a purpose-built ladder

example).

with a 'narrow' nose' or special 'loop'

damage to the roof ridge and

out. Interested, I stopped and

to engage the top of the pole either
If your house is close to the road or

hire one or make something suitable

you have a driveway, another
possible access for maintenance is

or (being extremely careful when you
climb) lash the ladder to the mast on

one of the 'man in a bucket' lifting
arms. I recently saw an innovative
householder using one of these to
clear his guttering out. He, not being
able to place a ladder in the road
outside his terraced house in
Portsmouth - hired a lifting arm based
on a vehicle and completed the lob in
half a morning!

your first ascent. Safety belts (often

called 'climber's belts') can be hired
or you can buy one for regular use.
But avoid leather belts nowadays
especially for infrequent use and
don't he tempted to make one for
yourself - it's really not worth the risk.

While on the subject of dropping
things when working aloft, I should
point out that you really do have to
protect your hands, knees and
posterior from the elements. A pair of
cold hands land a 'numb bum') could
make things extremely dangerous.
Cold feet negotiating ladders rungs
are equally 'dodgy'. Whenever 1 pass
building sites and see roofers working
with just shorts, shoes and hard hats
on (they are compulsory on building
sites) I literally cringe. I do this
because at times you can literally see
the skin peeling off their back as the
ultra -violet rays from the sun burns
them. The rule should be - keep

Fig. 3: Even with the
outriggers in place the tower
takes up little space and can
reach up to 12m. The system
operates from 115V via an
isolating transformer which is
hired along with the platform
(see texts.

Personally, I used to lake a leaf out of
the keen and sensible motorcyclist's
log -book. They use 'leathers' to
protect themselves from the elements
and road surface abrasions. And

although I didn't climb in leathers of
course...I wore thick gloves, army
surplus thick denim trousers which
also had an added 'padded'
advantage to keep my posterior
warm! In rounding off my advice, I
hope you won't be discouraged from
working aloft by what may be

covered.

overstated safety advice. The advice
is based on experience - from

Working at a height can be quite

on ladders, antenna masts and

misleading when it comes to weather
protection. I know to my cost that

towers.

Hard Hats

even on what appears to be a dull
day - the ultra -violet rays are

You might consider 'hard hats' a bit of

penetrating the cloud layer. A trip to

I just want you to enjoy your hobby
and keep safe in the same way I have
for over 30 years. And armed with my

my van for tea and sandwiches

tool -belt, younger helpers, self -

Overhead cables can prove to be a

a joke in the context of a small repair
job on your mast/tower or roof

amalgamating tape, good weather

hazard when you're erecting ladders
or masts. And it's not only the

antenna system. But take it from
me...even a pair of pliers dropped

proved that - because even with the
windows open it was stiflingly hot,
and my sandwiches were warm soggy

safely between us as we've always

amateur that gets into trouble here!

from -20 feet can be lethal! I dropped

lumps and I was sun -burned. Heavy

done.

Some years ago I saw the Engineer in

a pair of pliers from my work belt
(another good idea) when my hands
were cold and they slid down the
roof, overshot the gutter and hit the
roof of my van parked below in the

gloves you can't let go when you
suddenly touch something heated by
the sun as you climb) and protection
for your knees, back and shoulders

Overhead Cables

an Independent Broadcasting
Authority Range -Rover, equipped

with a pneumatic mast (for u.h.f. TV
field strength surveys) misjudge the
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someone with many years of working

and enthusiasm we'll get the job done

are essential.
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SEE WHO HAS WON THIS MONTH'S PRIZE. THEN SEE WHAT EVERYONE HAS
TO SAY ABOUT ANTENNAS

wm..win..
Win yourself a copy of the new
t4 ore Out Of Thin Air.
Get writing, the next one we give
away may be yours - but without
an idea it can never be yours.

tex topics

The best idea used in every issue
of Antennas in Action wins the
author a copy of More Out Of Thin
Air. So get thinking and writing.
Send your ideas and

tips to: Antennas In
Action, PW
Publishing Ltd..

Arrowsmith Court,
Station
Approach,
Broadstone,
Dorset litH18
8PW

to be resonant in the middle of the

received can be

144MHz band and Dennis says he

very

notices no movement from the
.s.w.r. meter. The bandwidth of the
antenna is dependent on the

misleading".

thickness of the tubing used in
making the elements and he uses the
tormula of L= 285/(4*F) in

The winner of this month's

copy of More Out Of Thin
Air is Dennis Green 25465
who sent in a simple idea for
a quick and cheap antenna for the
144MHz band. Dennis says that the
whole antenna took less than 10
minutes to make from old bits of
metal tubing he had 'lying about in
the garage'. The centre piece can be
made of almost any insulating
material that will withstand the
ravages of its environment - if it's up
in the loft then ordinary plywood
will be adequate. if it's to be outside
as Dennis has his antenna on the
tower, then the centre piece should
be made from a good rigid plastic
material.

When assembled as shown the

antenna should be a good match to
50E2 coaxial cable and will have a
slight bias towards the right as shown
in Fig. 1. The antenna was designed

Fig. 1: A very simple and
cheap antenna for 145MHz
f.m. working Isee text for
more details).

calculating the length of each length
of tube. (This is 95% of a free -space
quarter -wavelength. Tex.l where F is
in megahertz and L is in metres. Well

done Dennis, and who will get the
next copy of More Out Of Thin Air
for an idea?

Antenna see
text for more
details).

Dick then went
on to say that he
had analysed the

14.35m

T2FD antenna as

30011

shown using the

load

Antenna
9.75m

Optimizer (AO)
software by
Brian Beezley

30051 twin

feeder

K6STI. The
1,85m

results for the

IWT071131

More Correspondence

3.5MHz band
are included in

The article on the T2FD antenna has

Table 1 because

prompted still more correspondence

W3HH said that the antenna was

Peter's suggestion is to use a similar

than I anticipated. From the
Netherlands Dick Rollema PAUSE

useful on that band too. Now that
I've had a look at the supplied data,
I'd be tempted to think only that
perhaps the T2FD antenna needs
more work on it to fit in with most
modern 5012 output rigs. What do
you think?

matching transformer at the resistor

sent in a letter with some interesting

concepts in it. The overall layout for
the T2FD, which Dick suggests
stands for 'terminated two wire
folded dipole' rather than the
normally assumed 'terminated tilted
folded dipole'. Dick goes on to say
"The antenna was successfully used
by stations of the American Navy
and Air Force. The fact that the
antenna is supposed to be wide band
and need only one mast for support
obviously were important
considerations for using it".
Dick then mentions that the original
uy W3HH used 600E2 open wire
feed and a loading

Two lengths of
fimm aluminium
rod 490mm long

Support made of
insulating material

Fig. 2: The T2FD

end which would allow the use of a
5052 dummy load resistor (say 25 or

30W). Or for greater power a load
resistor made up from smaller
components. 'For example, if the
quoted 1000E1 is exactly correct then

an identical 9:1 step-down ratio
toroidal transformer would require a
load resistor of 11112 (1000/9), which
is easily achieved with standard
components. According to the Radio
Communications Handbook (6th
edition) toriodal cores could
withstand this sort of c.w. (or slightly
morel s.s.b. power without undue
heating".

The EWE Antenna
Back in the May 1997 issue of `A-i-A'
John Heys G3BDQ wrote an article
on the WA2WVL 'EWE' antenna and

lohn who called his antenna thell')
suggested that the antenna was

suitable for receiving only, due
mainly to the very low wattage of the
terminating resistor. Reader Peter
Welch G3OFX says 'Surely it is only
the low power rating of the load
resistor that creates this difficulty.

resistor of 650E2 but the

Overcome it and you should have

antenna seems to have

the advantages of of RX/TX

become like that shown
on Fig. 2. As to the
statement that the T2FD

changeover along with some

Peter then suggests that 9 2W 142

metal film resistors would be just

right and would dissipate 18W
allowing the use of up to 30-40W of
r,f power be used. He puts this
forward as an idea to try though he

directivity'.

antenna is multi -band in
1000

operation, Dick is not so
sure. He says "in the
past this was not easy to
135'

ascertain. Also

501 coaxial
cable to the rig
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match a wide range of
impedances at the
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feedline was not so

important. And judging
the performance of an
antenna by reports

this graph to
help find the
resonating
coil needed
for a short

.c.,

transmitters then could

output, so the exact
value of the impedance
at the input of the

Fig. 3: Denis
Payne has
produced
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Fig. 4: A screen grab of
John Share's computer
program to calculate the
base loading coil for a
short antenna. See text
for more details.

PC

Cueplienmts or... Dr John A. Shari

Aureol House
BR PinhenDeed Rd

Nuts, Wee.]

Thia prounn deicu]nten the Cepacity of VERTICAL Perdue -tom
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antennas
'action

end
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In feet? IR

1411448P in Han?
requeney in nAs? 1.9
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r

463-1111"
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Fig. 5: Beware, audio loudspeaker cable may not be
as good when used as r.f. feeder. See text for more
details.

hasn't had time to try it out (Peter, like
Rob G3XFD, has recently just

the hard

become a doting grandfather. (Your

John's

Y

work for you.

/1/

troubles start when they recognise

program

that radio is a super plaything and

seems to take

`grumpriad' has to keep it hidden
away during visits, along with the
computer. Tex).

the 'calculate
the capacitance
of an element and find the inductor

Base Loading Coils

that resonates with it' route. Running
the program from the DOS prompt

Perhaps some readers may like to try

Peter's idea out and let us all know of
the findings. Turning now to another
try out idea. In the July 1997 issue of
'A-i-A', Gordon Lines GOROff, asked

for information about how to
calculate the value of base loading a
coil to resonate a short vertical
antenna on the low amateur
frequency hands. And what a good
postbag l've had on this one.
Reader Denis Payne G3KCR, writes to

say the formula is in the AR&
Antenna Book Page 6-6. Denis also
included a graph of his own which I
have reproduced in Fig. 3. This graph
is based on a 1.9MHz centre
frequency and may be scaled for
other bands. (Denis Has written two
excellent articles on shortened
antennas in PW, 'Multi -Delta
Antennas in August 1995 and
'Winding Up Top Band' in February
1997. Tex)

Denis also suggests 'To increase the

feedpoint resistance and the

efficiency, a coil can be placed
further up the antenna. Halfway up
would require about double the
inductance, but this is not a
proportional scale. My graph, shown
in Fig. 3 is based an a 6rnm
conductor. Larger conductors would,
of course, require slightly less
inductance" (this is due to the
increased capacitance of a thicker
element needing a lower inductance
to achieve resonance. Ed).

A computer assisted solution is
offered by John Share who sent in a

short program for an IBM, or

content. Have
look at the photograph of Fig. 5
where I've shown the flex against a
ruler. As you can see the very flexible
multi -strand cable has a conductor
diameter of over two millimetres. And
at only about 40p per metre I though
that I'd replace the club's ageing
doublet and use twin feeder to
improve the efficiency to boot.

asks for the length of the element
(with the limit of than V8) in feet and

its diameter in inches. After typing in
the design frequency the program
displays the element capacitance and
the value of inductance to bring it to
resonance.

John's program fa 'screen grab' is
shown in Fig. 4lworks well on a 'real'

IBM or clone, it also works under the
MSDOS emulator on an Apple
Macintosh (and I assume other
MOOS emulators, such as Acorn or
Amiga versions too). If you would
like a copy of the programs, send me
an IBM formatted 35in disk and a self
addressed label to the editorial
offices, marking your envelope 'A-i-A
Coil Program Offer'. Tex.

A Cautionary Tale
Now let me tell you of a cautionary
tale of what I thought would be some
cheap twin feeder. Recently 1 was
standing in my local electronics
supply shop and 1 spotted some flat
twin flex on a roll. The flex was very
cheap but extremely high in copper

On getting the lern length home,
and, out of interest, I used my trusty
MFJ antenna analyser to try to find
out the velocity factor of the
unknown twin feeder and its
characteristic impedance. I measured
its length exactly and using an
adapter with crocodile clips on the
end I looked for the resonant points
as an open ended quarter wave stub

(look for a 'zero' impedance, it's quite
sharp). I found that at 5.34MHz the
feedpoint resistance was about 3-60
firs difficult to be accurate, just look
for the dipi. This frequency
(5.34MHz) has a free space
wavelength of some 56.2m, making
the quarter wave about 14.05m. As
the twin flex was some 103 m long
that would mean a velocity factor of
10.1/14.05 or 72%.
To check the accuracy of my reading
I found another dip at 16.15MHz
which agreed with the first quite well.

Table 1

Efficiency

Frequency

Rant

X.nq

SWR

fftillizl

{Ohms)

(Ohms,

lAt 3005.2)

Wire
Less(%)

Lossi%1

IV }

3.65

863

783

5.44

0.7

99.0

0.32

7.05

1186

4374

5.27

0.6

86.9

12.5

0.6

52.4

47.0

Load

10.125

759

269

2.91

14.200

1517

-1124

7.86

0.7

47.5

51.8

18.118

345

-449

3.66

0.9

72.5

26.6

21.225

359

80

1.36

1.0

82.3

16.6

24.94

1126

421

4.33

1.0

75.2

23.9

807

108

2.74

0.9

52.6

45.5

28.850

compatible, computer to do most of
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However, The dip was not so
pronounced this time so, 1 tried for
other 'dip' points. And 1 found them
at 27.3, 38.56, 49.64, 60.86 and
several 'twitches' further up in
frequency. The problem however, was
that at each one the impedance rose
until at 60.86MHz and above the line
had a very low s.w.r. and no real dips
in the impedance reading.

Extremely Lossy
The line was, at r.f. anyway,

extremely lossy. And so, I had to give

the original idea up as a bad job. Still
the cable is heavier than my present
loudspeaker cables fits original taskl
so, I suppose I can always rewire the

hi-fi for more thump at the speaker.
What about the original loudspeaker
cable you may ask? Well it's worse
than the new one at r.f. so no luck
there I'm afraid, but my speakers do
sound better than before.

Sign -Off
So I've come to the end of 'Tex
Topics' once more, just time to sign -

off and wish you good DX. I'd like to
thank all of you who took the trouble
to write in by E-mail, or conventional
methods. Keep those questions and

comments coming in that way we all
learn something from the column. But
most of all 1 want your ideas about
antennas and related topics. So get
your thinking caps on, or sketch out
that antenna idea you've 'been using
for years'. You never know it might
get you a More out Of Thin Air Ior an
equivalent value voucher to spend in
the PW Bookstore if you already have
a copy. So get writing.

aa
Table 1: These are the figure
produced when Dick PAOSE
did some analysis on the T2FD
antenna of Fig. 2.
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NEWS & PRODUCTS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

Tennmast products, the Xtend-a-rings
are fully galvanised and cost £18
(small) or £21 per pair for the large

nes. These prices include VAT and
mainland UK P&P.
For more details of the Xtend-aring and Tennamast's other products
contact then at: 81 Mains Road,
Heigh, Ayrshire KA15 2HT. TeL/FAX:
(01505) 503824 or E-mail to
D0054613@infotrade.co.uk

Sandpiper Still Chirping

Cushcra ft's Latest
Cushcraft are prolific producers of
antennas. And here are just a few of
their commercial band models: For
more details of these and Cushcraft
large range of commercial and
amateur band antennas contact
Cushcraft, PO Box 4680,
Manchester, NH03108 USA. Tel:
603-727-7877 or on
FAX: 603-627-1764
5180313 - This is one of
the PCS linearly
polarised

omnidirectional
antennas for 1.851.9GHz band. The
518038 a v.s.w.r. of less

than 15:1 over the hand
and 500 impedance.

The 'boss', Jane, of Sandpiper keeps
her other half Chris fright) and their
son Mathew {left) in order at the
London rally earlier this year.

sandpiper Communications have Jet
know that in spite of a hectic
summer of rallies they're still
cheerfully busy. Chris has told us that
he has a new multi -band h.f. vertical
antenna kit almost ready for release.
The release date was to have been
sometime in Jury, but full order books
and a busy rally schedule has put it
back some time, and he apologises
for the delay.
For details of Sandpiper
Communications huge range of
products see them at a rally near you
or contact them at: Unit 5,
Enterprise House, Cwmhach
Industrial Estate, Aberdare, Mid Glamorgan CF44 OAE. Tel: (01685)
870425 or FAX: (01685) 876104.

Dunstable Doings
unstable in Bedfordshire is the
place to head for when considering
building your own kite. Dunstable
Kites say they're the leading supplier
of Ripstop material and parts for
making kites. Started in 1989
unstable Kites carry a vast range of
Ripstop Nylon material in many
colours. They also stock glass fibre
reinforced tubing from 2-12mm
diameter, and carbon fibre tubing
from 1.5-10mm diameter.
The company also supply a
complimentary range of 'X' and 'T'
pieces, 'rings' of all shapes and sizes,
plus adjusters, kite lines and all the
paraphernalia needs for building and
flying your kite. For an up-to-date list
of their product line contact
Dunstable Kites at 23 Great
Northern Road, Dunstable,
Bedfordshire LU5 4BN. Tel: (01582)
662779, FAX: (01582) 666374.
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Directlink
Wallmount
Series - A range

of medium gain
waterproofed
antennas

available for the
1.71-1.88, 1.851.990. 2.3-2.5,
5.15-5.35 and 5.75-5.825GHz
bands. They feature a low -loss
microstrip construction giving good
efficiency with low weight antennas
suitable for internal or external
mounting.
S2407HVP - This is a vertical and
horizontally polarised microstrip
antenna for the
2.4-2.5GHz
band. Featuring
a 1.5dBi gain
antenna system
within the
weatherproof
150x150x25mm
box it's suitable
for locations
where multi -path reflections can
cause problems.

5X450 - This 450-470MHz band
design features a significant gain and
an s.w.r of less than 1.5:1 on a 500
system. The antenna is specified over
the range of -40 to +135°F.
524012P - An linearly polarised
antenna with 12dBi gain in the 2.42.5GHz band, it

maction
Barenco Bits
Earlier this year when 'wandering'
around a rally I came across the
Barenco stall with all manner of items
for assembling and erecting antennas.
The catalogue I picked up at the time,
although not particularly thick, is

packed full of hand items from simple
'U' bolts to complex assemblies. For a
catalogue contact Barenco at 27 Park
Road, Barnstone, Nottinghamshire
NG13 91F. Tel: (01949) 860607 or
FAX: (01949) 860773, asking for an
Amateur Antenna accessories
catalogue.

W&S News
From Waters and Stanton comes news of several products now in stock at
their shop in Hockley. On the filter front the DCI-145-2H (144MHz) and the
DC1-435-10C (430MHz} are passive high quality band-pass filters. Each of
the filters is a coupled four -chamber type. With a v.s.w.r. or less than 1.5:1,
the DCI-145-2H, the smaller of the two, features a 144-146MHz pass -band
with a 200W capability in its 305x80x130mm size.
The physically larger DC1-435-10C's pass band is 430-440MHz, which
also has a power limit of 200W. Both
units have an ultimate rejection of
better than -70dB to reduce outgoing
'sproggies' and reject incoming out of -band 'rubbish'. The DCI-145-2H
costs 09.95, with the DC1-435-10C
at E119.95.
Two power band-pass filters from
the MFJ stable and suitable for use on
the 144MHz band are the MFJ713 with BNC
connectors and internal power is suitable for many
handheld rigs. The MFJ-714 with 50239 sockets
and an external power socket is suitable for the
base station.. Both
units are available
at £64.95 each.
For use at h.f.
the MFJ-712 lowpass filter has a
rejection of better
than -50dB at 54MHz. The 200W power capable
unit costs only £29.95 could be a cheap way of

limiting NI from your h.f. rig.
On the test equipment front and again from MFJ is the MFJ-224, 144MHz
FM Analyser. Covering 144-148MHz this instrument is a signal strength
meter, with a sensitivity of -90 to -40db1V, which makes antenna setting up
very easy. It also offers a deviation check on any 144MHz f.m. signal present
at the 50239 socket.
The Japanese built BR -200 standing wave
analyser covers from 1.6 to 170MHz and gives
the impedance and the s.w.r. of the antenna
when working from a 500 source.
For details

of these and
other items

stocked by Waters & Stanton, contact them at
22 Main Road, Hockley, Essex 555 4Q5. or
Tel: (01702) 2061135/204965 or FAX: on
(01702) 205843.

MFJ-714

features five
broadband microstrip
antenna elements.

Suitable for
transmission or
reception with a
beamwidth of
90 x 10° and an s.w.r.
of less than 2.0:1
over the band.

That's all I have time for this session. See you all in

the next issue of A-i-A.

aa
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OPEN Tue-Sat
10am-5pm
FREE PARKING

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton -le -Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA

We are the largest stockists of both new and secondhand amateur radio equipment in the north of England fact not fiction! Our company boasts a full time service department authorised by all the major suppliers.
When you buy from us you have complete peace of mind!
HF TRANSCEIVERS

VHF/UHF MOBILES

HURRY WHIST
STOCKS LAST1
This is your fast chance to buy the best

Compact
dualband
receiver.

selling HF mobile ever. RRP E995.

ICOM T -7E

IT'S ARRIVED- THE ICOM IC-706Mk11
New enhanced version incorporating many
additional features, if you're looking fora rig
you can't live without, your search has ended.
PHONE NOW FOIR DETAILS. £1196 RRP.

ARC PRICE £1049 cash/cheque.

KENWOOD TS -570D
Kenwood have produced a superior
replacement to the
15-450 using 16 bit
DSP technology to cut
out interference and
produce excellent
signal processing.

The appearance of this new
dualband mobile from
Kenwood tells you it is
different from the rest, es
Leighton Smart said in his

4.
ffe43i30 RRP

charger.
RAP £329.00.

W -20A

CASH PRICE £299.00

-

NEW ON THE MARKET
Dualband features at a
single band price! 9600
packet operation.

AVAILABLE ON
INTEREST FREE FINANCE. DeposX £499.95,

12 x £93.33 monthly repayments. ZERO APR.

f..2495 RRF.

USE Y
FOR S

IT CARD
SPATCH

6119.95

ICOM IC-T2E

E51.00
645.00
£34.00
0/13a nd mobile antennas .............from 621.95
DEand verticals
from £39.95
Mag mounts
£16.95
£28.95
Duplexers
HF mobile antenna
£49.95
Extends to 36'64
Extends to 27'6"

2m FM handporta big includes
nicads and charger. Typical horn
quality radio

Extends to 17V

£169.00 RRP
ALINCO DJ -G5
A superb twin band h ndie that
comes complete with nicads and
charger. Just take a look at its
features:- Up to 51Ar RF output

100 memories Over air cloning
Cross band repeater function
Spectrum channel display

Mawr You warn' SW HAVE us CAN Gen)

Packet terminals
PK-232MBX
TNC-2M WS boxed

£319.95
£179.00

KAM plus

£395.00

DSP-232

ft Extended receive.

O

£299.95 RRP

ARC PRICE £395 cash/cheque

of functions designed to give you the edgel It
is an impressive looking radio. sure to he
another loom winner.
PHONE NOW FOR OUR CASH PRICE!

£99.95

EP -925 30 amp

Masts

PHONE FOR MORE
INFORMATION. £439 REP

ICOM IC -756

Manson
2.1a rnp PSU

ICOM IC -2071-1

£1499.95 RRP.

£29.95
£49.95
£89.95

DRAE

review in the March PW ARC price £584
"Kenwood have yet again come up with
another 'gem in the shape of the TM -WE".

Watson
W -5A

£399.95 RRP
KENWOOD TM-V7E

ACCESSORIES
POWER SUPPLIES

Superb dualband handle plus
CTCSS. Complete with nicads and

* 2m & 70cm 56W135W
* 100 memories
* Full duplex * CTSS encoder fitted

ARC PRICE EPhona now

The perfect HF-Em all
mode transceiver for
hams who enjoy
chasing rare DX's. Full

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS

ALINCO DR -605

ICOM IC -706

HP
YEARS

TO 3
PERIOD

E-mail us on: arcoms@globalnet.co.uk

Including FREE Windows software worth
£79.00. The latest all mode DSP driven TNC
from AEA.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
£465.00 cash,cheg

= Tel: 01925 229881/Fax: 01925 229882

0

CORNISH KITES
MULLION, CORNWALL
John GOJVR & Carolyn MOADA

invite you to become one of
our many satisfied
customers

Mail Order Welcome

Put the fun back into DX'!'
Tel/Fax: 01326 240144
E -Mail: cornishkites®compuserve.com

http://ourworld.compuserve.com.homepages/cornishkites

-IF'

DUNSTABLE KITES
Fibre glass rod and tube from 2.0 to 12mm diameter.
Carbon rod and tube from 2.0 to 10mm.
Plus numerous plastic and rubber fittings.

23 GREAT NORTHERN ROAD, DUNSTABLE, BEDS LU5 4BN.

Phone: +44 (0) 1582 662779

fax: +44 (0) 1582 666374

LAR COMMUNICATION CENTRE

ESTABLISHER 21 YEARS

12 Station Road, Crossgates, Leeds LS15 7JX
Tel: 0113-232 8400

Fax: 0113-232 8401

Approved dealers for Kenwood, AOR, lcorn, Yaesu and many others. We sell
amateur radio equipment, scanners, shortwave receivers, antennas and over 300
accessories. Books, PW and SWM. Our after sales service is second to none.

Screwtle Direct. FREEPOST. Yeovil. Somerset. BA2i SYZ

We are open Mon to Sat gam to 5pm we have private customer parking.
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS,

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
VISA
IT 01327 260178

www.

Build a (ARP Station in easy stages!
DC2000 Receiver Kit
Great for the beginner as well as the experienced QR Per. Plug-in band system.

0(2000 Kit: £22.90 (with one band module). Optional band module kits: 7.90

each, from 160 to 10M. HAM hardware (pictured lower left): £18.90.

1X2000 Transmitter Kit

'I,

HNE TONE

5W CA' RF output (adjustable) on160 to 20M bands, about Oh' on 10M.

VOLUME.

\l/

Operates on a single band at a time with plug-in band fitters -Very clean signal.

vr.nefrll

Ayr

Maltiband SSD Receiver
DXR20. Covers 55B and CW on 20, 40 5
80M bands as standard. Optional extra
plug-in band modules available. Can link to

TX2000 Kit: 24.90 (with one hand filter). Optional band filter kits: £6.90 each.
HA23R hardware pack (pictured top left): £16.90.

TX2000 or AT t 60 for transceive (by adding

LM2000 Linking Module

popular, with great performance!

Fits in recerver to link to transmitter. Side -tone, muting, IRT, CVO filterlft: £16.30

DXR20 Kit: £39.90. DC52 'S meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Total for all standard items above: £99.90 (plus postage)

LM2000 linking module). Versatile and

Great projects for Holiday and Portable use!
New Hardware Pack!
The AT160 AMIDS13/ati 80 and
160M transmitter now has a new
optional hardware pack. This is for use when the M160 is linked via an LM2000 linking
vas.

Jule to either the DC2000 or DXR20 receivers for transceive operation. The HA16OR has

same "footprint" as HA2OR, so the receiver can sit neatly on top of the transmitter.

AT160 (TX) Kit: 09.90, MA4 (mic amp) kit: £6.20, HAI 60R(hardware): £22.90

Active Antenna. I SOkIlx to 3011Kx

25 to 1300Mile Active Antenna
A9118 118 to 127Mlix Active Antenna
AA4

A508

Automatic Speed' Processor
558 and CW AF external filter
Ax Antenna. SeleetodAtlenuator

CM2

Quality Fleciret Min with POGAD

AP3

A5L5

C5L4

£8.90

DC52

E19.90
£18.80
015.80
£15.90
527.90

C8A2

Counter Buffer {fit to Re to feed DFD51 C5.50,

DF04

Add-on Digital Readout for superhets 049.90

DFD5

Dig ea l Frequemy Counter/Readout

£13.50
Internal 558 9 CW Filter For our Ms £10.50
!optional hartwyc ..nck..2 are avallah'e Iv

Meter" for direct conversion RX5

010.90

C54.5D

015.50
572
09.80
Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator
5W830 5WR/Powen Indicator, SOW 1.200MHz C13.90
;041
Crystal Calibrator. 8 Intervals + ident 016.90
5PA4

I

.n.rev

Scanner Preamp. 4 to 1500h1H2

alleve kilt. please enquire}

CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU.

Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardwarel: 39.90.

ACCESSORY KITS
m2

Top Value Receiving AThs e n models also ay.ih. 1; I
CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Efficient, flexible 'T match" circuit. S02:
Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.

Please add f4.00 P&P, ()ATM P&P for electronics kas ivairoul irrrailrurrHOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets, or you can browse this information on our
Internet Website (address at top). UK delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4I(QH, Technical Manager.

Make your hobby
more exciting!
Join other like-minded people,
the experimenters, the people
who are not content with just
sitting back waiting for things to
happen - make things happen
yourself with the RSGB. With us
you will enjoy...
RadCom - the Society's 100
page colour magazine,
delivered to your door every
month.

JOIN US!
Be one of

these radio
amateurs
enjoying
their hobby

to the full!

Special discounts off a
comprehensive list of
publications
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EMC advice - solve those
interference problems once and
for all.

Radio Society of Great Britain, Dept PW9
Lambda House, Cranborne Road

Technical advice

Potters Bar Herts Ef16 3JE
Tel: 01707 659015 Fax: 01707 645105;

PLUS much more!

e-mail: sales@rsgb.org.uk
Practical Wireless, September 1997

Special Offers
ANTENNA ACTION!
This month we've teamed up with Mike Haydon of Haydon Communications to give
you the chance to buy not one, but three antennas at discounted prices. Once you've
decided which offer r ffers you'd like to take advantage of just fill in the Order Form
below or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 to place your order.

Antenna
Offer

Antenna Offer
The DB-770M is designed for
use on the 144 and 430MHz
bands when operating mobile. The

This is your chance
to buy the RA -3 BNC

DB-770M gives 3c113 of gain on 144MHz

black telescopic
antenna. This
antenna is ideal for
use when
transmitting on

and 5.5dB when operating on 430MHz.
The length of the antenna is 1m.
Normally the DB-770M would cost you
£24.95 plus P&P and you'd also need to
purchase a magnetic mount to fix the
antenna to you car. However, if you buy
the DB-770M through this offer you'll get
a mag mount worth £24.95 plus P&P
absolutely free! The mag mount has a
rubber skirt which is fitted with a 5m
lead terminating in a PL -259 plug.
The total price of the BB -770M with free
mag mount is £24.95 plus £7,50 P&P*. So,
what are you waiting for? - Place your
order today!

144MHz (Max 10W)
or for use when
receiving on 0 1700MHz. This
'pocket' antenna

normally retals for
£15.95 plus P&P
however, if you buy it

now through this
offer you can get it
for justf9.00 plus El
P&P*!

Save

Save

Antenna
Offer
This is your
chance to buy a Serene
tri-band antenna and save
£10! The TSB -3608 is of

fibreglass construction,
measures 2.5m lsingle
section) and is designed
for use on the 50, 144 and
430MHz bands. The TSB 3608 offers 2.15dBi of gain
on 50, 6.2dBi on 144 and
8.4dBi on 430MHz.
Normally the TSB -3608
would cost £89.95 plus
P&P however, we're

ffering it to you for this
month only for £79.95 plus
£8.50*. Make sure you
don't get left out, order
your tn-bander today!

up to
50%!

up to
35%!

Save VI 0

*All prices are for UK only, overseas readers please apply for postage rates.
r

LI Please send me

RA -3s) @ £10.99 inc. P&P.

U Please send me

DB-77011/1(s) with free mag mount @ £32.45 inc. P&P.

D Please send me

TSB -3608 (s @ £88.45 inc. P&P.

=

L.

Name:

Address:
Postcode:

Telephone:

D I enclose a Cheque/Postal rder (payable to PW Publishing Ltd) for £
D Please charge my AccessNisa card the sum of £
Card No:

Valid From

Signature

Offer open until Friday 12 September 1997.
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The Icom IC -756
A New Perspective On The Bands

7-0E30_92

Rob &anion aliffil
reports on his

activities with !corn's

newltintroduced

756 CI and 5041/4
transceiver with a

'Spectrum scope'-an
innovation which he

think provides an
exciting new

perspective to CI
operating conditions,

I'm in a privileged position as Editor
of PW in that I get to try many
different transceivers and other
equipment. And I'm often quite taken
aback - or sometimes less impressed by what the manufacturers come up
with in new equipment.
Modem manufacturers produce
some very innovative ideas (and
occasionally zany gadgets and
features) to encourage us to buy their
equipment. Mostly 1 take these in my
stride and wonder how long they'll
last in production - but in the case of
the 1C-756 I must say that Icom have
sprung a real surprise and I've been
left wondering how much has been
missed on the bands because previous
h.f. transceivers I've used have not
been fitted with a 'spectrum scope'
screen.

What am I talking about? - only
the most innovative and useful idea
I've ever come across in an hi.
Amateur Bands transceiver? In fact.
after using the IC -756 intensively for
three weeks or so I think Icom may
well have set an h.f. precedent with
the 'Spectrum Scope'.

handle) it packs an enormous number
of features within the package.
Obviously, the innovative
'Spectrum Scope' (literally a basic
'Spectrum Analyser') is the most
obvious feature of the IC -756, but
after using the transceiver for many
hundreds of QSOs I can say I
appreciated the 'on screen'
annunciators telling me the state of
various functions. There's a lot more
to the IC -756 than the superb
'Spectrum Scope' screen!
In essence, the IC -756 is a triple
conversion superhet (all modes) with
digital signal processing taking place
at 15.625kHz. In common with
Kenwood (with the TS -870) Icom
claim the transceiver to be (in effect)
a quadruple conversion receiver in the
published specifications by listing the

Ur lea 1C-156
The lcom 1C-756 is a modest sized
h.f. and 50MHz 'main station'
transceiver and the manufacturers
have wisely aimed at producing a rig
which can fit comfortably on most
operator's desks without dominating
it too much. But despite the fact the

transceiver is what I call "an ideal
size" (it's also very convenient to
carry, having a built-in carrying

s.
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i.f. frequencies as (there are very
slight variations in i.f. frequencies,
dependent on the mode) of

69.0I55MHz (Ist if.), 9.0115MHz
(2nd if.), 455kHz (3rd if.) and
15.625kHz (4th i.f.).
Personally. I don't agree with
considering the DSP section as an i.f.
stage and regard this to be a
debatable point. However, as more
and more manufacturers are
referring to the final DSP stages as
an if. perhaps it will be adopted as
common thinking! But of course, my
disagreement with 'corn's claim in the
specification does nor detract from
the equipment and its performance!
So, hack to the rig itself! The
general coverage section of the IC 756 is more sensitive than the
specifications imply. particularly on
1.f and m.f. For example, the Icom
specifications state a 13u V sensitivity
on a.m. from 500kHz to 1.799MHz
understate the performance, as I was
able to prove with my (calibrated)
Broadcast Engineering standard
portable field strength meter. This
clearly showed (in comparison) that
the IC -756 provided I0dB SIN with
an input of less than 10uV.
Generally speaking I found that
the sensitivity and selectivity on the
general coverage specifications
were better than the manufacturer's
claimed results. The receiver
performed extremely well and 1 found
myself doing far more listening than I
do on average.

On the Amateur bands (including
50MHz) 1 found that the published
specifications seemed to agree
broadly with what I experienced,
although generally the receiver
seemed to he more sensitive than
quoted. I certainly did not need to use
the switchable r.f. pre -amplifiers any
near as often as I expected to do when
on the air - although when they were
used they proved to be excellent.

Features $ emends
I'm not going to list all the features.
controls and their functions - to do
this would take up far too much room
in the review - you want to know how
the transceiver performs! However. I

will outline the main controls particularly those I found to be very
good. helpful or unusual. But if
you're tempted to find out even more
about the IC -756 .1 strongly
recommend you visit a dealer and
read through the excellent manual.

You'll find everything listed where it
should he!

The main tuning control was
smooth and comfortable to use,
although the combined AF Gain/RF
Gain/Squelch control is an unusual

control electronically alter the i.f.
pass band widths - often to great
effect. The result of the operator's
adjustments are shown on the top
right of the main l.c.d. screen. A natty
and helpful idea!

The APF function: The Audio
Peak Filter alters the received
frequency response by 'boosting' a
particular frequency to help c.w.
reception. I found it to be helpful and
the boost frequency width can be

selected from either 80, l60 r

combination! It works well but it took
me a little time to get used to it in

320147..

operation. Several times during the
early part of the review period I
turned the squelch up and lost the

and effective idea this as it allows the
pitch of the incoming signal to be
adjusted to suit the operator without
worrying about changing frequency
(adjustable from 300 to 900Hz).

audio - without realising what I'd
done. However, as I have criticised
lcom in the past for omitting
continually variable r.f. gain
controls...I'm loathe to slate them on
this point!
The 1C-756 continually variable
RF Power control adjusts the power
output for 2 to 100W. Very neat and
accessible. And it's amazing how
many QSOs you can complete on 2W!
For the many operators who
complain about those of our Southern
European friends who run their
transmitters with too much
compression 'on board' the
combination of the Compression
Level Control and the Spectrum
Scope are very helpful. As I've
loud voice anyway l was pleased to
be able to see the results of lowering
compression to stop 'spreading' and
'splatter'. (The Spectrum Scope
graphically showed me the difference
on the transmitted waveform. Very
useful indeed).

Monitor control: This feature
allows you to monitor your
transmitted if. signal.
Tuner: The built-in automatic
antenna tuner was extremely quick in
operation and worked well into my
long wire antenna and the trapped
dipole. However. I mostly used the
long wire antenna as this is my
'reference antenna'. (Anyone can
work DX with a steerable beam!).
The Twin PBT (pass band tuning
control) is a useful electronic aid to
reducing interference. The dual

The CW Pitch control: A simple

Digital Signal Mussing
The DSP on the IC -756 is very
effective and you have to experience
it in operation to believe what the
technology can do. The DSP noise
reduction is very good and easy to use

and the 'auto notch facility is
extremely useful indeed.
En my opinion it's worth having
DSP just for the 'Auto notch' and
noise reduction facilities alone. Static
crashes and general noise on the band
can then he minimised and the
strange people who delight in moving

your frequency (sometimes with a hit
of microphone scratching thrown in
for good measure) cease to he a
problem!
With DSP 'auto notch' the effect
on the 'swishers and scratchers' is
dramatic - they promptly disappear.
And it's only when you switch off the
facility you realise that they're still
around (wasting their time and not
yours!).
The noise reduction facility is also
very helpful on the bands. As I had the
transceiver during the summer you'll
probably realise how bad the static
'crashes' and general noises were. At
times (when using my Alinco DX -70
on the lower h.f. hands) QSOs were
impossible. On the other hand, using
the DSP-equipped 1C-756 made
operation perfectly feasible.

Fig. 1: The Spectrum scope
I.c.d. screen is the major
feature on the IC -756. In
this illustration the receiver
is set to the very top of the

MHz band. The centre line
represents the tuned
frequency (in hold. 7.1MHz)

and clearly demonstrates
where the broadcasting
stations are, with Amateur
Radio transmissions
appearing to the left. The
second frequency (the
14.1MHz international
beacon frequency) indicates
the selected second channel.
Fig. 2: Showing the IC -756
tuned into a local radio
station on medium wave.
The carrier (not quite tuned
in!) and the sidebands and
the bandwidth are clearly
displayed. Display 'Hold' is
selected to 'freeze' the
display. The I.c.d.
annunciator to the left of
the time display indicates
the setting of the twin
passband tuning controls
(set text).
Fig. 3: Receiving on the
31m broadcast hand. The
display clearly shows the
regimented spacing of the
various broadcasting
transmitters. The left-hand
side of the screen shows the
state of various controls.
The Boxed '9' accompanied
by 15k indicates selected

filter at 9MHz and 455'
accompanied li 9k the
selected 455kHz filter.

Continued on page 37.

Fig. 4: An interesting signal
just outside the six
metreband allocation. On
an apparently 'dead' hand

Grf EX found this signal (it
resolved as noise). Tex's

Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4.

location is plagued by QRM
on 50MHz, most of which
he thinks originates from
electronic cash registers in
nearby shops! tiote the
bandwidth selected on the
display and that Preamplifier 2 is selected.
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Radio Receiver Trainer

An40Invaluable Learning and Design Tool for all Experimenters
The Radio Receiver Trainer contains nine receiver
building blocks and a comprehensive training manual.
Simply connect the building blocks to
build AM. SW, Superhet and Direct Conversion
receivers. Decode SSI3. CW and FM!. Use proven
building blocks to develop and test your own designs.
Pricing:

Complete
Kit

£129.00
£89.00

(Kit excludes case & headphones)
P&P is £5 (UK). £8 (EC), £12 (World)
Add 17.5% Vat to Total Price
Building Blocks:

RF Input Tuner
RF Oscillator
Mixer
IF Filter
IF Amplifier
AM Detector
Beat Frequency Oscillator
Audio Filter
Audio Amplifier

The manual contains complete schematics and theory of operation of all
the building blocks. Use this trainer to receive frequencies from 500kHz
to 110MHz!
A set of proven alternate building block designs are included in the
manual to get you started with your own designs. There is no need to get
your complete receiver design working all at once. Build and test each
block one at a time.

Mail Order To: Pyramid Electronics LTD.
204 Ferndale Road, Brixton, London SW9 8AG
Phone (0171) 738 4044 Fax (0171) 274 7997

(Out of office hours ordering by answering machine)

T
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Come to the Frontier of
Global Communications
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and
Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio. a shortwave receiver, a scanning
receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your
magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of
worldwide, English language, shortwave broadcast schedules; departments on
aero. military. government. public safety communications; broadcast band.
satellite television, long -wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles,
and much, much more.

If it's on the radio, it's in Monitoring Times!
Satellite Times is the world's first and only full spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all
aspects of satellite communications. including
commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific,
governmental and personal communications as well as
private satellite systems. The satellite industry's most
respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of
Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts
alike.

Mail this subscription form to:
PW Publishing Ltd., Freepost,

Arrowsmith Ct. Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset 8H188 PW.

Subscription rates include speedy Air Mail
Service)

1 1 year Monitoring Times - £38 (12 issues)
1 1 year Satellite Times - £32 (6 issues)

Norru
Address
Postcode

Telephone

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW
Publishing Ltd.) £

Or charge to my Access/Visa Card the
amount of £
Card#
Valid From
Thru
Signature
Tel

If it's in orbit, Satellite Times covers it!
Credit Card Orders token on (01202) 659930

PLEASE VISIT OUR SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB:

FAX orders taken on (012021 659950

www.grove.net
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The Icom IC -756

-

A New Perspective On The Bands

Continued from page 35

On the Air
During the month or sof had the IC 756 on loan for review I had over 300
QSOs on the bands. 1 was active on

all ILI bands from 1.8 to 28MHz, but
concentrated on 3.5. 7. 14. 18 and
21MHz.
The Spectrum Scope feature really
came into its own on 18 and 21 and

particularly on 28MHz. If a station
suddenly 'popped -up' some 50kHz nr
so away - the Lest display clearly
showed it up. And on 14MHz it
enabled me to get in first to work
Jose on the ZP241 DXpedition in
Paraguay before ihe pile-up started (1
'saw' him come
and
then I pounced and got a signal report
before the bedlam shined!). Very
impressive and very helpful -

particularly for the DX hunter.
For the 'On Air' tests l have
arranged for a regular contact, Max
G3WMD to help provide audio
comparison tests whenever 1 carry out
reviews. For this purpose Max the
lives in Ware. Hertfordshire) has a
audio test cassette - prepared on
professional equipment) with my
recorded voice to compare my 'off

air' voice quality. His comments on
the tests (on 3.5MHz) were -the audio
is very good, and compares very well
with the test tape-. The advantage
being of course that he's got access to
a 'reference voice'.
Approximately 150 QSOs I had
with the IC -756 were on s.s.b. and
some were under very difficult
conditions. And recently I have been
having long QSOs with the 'Donegal

Gang' consisting of
E14EK
(who consistently puts an incredibly
strong signal into Dorset!). John

El9Gli, Johnny EI6FF and Micky
E16HY.
Perched up in the north west of
Ireland Willy EI4EK is one of the
most consistently heard El stations I
received in the USA during the
Dayton HainVention. Last year
(1996) he was so strong in New York
when 1 was listening to his 3.702MHz
transmission on my portable
(modified broadcast receiver with
b.f.o.) I only had to use the telescopic
antenna!

However, despite the fact Willy
and the Dunezal Gang' (we talk
about everything ranging from radio
to the County Donegal narrow gauge
railways and civil engineering. to our
respective beautiful countrysides)
QRM on the 3.702MHz channel is
frequent. Very often a 'carrier
twitcher' and 'microphone' scratcher
and blower' attempts to disrupt the

QS0. But with the 'Auto Notch'
facility n the IC -756 the attempts arc
worthless.
The 'scratcher' and heterodyning
merchant has ceased to cause me any
problems since I've started using DSP
fitted equipment and the same applies
to the unfortunate person who often
joins in on c.w. on the same
frequency (sending continuous
meaningless words). So. you'll realise
that the DSP facilities provide many
advantages because the c.w.
disappears completely when the 'auto
notch' is on.
The standard filters fitted on the
1C-756 arc adequate (see section on
Spectrum Scope display ) and I was
able to minimise QRM from adjacent
channels with the pass -band controls,
and adjustment of the r.f. gain and

attenuators. However, I felt that the
receiver would benefit even more if
the filters were fitted.
In total, I think 1 worked just over
150 stations on c.w., with the best DX
being New Zealand and many stations
in Chili and on the Pacific coast of
South America. And it was while on
c.w. that l found that the selectivity

of the IC -756 would again be
bettered with the extra {optional)
narrow band filtering. Under the
busy band conditions (yes the h.f.
bands ARE livening up now'.) the
receiver needed the extra selectivity
that would he provided by the narrow
filters.
The IC -756 came into its own on
the quieter bands and 1 really became

a DX hunter! While listening
(hopefully fora reply to my 'CQ' on
18.135MHz) and hearing nothing on
what appeared to be a 'dead' hand suddenly 'saw' a signal appear higher
up the band on 18.150. I quickly retuned and worked the other station
who turned out to be in Chile!
On 21MHz 1 was also able to use
the IC -756's 'hunter's vision' to great
advantage also because I was able to
I

quickly tune to Tossibles'. However.
the great advantage in this respect
was on 28MHz. It was here that I was
able to pounce on the DX c.w.
beacons as they appeared. which then
gave me an idea of what to expect.
So, when the DX stations did pop up
on this particularly wide hand - I was
quickly on frequency. The hands

aren't really 'dead' you know...it's
just that we don't usually 'see' the
activity!

On SOMIft
One of the weekends during the
review period coincided with an
'opening' on 50MHz. 1 had a ball!
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At the moment l don't have any
permanent v.h.f. antennas and to work
on 70 and 144MHz I use mobile type
whip antennas with groundplanes.
However, for 50MHz use I have
erected an old modified Band I v.h.f.
TV dipole on a pole 5m above the
ground and horizontally polarised.
Fitted with a 75 -to -5012 balun 1 had it
matched very well. although the builtin automatic antenna tuner matched it

very well anyway tI tried it).
Using the Spectrum Scope to
advantage l joined in the fray and
worked stations in through -out
Europe (okay DXers...no big deal on
50MHz but at least it's the farthest
I've worked!). The receiver worked
very well indeed on 50MHz and the
switchable pre -amplifiers weren't
needed.

I suddenly realised I was hearing
TV signals (I didn't realise how many
countries are still using Band 1 for
this purpose) and on switching to am.
I was able to hear (and see) the TV
transmissions. However, although I
could detect the sound signals within
the composite transmission -1
couldn't identify the origins of the
transmissions. But all in all - with 30
QSOs on 50MHz under my belt l
think the IC -756 proved itself very
well - I don't think 'Six' metre types
will he disappointed.

Spectrum Scope
The Spectrum Scope really deserves
part of the review to itself because it's
such an important feature on the IC -

756. And far from being a 'gimmick'
it proved itself to be extremely useful.
For example, I'd proved it was
very useful in setting up the speech
compressor, When I had too much
compression in - the results clearly
showed on the I.c.d. 'spectrum
analyser' type display.
Although the display provides
relative values (in other words it's not
calibrated as a true analyser would
bet its extremely useful. The
bandwidth can he switched from
±12.5kHz (from the indicated centre
frequency, which incidentally
displays the RIT divergence when
this is selected) to ±25. 50 and
100kHz.

The display will 'hold' Cfreeze')
the current display for comparitive
purposes. 1 was very impressed with
the facility and the only suggestion I
have for improvement is that the
display 'up -dating' scanning rate be
increased or be adjustable by the
operator.
I don't have the space to delve too

much into the various things I
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Metrfearm's Major Specific:110as (A6ridged from fill specificities')
Frequency coverage
[receiving):
Transmitting:
Modes:
Memory channels:
Frequency resolution:
Power supply

30kHz to 60MHz

All Amateur Bands LB to 29.7MHz Plus 50 to 52MHz.

c.w., am., I.sb.,
Is.k, and f.m.
101(99 regular plus two scan edges)
1 k H z/10Hz

13.8V t15% [negative ground)

Current consumption..

Transmit (maxi:

20A

Receive Istand-byl:
Dimensions:
Weight:

2.5A
340 x 111 x 285mm
10.5kg

transmissions are frequency agile
ionospheric 'sounding' transmissions
linked to a propagation research
laboratory. They do no harm but are
very puzzling indeed.., but show up
on the Spectrum Scope very clearly.
The display scanning rate is just
fast enough to catch the 'sweepers' in
action and it's absolutely fascinating
to see the signals traverse the
bandwidth selected on the screen.
And it's also fascinating to see the

wideband effect of lightning 'static'
Receiver
Receiver design

Triple conversion superhet with DSP at15.625kHz.

Intermediate frequencies Is.s.b.)
Intermediate frequencies (ew.f.s.k.)
Intermediate frequencies (am.):

1st 69.0115MHz, 2nd 9.0115M hz, 3rd 455kHz

Intermediate frequencies (f El.)

1st 69.0115MHz, 2nd 9.0115MHz, 3rd 455kHz

1st 69.016MHz, 2nd 9.106M hz, 3rd 455kHz
1st 69.0100MHz, 2nd 9.0100MHz, 3rd 455kFlz

Sensitivity: ss.b.,

cs. and f.s.k.for
0.16uV11.8-2999MHz) With pre -amplifier ion

10cIBSIN

0130/150 to 54MHzi with preamplifier 2 on
Sensitivity I a.m.)
15dB S/N

13uV (500kHz to 1.799MHzi

2pV (1.8 to 29.99MHz) with pre -amplifier 1 on

Sensitivity itm.)
for 12d13 SINA0

0.5# (2B to 29.99MHz with pre -amplifier 1 on
El.32pV151) to 54MHz)with pre -amplifier 2 on

Squelch threshold
s.sb.,
f.s.k.:

<5.60V

Squelch threshold (f.m.1

<10/

Selectivity

fs.k.:
Selectivity (a.m.)

>2.4kHz i -6dB
3.8kHz th -606
>9kHz i -fide
20kHz 0 -60dB

Selectivity (f.m.)

>15kliz th -fidB
30kHz @ -60dB

Spurious and image

rejection ratio
Receiver incremental
tuning range:
Audio output
Transmitter
Output power:

>70dB (except if. through in 50MHz band)
±9.999kHz

>2W @ 10% distortion with 60 load.

Continually adjustable 2 to 100W s.s.b, c.w.,f.s.k,
Continually adjustable 1 to 40W (a.m.)

Modulati6n system:
Modulation system:
Spurious emissions:

PSN modulation (a.m.& ss.b.)
Variable reactance firn.1

Carrier suppression:

40d13

Unwanted sideband suppression:

55dR

50dB down (h.f. bands)
60dB 150MHz hand)

Far Right: Inside
(underside) view of the
underside of the 1C-706.
The transceiver

although offering a large
number of facilities is of
compact size and

convenient to carry.

16.7 to 150.0(h.f ) unbalanced ly.s.w.r. <3:11
20 to 1250(50MHz} unbalanced Icthan 2.5:1 vs.w.r.)

discovered with the Spectrum Scope,
but two things are very much of
interest. The first involves the 'spread
spectrum' signals which I detected on
3.5MHz as they showed up on the
screen (but were not of course audible
- apart from the noise- on the
receiver) and the second involved the
'mobile frequency sweepers' I often
hear.

I've no doubt other operators
often the signals that suddenly (and
rapidly) 'sweep' across the received
signal, almost as if a v.f.o. had
suddenly decided to drift like mad!
Well, in my opinion these
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DSP and other filtering techniques
can achieve their hest without the aid
of good r.f. crystal filtering.
Perhaps I should finish the review
with some of the reaction of Tex

Swann GITEX who does the
photography (amongst other things!)
for PW. Tex found himself drawn to
the receiver to do more listening and
watching and felt that if he had an IC 756 the 'spectrum analyser'
installation would be put to very good
use!

Trend Seller
Personally I think the Icom IC -756 is
going to be a trend-setter for h.f.
transceivers. In future I consider it
very likely indeed that Icom and other
manufacturers will introduce the
feature to many more transceivers. I
was fascinated when Heathkit first
introduced their 'Panoramic
Adaptors' to the Amateur Radio
market over 30 years ago and now
that we have efficient 1.c.d. screens
it's even easier and I think many
operators will demand the feature on
other rigs.
In use I found the IC -756 to be
very 'comfortable' to use for very
long periods. Features such as the
electronic keycr, dual watch and the
host of other items I don't have space
to mention - make me think that this
receiver will appeal very much to
anyone looking for a transceiver at
the 'top end of the market' price

Yes Icom, l really do think you've
produced an exciting new
'Perspective on the hands'.
Congratulations on producing what
should be a trend-setter.
My thanks go to Icom (UK) Ltd.,

of Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6
81.D, Tel: (01227) 741741, FAX:
(00227) 741742, for the loan of the
review transceiver. The IC -756 is

available from km approved dealers
at the recommended retail price of
£2195.
PW

range.

Personally, to put the final touches

±9.99kHz

Automatic Antenna Tuner
Matching impedance range:
Matching impedance range

1 would have the optional extra
narrow filters fitted. I believe this is
a necessity on today's crowded
hands. In my opinion no amount of

The OM Top Three Choices

Transmitter incremental tuning
range:

and those annoying thermostats (and
gas boilers as their automatic iginition
switches in).

to an otherwise excellent transceiver.

In this and future b.f. transceiver reviews, I intend to leave readers in no doubt as to
what my own personal 'top three' tried and tested choices are. All will be from
evaluation on the air, my own tests and take into account the cost of the equipment
anti the information will he up -dated as I review equipment.

No.1: (Top choice) The Kenwood TS -6170 h.f. with DSP h.f.transceiver, offering
absolutely superb performance and excellent operator facilities in 'the top of the
range' price bracket. Would be G3XF0's ultimate choice.
No.2: [Second choice) The !cam IC -756 DSP equipped h.f. and 50MHz transceiver. This
innovative, very neat and tidy transceiver proved to be a delight to use. The Spectrum
Scope screen has proved to be an extremely significant innovation, providing the
operator with a large amount of information and aiding operation in ways not possible
before. Equipped with the optional extra narrow band filtering this transceiver would
be a strong contender for my No. 1 choice because of ease of use, facilities and
presentation. I think this transceiver will be a trend-setter on the h.f. market.

No. 3: ;Third choice) The Alinco DX -70 hi. and 50MHz transceiver IPresent main rig
owned by G3XFD). Superb value -for -money transceiver offering facilities and
performance of equipment costing twice as much (built-in narrow filtering).
Overlooked and under -rated (unfairly) by many operators due to the manufacturer not
being previously known for h.f. equipment.
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Subscribe to
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PWAROLY MOBILE REVIEWED
Too VHFILIHF

\

Having trouble getting
hold of your copy of PW?

Europe (I st Class)

Rest of World (Airsaver)

Can't wait to read the hot
news and reviews first?
Then why not take out
a subscription?
Subscribing is easy, all you have
to do is use the Order Form

on page 90 of this issue or
call the Credit Card Hotline
on (01202) 659930. Then
you can sit back knowing
that your favourite radio
magazine will drop through
your letterbox every month
as regular as clockwork!

So, what are you waiting for? - Isn't it time you subscribed?

Hazards
What Level
Radiation?
Girl's' Hell". This covered a story
about a girl living 400 yards from
the Crystal Palace television and
radio transmitter. The 1,000kW
(e.r.p.) emissions from which were
blamed for stalling of the girl's
pacemaker, palpitations and
blackouts.

Health 6 Hand -Melds
Nowadays the public are hearing
much about health issues related to
the use of hand-held
radiotelephones. There are also
comments about base transmitters
and about a seemingly high
incidence of leukaemia in homes
next to a railway line where the
cause is being attributed to 25kV
overhead power lines for traction
supply. The large mains distribution
transformers next to houses are also
receiving similar attention - the list

B Gordon King G4VFV
Cordon king C4Pf1l

looks into a subject

that's often in the
news regarding health

hazards and
electromagnetic

radiation. It's
something we cannot

ignore because it's

very close to us all
even if it's mostly

only at low levels'
Fig. I: At the power supply
frequencies listed in the
table, it is a
recommendation of the
NRPB that humans should
not be exposed to current
densities in the head, neck
and trunk exceeding 10
mA/m2. This is called the

'basic restriction' which is
met provided the exposure
field strengths in the table
are not themselves
exceeded. At 73kHz the
basic restriction works out
to 750 mA/m2.
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In recent times, much has been
made by the lay media about
possible connections between
human health and electromagnetic
fields or e.m.f.s. There have been
disconcerting reports about tens of
thousands of pounds being knocked
off the value of houses located
within 100 metres of overhead

is endless.

The Radio Amateur has not
been overlooked either! There have
been a number of reports
endeavouring to link health
problems of "radio hams" to their
own derived e.m.f.s.
So, let's face it, whether we

power lines, of difficulty in
obtaining a mortgage and of
residents living in fear of an

like it or not we are all living in an
environment which is constantly
irradiated by e.m.f.s of all
frequencies front extra low
frequencies (elf.) mains
frequencies to super high
frequencies fs.h.f.) radar
frequencies and above. In addition,
there are all the natural radiation
arriving on our planet from space.
Apart from blocking the hole in
the ozone layer, there's little we can
do about the natural radiation. But
what about man-made radiations -

increased risk of cancer and
degenerative diseases because of
their exposure to the radiation.
Many radio enthusiasts will
have also read about radar signals
spoiling television reception and
affecting hearing aids in coastal
areas. And, again, will have heard
of the apprehension of people
living nearby, about the possible
health risks.
Then there was the report and
tabloid headlines about a "Heart

do these represent a
Frequency
11-1z1

Electric
Field
(deiN/m1

50
60
100
120
150
180

201

73 000

180

200
196
194
192
190

IV/ml
12000
10000
6000
5000
4000
3333
1000

Magnetic
Field
(A/m1

Magnetic Flux
Density
WI

1280
1066

1600
1333

640
533
426
355
64

800
666
533
444
80

1

mG
16 000
13 000
8000
6666
5330
4400
SOO

WT0689

hazard to mankind?
Health
concerns,
particularly at
mains power
frequencies, have
received increased
attention by the
media since the
1970s. This
following a case -

controlled investigation in Denver,
Colorado in the USA which
claimed to reveal a link between
childhood cancer mortality and the
e.m.f.s from nearby mains power
configurations.
Since the Denver investigation,
an incredible number of
epidemiological studies have been
activated along with laboratory
studies looking for possible
biological effects of power supply
e.m.f.s, etc. But in neither area have
the results yielded conclusive
evidence as to the possibility of a
potential hazard to health.

Fuelled By Media
Nevertheless, concern continues to
increase, fuelled by dramatised
media activity. However, both

epidemiological and biological
studies are continuing world-wide
in an endeavour to obtain
conclusive and repeatable scientific
evidence of possible health risks
from e.m.f.s.
The studies are including
exposure to elf. and very low
frequencies (v.l.f.) e.m.f.s as well as
to electromagnetic radiation at
frequencies up to 300GHz. Because
of this the investigators are
therefore taking into account all of
the amateur radio bands and thus
have a particular interest to our
fraternity.
There are internationally a
number of organisations which
have been established for
conducting research and guiding
the public with respect to radiation
protection - both ionising and non -

ionising. And you should
remember that ionising radiation
is a definite health hazard unless
carefully controlled and this type
emanates from X-ray, nuclear,
gamma sources, etc.
Ionising radiations arise when
electrons are knocked out of orbit
around the atomic nuclei, which
yields charged particles called ions.
These can certainly result in DNA
mutation and damage to the
immune system, leading to the
formation of cancers which may
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ORGANISED BY THE
BRITISH AMATEUR

UNIT 5, PARSONS GREEN ESTATE
BOULTON ROAD, STEVENAGE, HERTS SG1 4QG.

BARTG

WAVEMETERS
KEEP YOUR STATION CLEAN
WA1
The VHF Absorption Wavemeter
for the 2 metre band. Range

RALLY

WA2
The VHF Absorption Wavemeter

Ample free parking
and easy access.
Further details from:

WA3
The HF Absorption Wavemeter
covers the range 1.8MHz to

92MHz. Ideal for the law abiding
operator. Requires PP3 battery
(not supplied).

Ian Brothwell G4EAN,
56 Arnot Hill Road,
Arnold,
Nottingham NG5 6LQ.

Tel: 0115 926 2360
www.bartg.demon.co.uk

£58.45 hid VAT. Add £2 P&P

SUNDAY 14th
SEPTEMBER

1997
SANDOWN
EXHIBITION
CENTRE

£34 incl VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

£34 Ind VAT. Add £1.50 P&P

GROUP

at

120MHz to 450MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can
also be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requires PP3 battery (not supplied).

for the 4 & 6 metre bands.
Range 50MHz to 70MHz. Meets
licensing requirements. Can also
be used as a field strength
meter within its range. Requires
PP3 battery (not supplied).

RADIO TELEDATA

SANDOWN PARK
RACECOURSE
ESHER, SURREY

-

DOORS OPEN 1 0.3 0Am

- and
DataStream 97
sponsored by

tkpaT1N
First lecture 12.30pm

BRITISH MADE

TRANSCEIVERS

CE approved

£193.74 incl VAT (Add £6 P&P)

BTEC approved
TUTOR supported

2 MTR MODEL 2001
144.500. 145:9675

PTT tone burst. Listen on
Input. Facility 12.5kHz.

Spacing 25/5 watts.
4 MTR MODEL 4001

NAT ION/11

COILEGE OF
TECHN01001

70.250 - 70.4875

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:

12%kHz Spacing.

Power 25/5 watts.
6 MTR MODEL 6001
50.500 - 51.990

10kHz spacing where

applicable. 25/5 watts.
CTCSS tone held in non
volatile memory.

70 CMS MODEL 7003

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered to the student
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
is required
Learning is at your own pace

432 500 to 434 97501H2

25kHz Steps. Power 3
watts. PTT tone burst.
Listen on input.

UPGRADES AVAILABLE FOR OLDER

2001 & 6001
MODELS

*LEI

1E3

4'

AHD internet details:- Web site: http: +.sws.khilei.eo.uk/akd
and(0 klmitt.t °mt.

TEL: 01438 351710
FAX: 01438 357591
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Analogue and Digital Electronic
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
Mathematics

For information contact:
NCT Enterprises
Barnfield Technology Centre
Enterprise Way, Luton LU3 4BU
Telephone 01582 569757 Fax 01582 492928
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MULTICOMM 2000
WORLD WIDE MAIL ORDER
LARGE SHOWROOM BEST PRICES

d

ALINCO

ALINCO

DX -70TH

DR -610

HF + 6 meter

High spec

£775

£489

00 -s -

KENWOOD

ALINCO

TS -570D £1125
TS -570S £1499

Dual band

DR -605

£399

LOOKING FOR ALINCO?
Get on the 6 metre repeaters with the new

Alinco DR -MOST

1311

10 watt FM mobile

just £249.95

Call this
number
NOW!

Multicomm 2000 are ALINCO specialists
Here's a selection of our stock
HANDHELDS
DJ -190E
2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr
DJ -191E
2mtr h/h Tx + nicad & chgr
DJ-G5EX Dual band h/h Tx
DJ -541C
UHF 340Mw h/h Tx
DJ -511E
VHF 140Mw h/h Tx
DJ -C1
VHF pocket Tx
DJ-C4P
UHF pocket Tx

MOBILES
£149.95
£169.95
£299.95
£129.95
£99.95
£189.95
£189.95

DR -140E
DR -150E
DR -430E
DR -610E
DR -605F

£159.95
£289.95

DX -701

TUNERS
EDX-1
ED X-2

Manual ATU for DX 70
120W automatic ATU

0 It

2mtr 50W mobile FM Tx
2mtr 50W mobile Tx + chs
70cm 35W mobile FM Tx
Dual band 50W mobile Tx
Dual hand mobile Tx

£249.95
£279.95
£259.95
£525.00
£399.95

HF TRANSCEIVERS
DX -70T
[0 band HF mobile Tx inc 6mtr....£695.00
DX -70T11 All hand HF & 6mir Tx
£775.00
Commercial style HF Tx

(01480) 406770
We guarantee:
Best stocks

Best PIX deal
Best prices
Fast deliveries

£499.00

RECEIVERS

YUPITERU
MVT-9000
£385.00

AOR AR80(H1

£295.00

JRC NRD-535

AOR AR7030
£689.00

£1199.00

EMI

AOR AR5000
£1299.00

ICOM

JRC
NRD-345
£699.00

£699.00

AR30110A+

£759.00
42

0

Ir;--Fs

MVT-7100
£229.00

IC -R8500

£1399.00

AOR

AOR

MVT-7200
£315.00

Superb De -luxe short wave receiver

YAESU
FRG -100

£459.00

MVT-7000
£210.00

1.11

MVT-225
£225.00

BEARCAT
9000-XLT
£269.00
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SALES HOTLINE

01480 40677

I

USED EQUIPMENT ALWAYS WANTEIHEUARANTEED TOP PRICES

ICOM IC -756
HF + 6mtr Tx/Rx

HF + 6 + 2 DdRx

ICOM IC -207H
Hi power 2/70 Tx/ Rx

£1825.00

only £969.00

only £379.00

YAESU FT -920

HF + 6mtr Tx/Rx

YAESU FT-1000MP
HF deluxe TxIRx

ICOM IC -821H
2 + 70cm base Tx/Rx

only £1449.00

only £2095.00

only £1310.00

ICOM IC -7061I

SFS MIRE %wan ruotre ti

MFJ

MFJ

784B

949 ATU

DSP Filter

Inc. dummy load

MFJ 969
Roller coaster
ATU inc. 6mtr

only £225.00

£139.00

£189.00

MIRAGE

WATSON

2/70

Linear amp

decoder
WMM1 Tx/Rx

£139.00

£69.95

TIMEWAVE
DSP 5992X
DSP Filter

only £325.00

UNIVERSAL
M-450
decoder

UNIVERSAL
M-8000 V7
Rolls Royce decoder

£295.00

£999.00

SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT
We specialise in buying & selling secondhand equipment & we have a vast selection in stock. The list is
far to big to include here, so please contact us if you are looking for something special.

**WE NEED YOUR USED EQUIPMENT**

TOP PRICES PRID...GURRIINTEED !!!!
LET US SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT FOR YOU

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
FAX: 01480-356192
EMAIL: Sales@multicomm2000.com
Practical Wireless, September 1997

WEBSITE: www.multicomm2000.com
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Health Hazards - What Level Radiation?
Frequency
{MHz}

Electric
Field
IdgpV/m) {Vim}

Magnetic
Field

Magnetic Flux
Density

Arm]

PT

6.34
0.45
0.22

53.4
17.3
4.6
2.2

mG

Wim2

1.8

170

315

3.5
7.0
10.1

164
158

164
85

155

59

4960
1351
362
176

to

154

50

130

0.16

1.6

6.6

430
1240

160

100

260

0.31

3.1

25

to
1325
2310

164

160

423

0.51

5.1

57

165

194

520

0.62

6.2

100

1.73

limit of the radio spectmin at
300GHz is embraced.
It's possible for us to obtain a
feeling of the scheme firstly from
Fig. 1. This is constructed from data
issued by the NRPB, but I have
deliberately focused on the power
supply frequencies and their
harmonics, as well as on the 73kHz
amateur band. The higher frequency

Power Hux
Density

14

_1/.4

bands are considered in a separate
table.

upwards
f wreeso

Fig. 2: At frequencies below
12MHz the electric field and
magnetic fields are
investigated separately. The
levels tabulated are rounded
and correspond to those of

not manifest until years after
exposure.

It's important, therefore, that the
potentially lethal effects of ionising
radiation are not associated with the
seemingly benign nature of non ionising e.m.f.s and electromagnetic
radiation. Indeed, it seems as though
science in general is better versed in
the effects of ionising radiation than
the non -ionising.

the midland frequencies.
The variation in level is less
than Id11 over any hand. At
frequencies hellivi 10GHz
the power density is subject
to time averaging (see text).

Radiological Protection

exceeded. The actual value of the
basic restriction changes over the
Frequency spectrum or segments of
the spectrum to relate to the way the
body tissues respond to the fields.

Looking after the radiation picture
in the UK is the National

Radiological Protection Board
(NRPB), which was established by
the Radiological Protection Act of
1970. Other countries have their
own organisations which tend to

At 73kHz, for instance, the
basic restriction works out to
750mA1m2. However, provided
exposure does
not exceed the

d14.01/m
170

I wroest ;

1k

160
15

100

150
145

10

140
135

175

tissue to earth, an

120

05

1

5

10

50

Distance from the source in metres

The graph provides a
fair approximation of the
Fig. 3:

level of the electric Field at a
distance from source in
metres (see text).
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investigation

resulting in
induced currents
through the body

130

work in harmony together. though
not always coming up with identical
results!
In the area of non -ionising
radiation, the NRPB has established
two primary parameters. which are
basic restrictions exposure and
investigation levels which are linked
to the basic restrictions. The whole
spectrum from static fields to the

100

100nikni-.
There's no NRPB basic
restriction for static electric fields.
But above about 25kV/in, the
biological effect may again also he
perception.
In the shack, 1 have measured

magnetic fields up to 3pT at 400nirri
from a fully loaded power supply
unit at 50Hz (plus harmonics). I also
measured lOpT peaks From an audio
system and around 4kV/rn at 200mm
from the screen of a cathode ray
tube.

A television monitor gave 5µT
at line timebase frequency at 200mm
distance. While outside the shack I
have measured lOpT from my
electric razor at 30mm. 0.4pT from
the alternator of my car while in the
driving seat and a maximum of

0.5pT in the kitchen with all the
appliances running!

baked Ceble
The highest reading I obtained
during tests was beneath an
overhead power cable which yielded
5kV/m at 20pT (see Fig. 1). And
along one road in proximity to a
large mains power transformer and
underground distribution cables. 1
obtained a variable reading up to
0.2pT. Anyway, all these

measurements were 'miles below'
the NRPB investigation levels!

levels, then the
NRPB basic
restrictions are
satisfied.
Exposure at the
lower frequencies
tends to produce
an alternating
surface charge,

16

01

At 50Hz, for example, the
investigation levels are 12kV/m
electric field, 1280A/m magnetic
field and 1600 microTelsa (pT)
magnetic flux density. In addition I
have included the electric field in
decibels above I pV per metre and
the equivalent magnetic flux density
in milliGauss (mG).
Now, it's a recommendation of
the NRPB that any individual should
not be subjected to current densities
in the head. neck and trunk greater
than 10mA/m2. This is the basic
restriction over the Frequency range
I0Hz to I kHz, and this basic
restriction is satisfied provided the
investigation levels are not

an induced currentdensity limit of

effect of this
being a
disconcerting
magnetophosphene flicker in the
peripheral vision.

High Static Fields
High value static magnetic fields can
also incur biological disturbances in
the form of impaired mental
function, vertigo, nausea. etc. The
NRPB recommendation here is for

With the frequencies so far
looked at (excluding 73kHz) the
wavelength is massive and hence the
radiation negligible. Any
measurements must therefore be in
the near field and (excepting
multiphase networks) the fields
falling as the reciprocal of distance.
At the higher radio and
microwave frequencies the electric
and magnetic fields couple together
in the far field distance. This is
defined as 2D2/76, where D is the
largest dimension of the antenna and
the signal wavelength, provided
that the distance is no less than X./27c
and are propagated through space.

As the frequency is increased
the exposure effects on the body
change from the induced current
already described to thermal
(expressed as Specific energy
Absorption Rate or SAR in Watts
per kilogram of tissue). Here the
NRPB detail various basic
restrictions, depending on frequency
segments, from I kHz to 3000Hz,
which are meant to lintit the whole
body heating resulting from the
exposure to levels comfortably
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handled by the human
thermoregulatory system (our builtin 'thermostatic control system' !).
The SAR is also time -averaged
to take account of thermal recovery
of the whole body or specified
parts. including the head, neck.

radiated power (e.r.p.) would be
around 10kW and the electric field

trunk and limbs. Compliance will
also protect embryo and foetal
development in the pregnant
mother. It's also mentioned that
pulse modulated radiation around
200MHz to 6.5GHz might be
perceived as a sound, possibly
caused by rapid thermal expansion
of the head!

some 6dB higher than the
appropriate NRPB investigation

at seven metres distance about

lOOV/rn or 16(kiBuV/m in the
beam of the antenna.

The level of the electric field
from the antenna would then be

level. This means that the basic
restriction would be exceeded on an
exposed body. This could never he
tolerated without time averaging
the resulting 26.52W/m2 power
density. but even so. the exposure
might well exceed this high value

owing to local reflections adding

Amateur lands

Under Active Consideration

in -phase to the direct antenna
signal!
Levels associated with the

Electromagnetic radiation is still
under active consideration yet no
reduction to the NRPBs basic
restrictions have been advocated.
Indeed, the NRPB Advisory Group
has concluded that there's no
convincing evidence that e.m.f.s
cause cancer. but there's an

indication of a need for further
research - much of which is in
hand.

However, with respect to handheld radio telephones the NRPB
have stated the following: "on the

basis of current safety standards
for r.f. radiation, the use of such
telephones does not present a
health hazard".
With regard to Amateur Radio,

The diagram in Fig. 2, is unique in
that it covers all the amateur bands
in terms of the NRPB investigation
levels. These levels, which if not
exceeded will ensure compliance
with the basic restrictions.
I've arranged the table in the
diagram to match the parameters of
the Table in Fig. 1, but with the
addition of power flux density.
Time averaging is applied to power
flux density below lOGHz over six
minute periods.
For example. if in c.w. mode, a
power flux density of say 2W/m2 is
produced in the 'key down
'situation, then when Morse is
being transmitted and the duty
cycle is. say 50%, the average
power density is 1W/m-.
If there are alternate one
minute periods of transmit and
receive the transmit average over
any six minute period is again 50%.
This results in an overall average of
0.5W/m2. (Similar ruling is applied
in the other modes).
A field strength meter is
required for an accurate assessment
of the radiated field in proximity to
a radio station, and these often give
the results in dBpV/m.
Measurements should he made in
the 'far field', which may be only
two or three metres from an
antenna at 430MHz or four metres
at 144MHz. depending on the
antenna dimensions.
The far field from a half -wave
dipole at I 4MHz would start
around 10 metres. but at 3.5MHz
the far distance would be (at least)

dBuV/m value are given below in
the graph. But the field
relationships are valid only in the

40 metres.

disease in the population. The

Fig. 4: Table indicating dBpillm to

statistics come later!
One report in America suggests
that mains power em.f.s. at
significantly lower levels than the
NRPB recommendations are still
likely to represent health risks. This

V/m conversion and associated
parameter. The dBpV/m electric field
strength is in decibels reference 1pV
per metre, V/m electric field strength
in volts per minute, m.4/m magnetic
Held strength in milliamperes per
meire.111' magnetic flux density in

Electric field
A fair approximation of the electric
Field can he gleaned from the graph

in Fig. 3. If the legal maximum of
400W peak envelope power (p.e.p.)
is fed to a Yagi system in the
I 44MHz band whose gain is I 4dB
relative to a dipole, the effective

far field.
Relationships in the far field
are as follows: A/in = (V/m)/377.
wim2 = (V/m12/377. pT = V/In x
l .26/377. inG = ptT x 10.
Incidentally, the NRPB does allow
tier slightly relaxed investigation
levels from 1()MHz to 1.550Hz
when there's no possibility of small
children being exposed to the
radiation.

Fields $ Power Densities
The fields and power densities
related to the investigation levels
and hence the basic restrictions of
the NRPB are in general
significantly in advance of those
likely to be evoked by amateur
radio stations. However. an
exception exists to this (possibly)
in close proximity cases of the
highest e.r.p.s, mainly at v.h.f.
and above.
A large number of
epidemiological* assessments have
been activated since the seventies.
some of which have indicated a
statistical relationship between
e.m.ls and health risks_ Even so.
one must not conclude that it is the
e.m.f.s which are responsible. The
science of epidemiology is
basically a statistical indicator of
relationships - not an actual proof
of cause!

again there's no clear evidence of a
health risk, although in the USA
Leukaemia has been termed the
"Hams disease". Despite this. we
must steer clear of 'electrophobia' the irrational fear of e.m.f.s.
Clearly it is unwise to use
more e.r.p. than necessary for a
contact. A cut from 5OW to 5W
cuts the electric field at l 0 metres
distance from 4.9 to 1.5V per
metre. which, at the contact end,
corresponds to a reduction of a

mere l.5 'S' points! (And QRP is
fun!).
As a final point. from 1930 to
1980 radiated LE increased from

0.5 to 70.2MW NegaWattst in
England and Wales. And during the
same period the male life
expectancy increased from 59 to 71
years!

PW
Magnetic

Electric
_Field
RIEIRVirmi

Field

Wirni

imAif m I

Magnetic Flux
Density
111"

120

1.0

2.65

125

1.78

4.72

0.003
0.006

130

3.16

8.38

0.01

135

5.62
19.0
17.8
31.6
56.2
100.0
178.0
316.0

140

145
150

155
160
165

170

14.9

26.5
47.2

83.8
149.0
265.0
472.0

838.0

0.018
0.033
0.059
0.105
0.187
0.334
0.594
1.056

*Editor's note: Epidemiology
basically means the study of

report suggests a safety limit of a
mere 0.2µT at power supply
Frequencies.
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micreTesla, mG magnetic flux density
in milliGauss, Wim2 power density in
Watts per square metre.

mG
0.03
0.06
0.10
0.18
0.33
0.59
1.05
1.87

3.34
5.94
10.50

Power Flux
Density
W/ m2
0.002
0.008
0.026
0.083
0.265
0.840
2.648
8.377
26.52
84.04
264.80

See us at the
Lincoln Hamfest on
the 7th September

6510

900D

3 hands...2, 70cm & 6 METRES ALL IN ONE PACKAGE!

hat's the most compact,
economical, full featured
tri-band mobile?
Standard's C5900D!

1799.95

6 Metres as well as 2 and 70 cm, with crossband repeat, remote
operation with detachable front panel, or wireless remote
control from your hand held's DTMF pad/ Plus 7200/9600 bau
packet, priority hyper memories for your seven most used
frequencies, and up -and -down -load frequencies to the
optional 200 channel extended memory chip without a
computer!

£249.95

Twin Band ZOO
1W/750mW 2/70

200 Memories
RX S Meter
Lightest Smallest in the
world. 58mrri x 27mm x

Available on FREE FINANCE

Deposit £89.95 & 18 payments of
£39.44. 0% APR

POWER LEVELS:

104mmr 210g

Menu driven facilities
Full numeric keypad
CTCSS built in

45W 6m, 50W 2m, 35W 70cm

No expensive nicad packs operates on 3 x AA cells.

YAESU FT -8500

KENWOOD TS -870S

hest

CPB5101.1
Boosts power

YAESU FT-1000MP/AC

The only FULL DSP 100W
HF tranacelver.

The very beet Dual Band remota

DC VERSION ALSO AVAILABLE

£279.95

from C510 to 35W on 70cm, 50W on 2M

Powers C510 from external DC
One fit plug operation enabling
"quick release" of handle

Fan cooled heatsink, thermostatically
controlled

Employs additional
bandpass filters
for both 2/70

Internal SWR
protection

0156E

RRP: £799.

REP: £2399.

ML Price: E449

RRP: £2899.

ML Price: £1949

ML Price £2199

Deposit only £49, 12 payments of
£36.73, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £20.04, APR 19.9%.

Deposit £349, 12 payments of
£146.94, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £80.16, APR 19.9%.

Deposit £229, 24 x £98.69,
36 x £71 57 or or 48 x£58.23.

ICOM IC -821H

HEW!! ICOM IC -207

KENWOOD TS -570D

High performance Dual

simphuh. land

NEW! A remarkable
DSP HE 100W.

band
Multi mode
Base.

RRP: £1599. ML Price: £1399
Deposit £299, 12 payments of
£101.02, Cost of loan £112.28 or
24 payments of £55.11. APR

£149.95

Economically priced
Alphanumeric titles
MI Clear -dot-matrix display with back light
II Aluminium die-cast rear case

26mm depth, attractively thin body
290g lightness with four AA batteries
100 channel memories
3 power levels: High, Med, Low
7 methods & 3 types scan

APR 19.9%.

19.9%.

RRP: £1499.

ML Price: £1299

RRP: £439

ML Price: £389

Deposit: £199, 12 payments of
£101.02, APR 19.9% or 24
payments of £55.11, APR 19.9%.

Deposit £49, 12 payments of
£31.22, APR 19.9%.

Cushcraft HF Antennas
R7000 NEW. Latest10-40m verecal 180m option a II

MyDel antennas
171)0EL

1389.95

R80

80in add on kit for R7000

£149.95

R5

10/12/15/17120 vertical

£295.00

AV -3

14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long

MULTiTRAP

MS

14-21-28MHz Yagi

£389.95

Code squelch

A3WS

12/17m 3-ele Yagi

£289.95

Built exclusively for MARTIN LYNCH, the
new wire antenna is trapped for 80
through to 10 metres, uses heavy guage
multi strand plastic -sheathed wire, heavy
duty 1 kW traps and totals only 20 metres in
length. It's very easy to install, takes minutes to
tune, guaranteeing en SWR of less than 1:5:1 on
spot frequencies throughout the entire 5 bands. A
far better alternative to the old G5RV antenna.

Auto -squelch 8 -level

A103

30m Extension A3WS

£119.95

Impedeance:52 Ohm. Overall length 20 m. Power

2D4CD

4 ele 20rn Yagi

£489.95

154CD

4 ele 15m Yagi

£239.95

D4

Dipole 1W15/20/40m

f249.95

03W

Dipole 12117/30m

£199.95

II

8 tuning steps:
5/10112,5/15/20/25/30/50kHz

39 tone encoder frequencies built-in
DTMF auto -dialing with
10 memories

II Alphanumeric messagepaging/wake-up modes

settings

Repeater offset frequency
II TX time-out timer
II Auto -power off
MI Keyboard lock

WEB SITE:
1,4 pati
41-

AV -5

3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long

£159.95

APSA

8 Bend Vertical

£229,95

APR18A

Radial Kit

40-2C0

2 -ale 40m Yagi

£489.95

MS

PTT lock

3-4 ale Yagi 10/15/20m

gob

£94.95

£54.95

Handling: lkW. Max 51NR:1:5:1. Weight 2.5Kg. Input
socket 50239.

ITI.DEL
MEBATRAP

.1439.95

160M - 40M

http://www.martin-lynch.co.uk

I N LYN-crit
Son

THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

Martin Lynch C4311a ISe offer finance

1715

opho 36 months Deposits from a

minimum of I0', We welcome your parr

exchange against any new I or osedil product. presided its clean mire good orating order. Cell the Sales Desk today
APR:114'. Payment protection is also &a ilahle.
All units are brand new and boxed and altered with lull manufaclurers ITS warranly. Ali prices gaoled for

castheclieque em Swilthfflella cord.
Finance MI ail products in

also amiable. 'Salmi to metal.

149- 142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W13 9SB

ML&S will price
match any advertised

price match!H
ICOM IC-706MK11
ML Price:£1049.

a new display. See our web site for a
quickie review by Henry Lewis
G3GIQ. CTCSS encode as standard
but FM is optional at £49.

RRP: £1699. ML Price: £1499
150 deposit & 12 x £123.89. APR
19.9%.

or 24 x £67.58. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £49.00. APR 19.9%.

Add 5 years warranty for only £159!

ICOM IC -756
After reading the review by Peter
Hart, its little wonder we sold over
twenty '756's in April! Fantastic
display, 100W on all bands, HF+6M,
dual receive etc. Read the review in
RadCom or see our web site for
G3GIQ's write up - he was so
impressed he bought one himself!

£190 deposit & 12 x £156.95. APR
19.9%.

or 24 x £85.62. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £62.08. APR 19.9%.
Add 5 years warranty for only £179!

YAESU UX1-11

99..
SP L 1114,, 13 XFC

Deposit £109 & 12 x
£86.32. APR 19.9%.
or 24 x £47.09. APR 19.9%.
or 36 x £34.15. APR 19.9%.

Latest edition
from the
Yaesu

I've recently installed a complete '706 system into the works
vehicle and those of you that have heard G4HKS/M know how good
the signal is.
The complete installation comprises of:
1C-706mkIITransceiver
AT -180 Auto Tuner

£1049.00

FL -223 SSB N -Filter

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

£ 339.00

MMB-62 x 2 Mobile Brackets
MMB-63 Front Panel Holder
MMB-65 Multi -jointed control head mount
OPC-581 3.5m Separation cable
OPC-589 Mic 8 -pin adapter
HS -62 Swan Neck boom microphone
HS-15SB up/down & PTT control switch box
HD -TB Heavy duty spring
KD-ADD S0239 socket/3/8th adapter
Pro -Am Selection of LF/HF Whips from

£

..£

55.00
20.00
6.50
19.95
29.95
16.50
41.95
35.00
36.00

£

£

14.95
19.95 ea

%r.F..:,

stable.
Ultra -

compact,
Dual Band

',v.,

transceiver
with wide
band
coverage
receiver.
500mW output on 2/70
Lithium ion Battery
I .5-1300MHz receive
6 Character Alpha -Numeric display
Built-in CTCSS function
1 Dual watch feature
AM Airband RX

In addition to the above we can also offer a professional fitting service for
most vehicles. Please call for details.

CTCSS encode as standard.

RRP: £2199. ML Price: £1899.

ordering

fit 195.10s

RRP: £1195.

FT -920 operates on HF and six
metres (100W on both), has DSP and

in stock at the time of

MARTIN'S "IC -706 MOBILE PACKAGE"

YAESU FT -920

Yaesu once again proving that you
can have your cake and eat it. The

price by another
authorised dealer
providing the item is

Size: H81xW47xD25mm

Weight' 125g with antenna & battery

ALINCO

ALINCO

DR -M06

111-05
Excellent 2170

The Longleat
Rally saw this very popular 6M 10W
FM rig sell by the crate full. Easy to
use and very well presented. CTCSS
encode as standard.

PRICE: fTBA

Handle

ML Price:
£299

NOW 20W OUT
RRP: £249.95 or 3 credit
card transactions of £83.33

Or 3 credit card
payments of £100

YAESU Ul-1000
Latest 1kW HF+6m linear
amplifier. Available
October '97
110N Output on FIF+6m

THEIR ENTIRE RANGE IS NOW AVAILABLE

Microwave Modules

JRC JST245
Possibly the ultimate HF

Sole UK Distributor, Martin Lynch & Son
Currently available from stock:
MML144,1001.5 On, 3W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp .......1219.95
MML144,11303

2m, 10W in, 100W out Linear plus Pre -amp .....1193.95

MM1.144-30L5

2m, 344 in, 30W out Linear plus Pre-arnp

MML10.1033

4m, 10W in, 100W out linear plus Pre -amp .....D99.95

MML50-1003

6m, 31111 in, 1013W out Linear plus Pre -amp ._._..1219.95

MML.11-1003

6m, IOW in, 100W out Linear plus Preamp ......,f169.95

MML50-30L5

3m, IOW in, 30W out Linear plus Pre -amp

New High Performance 2m Transverter...........125995

Mtg213-2811P

New High PerlarmanCe 2m Transverter............f299.95

M fE144-92

6m Drive, 2m IOW Linear Transve rter

E-MAIL:

Built-in High speed Auto ATU
2 radio inputs

ML PRICE: £2295

4 auto switched antenna outputs
111 Omni -glow display with SWR LCD

transceiver with SIX metres,
not only is the new JST-245

graph

E Separate PSU for easier installation

Auto band switching for most

aimed at the professional
user, but it now incorporates
a mains PSU and offers 150 watts

Yaesu HF rigs

ion of each unit. 410Wx 135Hx4100

PRICE: fTBA

output from 1.8 - 54MHz.
Deposit £299 & 12 x £183.68. APR 19.9%
or 24 x £100.20. APR 19.9%
or 36 e £72.66.

MIATI4428HP

RAP: £3495

APR 19.9%.

Motorcycle Bike Ride
Sunday 21st September.

Come and join Icom UK & Martin Lynch without his Son this time!), on
the third A.R. Bike Ride. Starting at 10.00 at Newlands Corner for breakfast (located
on the A25 between Guilford & Dorking, Surrey), following on to Rye via Hastings for
lunch and then on to Ramsgate for afternoon teas/ice cream. See you on the day!!

sales@martin-lynch.co.uk

CALL TODAY FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION Of

NEW & USED EQUIPMENT IN EUROPE.

TEL: 0181 - 566 1120

FAX: 0181 -566 1207
CUSTOMER CARE: 0181 - 566 85116
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Mart,,I yticli is

a

hcimsell

are avall able on request imance
p&p on all mato, Items

broker. F all IV rFlIrrt delails

sublect in slalom ME. (10

.
8566
1120

OPENING TIMES MON - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00 LATE NIGHT THURSDAY BY APPOINTMENT

Operating Abroad
By Bruce Muscolino W6TOY
Bruce Musalino
W6MMy/3 says that

operating from foreign
shores is one of the
most exciting aspects

of amateur radio
read on to find out
why and share his
experiences,

"I got on the air a few
days after moving into
my house, my household
goods hadn't even
arrived!"

Is it the guy on vacation? The one with
the exotic call and the 'pile-up'? Or
maybe it's the guy enjoying the
beaches in Italy or the snow in
Switzerland? Actually it's all of them,
they're enjoying one of the most
interesting and exciting aspects of
amateur radio - operating from another
country! I've done it. and I can assure
you about the only comparable
experience in amateur radio is your
first contact.
Operating abroad is much more
than having an exotic callsign, it's a
whole new cultural experience of
different sights. different sounds,
different smells. It's about different
people, speaking a different language
with a whole different attitude towards
life. People eating different foods and
living in different style houses. Vive
la difference!
In 1978, I was sent to the
Netherlands to establish and operate a
repair centre at Fokker Aircraft, it was
a three year assignment. It was one of

the greatest adventures of my life. I
held the exotic calls and operated from
the exotic locations.

first Priority
After you've chosen a place to go.
your first priority should be arranging
for a licence. I was fortunate as the
United States had reciprocal operating
agreements with the countries I was
visiting. This reduced the procedure
for getting my licence 'over there' to
filling out a form.
My national radio club - the
American Radio Relay League - was
able to advise me of the licencing
procedures for reciprocal operating
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and was actually able to supply the
necessary forms. I'd certainly advise
that you start with your national radio
club to see what assistance they can
provide.
I also suggest looking into
contacting embassies or consulates to
see if they could help. As a last resort,
I'd try to contact an amateur in the
country I was visiting, either on the air
or by mail.
However you do it. apply early!
Processing a licence request takes
time,

My move to the Netherlands was
planned for mid -June, and despite
applying in early March. my licence
had not arrived by the time I left for
the airport! Anxious as I was to get
started, this actually turned out to be a
blessing.
After I arrived I called the Dutch
PIT offices and asked about the status
of my application. I was told my
reciprocal licence had been issued and
I could begin operating at once.
I asked what my callsign
was. This led to a discussion of
"Did you want a Dutch call?"
"Yes please!", I said. Then, after
pointing out that Dutch calls
were no longer issued to
reciprocal licensees, I was given
PA3AIC.
While I lived in the
Netherlands, I made two trips to
the Isle of Man with my friend
Paul Vogel PA3APA. Here
again, although we applied for
our reciprocal licences several
months in advance, we had not
received our licences three
weeks prior to departure.
In the United States,
amateur radio licences have
traditionally been free, and no
licences are required for home radios
or televisions. This. however. is not
always the case in other countries, I
paid fees for both my Dutch and
British reciprocal licences.

Efeipmest WAN
Getting yourself and your equipment
to a new location is almost as
important as arranging for a licence.
After all. without a licence, just take
the camera, the skis or the snorkel, and
be done with it!
Your shipping arrangements will
depend on whether your move is
permanent, semi -permanent, or a
vacation. My employer paid to ship

my household goods, but I was
reluctant to commit my precious
radios to 'the movers'.
So, I cheated and took my radios
to work and had them packed and
shipped with my workshop supplies.
This, of course, created a minor panic
when I had to 'smuggle' them out of
the moderately secure aircraft factory
where I worked!
The trips to the Isle of Man when
I was based in Holland were
vacations, and since Paul and I were
going to be there for a week or so, we
didn't want to waste operating time
waiting for shipments. Our first trip
was by car and car ferry, with the
radios packed in the back. The second
trip was by air, and my Kenwood TS 520 rode under the seat!
On every trip away from Holland
with radio equipment I took the
precaution of getting customs
paperwork allowing me to temporarily
export and reimport my equipment.
Wherever you go, and however long
you intend to stay. you should do the
same. Determine import and export
procedures for your equipment well in
advance by contacting a reputable
international freight company or your
customs service.
When you pack your radio
equipment for shipping, either as
baggage or via a freight company,
repack it in plain boxes. It is not wise
to advertise that the box contains a
$3000 'superwhizbang 18' transceiver.
Even if you have the original
boxes, find a sturdy box 6 to Sin larger
than the original box in every
dimension. Then fill the extra space
with packing material (crumpled
newspaper works well, as do 'bubble
pack' or 'foam plastic peanuts
(maggots)' ).
You might also consider having
your equipment professionally packed
and shipped. Here in the United States
there are several large 'pack and ship'
companies who offer this service for a
reasonable price.
And finally don't forget to take
along tools and materials for an
antenna and ground system, plus
enough test equipment to solve simple
problems. A limited spares set and a
flashlight should also be in your travel
kit.

imam Mends
If your trip is a vacation you might
want to contact the country's national
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radio club for advice about hotels or
other places to stay that are friendly
towards amateur radio operators.
My first inquiries about the Isle of
Man were made through Anne

GD4GWQ. I'd met her when 1

the lecture, but the idea of serving beer
at intermission struck me as highly

civilised!

Work* European

attended the RSGB Show at
Alexandra Palace one year, and there
she was, 'manning' a booth.
Since I'd worked Anne on the air
I went up and introduced myself, and
while I was there, I asked about the
possibilities of operating from the
Island. We followed this up by making
more formal plans. and she arranged
lodgings for myself and Paul with a

The thrill of working European
stations as easily as I'd worked Pacific
stations from California and the
incredible diversity of callsigns I heard

'radio friendly' family.

all fighting it out for bandwidth. It was
like being the proverbial kid, locked in

If you're going to be at your
destination for a while. carefully
explain the unique features of the
radio hobby to your rental agent. For
example, I told mine that I must be
able to erect outside antennas and that
I did not want to live in close
proximity to another radio amateur!
As it was, I ended up with two
very strong Dutch amateur stations
close to my house. One lived a few
blocks away, at the end of my street,
the other, the Dutch national station
PAOAA, was about a kilometre away.

Meeting Local amateurs
A very enjoyable aspect of living and
operating abroad is meeting local
amateurs.

days after moving into the Holiday Inn
in Leiden.
As I was leaving for dinner one
evening a VW camper bus drove in. it
took a count of three before 1 realised
the VW had California call letter
licence plates! A short walk through
the parking lot after 1 got back relocated it. with its call plate of

ICH6IMX.
I left a QSL card and we got
together the next evening for a beer.

His name was Bob Meurer, an
American Navy Lieutenant
Commander who was beginning a
three year assignment with the Dutch
Navy!
Bob was there along with another
American Navy amateur, WA4MBG.
Small world, isn't it!
also began to meet Dutch
amateurs very quickly. An American
engineer who was an amateur, and was
returning to the United States as I
arrived. sold me an antenna and

introduced me to Lou von Bucket
PA3AFU.
Lou passed my name and
telephone number to an amateur in my
village, and shortly after that I had a
'phone call offering me a ride to a
meeting of the Leiden section of the

every day are the two experiences that
remain firmly implanted in my head.
There were French. Italian stations,
and a whole spectrum of Eastern
European and Russian stations. along
with my countrymen. the Americans,

the candy store (sweet shop)!
got on the air a few days after
moving into my house, my household
goods hadn't even arrived! Setting -up
was a 'snap. I put the TS -520 on its
packing crate and strung a vertical
wire up the stairwell and bingo, two
SMs and a 6 helped celebrate my

arrival on 3.5MHz.
Soon my back garden sprouted a
tri-band vertical, and DX chasing
began in earnest. While not a serious
contester, my first full Saturday
afternoon on the air I found myself
cluttering up the bands. Seeing it as a
quick way to find out what I could
expect from my new station. I quit 16
hours later! A precedent has been
and contests soon became
a big part of my operating agenda.

Rig Problems
Probably the worst thing that can
happen to an amateur operating away
from home is to have a problem with
his rig or a neighbour. Those of you
who set-up in hotels should remember
how strongly the management will
disapprove of any attempts to replace
the TV or the mini -bar as the
dominant form of in -room
entertainment!
Remember whether you're
moving permanently, or just on
vacation, take along enough spares to
fix radio -threatening problems. Even if
you're going to be there for a long

while. They will cover you until you
find a local radio store. During my
time in Holland I came to depend on
Firma Schaart, in Katwijk, for bits,
pieces, and Thursday evening coffee
sessions!

The principle radio problem I
faced, other than a lack of operating
time, was TVI. A totally different set
of regulations governed interference
problems in the Netherlands than at
home.

VERON. The VERON is the Dutch
equivalent of the RSGB or ARRL.
The meeting was my introduction

In the United States, the owner of
the set being interfered with is
responsible for purchase and
installation of filters for his set. In

to amateur radio as practiced in
Europe. Of course 1 couldn't follow

Holland, however. the radio amateur
was responsible for everything, and
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could be taken off the air by the PTT if
he failed to resolve an interference
problem.
My first experience of TVI turned
out not to be my fault, My neighbours
in the row of houses immediately
behind mine were using a broadband
signal amplifier for their community
antenna system and these were illegal
under the then current Dutch law.
Nevertheless, I asked the local TV
shop to install appropriate filtering at
my expense. My neighbours and I
became much better friends after that!
The second time around came as I
began to really get serious about
I44MHz c.w. I had a 17element144MHz beam and rotator
installed on my chimne! and within a
week or two a neighbour from about
five blocks away came knocking at
my door.
It seemed I was interfering with
his enjoyment of German television.
He had an array of four 15 -element
Yauis on a tower in his garden to
support this 'habit'.
I pointed out that Dutch laws
were only concerned with interference
with Dutch radio and TV, and that the
PTT might take a dim view of his
interest in German TV But in the end I
mostly gave up 144MHz operation in
the interest of improved international
relations!

Going Home
The tnost difficult part of any trip, for
me, is returning home. But even good
things must end, it is said, and so my
Dutch ads enture came to an end.

My employer wanted me back, if
only to hold me accountable for
having enjoyed the assignment! There
was the invariable round of parties.
beers. and goodbyes, and then one day
got on an aeroplane bound for home.
In about three years I had made
over 8,000 contacts, about 6,000 of
them in contests. I also made about
1200 contacts from the Isle of Man
operating as GD5DPA,
Lest I mislead you, among the
non -contest contacts, QS0s were
made up of many delightful chats with
friends, some from back home and
some newly made. All of which will
remain with me forever.
The logs of my Isle of Man
operation were lost during my move
from Europe. They eventually
surfaced during my move from
California to Maryland.
One last item. I've always been an
avid QSL collector and tend to pride
myself on QSLing every contact, And
I'd like to assure everyone that I
worked during my travels, that a QSL
card will he forthcoming, if they
haven't already received one.
PVIi
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y Alec Melville
Alec Melville
shows you how

to analyse a

typical
transistor circuit
in terms of the
expected
voltages,

Fig. I: The simple
circuit to he analysed
in terms of voltage.

From time -to -time the enthusiast
may come across circuits which
have developed a fault. In many
cases, even when a circuit diagram
is available, it won't include
voltages. This makes it very
difficult to test the circuit in order
to find the fault.
However, from the circuit
diagram it's quite easy to calculate
the voltages in the circuit and then
test the circuit to find the actual
voltages present. This will usually
enable the fault to be pin -pointed
and the failed component or
components replaced.
Calculating the voltages often
requires nothing more than an
understanding of Ohm's Law along
with a few 'rules of thumb'
concerning semiconductor
characteristics. For example, Fig.
shows a simple common emitter
amplifier without the voltages
included and could be a small
section of a typical circuit diagram.
The voltages at point A, B and C
can, however, be calculated quite
easily as I'll show in the following
paragraphs. I'll reference all
voltages to the lower OV rail of the
diagram unless I mention
otherwise.
Let's start with the base voltage
at point A, This is dependent on the
individual voltage drops across RI
and R2. These two resistors are
connected as a potential divider so,
the voltage drop across R2 is:

the base -emitter voltage. Since the
base -emitter voltage can vary
1.81(52+10W
between about 0.65 and 0.75V,
giving a collector voltage that
could lie between 5.4V and 5.9V,
The voltage at point A (the base)
provided the transistor is
is therefore I.37V. The voltage at
functioning correctly.
point B (the emitter) can now be
In making measurements, it is
calculated from the base -emitter
important to verify that the base voltage drop of the transistor. Hem
emitter voltage Lies in the range
is one of those rules of thumb that I
0.65 to 0.75V for a silicon
talked of before.
transistor. To confirm this voltage,
For a typical small signal silicon
measure the emitter voltage and
transistor the forward biassed
then the base voltage and then
(normal operation) voltage drop is
subtract the emitter voltage from
about 0.7V. Since the transistor is
the base voltage.
an npn type, the base voltage (point
If the base -emitter voltage is
A) must be positive with respect to
markedly different from 0.70V,
the emitter voltage (point B) by
then the transistor is suspect and
about 0.7V (or conventionally the
should be removed for testing,
emitter voltage is 0.7V less than the
preferably by replacement. The
base voltage). So, the voltage at
exact value of the voltages
point B must be (1.37-0.7)V or
measured will probably differ
0.67V.
slightly from the calculated values.
The current through R4 (the
This is because of the tolerance of
emitter current) can now be
the resistors and possible loading
calculated by simply using Ohm's
by the meter.
Law. The current through R4 is:
The effect of the base current on
the potential divider can usually be
0.67V - 3 35mA
le
ignored. since the base current is
2000
normally only about one -tenth of
the current through the potential
Now for the second rule of
divider. Similarly, the emitter
thumb that you need for the
current and the collector current
solution to this problem. And in
can usually be taken as being equal,
general, with most transistors, the
since the base current will represent
collector current may be assumed
only a small fraction of the emitter
to be the same as the emitter
current.
current.
Where there is a diode in the
So, you can assume that the
circuit, provided the diode is
collector current (the current
forward biased, ie, the anode
through R3) is also about 3.35mA.
positive with respect to the cathode,
The voltage drop across R3 (due to
again the voltage drop across the
the collector current) is therefore:
diode will be in the range 0.65 to
VR3 = 3.35mA' 1000Q
0.75V. So, once the voltage at one
terminal of the diode has been
=13.35'10) * (1103) = 3.35V
calculated, the voltage at the other
terminal can be derived.
Knowing the nominal voltage
If the diode is reverse biased, so
drop across R3, you can find the
that the cathode is positive with
voltage present at point C by
respect to the anode, then the diode
subtracting VR3 from the supply
can usually be treated as an open voltage. So, the voltage at point C
circuit for the purpose of
(the collector voltage) is
calculating the voltages.
therefore: (9-3.35)V or
Analysing circuit
5.65V.
voltages is easy when
imprafticdig
The calculation of the
taken a step at a time.
collector voltage is only
PW
approximate due to
I1
circuit variations. The
largest influence on the
actual voltage will be due to
1.8kS2

x 9V = 1.37V

l3
iPt

WS0680
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Micro Power Fun
The Alinco DJC I I 44MHz and DJ -C4 430MHz
By Dick Pascoe GOBPS
The new Alinco mini DJ -C I and
C4 transceivers may at first sight be

Dick Pascoe CORPS

looks (very closely!) at

the latest in miniature
transceivers from the
stlinco stables and
discovers that size

isn't everything!

seen as `fun' devices. And
measuring just 56 x 94 x I Imm
they may appear to be not for the
serious operator. Let me dispel this
thought immediately. I used the two
hand-helds loaned to me for review
during my ten day trip to the huge
radio rally held in Freiderichshafen,
Germany.
I had been asked by PW to
check out the new DJ -C I and the
DJ -C4 from Alinco. The 'I' for the
144MHz band (and Airband) and
the '4' for the 430MHz band.
During the drive down to
Germany from Folkestone I used
both sets to keep in touch with the
second car during the whole of the
first morning. It may first appear
that a simple morning operating
was not much, but the transceivers
had arrived charged and I'd used
them for at least an hour the
previous day chatting to friends
through the local repeaters 6.4km
away.

The early
results were
promising.

Mick G4MIX
thought it
sounded great
with good clear
audio that
sounded like
me. John

G4OJG also
said it sounded
(unfortunately)
like me too (his
words!) but the
rig sounded

Alan
G4YFP was
,'utranced by
such small
transceivers (the
photographs give
a good indication
of size, and the
,.oin is a two
pence piece)

hilst Stan
G6ZNW thought
them to be too
,mall to be of real
Ian G3ROO
thought they would be
54

a boon to the flyer, 'cos it fitted
inside the breast pocket of the
flying suit'!
Rusty MOAJX in Eastbourne
was astounded to be told that I was
in Folkestone and only running
300mW to access the 144MHz
Hastings repeater some 48km away.
But it should be remembered that I
do live on high ground.
Using the DJ -C4 I managed to
access the 430MHz repeater, also in
Hastings, but only just. The audio
not being readable enough for a
QSO with Stan G6ZNW.
However, reports on the
transmitted audio through the more
local repeaters were reasonable.
But it should be remembered that
most repeaters expect at least 5W
of power from the transmitter.
Clear $ Uncluttered
The rigs themselves have
uncluttered front panels with just
nine controls plus the display and
the microphone. Four of the
controls have dual operation when
used with the function key.
As usual with many rigs the
VFO/Memory button was also the
Function/Memory write button. A
press of the monitor button keeps
the squelch open until it is pressed
again.
When the monitor button is
used with the function button it
locks the set. I often use this facility
when travelling or at rallies, as it is
often so easy to nudge the
frequency a bit and lose touch with
your companion on air
The Call Button, when
pressed, takes you to the first
programmed frequency, which I set
to my own 'favourite' for local
chats at home. This also uses the
Function Key enabling the 'step'
mode to be used.
The up/down buttons are selfexplanatory but the vol/sql
(squelch) button was a first for me
to use. When pressed, the display
shows the setting of the volume
control by number.
The up/down buttons then
controls the level of audio fed to
the supplied earpiece. A setting of 1
being the lowest and 8 the highest.
A second press of the vol/sql button

shows the squelch level setting
which was variable from 0 Squelch
open, to 5, when left for four
seconds the rig reverted to the
frequency display.
Repenter Offsets

Setting repeater offsets in some
hand-held radios can be very
frustrating with several buttons
having to be pushed. But on the
Alinco DI -CI and C4 it's very easy.
One push of the function
button then the RPT button shows
the offset. On the Cl this was of
course 0.6MHz, and could be
changed by using the up/down
buttons.
Pressing the RPT button
changed the offset from minus to
positive and then to off. A very
easy and straightforward operation.
Even setting the tone was easy
but not obvious unless you had read
the manual. A long press of the
function button followed by a press
of the RPT enables the operator to
change the tone frequency. The
transceivers have CTCSS
capability.
Other Features

The bright yellow on/off switch
was set into the top of the unit with
a large push to make switch as the
push -to -talk on the side of the rig.
The display on the DJ -C I and C4 is
just 25 x 7mm, which may at first
appear small, proved very adequate
in use.
The antenna is small and
extends out from the body of the rig
for just 105mm. The extra whip
antenna supplied is purely a length
of wire that's clipped onto the top
of the housed antenna so that the
rig can be used in the pocket
without poking an eye out, (an
excellent idea).
The fitted lithium -ion battery
provides up to 300mW out with
F3E modulation. The double
conversion superhet receiver works
very well with clear good audio
into the supplied earpiece.
Although selectivity could be a
little better, as my own Packet
station (on 430MHz) could be
heard occasionally. Sensitivity is
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Hand -Held Transceivers

Review
Two types of antenna are
supplied, the standard one

quoted as being -16dBpV.
The current drain is given as
240mA on transmit and 30mA
when on receive providing long life
operation backed up by very fast
charging in the charger unit. The
best of all the specifications though
is the weight; just 75g including the
battery!

Other Opinions
So, what were the other opinions of
these miniature Alinco radios? And
with this in mind while I was at the
Freiderichshafen rally I asked
friends there to give me their
opinion of these two great radios.
Norman DL7NEE commented
with "Quite neat, much better than
the big ones and it will fit inside a
shirt pocket". While Sylvia
2E1CYL thought them to be "Neat,
tidy and ideal for the purse or
handbag. It's so tiny it wouldn't be
noticed in a ladies pocket"!
Glen K5HGB and his wife
Gail KA5JBH loved the little rigs,
but were a little upset, as like me
they had bought the older version,
the DJ-Sl 1 which we all thought
was small! Sheldon GW8ELR
thought they were was great, but

The Bottom line
The bottom line on these two
Alinco transceivers is simple, they
are not toys but are complex, well
thought out additions to the handheld range of small transceivers.
Their battery life is good
considering the power out but of
course there is a drawback in that
this rig will not be used to work
DX. However, they will be
excellent on the rally scene or when
out shopping.
I found the DJ -C I and C4 very
easy to use and managed without
the manual after the initial read through. Everything is so simple
and a degree in computer
technology is not required to
operate them!
But, as with everything there is
a down side and on these rigs it's
the tack of a speaker. The supplied
small earpiece must be used at all
times.
At first I found the lack of a
speaker to be a bind, but after a
while found that I could listen to
the normal chatter around me and
got every call for me to return to
the G-QRP club stand (Yes, as
usual I was working again for the
club). These little beasts also

"where do we go from
here"?
George G3RJV and
wife Jo -Anna GOOWH
Manufacturer's
asked

who I travelled to
Freiderichshafen with
were very impressed
with the little DJ -C I and
C4 sets. Jo thought it
very useful and ideal for
the lady operator.
George was also
impressed but admitted
that he had enough

trouble keeping track of
his IC-2SE without
having to look for a rig
as small as the DJ -C1

and C4. He did like their
style though!
Most other people I
showed them too thought
they looked very good,
some thought they were
toys, but soon changed
their minds when they
saw the transceivers in

qualify easily for QRPp as they are
well under the 1W level!
The speaker microphone that is
available to be used with either the
Cl or C4 for under £201 think will
enhance this little rig into the 'I

of sire that's clipped onto
the top of the housed
antenna.

really must have one' league.

Pike for Money?
So are the Alinco DJ -C l and C4
miniature transceivers value for
money? Well, at a retail price of

£189.95 you will have to look long
and hard to find anything of the
same size for the same price.
Would I buy one? Again, long
and hard thoughts but my elderly
Icom 2SE, and my newer Alinco
DJ -S I will have to suffice for
I

now.

Finally my thanks go to

Nevada of 189 London Road,

North End, Portsmouth, Hants
P02 9AE. Tel: (01705) 662145 for
the loan of the review rigs, which
are available from them or any of
their approved Alinco dealers.

PW
Wafer thin and incredibly small - but
where does Amateur Radio go from here?

Specifications
DJ -C1

1/.1-C4

Frequency coverage

144. 145.995MHz

430 - 439.995MHz

Mode

F3E

F3E lf.tm)

Transmit output
Modulation
Spurious emissions
Receiver type
Sensitivity
Audio output
Microphone impedance
Current consumption
Transmitting
Stand-by
Grounding
Rated voltage
Operating temperature
Intermediate frequency

300mW

300mW
Reactance modulation

Dimensions
Weight

extends from the main
body, while the extra whip
antenna is simply a length

Reactance modulation
Max -60dB
Double -conversion superhet

Max -60dB

Max -16dBp

Max 20mW (320)

Max -15dBp
Max 20mW (320)

Approx 2k0

Approx 2k0

Approx 240mA
Approx 30mA
Negative

Approx 300mA
Approx 40mA
Negative

3.7V

3.7V

-10°C to +50°C

-10°C to +50°C

20.8MHz

21,7MHz 1st IF

450kHz

450kHz 2nd IF

56 x 94 x 10.6mm

56 x 94 x 10.6mm without projections
75g including battery

75g

Double -conversion superhet

A good indication of size when pictured with Dick
GOBPS's Animal -511
and Icom 2SE you get a

good idea of just how
small the Alinco DJ -C1
and C4 really are!

use.
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A Matchbox
Midget
Receiver
Believe it or not there's a
working, sensitive receiver
here - complete with a

bid). unit!

B David Rowlands G6UEB
David Rowlands

In a recent Practical Wireless.] saw an

article by Steve Ortmayer G4RAIV,

06(1f8 strikes back
into PW's history to

recreate an
interesting concept
using up-to-date
technology to make a

simple `Match Box'

radio capable of
reception on Me
medium and short
wave bands. The

project will certainly
bring back memories

for anyone who read
PW in the 1960s1

56

for a medium wave radio using the
Ferranti ZN414 integrated circuit li.c.).
Steve pointed out the low current
consumption of the chip which makes
it ideal for use in a miniature radio.
Unfortunately, the chip was
designed and optimised for use on the
Long and Medium wave broadcast
bands. Above medium wave. gain

therefore falls off dramatically. 'Top
Band' on 1.8MHz was in reach just
about, but 3.5MHz was, if
conventional thinking were to be
believed, out of reach.
A 'big brother' chip, the ZN416
has identical characteristics but
includes a small amplifier to enable
the use of miniature 'Walkman' type
headphones

A short wave receiver without a
b.f.o. is of somewhat limited value. So
a low current b.f.o. capable of
miniaturisation had to be developed.
Herein lay my challenge!
The result is in this article - a very
stable small receiver capable of am.
reception on m.w. It's also capable of
s.s.b. and c.v... reception of both 1.8
and 3.5MHz.
Only a short antenna is needed.
Current consumption is less than
500pA when using a crystal earpiece.
The use of a magnetic high impedance
earpiece or headphones dramatically
increases current consumption. To
assist with those really weak signals. it
is recommended that two crystal
earpieces in parallel are used.

radio frequency receiver (t.r.f.)
receiver.
Whereas in superhets, the h.f.o.

carrier is injected at the i.f., this
obviously can't happen here. So, the
b.f.o. simply oscillates at the incoming
signal frequency.
The b.f.o. is coupled to the
receiver through a loose coupling
formed of CS as well as through the
power supply rails. If the set is built to
fit into a matchbox, then unfortunately
there is no space for a jack socket
although I've shown a socket for
completeness.
The earphone(s) are soldered

directly to the circuit. Removing and
inserting the battery turns the set on or
off as required. If a slightly larger case
is used, a stereo jack socket is utilised.
enabling battery power to be cut by the
removal of the earphone plug.
The tip is the audio output. the ring
goes to the receiver's negative, whilst
the sleeve goes to the battery negative.
As the mono earphone plug is inserted.
this shorts the sleeve and the ring.
turning the set on.

Start Building
Nov, lets start building! You can 'hard
wire' this project on a board. build it in
G3RJV's 'Ugly bug' style or make
your own p.c.b. design. Alternatively
(it's that flexible) you can - if you so
choose - build the receiver on
Veroboard. If you opt for this method
mount all the components on the
Veroboard, except C4 in the b.f.o.
section.
Bear in mind good r.f. layout
principles, as the ZN414 may become
unstable. Don't forget it has
tremendous gain (in the region of
70dB).
If using the Veroboard method, cut
the copper strips in the appropriate
places. The amount of copper
conductor connected to pin 2 of ICI
and the base of Tr I should be kept to a

Simple In Principle

minimum. The Tr] collector will be

The operation of the circuit. Fig. 1. is
simple in principle (the complexity is
hidden within the i.e. itself). The
ZN4I4 acts as a staightforward tuned

found to need a long stretch of
conductor to make all the connections
- but this too should be minimised as
far as is practical.
The case of T1 is connected to the

positive supply line. When putting C3
into position. bear in mind that the
connection that is the adjusting screw
must go to the positive. This
minimises, if not eliminates the
problem of the frequency altering
when the trimming tool is taken off
C3.

Leave enough space for an
additional capacitor to be connected
between Trl collector and C3 should
this be necessary Ito broaden the
tuning - see later). The screw in the
compression trimmer is replaced by a
6BA 1 to I.25in screw, with a locknut
and nut or terminal head to be used to
hand tune the set.
The positive battery connection is
a loop of stiff wire, whilst the negative
is provided by a phosphor -bronze
strip. This enables the cell to be
inserted and removed readily.
Layout on the board can be altered
so that the battery positive rests on the
case of TI. On/Off switching can be
provided by using a stereo socket for
the earphonets) as I mentioned earlier.
When mounting T1, the leads will
have to he carefully and slightly bent
to tit the Veroboard, The centre tap
will have to be removed.
Wind the receiver coil LI. The
ferrite rod should be 10mm diameter.
50mm long, and the copper wire of
30s.w.g. (0.32mm). The 3.5MHz
tapping is at 17 turns, 1.8MHz at 30
turns, whilst the full coil is used for
medium wave at 55 turns.
Make the tapping wires about
15mm long. Connect to the receiver.
remembering that the start of the coil
is at the 'hot' end tie that end which is
connected to pin 2 of 1C1).
Leaving the tappings unconnected,
check that the set works as a
straightforward m.w. receiver. If it
fails, check connections. Frequency
coverage should be from about 600 to
1550kHz.
If you have a signal generator and
frequency counter, check the coverage
on short wave. Use a piece of wire on
the signal generator to act as an
antenna and connect about 2m of wire
to the 'hot' end of C8 as the receiver
antenna.

Make sure that R3 is set for
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A Matchbox Midget Receiver
Continued from page 56

3

RFC1

CR. Alternatively, a mini crocodile clip
can be kept with the receiver and used
to hold the tap leads in place.
Pia

4k 7

120.µ

Next Stage
470

SKI

C11
2557

Having built the receiver and
confimied coverage, you can start the
next stage. Remove the battery and
pass on to the b.f.o. Insert capacitor
C4, and temporarily short out RFC
with a short piece of wire.
Set the receiver up for 3.5MHz, by
plugging in the relevant tap. Adjust C8
to see if oscillation is occurring. A
fairly strong carrier signal should be
found that fully quietens the set. Set
C8 to one side of this signal.
If oscillation is not forthcoming,
temporarily connect a 100ki2 resistor
in parallel with the 2.7M12. If this still
fails, check connections within the

10p
C2

li2

135

100k

660k
CS

C4

47p

IC1

2N414

Tr 2
BC KS

47n

0
Ce

2p2

191

see text
Ce

To Antenna -11

b.f.o.. Trl and Tl. Replace if

155p

necessary.

Having obtained oscillation,
disconnect the 1001Q resistor. If this
causes loss of oscillation. check the
2.7M52. Reduce the value if necessary.
and/or try different BC109C
transistors.
I suggest that the BC109C type is
adhered to as other transistor types
were found not to oscillate at such low
voltage and on such a low current.
Oscillation should be possible with a
base resistance of up to 3.9MQ. This
will obviously vary between
transistors, the prototype resistor was
reduced from 3.9 to 2.7Mn to ensure
reliable oscillation on both bands.

\Ammo

csos

RFC101
129p

r

rmC156

/5152

150p

5101
T101

KANK
3333

C103
10p
C102
22p

- Battery
C104

10121

T
Tr101
15C15.3c

...c,D5
2p2

Selling -Up

C111

r To headphones
see text
C115

fig.

Fig. 1: Circuit of the ZN414
receiver with b.f.o.
developed by David
Rowlands.

Fig. 2: An alternative
circuit using the ZN416 i.e.
(see test).
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maximum volume. Temporarily solder
each tap in turn to the earthy end of
C8. You may hear the odd external
signal, but don't worry if at this stage
you aren't able to hear very much
apart from your own signal generator.
(Modulate the signal generator if
possible).
Frequency coverage should be
such that each of the Amateur Bands
falls near the middle of the capacitor
sweep. Starting with the 3.5MHz
tapping, coverage should be from
about 2.75 to 4.6MHz.
If you don't have a signal
generator and frequency counter, use a
crystal oscillator working between 1.9
and 3.7MHz. Simply check that the
signal from the oscillator falls
appropriately within the coverage of
the receiver.

2.

If coverage is incorrect, undo the
coil and move the tapping. Repeat the
exercise with the 1.8MHz tapping
connected. Coverage here should be
from about 1.5 to 2.7MHz.
If coverage is incorrect (and this is

only likely if a different diameter
ferrite rod is used) alter the tappings
and try again. It should be noted that
the frequencies quoted above are a
rough guide as to where reception
should fall and are not critical.
Having found the correct position

for the tappings. rewind the coil with
fresh wire. having noted the positions
of the taps. Solder different coloured
leads to each tap, and put a connector
at the end of the leads.
A receptacle made from phosphor
bronze strip coiled around can be
made and attached to the earthy end of

To start the setting -up, with a
trimming tool, set C3 vanes fully
open. Then set the ferrite slug in T1 to
just below the top of the can. Adjust
C8 to the If. side of the b.f.o. signal.
Now with an unmodulated signal
generator or oscillator, tune around to
find out the frequency the set is now
responding to. Adjust the ferrite slug
of T1 to set the frequency to just over

4MHz.
Close the vanes of C3, and
readjust C8 and the frequency of the
signal source. Coverage should be
about 3.4 to 4MHz. I should he point
out that tuning on short wave is mainly
by means of the h.f.o. trimmer. C3.
The trimmer CR effects fine
adjustment as you tune through the
band.

Having established correct
coverage on 3.5MHz, remove the
shorting wire from RFCI, connect the
1.8MHz tapping in place of the
3.5MHz tapping. and check the
coverage there.
Coverage should be correct, about
1.7 to 2.1MHz but if it's not, the value
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of RFC I will have to be adjusted
accordingly. This is unlikely, although
it is as well to keep a range of coils
handy just in case.
At this point. Si can be installed,
to switch RFC1 in and out of circuit.
Both C8 and SI can now be fitted onto
the small 'front panel' that strengthens
the matchbox (or other suitable
housing). A tag washer, with a small
wire soldered to the negative line is
put on C8 to earth the front panel.

that full coverage is obtained on
1.8MHz.
The slug of TI would have to be
readjusted and RFC] might also need
to be changed. Alternatively. C3 could
be reduced to 5pF. More parallel
capacitance may have to be added if
TI could not be readjusted to
compensate. Some coverage,
particularly on I .8MHz would then of
course be lost. Experiment for the
spread/coverage that best suits your
needs.

On Air

Having included a b.f.o., what of
Medium Wave Reception? To prevent

To test the receiver 'on air', drape the
antenna wire over a radiator, clip it to a
water pipe. or even wrap it around the
soldering iron lead if nothing else is
possible. And you should start with the
vanes of C3 fully open to place the set
at the top of the band.
Next, adjust C8 so that the b.f.o.
signal is received. Slowly turn the
adjusting screw of C3 with a trimming
tool until an amateur signal is found.
You should not have far to go,
particularly on 3.5MHz (80 metre
band) in the evenings.
Peak C8 for optimum signal, then
re -clarify with C3. Don't adjust C3

desensing, as there's no space for an
extra switch, the b.f.o. should be set to

3.5MHz to avoid this problem.
Current consumption is so small as
to be not worth the provision of a
switch. I didn't bother to fit one!
Having tested the set on air and
you've confirmed that all is
functioning correctly, the unit can be
placed into the matchbox. The nuts
holding C8 and S Ito the front panel
will have to be removed as they are
fitted outside the matchbox (or

too far without also adjusting C8 as
otherwise you are no longer
receiving the b.f.o. signal. There is a
knack but it's not that difficult and c.w.

whatever case is used).
The earphone leads would need to
be unsoldered and threaded through
the end of the matchbox opposite to
C8 and S I. An 8BA screw is also
passed through with the nut on the
outside. A tag washer connects this to

should be very easy to receive.
If you require reduced tuning
coverage on 3.5MHz (to make tuning
less sharp), then a small polystyrene
capacitor C4 (try 20pF) should be
fitted between C3 and the collector of
Trl. The value should be adjusted so

the 'hot' end of C8.
The antenna wire, which is only
required for short wave operation
simply clips onto this with a small
crocodile clip. Your receiver is now
complete ...happy listening!
PW

Shopping list
Resistors
Miniature 0.25W 5%

4700

R4
R6

I OkS2

100k521R2
680k521

R5

2.7Mill

RI

Variable miniature rotary
4.7k12 I

R3

Capacitors
Miniature (almost any type will do)
2.2pF
22pF
150pF
lOnF
47nF
I 00tiF

I

C5
C2

2

C6
C7
CIO
C I, 9

I

Transmit &
Receiving
Operation
Although the
receiver was
designed to work

Miniature Polystyrene
I 0-27pF
on test if needed)

C4 (adjust

1

alone, transmit receive operation is

Miniature Electrolytic 6.3V working
47p F
Compression types

CI I

10pF

C3
C8

1

450pF

1

I

Semiconductors
BC108

Tr2

BC109c

Tr I

1

ZN4I4

no problem. During
transmission the
receiving antenna
wire can simply be
grounded out. The
b.f.o. could be used
to drive a simple
transmitter but
buffering, with

IC I

Siseellineess

substantial

amplification would

Toko coil KANK3333, interconnecting
wire, 1.5V battery very high impedance

be required.

headphones (crystal type recommended)
a short section of ferrite rod. 0.32mm
enamelled copper wire, a suitable box to
house the project and finally a hit of
patience for fiddley components.

Fig. 3: Fitting a
volume control on the
ZN416 version (see
text).

Use of 111416 or 1114141
The ZN4l6 chip contains a ZN414 plus a small (18dli gain approximately) amplifier designed
to drive a pair of 320 type headphones (portable cassette player types). Like the ZN414. it
runs on 1.2 to I.6V. current consumption is about 5mA. It may still be possible to fit the set
into a matchbox, if you are good at cramming everything in! But accommodating the jack
socket would not be possible. The headphones would thus have to be soldered directly to the
circuit. The headphones are operated in series to give the correct output impedance for the
ZN416. Construction and setting up is generally the same as for the ZN414. The b.f.o. circuit
is of course identical, so component numbering in this part of the circuit is similar to the
ZN414 version

long, Medium & Short Wave Receiver
The ZN414/6 chips can of course cover Long Wave. The ferrite rod would he a 200mm
long. Long Wave coil. 250 turns of 30s.w.g.wg or preferably thinner. This can sit at the
opposite end of the rod to the m.w./s.w. coil. To provide band switching, a 3 -pole 4 -way
switch can be employed. This also alters the b.f.o. band and can switch the b.f.o, off
entirely on Long and Medium wave. If desired, additional amplification could be provided
to give loudspeaker reception. However, due to the odd output impedance of the ZN416* I
recommended that the set be built with the ZN4I4, the additional amplifier replacing Trl.
The regulator circuit shown can be used to enable the ZN414 and the amplifier to be run
from the same power source.

Fig 4: It's really possible to go 'Green' and run this
receiver on solar power. This regulator can work in
conjunction with a solar panel unit but the author
disclaims any responsibility for loss of programmes
when the sun is hidden by clouds!
Fig. 4

Iwsossa
I3FY50

Vout
1.5V aporox

Vin
4-10V

*Editorial note: Constructors should not be discouraged from using this version of the ix.
as it can provide very loud headphone volume. In practice it matches extremely well into a
telephone type moving coil 'dynamic' insert which can act as a small loudspeaker on
strong stations.
' All Dodos 1N4148 or anNlar
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alve
intage
Phil
Cadman
G4JCP

brings back
memories
of Eccles,

Moriarty
and
Bloodnock
this month.
But even if

you can't
remember
the BBC's

'Goon
Show'
Phil's idea
is very
interesting!

Fig. 1: The 120V
power supply (see
text).
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"Stand by your soldering irons for the
September edition of the highly
esteemed 'Valve and Vintage' column
brought to you this month by Phil
Cadman G4JCP".
Those of you who are reminded of
'The Goon Show' by my 1950s 'BBC
Style' introduction this time, may also
remember that some time ago 1
promised to show you how to receive
BBC Radio 2 v.h.f. transmissions on an

am radio.
At the time I told you how to cheat
by using a modern v.h.f. radio to drive
the loudspeaker in an old 'wireless type' radio set. This time we're going to
do the job properly by actually making
a tiny am. transmitter/converter unit.
But first, I'm interrupting this
column to remind you that the autumn

National Vintage Communications
Fair is being held at the National
Exhibition Centre in Birmingham.
Informed sources tell me it'll be found
in Hail 11 on Sunday, October 26.

Low Power
But now back to the job in hand and
fortunately there's no shortage of
suitable circuits for low -powered
transmitters. My only problem was one
of being spoilt for choice!
Then I came across a rather
interesting circuit in an old copy of the
Radio Constnicror magazine (June
1956 issue, Page 716, 717, no name
credited). It used a single ECH8 i valve
as both an r.f. oscillator and am.
modulator but not in the configuration
you might imagine.
I've updated the RC design to use
current components and modified the
circuit so that it can operate from a h.t.
of around 120V. The reduced h.t.
voltage requirement allows the use of a
readily available low -voltage

the grid, via C10, from the modulation
control (all right then. volume control).
R14. The amplified audio is then fed to
the third grid of the heptode section.
This is the grid to which the local
oscillator signal is normally applied.
Using the

transformer in a voltage -doubling
circuit.
Before I describe the
transmitter/converter unit a note about
the choice of valve. The diagram. Fig.
3. shows a UCH8 I. although an ECHS I
can be used. Both
valves are

triode section as

electrically
equivalent, the
difference being
solely in their heater
requirements. The

an amplifier

T

see eel

means that the

1-lealer
SklOgly

to V1

UCH8 I has a 19V,
100mA heater and is
intended for series
connection in
transformerless or

acid.c. sets. The
ECH8 1 has a

standard 6.3V
heater.

Fig. 2: Heater transformer for
ECH81.

For best results
the h.t. should be at least 120V and this
necessitates a 20-0-20V transformer, as

shown in Fig. I. Using a UCH81 allows
one of the 20V windings on T1 to
power the valve heater (albeit with a
small series resistor, R3). Not only does
this save the cost of a separate heater
transformer. the UCH8 I is usually
cheaper to buy than the ECH81!
If you have an ECH81 to hand and

want to use it then you will need a
separate heater transformer, as shown in
Fig. 2. The transformer, T2, should
have a 6V secondary rated at 300mA or
more. A 3 or 6VA component will do
tine. The h.t. transformer. TI, should he
rated at 6VA or more if a UCH81 is
used, otherwise a 3VA component will
suffice.

audio output from
even the smallest
transistor portable
is sufficient to
fully modulate
the transmitter.
Simply connect
the audio input
terminals to the
headphone output
of your chosen
radio. Of course.
CD players and

tape recorders can be used as signal
sources in exactly the same way.
However, if your signal source has a

stereo jack don't simply short the left
and right channels together. Put a low value resistor (say, 47-300c2) in series
with each channel before shorting them
together to feed the top of R14. You
should always use this approach when
connecting a stereo output to a mono
input. Ideally, each series resistor
should not be less than the
recommended load impedance of the
stereo source.
The actual r.1 oscillator comprises
the cathode and the first two grids of the
heptode section. Grid one behaves as

the control grid. as normal, but grid two
is wired to act as an anode. Feedback

from this 'anode' to the control grid

Used Extensively
The UCH81/ECH8I is a triode-heptode
frequency changer once used
extensively in a.m./f.m.
receivers. When tuned
to an am. station the
triode section is used as
a local oscillator and
the heptode section as a
mixer.
In the circuit shown
in Fig. 3, the triode
section of the valve is
not used as an
oscillator but as a
simple audio amplifier.
The audio is fed into

causes the circuit to oscillate at a
frequency determined (primarily) by L 1
and CI 1.
Of course, not all the electrons that
leave the cathode are collected by this
second grid. Many travel on to the real
anode and on the way are influenced by
the voltage present on the other grids.
Specifically. the instantaneous voltage
on the third grid influences how many
electrons are finally captured by the real
anode. As the number of electrons
reaching the anode increases and
decreases so does the amplitude of the
r.f. signal that appears at the output.
If you use an ECH8 I it might be
possible to 'borrow' the h.t. and 6.3V
heater supply from your radio. But,
,
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IMPORTANT EDITORIAL COMMENT AND WARNING:
Strictly speaking, and to remain within the law, anyone using

don't try this with a
transformerless or a.e./d.c. set.

to an a.m. only 'vintage' receiver should not let the circuit
radiate as such (there's no provision for un-licensed low power
long wave transmissions (or medium waves for that matter) for
this purpose in the UK. as there is in the USA.
let practice it would be safer to couple the 'transmitter' and
the receiver by screened cable and coupling loop (coaxial cable
is preferable because of the possibility in an indoor environment
of the 'balanced feeder' radiating when it becomes
'unbalanced' when furniture is touched. etc.). Additionally.
with `AC/DC' style receivers, precautions would have to be
taken to avoid electrical shuck due to the possibilities of an
electrical pathway between the two units. My advice to
readers is that such receivers should only ever be operated
via an isolating transformer.
Editor.

And don't attempt this unless you
are confident you know what you
are doing. if you do to it then
remember to use 0.5W resistors
throughout. with the exception of
R13 which should be rated at 2W.
And all capacitors, save for C9,
should be rated at 350V working,
minimum.

The Frequency
The frequency to the
transmitter/converter unit depends
on the resonant frequency of LI and

CI I. At these low a frequencies
stray inductance and capacitance in
the circuit can largely be ignored. As
the 'Medium Vv'avehand. is rather
crowded, particularly after dark, 1
chose to use the 'Long Waveband'
instead. This meant that LI required
an inductance of around 2500pH.
My prototype coil was wound
much the same as the one I used for
my I.w. trif, receiver a while hack.
That cod was 5.2 inches long wound
on a 1.8 inch diameter (kitchen roll1
cardboard former.
You'll need four layers of 0.05
inch diameter insulated wire giving
416 turns in total. You can use the
formulae I gave in my June 1996
column to work out other
combinations of coil dimensions and
number of turns.
Should you want to operate the
transmitter on m.w. then the coil will
need an inductance of around
200.iH. Try a single -layer of 140
turns of the same 0.05 inch diameter
wire on the same 1.8 inch diameter
tube. In either case L2 should have
about one -fifth of the total number
of turns of LI and should be wound

over the 'earthy' end of Ll wherever
possible.
You may wish to use a rn.w./1.w.

ferrite rod assembly *(See Editorial
note panel). Use the main m.w. or
1.w. winding for Ll and the coupling
winding for L2. However. this may
not always work as the coupling
winding may have insufficient turns
or may give feedback of the wrong
phase. If that's the case then you can
always wind your own feedback
winding using a length of thin
enamelled copper wire.

Setting -Up & Adjustment
Very little setting -up and adjustment
is required. The only things that can
really cause any problems are the
phase of L2 and the valve itself.
If the circuit is oscillating
correctly you should get between
200mV and 400mV d.c. developed
across R7. that's between TP1 and
TP2.

from shared walls to prevent your
neighbour picking up the signal.

this circuit to re -broadcast BBC services from Band 11 v.h.f. f.m.

Note that TP1 will be negative
with respect to TP2. If the circuit
doesn't oscillate or behaves
erratically try reversing the
connections to L2.
I found that the choice of valve is
important in this circuit running, as
it does, with a rather low h.t. if all
else fails, change the valve!
In use, simply adjust R14 to give
the loudest signal on your receiver
without distortion. Unfortunately.
this circuit doesn't seem to want to
produce anything Like 100%
modulation. Therefore, the
receiver's volume control will
probably have to be tamed up a little
further than usual. Trying to increase
the modulation level beyond the
optimum will result in upward
modulation with all the distortion
that entails.
The whole unit should he
enclosed in a screened box else there
may be significant radiation from
LI. This radiation will be largely
unmodulated so all you'll hear is a
carrier with little. if any, modulation
regardless of the setting of R 14.
Place the
unit adjacent to
your radio and
run a few feet
of wire (no
C4
more) from the
1006
r.f. output
socket and
along the rear
of the radio.
That ought to
provide
sufficient
coupling to the
radio's internal
aerial. Radios
without
internal aerials
can have their
aerial terminals
" 9ee 15x1
connected to
the r.f. output

*Important warning: Please
see Editorial comment panel
regarding operating this circuit.
Many recordings of old light
entertainment shows are now
available on cassette. So are
recordings of significant events in
recent history, such as the D-day
landings. So what better way to
listen to them than on a
contemporary radio using this
little transmitter/converter?

Signature Tune

socket of the transmitter via a small
capacitor. Try 5- I 5pF to begin with.
The circuit is susceptible to
supply ripple and is also somewhat
critical in terms of layout. Good r.f.
practice should he followed even at
these low frequencies.

I also noticed a tendency toll.
oscillation due to the two halves of
the valve sharing the same h.t.
supply. If 1.f. instability does
appear...try reducing RI3 (although
this will increase the supply ripple
and hence the hum level).
You will have to find a
compromise between the place you
tune -in the unit on the dial, the
modulation level and the placement
of the coupling wire.
With just a few feet of wire
connected to the output terminal the
ranee of the transmitter is very
strictly limited and so you shouldn't
be worried by the Wireless
Telegraphy Act* (or whatever it's
called these days). However, those
of you who live in flats and semidetached houses should really keep
the transmitting 'antenna away

Ah, 1 hear the orchestra playing
my signature tune! So, until it's
my turn
the shop' again, I'll
say cheerio and good luck with
the transmitter/converter.
Should you decide to build the
project - remember to send your
comments and letters to me either
via the PW offices, via E-mail to

phil@oldpark.demon.co.uk or
direct to: Phil Cadman G4JCI3,
21 Scotts Green Close, Scotts
Green, Dudley, West Midlands
DY1 2DX.

Shopping List
Phil GAWP has provided
a full 'shopping list' for
the project featured this
month. This is available
(free) from the Editorial
offices in Broadstone on
request. by sending a
stamped self-addressed
A5 sized envelope.

Fig. 3: The
transmitter/converter circuit.
R13

\APV-0
10k
R4

1.11k

47k

RF 66574

L.

FIFC1
7m

10,

IC12

C7

7119
C3

VI
LIC1-161

C10

iF

R14
100k

Audio
input

1505

2291

471

R12
220k

R7

4k7

R10
560

II
TP1

oCA
TP2
1k

oHT

Cheerio from Phil, see you in December.
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Europe's Largest Amateur Radio Showroom

WE NEED QUALITY, USED, BOXED
AMATEUR RADIO EQUIPMENT
BEST PRICES PAID.
COLLECTION ARRANGED.

Cavendish House, Happisburgh,

Norfolk

-

NR12 ORU

L)

FOR EASTCOMM CATALOGUE SEND £2 STAMPS

LA

65092501692 650077 Mon -Fri: 9 - 5.30, Sat: 9 - 4.00
Sigma Wire Antennas
All Band D SA -10
Fax: 01692

All ant

marked have a 3kW Current Behan option for only £18 extra.

11A111 operates on all bands 160m - 10m. It can be installed as a flattop, slaver, or inverted
'V'. The top is 135f /41.15m of heavy duty stranded copper wire, with low loss end insulators.
A centre insulator is fed with 100ft/30.48m of 450W heavy duty twin ribbon feeder. It will
work well from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner.
EILIS p&p C10

Deluxe G5RV's
ire
The G5RV was designed by Louis Varney to be
a 1.53. centre -fed doublet on 14.15MHz, hence

pattern.

the top length of 102ft. This design gives not
only a low feed point impedance, which can
be matched to a 543i1 line using a line
transformer, but also gives a multilobe radiation

antennas in the Sigma range, using heavy duty
multi -stranded copper coated steel cable, and

Full Sirs
Had Size

GORY

GSRV

Built to the same high standard as other

f1

80/40/20/15/1041
40/20/15/10m

102' long

E39.95

4.95 p&p

51' long

f14.95

445

Shortened Dipole Antennas*

SAS -2 will operate on all hands 180m - 10m. It can be installed as a flat top, eloper, or inverted
'V. The top is of heavy duty stranded copper wire, and provides 135ft/41.15m electrical length,
with a physical length of only 70ft/21.34m through the use of antenna shorteners. The centre
insulator is fed with 100ft/30.48m of 45051 heavy duty twin ribbon feeder. This antenna will work
wall from the balanced line output of your antenna tuner.
mu p&p £10

7-

AC
SLS-40K
515.80K

40m

SLS-160K

16Dm

r

ROm

Off Centre Fed Dipoles
5.95 p&p

38' long
69' long

5.95
5.95

100' long

OCF Full Size
DCF Half She

130/40/20/17/12/10m
40/20/10m

u-

=IC
46' long

es
SD -82
SO -34
SO -42
SO -44
SD -52

SD -54
SD -513
SD -438

SD -810

50-162
SOW -34W
SOW -46W
SOW -58W

SDW810W

160/80m
30/17/12m

40/30/17/12in
80/40/30111/12m
160/80/40/30/17/12

10 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap
10 Trap

27' long
24' long
55' long
47' long
105' long
97' long
82' long
154' long
148' long
208' long
32' long
46' long
85' long
152' long

SVS-32
SVS-41

SVS-42
SVS-51

SVS-52
SVS-53
SVS-64
SVS-65
SVS-181

El

20/16/10m
20/15/10m
40/20/15/10m
40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/40120/15/10m
160/60/40/20115/10m
160/80m

1 Trap
2 Trap
1 Trap
2 Trap
1 Trap
2 Trap
3 Trap
4 Trap
5 Trap
1 Trap

14' long
13' long
28' long
24' long
53' long
49' long
42' long
77' long
73' long
105' long

5.95

adjusts antennas, feedlines, and RF
networks. ft includes a microprocessor, A/D
converters, and low -distortion, levelled,
sine -wave
generator,
continuously

£83.95
£142.95
£139.95

£147.95
£103.95
£161.95
£219.95
£291.96

04195
£125.95
£139.95
£199.95
£274.95
£315.95

adjustable from 1.2 to 35 MHz in 5 bands. It
measures RF values of true impedance I0-

p&p 5.95
7.95
5.95
7,95
7.95
7.95
9.00
10.00
10.00
7.95
7.95
9.03
9.00
10.00

'Dapped Sloper Antennas*
SVS-31

5.95 p&P

60.95

The 111F1

I

2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
2 Trap
4 Trap
6 Trap
8 Trap

Call5

RF5 VHF/UHF £289.95 P&P 10.00
*Protective Case £14.95 P&P 2.75

'Dapped Dipole Antennas*
`---Li

2e/15/10m
20/15/10m
40/20115/lerr
40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
80/40/20/15/10m
160/80/40/20/15/10m
160/8040/20115/10m

135' long
68' long

AUTEK RF ANTENNA
ANALYSERS
RF1 HF £159.95 P&P 7.95

Receiving Dipole
SRD

AI=

).

AN Band Limited 0 Space SAS -2

heavy duty ribbon cable, terminated with a
S0239 socket

1

£49.95
£79.95

p&p 4.95

031.35

595

09.95

5.95

£88.95
£118.95
£156.95
£189.95
£70.95

e95

5.95
5.95

7.95
7.95
7.95
5.95

Traps & Shorteners

28MHz trap
p&p f.4.95
£29.95 each
24MHz trap
£4.95
£29.95 each
ST -15
21MHz trap
[29.95 each
0.95
These heavy duty deluxe 600W traps are
ST
-17
18MHz
trap
129.95
each
£4.95
housed in weatherproof enclosures. No
14MHz
trap
£29.95
each
£4.95
ST
-20
soldering or jumper wires are required.
ST -30
f:31.35 each
10MHz trap
£4.95
Use 2 traps for a dipole, or f [rap for a
ST -40
7MHz trap
£21.95 each
£4.85
Vertical sloper.
3.5MHz trap
ST -80
f21.95 each
KM
Antenna Shorteners' are excellent where installation space is limited. Housed inside weatherproof, sealed
enclosures, so no periodic cleaning is required. Two are needed for a dipole, one for a vertical sloper,
SIC -40
Shorten a 40m Dipole to 38'
£19.95 each p&p £2.75
SIC -BO
Shorten a 80m Dipole to 69'
£4.95
£21.95 each
SLC-100
Shorten a 160m Dipole to 100'
£21.95 each
£4.95
ST -10
ST -12

200001. SWR {1 to 15:11, C (0-9999pf) and L

1<0.04 to 300pH). It instantly reads out

impedance and SWR at any frequency in its
range. Antennas are easily trimmed with its
miniature 'transmitter, minimizing trips to the
antenna. Feedline loss and phasing, Ct, tuned -

RF

circuit resonance can be accurately measured and
adjusted. L and C are measured at the RF frequency of
interest, not at 1kHz or 100 kHz as with other UC meters. Basic accuracy is 2.5% to 5% over
most of its range. The unit fits in the pocket, and runs on a standard 9V battery for 7 - 15V).
The RF5 is continuously adjustable from 35 to 75 MHz, and 135 to 500MHz (typically 530MHz) in
3 bands. It measures BF values of true impedance (0-6005I), SWR 11 to 6:11, and its INSTANT
SWR mode finds the frequency of minimum SWR (or Zion command automatically. The unit fits
in the pocket, and runs on a standard 9V battery for 7 - 12V).

CALLSIGN CLOCK
139.95

includes
world-wide
delivery

Hand finished with CALLSIGN on the face. An ideal gift for
Radio Amateurs.A useful addition to any radio shack, and

a valuable operating aid. A large face gives excellent
visibility across a radio room. The hour is indicated in
12/24 hour format. Three colour with blue sky effect
background. Global map shows countries with their
bearing in degrees.
Models are available centred on other world areas.
STATE CLEARLY WHEN ORDERING. CAILSIGN & AREA OF WOMB

DELTA 1.5kW
COAX
SWITCHES
2 WAY
2 WAY
4 WAY
4 WAY

Baluns & Centre Connectors

The only

switches with
built in
Arc Protection'

S0239 to 600MHz
N TYPE to 1300MHz
S0239 to 600MHz
N TYPE to 1300MHz

OLDS

5.95 pap

UAW

5.95
5.95
6.95

194.95
1108.115

Lightweight, sealed, weatherproof, with Solid Brass rustproof terminals. Jumper wires not
needed. Soldering of antenna wire not necessary. DC grounded for lightning protection. S0239
Connector. Stainless Support Hook (except SCE -11S1

SWR/POWER METERS P&P £5.95 each
CROSS NEEDLE

1.8.250MHz
CN-220
15/150/1500W £109.95
CN-144
140.170MHz
15/150/1500W £79.95
CN-V/UHF 140-170,410-450MHz 15/150/1500W U1195

SPB-1 Pro -Raton 1:1 impedance ratio "voltage" Balun that matches 50-75 ohm coax
£29.95
p&p E4.95
to 50.75 ohm load. 3 - 35MHz, 1.5kW.

SPB 1C Pro-Belun 1:1 impedance ratio "current type" balun that matches 50-75
ohm coax to 50-75 ohm load. 1.5 - 60MHz, 3kW.

£32.95

p&p £4.95

PORTABLE

Pro-Balun 4:1 impedance ratio "voltage" balun that matches 50-75 ohm coax
CS

to 200-300 ohm load, 3 - 35MHz, 1.5kW.
SCE -1 1kW centre connector for a dipole antenna.

SCE -1/8 1kW connector for a vertical sloier antenna.

f22.95
£14.95
£14.95

W450

140-170,400-470MHz 0-150W

p&p £4.95
p&p £2.75

prig

.80 £275

Anti -Corrosion Compound for Copper Wire Antennas: ACJ-1 Sachet £7 .95 p&p f1.95

111

£34.95

Please add

rif

1

total for card
orders

For stable and dependable °paragon. Mosley Antennas are pre -drilled and colour coded, for
easy assembly. Long term reliability from, stemless steel hardware, and aircraft grade, drawn,
aluminium tubing. Advanced traps mean less trap assemblies and better structural stability.
Mosley 3 element, tri-benders, have six trap assemblies - other makes need twelve! Higher
grade tubing means a perfect fit for telescopic sections - no horrendous hose clamps! Why
pay more for an inferior antenna when you can have a MOSLEY MOOR for less?
STANDARD SERIES

1 EL
2 EL

TA318,4#

10/15/20M
10/15/20M
10/15/20M
10/12/15/17/20M
10/15/20M

TA321,4t

TO/15120M

TA33M

10/15/20M
10.12115/17/20M
10/15/20M
10/12/15/17/20M
12/17/30M
10/12/15/17/20M

2 EL
3 EL
4 EL
4 EL
5 EL
3 EL
4 EL
3 EL
4 EL
6 EL

TA31JRN

032.1iiN
TA33JRN
TA.13JRN WARC
HEAVY DUTY SERIES

TA33M WARD
TA24X1.3

TA34XLWAHC

1W33
HEAVY DIM' COMPACT TA53M WARCi
HEAVY DUTY CLASSIC CI23M

10/12/15/17/20M
10/15/20M
40M UPGRADE
30MUPGHADE
10/12/15117/26M
10112/15/17/20/40M
10112/15/17/20/40M
16/12/t 5/17/20/40M
10/12/15/17/20/30/40M
10/12/15/17/20M
10/12/1 5/17/20/40M
12/17M
10/15/20/40M
10112/15/17/20/40M
10/12/15/17/20/30/40M

CL.36M

ADD DNS:

I TA40KR

FA301(11
PFI0570
HEAVY DUTY
PROFESSIONAL SERIES PRO571340
PRO6713

PR 067C
PR 077A
PRO95

PRINS
HEAVY DUTY

1

10115/20M

C L33M WAR CI

SERIES

3 EL
4 EL

&MIN

VERTICAL ANTENNAS RV4C
RVBC WARC
RV7CWARC

EL

f169
£299
ENS
£479

ws
L399
1309
£659

EL

7 EL
9 EL
9 EL

Vertical
Vertical
Vortical
Vertical

Carr.E1O
£10

£10
£10
£10
£10
£15

HF EQUIPMENT
YAESU FT7 Mobile
ICOM IC -2K1 LINEAR + PSU
TEN TED CENTURY 22 + PSU
TEN TEC PARAGON 585 + PSU
AMERITRON AT15 1.5kW ATU
TRIO TS5205E
KEN WOOD TS850SAT

£349
£895
£425

from £279
from £1190

KEN WOOD DRLI-2 Voice Recorder
RADIO SHACK 00394 HF RX

£69

£259

from E280
from 1139
from 1159

LOWE HMO HF FIX
LOWE AP/SPI50
LOWE PRI50
ROBERTS R827 11F.NHF RX

1139

VIIFAIlf EQUIPMENT

£15

f15

ICOM IC -449 70cm Mobile
STANDARD 08800 2m Mobile

from 1255

£15

£399
£769

£15
£15

YAESU FT293 Zm

from

f$19

£15

YAESU FT190 MkI

£729
£859

£15
£15
£10
£10

from [299
born £279

£189
£579
£1999
£1179
£1379
£1179
£1999
£2459
£139
£269
£359
£279

£20
£20
£20
£20
£20
£20
£20
£10
£10
£10
£10

1175

YAESU FUN MK1
YAESU FT5290 2m/70 cms mobile
YAESU FT530 2rn/70cms handheld
YAESU FT727 2m170m H/Held
GNUS LP50-10-50 tin Linear
BNOS LPM423-10-50 70cm Linear

155

£395
£259
£209
£129
£189

ACCESSORIES

from

TUN° 9000E Comma Term.

W/205 2m/76cm Swr Meter
TOYO 1430 2m170cm Swr Meter
WESTERN PM2000 SWR Meter
DIAMOND 0L1000 Dummy Load
Cush craft ATMS 12/17M 3e1
Hari 20/15/10 Trap Dipole

D144 2M Deviation Meter

£299
£129
£59
£89

£145

NEW [199

NEW £79
NEW £179

PLEASE PHONE FOR AVAILABIUTY

Anti -Corrosion Compound for Aluminium Antennas. ACJ-2 Sachet £7.95 p&p £1.95

MOBILE
Mobile Antennas: P&P £4.95 each

VIBROPLE
ORIGINAL BUG
STANDARD £169
DELUXE £199
Left Handed DELUXE £229

SINGLE PADDLE
STANDARD £159
DELUXE £199

ANTENNA

from 1249
from 11495

£809
£899

089
7 EL
7 EL
7 EL

VHF/UHF_I

USED EQUIPMENT

Mosley H.F. Antennas

These antennas are built to ensure maximum

strength end performance. Flexible 17/7PH
stainless stook whips, incorporate a 90° tilting
system. The UHF male antenna connector has a

gold plated centre pin, Teflon insulator and
perfect
silicone
rubber
gasket
for

IAMBIC
STANDARD £169
DELUXE £199

waterproofing.

tram

2x1/2k

11P2020C

142-14BMHz
HP71100

BRASS RACER

C95.15

5.35dB

0.42m

1/45/62.

140-150.439440MHz

tit

0.73m

150W

12925
E11195

1.65m

5.15/13.15dB

1/2+2x5f81 150W

HP211790

0.45m

2.15/5.35dB

142-148,430440MHz

£37.96
0.98m

5.15/13.15dB

142-149,430-440MHz

STRAIGHT KEY

7.15dB

112+21thie1 150W

HP207011

1.97m

12225

100W EMI

430-440MHz
HP2070

Vibroplex's
famous
Straight Key
has now
been combined with the
classic Single Paddle
Vibrokeyer, or the Iambic,
(pictured) on one combined
base, allowing instant switching from
an electronic keyer to the personal
touch of the Straight Key.

1.23m

150W
7.15d6
100W

2s5/81

11P71100C

MI5

5.3519

430,440MHz

IAMBIC
£159

P & P /7,95 each key

75W

516t

14244E1MHz

MAGNETIC MOUNT/CABLE ASSEMBLIES
With Coes Terminated PL259: P&P £4.99
92mm Dia
121.95
MapH171i.

STANDARD £169
DELUXE £199

Meg125PL
Man145Pt.

130mrn Die

ESA

160min OM

DUG

blap160PL

Slim 180mm Dia

MI

MOUNT/CABLE ASSEMBUES
With Coax Terminated K25& P&P £4.95
Trnek/11 etch MOUNT/Cable with lik £33.95
12425
Penal MOUNT end Cable Assembly
BASE STATION

awl

A DELTA ENGINEERING A

Base Station Antennas: P&P £9.95
3/4k J -Pole
500W
£59.95
1/47L Ground Plane 560W

HF & VHF TRANSMITTING FILTERS & COAXIAL EMP SUPPRESSORS

49-70MHz tuneable

2.15dB

2x5/8k,
SA22N
142-148MHz

200W

SAM
Delta suppressors shunt DC and low frequency AC voltage/current transients
to earth. They protect coaxial line centre
conductors from these dangers up to the

limit of the unit's ability to discharge
flow.
Delta
current
suppressors deliver 35
much current to ground as

DELTA
EP413111LERkriLl

LEM PAEs

S.A.&

Lowpass filters are commonly made from thin lightweight materials,
assembled with pop rivets. end not even any earth terminals ! Their
performance is, at the least, poor.

Delta Lowpass Filters are designed for performance. A tough

the coaxial line can. The
circuit, active at all
times, neutralizes the
most minute transients

3x5/83...

430-440MHz

SAM

112k, 2x5161

142-148,430-440MHz

after transmitting frequency range. No other current filters can
compare to these. Heavily built deep notching Chebyshev designs,
prevent interference from harmonic or spurious emissions - a

SAVV/////

must for good operating.
Low power models use silver -mica capacitors and phenolic

connectors. High power models use thick teflon
FIFE insulation sheet, brass or copper capacitor

tosi

200W

2.5m

DILE
2.7m

BM

200W

1.8m

EISA
2.8m

10.15dB

430-440MHz

6AZION1

7.15dB

£69.95

8.15dB

5x5/8k

construction, with attenuation slopes avalanching down immediately

*

the centre conductor of

5/62 3x5/8.11,

142.148,430-440MHz

200W

EMS
1.3m

5.15/215dB
200W

£69.115

8.15113.15d8

1.8m

2x5/81, 5x5/8X 200W
7.15/10.15dB
144-146430-440MHz

NUB

SDIXOPi Disco ne 2.15dB

5135

200W

2.7m

RX:25-1300MHzTkA1figm,70/23cm

1.7m

plates, and all connections are soldered.

which often cause receiver
noise. Direct hits can be handled, hut not
under all conditions.
16W
50239
MAI 1.5 - 200MHz
£4425
1kW

A

2.9m

5.15dB

70-74MHz

50239

30211 30-500MHz
1kW
N
30104 30-500MHz
P&P £4.95 each suppressor

KENWOOD YAESU ICOM
420

sect

600W

421

5052

DIN

£49.95

425

5001

60CW

£40.95

426

505)

3kW

30MHz
30MHz
56MHz
54MHz

P&P 5.95 each filter

SO239

£59.95

50239
50239
00239

£0925
£59.95

£7225

PRICE MATCH

We match/better competitors advertised
prices on currant UK equipment - and
give better customer service.
Phone us lam for the best deal

t1Ift1146)Ath

By Geor e Dobbs G3RJV

George Dobbs $314.111

The regular readers of this column
The receiver was a direct
(there must be several somewhere!)
conversion design which used a
- may have tired of seeing circuits
pair &diodes as a mixer feeding
for very simple transceivers. But I
the differential pair and the
offer one parting short (for now!)
remaining transistor as an audio
on this theme.
amplifier. I believe several people
An interesting diversion on the
built it and had a lot of fun.
ultra -simple transceiver idea is to
(Although I hesitate to say it see if a complete
transceiver can he made
"The shortest way to do many things
from one integrated
circuit. Long time
Samuel Smiles 1812 - 1904
readers of Sprat, the
journal of the G-QRP
Club. may recall a

describes the `Chixie'

design by Mike King
G3MY, called the

Always on Me look -oat
for something

`different' the Rev.

a 'one chip'
transceiver this
And as usual

he starts his 'sermon'
with an appropriate
quote!

Right: Quite a challenge?

The PW Chixie one chip
transceiver.

one at once"

CHIXIE TRANSCEIVER

Unichip. This was a
complete transceiver
based upon a single
chip.
The chip in
question was the
CA3046. This is a
transistor array chip
containing a differential
pair of npn transistors
0
plus three separate npn
transistors.
The CA3046
G3RJV HiZ PHONES
represents quite a few
active devices in one
package and offers the possibility
of enough stages to make a basic
perhaps the addition of the two
transceiver. Incidentally - the
diodes is a bit of a cheat? - as it
CA3086 is a more recent direct
adds two extra active devices to the
replacement for the CA3046 and
circuit.
may be used for the circuit below.
In the Benelux QRP Club's
journal Niewsbrief for March 1997.

Unichip Project
Mike's Unichip project used two of
the transistors to form a VXO
(variable crystal oscillator) and
power amplifier, two stage
transmitter.
Fig. 1: Diagram showing

the 'internals' of the
CA3046 multi -transistor
array i.c. (see text).

TUNE

Arjen PA3GCY, used sonic of
Mike's ideas to make a single chip
version of the Pixie Transceiver.
This project was loosely based on

the WA6BOY circuit.
Aden's circuit is very neat so I
decided to try a slightly amended

version following on the PWixie in
last month's (August 1997)
column. 1 wondered - was it
possible to make a viable
transceiver using one inexpensive
chip? The answer can be seen in

my circuit offered here follows the
PA3GCY design with some

is only

component changes and a
more conventional

transmitter output circuit.
The diagram, Fig. 1.,
shows the contents of the
CA3046 chip. The easy
way to go would be to
build the transmitter
down one side of the
chip and the receiver on
the other side.

Ignoring the
differential pair and only
using one of the
transistors in that pair.
the result is two sets of
two transistors to form
the entire transceiver.
Following the Pixie
transceiver idea does
have the great advantage
that the transmitter
power amplifier is also
the receiver mixer. So in
effect the constructor has the
advantage of five active stages to
build the transceiver.

Transceiver Circuit
The transceiver circuit is shown in
Fig. 2. It's a Pixie type design
based on a single chip so it
seemed appropriate to call it the
Chixie!
The transmitter section is a
VXO (variable crystal oscillator)
followed by a power amplifier. The
oscillator is a Colpitts circuit using
a crystal, made variable in
frequency by a varactor diode DI.
In the circuit the crystal is
loaded with a 100pH inductor (L1)
to produce greater frequency
swing. The transceiver operates on
3.5MHz so the actual amount of
frequency shift is quite limited.
How much depends upon the

Continued on 'age 67
64
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

Antenna
Rotator

Syncron
SX-I 44143

AR-300XL

2m/70cm

Max load 60kg
{with support
bearing]. 360
deg rotation in approx 65 sec.
{cable not supplied). Support
bearing optional extra. E49.95 +
free P&P {mainland UK only).

cross needle

direct reading
SWR/ 1000W

power meter. £39.95 + free P&P
(mainland UK only).

Magmount

Communications
Speaker

Very strong 7"

5 watt 8 ohm
filter/mute
extension speaker complete with
3.5mm mono jack. £13.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

2m/70cm dual band mobile
antenna featuring super
strength mini -magnet (only
30m diameter) c/w
miniature coax an
El 9.95 + free P&
(mainland UK only

TS -870
One only. extop specification HF
base station radio. £1 595 +
P&(mainland UK only).
---

SRP Turbo
SRP-905

2/70

SRP

.

diameter SO -239

magmount, with protective
rubber base complete with

STAR BUY. Super Synchs.

cable and PL -259. Perfect for
Om 1/4 wave. E I 7.95 + free
P&P (mainland UK only).

1 I 00mAli NiMh AA size cell.
No memory effect almost twice the
capacity of Nicads.

SRP Trading, 168611iiiThilload South, Re

m B45 9TZ

Opening times: Mon -Sat 9 30am to 5.30pm. We are Kenwood, Yaesu, Isom, & Alinco dealers.

Call Rod (G8SUP). Richard (G6ORA) or Mary (M1BUB) on

TEL: 0121-460 1581, 0121-457 7788

11,W

1

FAX: 0121-457 9009

g

1 11"r

The RD500 - a new kind of
radio receiver.
Now it is possible to have a recover wnich
not only holds your own station selections in
memory, but has a complete knowledge of its
spectrum,
Thousands of station records can he
stored and sorted through, just type in a few
letters or a complete description and the
receiver finds the stations of interest to you.

I I%I 11-'

But above all it's a great H.F. receiver.
It can tune in smooth 511z increments. or step sizes up to 10MHz. It can store 99 band setups, and it has a number of scan modes and
auto tuning.
CW signals can be spread into a panorama

of sound so that individual signals can be
easily focused upon. ft has a variable notch

and peak filter. digital sound recording.
an I.F. noise blanker, cassette control,
aerial switching. S -meter 180 levels I,
tuning meter, AVC i.tti smooth out audio
level variationsl, selectable AGC speed, and
pass band tuning. All modes are
supported including sync -AM and FM, and it
is upgradable to stereo WBFM and video. It

FAIRHAVEN

RADIO DATABASE

has a real time clock with time zones, and
5 programmable timers.
It has a 45 key alphanumeric remote

61

04r

TUNING -S METER

IMAMS

and supports PC keyboards and RS232,
and it comes complete with a Windows

software package.
SAVE

RE F.

NEM

Specification: 30kHz-40M1-1z. MDS <0.15pV.
M4041 S

..OLUME

rittER

1P3,10dS 14.200 memories or 57.000 [extra

091. Price: £799 inc. postage.

erno

war
PLAY

FAST

AMP

REC.

0=1

Web site littgAmv.fairratho.demon.co.uk

TEAT

I.HAV
No., No.__

EN EL,
, FAIRGMLIINICS
Ltd. 47 Dale Read;Spondon, Derby DES I 7DG (01332) 670707
.
.
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FAI R HAVE N
RAIDICD

a

INCORPORATING

Ai

The magazine for
those of you with an
ear on the airwaves
and an eye in the sky!
AIR Pictorial/Aviation News brings you the brightest and best
stories in aerospace from around the world
every month. Packed with
photographs, facts and information
covering civil and military articles on
both historic and new aircraft.

ffiler041

Among the regular features is
Radio Watch, a specialised section
dealing with Air Traffic frequencies for
the Airband enthusiast. Why not take
time off from the airwaves and find out
about the challenging
world of aerospace!

VIVIC10101?,.
Other regular features include
Air News, Air Intelligence File, Register Review,
NATO & European Notes and The Civil Scene.

Ask Your Newsagent
For A Copy Today!
OR write to the following for a free sample copy:
HPC Publishing (Ref PWR2), Drury Lane,
St. Leonards-on-Sea, East Sussex TN38 9BJ

curoammilke

Pnagilt1)J
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ty

individual crystal but will not be
more than a few kHz. And
capacitor C3 couples the oscillator
to the amplifier.
Another of the transistors in the
CA3046 acts as a power amplifier.
'Power' might be an overstatement

C4

clement lowpass filters (see
Carrying on the Practical Way - PW
March 1997) and used One of these
with the Chixie transceiver.

Almost Nothing!
The receiver is almost nothing!
Like the PWixie (Carrying on the
Practical Way - PW August 1997)
the 'power amplifier' acts as the
mixer for a direct conversion
receiver.

In use the oscillator runs all the
time feeding into the base of the
amplifier. The collector of the
amplifier is connected to the
antenna via the lowpass filter.
When the key is up, the amplifier
functions as a diode mixer giving a
resultant audio signal on the
emitter.
To complete the receiver a

simple audio amplifier is formed by
another two of the transistors in the
CA3046. These are arranged in a
Darlington Pair circuit to give
enough {just!) audio gain to drive a
pair of high impedance
headphones. There is no audio gain
control as there's really not enough
audio to merit a control!

Nigh Impedance
In recent years it has not been easy
to obtain high impedance (1.000 to
2,0000) headphones. Although
most seasoned radio amateurs

L2

Opt

7
-Cl
Tip.

C9

L3

C113

T

CI 1

IC2

C12

2V

PFC2

l{1011mpecance
Hearlehmnee

R6
151

milliwatts!
A I mH choke, RFC I, provides
an r.f. load for the amplifier and

receive.
1 keep a selection of plug-in 7 -

For eeitaiiiteikr..ol..111005410.-PIKA

E RFC1

33k

because these devices are only
capable of a few hundred

RFC2 provides some r.f. loading on
the base of the stage. Note that only
the power amplifier is keyed. the
oscillator runs the whole time.
The transmitter is connected to
the outside world via a lowpass
filter. Once again I have used the
W3NQN 7 -element lowpass filter
data for this filter. And as I've said
before it may seem overkill for
such a small r.f. output. but even
little QRP transmitters produce
harmonic output and this filter is all
that separates the transceiver and
the antenna on both transmit and

C5

fR4

Cs
Bee

53

Key

T2"
Festeel I

probably have a pair around the
shack, the more recent entrants to
radio construction may have
problems finding suitable
headphones. To help, Fig. 3. shows
an alternative output circuit.
The audio output transistor is

given a fixed load (2.2kfl). Audio
output is taken from the collector
via a capacitor to an impedance
matching transformer.
A classic transformer for this
job is the LT700 which is designed
fora push pull output stage of some

2k0 to match an output of 80. The
whole of the primary winding is
used (any similar audio matching
transformer will do the job).

possible to make a complete
transceiver from one inexpensive
chip and wondered 'does it work'?
The answer is yes it does work

(well...just about!).
The transmitter output is low.
My prototype gave about 2(X)
milli Watts.
However, 'Milliwatting' is a
branch of QRP operating where
stations using power much less
than 1W seem to achieve
remarkable results. So. with a
decent, well matched antenna, this
transmitter will

work other
stations.
The receiver
is crude. It also

building The Chilli.

has no real

When building the Chixie the
idealist may like to try a printed
circuit board but this is one
example where 'ugly' construction
is very much easier. The transceiver

and to be
honest barely
enough overall

has been arranged so that the
receiver and transmitter are on
opposite sides of the CA3046 chip.

In practice it's very simple to
wire point-to-point. Start by
mounting the CA3046 chip above a
piece of blank p.c.b. material and
solder all the grounded connections
directly to this board.
'The Dead hug' construction
technique, with the chip mount on
its back (legs up), is common for
this method. However, this
approach can cause confusion
because all the pin numbers are the
other way round.
To overcome the drawback I
bent out the i.e. pins outwards (so

they're horizontal to the chip) and
attached it to the board with a blob
of 'Blutack' adhesive. It's then best
to wire in the link wires between
pins on the chips first, then add the
other parts.

Does It Work?

Fig. 2: Circuit diagram of the
Thixie' one chip transceiver
(see text for comments).

input tuning

gain. But you
are likely to hear all the stations
who will hear you and a QSO will
be achievement and challenge!
So, there's another little fun
project which will cost very little in
money or time to build. Give it a

Fig. 3: This circuit enables
modern low impedance
headphones to be used with
the Chixie project.

try!
If you have any improvements
please let me know and I will share
them with other readers. But
remember there's a limitation to
additions to very simple circuits. If
you want a sophisticated
transceiver - start somewhere else!

PW

The CA3046 chips can be obtained from:
JAB Electronic Components, PO Box 5774, Great Barr,
Birmingham B44 8P1

Crystal for the 3.5MHz band can be obtained from:
The QRP Component Company, PO Box 88, Haslemere, Surrey
GU27 2RF.
Kanga Products, Seaview House, Crete Road East, Folkestone,
Kent CTI 8 7E0.
Quartslab Marketing Ltd., PO Box 19, Erith, Kent DA8 1LH.

At the beginning I asked if it was
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David Butler G4ASR has reports of
some excellent Sporadic -E openings
on the 50 and I44MHz Bands and
details of recent DXpeditions.
After a number of months of
relatively poor propagation on
the v.h.f. bands, events took a
turn for the better with the onset of
summer. There were some excellent
tropo openings, especially at the
beginning of June, creating much
activity on the v.h.f., u.h.f. and
microwave bands.
On the 50MHz band there were
Sporadic -E (Sp -E( openings every
day during June allowing contacts to
be made all around Europe and into
Africa, Asia and on occasions into
North America. Conditions on the
144MHz band were equally good with
a number of very good Sp -E openings
into eastern Europe being recorded
during the month.

Tropp Openings
First I'll turn to your reports of tropo
openings on the various v.h.f. bands
and according to your letters the best
conditions occurred in the period
June 1-5. With a high pressure
weather system located over the UK,
northern Europe and Scandinavia the
scene was set for some enhanced
conditions. On the 144, 430MHz and
1.3GHz bands contacts were being
made from many parts of the UK (and
as far west as GI and El) to stations
located in DL, LA, ON, 07, PA and SM.
Contests on the 144MHz band
during the weekend June 14-15 also
provided an opportunity to work
some good DX. Stations in southern
Germany (0F1SE/P in JN57, DKOND/P
in JN59) and the Czech Republic

I0K1XFJ/P in J060) were working
into central England on June 14.
Conditions for the PWcontest on
June 15 were not particularly helpful
but nevertheless there was still some
good contacts to be made.
To the west of the UK the
stations of El2CA/P 110621, EI4FJB
(10641 and EIGARBJP 11063) were

making many contacts in G, GM and
GW. An expedition to Rathlin Island
(10651 by the Westnet DX group,
GI/EI7NET/P, created a flurry of
excitement on both the 50 and
144MHz hands.
Derek Green G7DKX (1093) was
pleased to notice that the 144MHz
band was open to Scandinavia during
the evening of June 3. Using an FT 290 transceiver, a 100W Microwave
Module amplifier and a 9 -element
Yagi he made a number of s.s.b.
contacts with stations in DL PA and

68

The 70 and 144MHz band
antennas at David G4ASR's
QTH.

OZ. On June 4 Derek contacted the
stations of OZ5AGF (J056), LC1JAT
(J059), SM4SCF (J069) and SM7TUG
(J076).

G4OBK (1094), found 005513 IKM74)

perating from the Lebanon on
50.109MHz.

Two days later, on June 3
between 0820-0900UTC, the stations
of SU1ER IKM50) in Egypt and JY4MB
(KM71) in Jordan were being worked
on s.s.b. by operators in southern
England. it was equally as good on
June 14 when three Israeli stations,
4X6UJ, 424TL, and 425A0 (all in
KM721 were making contacts into
northern England and Wales between

Andy Markham GEM IJOO1)
made

asos with DG8LG (J044),

MARA (J057) and SMSLIFIJ007)
on June 4. He uses an FT -290

transceiver, 40W amplifier and a 4 element CushcraftYagi. Andy
mentions that he also worked
F6F2S/P on the Spanish border at 59
both ways on May 29.
At my 0TH (1081) recent
contacts on the 144MHz band have
included 1-1B9RDE (JN37) 880km on

May 27, LA2PHA IJ038(915km on
May 28 and FOES/I' 11N921 at 1014km
on May 29. On June 3 a total of 15
s.s.b. contacts were made at
distances in excess of 800km with
stations located in DL and OZ. The
longest distance contacts that I made
during the evening were with the
stations of OZ1KLB IJ055) 1008km,
OZ1IPH/P (J047) 1032km, OZ6ABA
1J05711042km and OZ1HLB IJ055) at
1049km.

It's not often that I receive a
report of good tropo on the 50MHz
band so I'm pleased to record that
John Desmond El7GL 0051) has been
making some good contacts recently
via this mode. Distances in excess of
400km can often be achieved,
particularly when the barometric
pressure is reasonably high (above

1145-1345UTC.

The group made over 300 contacts
with UK stations on the 50MHz band.
A joint Russian/Finnish
expedition operated tram the island
of Malyj Vysotskij (KP401. This rare
DXCC country is situated almost at
the limit of single -hop Sp -E
propagation from the UK. (It's 2166krn
from my 0TH.) Fortunately the group,
using the callsigns RIMY! and
OH5AB/MVI, had a number of lengthy
openings into most parts of the UK.
The island of Crete is also a
separate DXCC country and apart
from the resident operator SV9ANK
the station of SV9/DLBSET was also
active during June. Other European
stations worked from the UK included
UA1VVJ IK047), UR4LL MORO, UXOFF
IKN451 and 4L50.

Contacts have recently been
made with stations in 1081 at 404km,
1083 at 448km and 1091 at 446km.
John mentions that he often hears
the GB3BUX beacon 120W e.r.p. from
a turnstile antenna) over a 467km
path. As there are relatively levy El
stations active on the 50MHz band it
may be worthwhile beaming west
when tropo conditions look
favourable.

Regrettably two stations, one
operating from Corsica (TKI and the
other from the Balearic Islands IEH6)
did not have permission to operate on
the 50MHz band. No activity is
allowed from TK Inot even for
residents) and only Spanish nationals
are allowed to operate on the 50MHz
hand. The moral is to check first
before taking your 50MHz equipment
away with you on holiday.
Four stations, all counting as the
continent of Africa, were easily
worked from the UK during June.

Sporadic -E

These were CN8LI (1M64), CT3FT
(IM12), EHEIBPX (IL18) and EH9IB

1010mB).

(I M85}.

Apart from a slight lull at the end of
the month there were some excellent
Sp -E openings on the 50MHz band

during June. Mast of these openings
were of the 'single -hop' variety
allowing contacts to be made up to
2000km or so around Europe.
A number of OXpedition stations
were active giving many stations a
new DXCC country. The station of
OJD/DL510 03901 was operating from
a lighthouse situated on Market Reef.

With the exception of EHSBPX at
stations would have been made via
single -hop Sp -E. At times during the
month double -hop propagation
existed to areas of the Middle East,
enabling many stations to work into
the continent of Asia.
On June 1 between 07250900LITC the beacon stations of
ODSSIX (KM75) and 5B4CY (KM64)

were audible in central England.
Some lucky stations, including

The beacons OD5SX and 5B4CY
were heard at the same time as was
the expedition station 5134/0F2UU
1KM64). Conditions on June 18 were

excellent with a number of openings
to the Middle East being reported
between 0545-1745UTC. The stations
of 4X1IF, 425A0, 5B4JE and
5E14/0F2UU were active and
appeared in the log book of many
50MHz OXers.

Transatlantic Opening
The first transatlantic opening of the
1997 Sp -E season took place on June
8 when VE1PZIFN851 made contacts
with stations in OK, ON and PA
between 1200-1400UTC. On the
following day, June 9 at 1300UTC, the
Canadian station was heard at the
0TH of GW3JXN (1072) but no QSOs
were reported.
However, on June 11 VE1PZ had
a good opening into the UK. At my
0TH (1081) he was heard between
1215-1305UTC peaking 57.

Itwas two weeks before another
transatlantic opening was detected in
the UK. And yes, it was that Canadian
again! The brief opening on June 20
commenced at 1240LITC and lasted
for only 20 minutes.
you've got to be really dedicated
to catch these type of multi -hop
openings. Unusually the beacon
station FPSXAB (GN16) located on St.
Pierre and Miquelon was heard in the
UK at 1844UTC on June 22 and again
at 1454UTC on June 24. The beacon
was temporarily located at the 0TH of
FPSEK awaiting a suitable site and
had been left beaming towards
Europe during the summer Sp -E
season.
Even more unusual was a report
that two stations, one in J000 and the
other located in 1003, heard the

Continued on page 72
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

MAIL ORDER
0181-951 5781/2
132 High St. Edgware, Middx NAB lEL

1E3

MaSterCard

VISA

GET THE Send
ACCESSORY
CATALOGUE
.£1 in stamps to receive your copy
-

Full with masts, brackets, aerials and accessories. EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR.

SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
TSB -3002 AL

144MHz/6.5c1B (2.8m)

£42.95

TSB -3301 OF

144/70,6.5/9dB (3m)

En 95

TSB -3302 OF

144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7m)..... ............

TSB -3303 GF

144/70, 3/6dB (1.1m1

T5B-3315 GF

144/70, 8.5/11d8 (5.4m).

T5B-3608 GF 50/144/70, 2.15/6 2/8.4dBi gain

***** - STAR BUY - *****

NEW LOW PRICE

* MILITARY SPEC RG-214

£54.95
"Must be seen to be believed'
£39.95 *Same size as RG213 but centre conductor has 7 strands x
£149.95 4,0.7mm which are silver plated. Double screened outer £89.95
again silver plated. A jay to use and solder and will fit
I( normal plugs. imp 5012 -cap 96pF/m.

ACCESSORIES P&Pf2.00an the following
T5A-6001N
CFX-51 4

Max (DC) 5Kv.

£24.95
£19.95

Duplex& (+Coax) 2/70 (H/H259)

15A-6003 Duplexer (Coax) 2/76 (PL/259's)

Max working volts 1.25Kv (RMS}.

Att'n © 150MHz - 3.2dB/100fi.
45061Hz - 5.8d8/100fi.
Att'n

156.95

Triplexer (6/2/70) (Coax)

MOBILE ANTENNAS
DB-7900
DB-770M
DB-1304

144/10 rms, (5/7.6dB) 1.5m

DB-EL2E

144MHz, Xis, 4.5dB (1.11m)

DB-285

144MHz, fifths, 3.4c10 (1.3m)....... .....

PL -6M

50hilHz V, wove (1m)

144/70 cms, 13/5.5dB) lm
144/10 cms, (2.15 /3.8dB) .41crus

£49.99
£24.95
£19.95

129.95

..............

NISSEI METERS
Nissei are now one of the largest

international manuforturers of 5WR meters. Their meters ore also
sold under separate brand names at fur higher prices. Buy direct
from the manufacturer and save pounds.

R5.102
R5-402

1.8-150MHz (200W)

£59.95 p&p £5

125.525MHz (200W)

£59.95 p&p £5

R5-101

1.8.60MHz (3kW)

R5-502

1.8-525MHz (200W)

£79.95 p&p £5
£99.95 p&p ES

1546601

Special offer £30 per 10m (del £8)
£300 per 150m (del £10)
* Send ow for free thHURRY - LIMITED STOCK! *

144/430MHz Pocket PWR/SWR

£34.95 p&p £1

Meter (60W)

*****44***********

DL -60
* Dummy load
* DC-500MHz * 60W max
* 11-259 fitting

THE MEAL SHAil

DELUXE G5RV5 Multi -stranded plastic

KEESHIRY

coated heavy duty antenna wire. All

116.95

parts reusable. Stainless steel and

MT -1301

11/Duty Mog Hni + Coax

MT -3302

H/Duty liaschflinnk Mn1

CF-BPF 2

2m bond pass filter

.Top Quality £24.95
.Tap Duality £24.95

£49.95

Only

lig.

Half size 5th. Only

Comoge

116.00.

42 -TEN ANTENNAS (Del ES)
5ele (boom 45"/9dBd)

2m

7ele (boom 60"/11dBd)

2m

1 lele (boom 126"/13.8dBd)

70cm

7ele (boom 28"/IldBd)
12ele (boom 48713.8AI)

70cm

£36.00
£46.00

2m

Sete (boom 6319d0d)

2m

Bele (boom 125"/11dBd)

2m

1 tale (boom 186712.7dBc1)

2m

Sale crossed (boom 64.19dBd)

2m

Bele crossed (boom 126711dBd) _05.00

4m

3ele (boom 45"/7dBd)

4m
6m

5ele (boom 128"/9dild)
3ele (boom 72"77dBd)

6m

5ele (boom 14279clad)

70cm

13ele (boom 76"/12dBd)

70cm

13ele crossed (boom 113712dBd) MAIO

.£65.00
£69.00

2mtr

HB90,1 (boom 20")

4mtr

HB901 (boom 22.51

6mtr

NM (boom 32.5")

10mir

f11390 (boom ST)

PL -40

40m whip (approx 1.5m long)

P1-20

20m whip (approx 1.5m long)

(New length only 69 fee! total).

and finishing with a top section of 1/4" diameter we

L

offer a B metre and a 12 metre version. Each most is

L.): P&P £2

supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for
locking the sections when erected. The dosed height

CAROLINA WINDOM (GM eta)

of the B metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre

A superb ready to go antenna than does not require an ATU at
or end fed for ease of use.
remnant frequency.

version of 10 feet. All sections are extruded
aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

'

188.95

80-10m (132ft long)
40,10m (66ft long)

Carolina Windom
Carolina Windom '2'

.04.95

8 mtrs

£16.95
£19.95
£29.00
£36.00
£65.00

£21.95
£19.95
£19.95
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12 mfrs
Carriage £10.00.

COPPER WIRE (ALL 50MTR ROLLS)
£9.95 P&P E5
£12.00 P&P £5
£8.00 P&P £5
£20.00 P&P £5
£30.00 P&P £5
£82.00 P&P £5

Flexweave H/duty (20 mfrs)

SECTIONAL MASTS

Hf digital SWR analyser + 1.8-170MHz
counter/resistance meter.
RRP

(j'/ L'A

'

I

P&P 15

section is swaged on its end so that they slide into each ether.

The final section is left plain to allow for a mast cop or pulley
assembly. Each mast totals 20 feet in height and is available in
the following sizes:
dio

£19.95

PA' dia

£29.95

13r dia

£36.95

T din

£45.95

Be protected this summer) In -line
lightning surge protector.

1zic 7i' z,

.40misomb,

WALL BRACKETS

SP -350V

INTRO PRICE

Carriage £8.01

Aluminium most sets available in 4 x 5 foot sections. Each

MFJ-259

Easy to mount HE mobile whips ready to go with PL -259 fitting.

80m whip (apprax 1.5m long)

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 214" in diameter

Enamelled

NEW HF MOBILE WHIPS (PL -259)
P1-80

sae G5RV and convert it to a full size.

£39.00
Hard drown
£59.00
Multi -Stranded (Grey PVC)
£49.00
Extra H/duty (Clear coated)
£69.00
Flexweave (H/duty)
£36.00

0-TEK HB9-CV
[IBM (boom 17)

TELESCOPIC MASTS

kir inductors. Add them to your 'A

£36.00
£45.00
£69.00
£24.00
£44.00

0-TEK YAGIS FOR 2/4/6m + 10cm

70cm

COAX SWITCHES r.up £200)
£44.95
£49.95
£18.95
£24.95

CX-401
4 way (S0-239)
CX-401 IV 4 way (N TYPE)
CX-201
2 way (S0-239)
CX-201 'N' 2 way (N -type)

NEW 0-TEK INDUCTORS

0-TEK 21 SPECIALS
2m

P&P £1

galvanised fittings. Full size - 102tt.

ACCESSORIES P&P £2.50 on 'ha following

P&P £1

6"

Stand off

9"

Stand off

12"

T&K Brackets

18"

781 Brackets

24"

T&K Brackets

£6.95 P&P F5

£8.95 P&P 3
£12.00 P&P £8
£I8.00 P&P £8
£20.00 P&P £8
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HAYDON COM:
HF TRANSCEIVERS

VHF/UHF MOBILES

VHF/UHF HANDHELDS

ALINCO DX -70T

ALINCO DR-MO6T

YAESU FT -50R

100W HF T 1 OW 6m transceiver

Get on the new 6m repeaters with

New ultra compact dual band transceiver with

this 20W FM mobile

wideband Rx (inds...nicad charger).

RRp.?:;((:)h)1,A-,(iiA(/)
Only

Interest free credit available.
DX.70 TH

High power version ....... .......... ,,,,,,, E7 7 5

Interest free credit available. E100 deposit itt x E51.50. APR 0%

ICOM IC -706
Sale price £835.00
Mk11' + PSU........Sale price £1079.00
'plus free P251241 Pill. worth 1'90 with 106 MkII

:

IC -756

YAESU
FT -840

SALE PRICE

*
*

Why buy secondhand?

********************

(0

-1/,f1

RRP

Rx available 108-999MHz with gaps

(6)(6)

Alinco DJ
tl + C4

mugmovnt worth C50.00
DC lead to fit all mobiles (VHF/UHF)

PL -6M. 6m 1/4

£9.99

L

wave mobile whip with PE -259

Wafer thin transceivers that slip into your

RRP C189.95

ALL MODE TRANSCEIVERS
YAESU FT -736R

5W ip). Turn your handheld into a
mobile for under E50
P&P E2

RRP

Here is your chance lo buy a
'Quad' band base station at a

Nissei EP -300T

giveaway price. We hove a small

Over the ear earpiece wilh lapel mic & PTT. Fits
Kenwood Alinco. Ynesu or Icom

internal PSU.

'11

.4-1

)(1F')

(7)1) (F,1',

P & P El

SPECIAL OFFER

ICOM
IC -821H

25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts (3-15).
Dual meters (Volts + amps). The

The very latest all mode dual
band hose. RRPS1-5-9.5 et

rd

This for/Mit comes with an "over the ear" earpiece es W-300

£16.95

POLICE STYLE

HOLSTER HHC-2
Matches all hand helds. Can be worn on the belt
or attached to the quick release body holster.

SALE PRICE

+P&P El

limited stack available

,;x(-;)
1,

MFJ-949
HF ATU with built-in dummy load.

EEIMEE13
OUR PRICE

spcm

MS -107 FIST MICROPHONE

selling the 20A versions far the same price.
RRP.F.9.9-.-49 OUR PRICE

.am

wtial

'Hurry limited slacks' Interest free crwailnble. Please
phone.

P-2512 'M'
UKs best selling power supply.

70cms version

NB -30W 2M FM handheld

Optional 6m board £299.00

Most of our competitors ore

RRP El 8 9.9 5

(4

amplifier 2-5W input 30W output (for

quantity available with 2+70 fitted as standard. Includes

--.II 4?'ii://cki.A1j1

in version

£16.95 P&P £4.50

.£2199.00
.£1999.00

YAESU FT -920

Cl

HANDHELD ACCESSORIES

fitting. Length approx 1.3m sprung base.

YAESU FT-1000MP

OUR PRICE

band Rx (wideband Rx) - full duplex + hand
scope and much more.

Order yours today and claim a free dualband antenna and

'/Mhi)o,RU)

DC version..

Dualband handheld transceiver. Incudes:- twin

pockel. Supplied with battery/charger/case.

RRPS.849.

AC version

FT -8100R

NEW NEW NEW NEW

100W HF transceiver

SALE PRICE

ALINCO DJ -65

SOW on VHF, 35W on UHF. 9600 packet capability via

0( 1

xieleary D1411scld this moolh

YAESU

Wideband Rx: 110.550/750-1300MHz. True dual receive.

,T,LR

- STAR BUY - *****

are givin Noy o fret P2512MPiElepnh

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE

dedicated rear jack panel. 11211-£497.

(2/7/ dkQ)./0

OUR PRICE

RRP Y.3-397

2m + 70cm FM mobile transceiver with detachable head.

Mk!

2 YEAR
WARRANTY

76.990MHz (AM, FM, FM -N).

Tr.--V31c)0(7)

All Akira mobiles in stock

£95 deposit & 10 x E60 APR 0%

(UK's Nol

YAESU FT-290RII

T-2602

2m multimode includes FREE

2m/70cm/23cm

High gale 2m + 70cm

FL -2025 25W matching linear.

(2/3/5.5dB) flexible

telescopic antenna with

RRP

antenna with wideband

OURPRICE'1"1`-'/,i{'iy1gi

Interest Free credit now available.

We now accept Lombard Tricity charge cards

DB-770H
i

wideband receive.

receive (14" long BNC).

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

P&P Cl
P&P Cl

MAIL ORDER TEL: 0181-951 5781/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HAS 7EL. FAX:- 0181-951 5782
Open Mon -Fri 9.30-5.3Opm Sat 9,30-2.00pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A405.
NEXT DAY DELIVERY

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681

(UK MAINLAND) £10

rmm

rs, 1 '4

Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 3L0

VIUNICATIONS
COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

KOM-IC8500

AOR AR -7030

10100:

Icom "Next generation' technology
brings you super wide band, all
mode coverage from HF to 2GHz, including shortwave and

s

Fully featured DSP filter that

receiver with synchronous AM +

will work with any transceiver

remote control. RRPSAT.

VHF/UHF, while maintaining a constant receive sensitivity.
The IC -R8500 is not simply a scanner -

a professional

SALE PRICE

quality communications receiver with versatile features
from high speed scanning to computer control.
RR

SALE PRICE

'Ill.'s LOWEST PRICE

MFJ-7848

Brilliant new all mode short wave

. .1,,R

or receiver

?.4691000
YAESU FRG -100

DSP-59 +

RRP 1299

OUR PRICE El 99.95

UK's best selling SW receiver. It

DSP-5991X

RIP £369

OUR PRICE (:325.00

outperforms any other receiver

SCANNERS
YUPITERU MVT-9000

below E6811.

OUR PRICE il'U'oLIv..))

AOR AR -5000
The AR -5000 advances the

TARGET HF-3

frontiers of performance providing

Communication receiver covers

excellent strong signal handling,

30141z-30MHz. Complete with

high sensitivity and wide frequency coverage with
microprocessor facilities to match including five independent

Covers 530kHz-2039MHz (all mode). Out

performs any other handheld on the market.
RRP £469.95.
OUR PRICE

RRP

tradition continues with the all new AR -5000 "Cyber Scan"
lOkHz-2600MHz. RRP

Award winning miniature portable SW

MVT-7100EX (UK)

receiver. Its performance is brilliant

100kHz-1650MHz. Widebond scanner with SSD.

for its size. The best shortwave

R RP .C301 -

receiver for under £250.

d27goTi

OUR PRICE
RRP S.2-20

..........

Soh case for MVT-7100EX
(1.

SALE PRICE

I

AR -3000A

b.1.)

9

op
''.coos c c

RRP

C-6
--

£950 SALE PRICE

°)LT1
-

OUR PRICE

'

AR -8000
1900MHz (all mode).
SPECIAL OFFER

rg`iti)o(00

with SSB and RD5.
RRPS...1-9915.

(6.)

NEW Isom IC -R10

L'72

OUR PRICE

OPTO CUB

BEARCAT

UBC-9000XLT
An amazing receiver with
coverage from 25-1300MHz. 500 memories give ample
storage along with auto store, selectable mode, turbo scan

Miniature frequency finder covers 10MHz-

RR P$ SALE PRICE

E339.95

EP -300

.110944t4

2.86Hz. Includes nicads, charger & antenna.

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

Beware of cheap look-alikes. This is the only

counter below £100 with digital capture.

RRP LlarSALE PRICE

72 Zi

05-200

L.)

Mounts on the air vent grille on a car

(100 channels per sec) alpha numeric facility and much
more.

..... _BUR PRICE £19.99

Wideband handheld scanner covers 500kHz-

Portable SW receiver

,LL

over 2GHz, and high level performance is achieved by its
electronically switched 15 band pass filter system.

1

R-861

receiver has set its own place

horizons are truly extended by its Rx range of 100kHz to

(°) o

ROBERTS

This highly acclaimed

market. Your listening

PRICE £19.99

.......

YUPITERU

SONY SW -100E

with pioneering receiver design for many years and this

in today's demanding

.......

ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE P&P

tuning to name just a few. AOR have been synonymous

AOR

q,M1000

Sok case for MVT-116013... .....

search banks, frequency offset, step adjust and auto -mode

SALE PRICE

The ultimate handheld scanner on the market.

power supply and long wire aerial.

VF0s, 1000 memory channels, 20 search banks, "Cyber
5can" fast scan and search rates, alpha -tog memory and

±4A),,AAu)

OUR PRICE

OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2

dashboard to allow easy and safe

Latest mini frequency finder from

operation of most handhelds.

Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise

P&P £2

up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled

A SMALL SELECTION OF OUR

WIDE RANGE OF SECONDHAND

directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with ant,
nicads and fast charger.
RRP S034111.

IC -706

As new

£699.95

TS-4505AT

As new

£749.95

TS -4405

VGC

£599.95

FT -736R

As new

£899.95

IC -471E

70cm all mode

FT -790R1

70cm all mode

£649.95
£199.95

TS -4305

(incls FM)

£389.95

AR -3000 A -F

Widebond receiver

R-5000

+ VHF converter

£599.95
£699.95

MVT-7100EX

H/held scanner

£199.95

SALE PRICE'
This month we're giving away a free D6-32
antenna worth £30 with every Stout sold.

4

QS -300
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use

with all handholds. Fitted coaxial fly (FM)
-." with RN( & 50239 connectors
(n1

OUR PRICE G LJn 7J

THE XPLORER

P&P £2

How much would you pay for a freq counter,

SCANMASTER SP -55

R-10 interer freq., recorder, decoder, deviation

Boost reception of your scanner with this pre -amp.

meter and GPS interface? The Xplarer does it all!

25-1500MHz, variable gain, band pass filters.
'rA

RRP139975ALE PRICE

RRP

0

(
7./

P&P £3.50

Here are the first entries for my Annual Table.
VESXIS (00211 beacon between 08550910UTC DR June 25. The beacon
(and yes it is XIS not SIMI is located
over 7000km fram the UK.
An expedition to St. Lucia (FK93)
by Jimmy Treybig W6JKV was

Annual Table

fortunate to make a few contacts
with G and GJ considering the
relatively poor propagation that
existed atthe end of the month. The
station of J6/W6JKV had UK
penings on June 24 between 1335-

G7RAU

1350 and 1545-1635UTC and on June
25 between 1120-1200 and briefly at
1315UTC.

The last reported 'sighting' of
J6/W6JKV was on June 28 during an
evening opening between 22002215UTC which favoured stations in
1083 and 1093. Not so rare but still
DX, was reception of the JW7SIX
beacon on Svarlbard (J078). It was
heard by Clive Davies G4FVP (1094)
at 225OUTC on June 29.
James Roff 2E1 EMK (1091)

reports that he has been working
around Europe on the 50MHz band.
However, with only 3W and an
HB9CV antenna it is often diffi curt to
make contacts especially as many
good openings occur when he is at
work (me too James!). His best
contact so far via Sp -E has been into
Sicily (1T9).

G3KIP
G4ASR

144MHz

50MHz
Loc.

DXCC

Leo.

DXCC

22

10

15

6

4' 2

35

35

23

91

25

91

19

G7NMO
*it

for over an hour with stations in G
and GM making contacts into
Portugal (CT) and Spain (EA).
The opening stretched through
much of the UK with Miguel Angel

June 1-6 the group, using the callsign

MEW 0M69), for example,

the stations of GOFIG, GOKAS,
G1HWY, G4FUF, G4RKV and G4YTL.
Ulli DL3YEL reports that at 0510LITC

contacting operators in 1075, 1081,
1091,1092,1093,1094 and 1095.
Among the stations being worked
from the UK were CT1CAD (IM67),
CT1DMK (IN501, CT2GLU 11M59),

EA1DOU (1N73I, EB4BANIM69) and
EA7AGW (lM77).
Len Boston G7NMO (1083)

fortunately was in the right place at
the right time. Between 0937-104OUTC
he worked three CT and six EA
stations in locators I1172, iN80,1N90
and 1M09. Len uses a Trio TR-9130
transceiver, a 25W amplifier and a 14 element MET Yagi at 18m above
ground.
Proving it was not a lucky fluke
G7NMC1 also managed to catch the
next (and arguably the best) opening
of the month on June 18. Actually it

wasn't one opening but two, the first

DX On 144MHz
During the month of June I recorded
six days when Sp -E openings
reached the 144MHz band. These
events occurred on June 3, 4, 5, 11,
18, 19. (This is in addition to the
opening on May 28 which I
mentioned last month).
The opening on June 3 was very
brief lasting only six minutes. The
station of G4FUF (J0011 heard
EB5GNT (1M98) and EB6AOG IJM09)

on the s.s.b. calling frequency
1144.300MHz) around 1115UTC.
At 0754UTC on June 4 G4FUF
heard LZ1ZX (KN321 but he was on

the periphery of the opening as the
main propagation path from 12 was
into PA and DL. For example, PElOGF
worked seven LZ stations and
DH8NAA managed to contact 11 of
them and was also surprised to hear
two Turkish stations on f.m.!
An interesting opening to
Byelorussia (EU), (Lithuania) LY and
Poland (SP) occurred on the very
next day, June 5 between 0630082OUTC. At the GTH of David
Edwards G7RAU 11090) s.s.b.

contacts were made with EU1AA
(K033), LY2MW and LY2WR (both in
K024), SP4MPB (K003) and SP4SKA
(K014).
Other stations known to have
worked EU1AA included GOMJW,
GOOFE, G1HWY, G1ZJP, G4FiKV,

G8RZA and G8XVJ. Over in Holland
the station of PA3FJY was very
pleased to work EU1AA arid LY2MW
as he did it whilst operating from his
car. He was using an FT -290
transceiver, 25W amplifier and a halo
antenna 400mm above the car roof.
The next Sp -E opening on the
144MHz band was on June 11. It
commenced at 094OUTC and lasted
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between 1050-1200UTC to Italy 0),
Slovenia (85) and Croatia (9A) and the
second between 1350-144OUTC to
Italy, Croatia, Austria (OE) and Malta
(9H).

In the first event Len contacted
25 Italian stations and in the second
opening of the day he worked three
Italian, one Sicilian (1T9) and one
Croatian station. Ela Martyr G6HK1V1

(J001) did equally well catching 14
Italian stations in the first opening
between 1048-1122UTC.

To whet your appetite some of
the callsigns spotted on the DX
Cluster system included IKOFTA

OJOJDL3YEL, completed 88 m.s.

contacts.
Random contacts (that is those
made without a schedule) included

n June 5 when working random m.s.
he heard a weak high speed c.w.
signal. It turned out to be GOJUR
(1092) coming in via tropo!
Contact was then made at
normal cm. speed with 539 reports
being exchanged both ways over the
1445km path. At 0712UTC a similar

Teledata Group Rally

During the recent openings on the
50MHz band a few European
enthusiasts were heard calling for
cross -hand contacts on the 70MHz
band. One such station was DKOALK,
a club -station often operated by Mike
DLl GNM. Although their equipment is
simple, a quarter -wave whip antenna
and receive converter, the results
during Sp -E openings can be very
encouraging. On June 18, for
example, 50/70MHz cross -hand
contacts were made from DKOALK

Just a reminder thatthe British
Amateur Radio Teledata Group
(BARTG) are holding their annual rally
at the Sandown Park Exhibition

Ulli of course took full advantage
of the 55 minute opening working 27
stations in DL, I, OE, S5 and 9A. I bet
they ware pleasantly surprised to
work Market Reef on the 144MHz

IJN381 to the stations of GOJJL and
G8XVJ (both located in 1083).

4 -element Yagi.

145.675MHz!

Brian can also run a.m. on
70.260MHz if you need it. Over in

Meteor Scatter
The DXpedition group to Market Reef
(JP90), mentioned earlier, were also
active on the 144MHz band primarily
via meteor scatter (m.s.). Between

Phase 3D Delayed

Station Activity

were S91

heard an Italian f.m. repeater on

However, on June 19 around
183OUTC there was an opening to
Finland (OH). Although the southerly
end of the path was focused on ON
and PA there were brief occasions
when propagation touched into East
Anglia (J001 and J002). llkka OH5IY
(KP30) running 120W into 4 x 15 element Yagis reported working
G3LOR (J002), PE1DTU, PA300L (both
in J022) and PA3BGM (J033).

G3NKS.

band!

occurrence took place only this time
it was a Sp -E opening and the signals

Now for news of further activity
on the 70MHz band. After a three
year absence from the band Brian
Howie GM4DIJ (1085) is now active
from his new 0TH in Edinburgh. He is
running 40W of c.vv. and s.s.b. into a

UK.

http://wkweb1.cableinet.co.uk/gm4z
ultillm These new web pages are
written by Stewart GM4AFF and
Allen GM42UX with input from Derek

The launch of the Ariane 502 flight
scheduled to carry the AMSAT Phase
3D satellite has been delayed until
September 30. This is the second
delay announced this year for the
Phase 3D vehicle.
In March, the launch date was
moved from early July to mid September. The European Space
Agency (ESA) announced that the
Ariane 502 launch was delayed
because a faulty component was
detected in the liquid oxygen turbo pump of the Vulcain engine.

(JN61), 11SBU (JN44), IK3JAW
IJN65), 14C1L (JN64), IW5DAN IJN53),
I6WDY (JN72), IC8FAX (JN70), S55VV,
9A10EI 1JN65), 9A4NF (JN73) and
9H1C13 (JM75). The opening was s
intense that GD3TNS 11074) even

And so to the last reported Sp -E
opening during June and this was a
most unusual event. Normally most
Sp -E openings (on the 144MHz band)
lie between the south and east of the

time.
The other possibility is a mixed mode path consisting of te.p. over
the African continent plus a Sp -E
extension at the European end of the
path. This occurs quite often on the
50MHz band and will be present, to a
lesser extent, on higher frequencies.
If you have Internet access and
are interested in the 70MHz band
then point your web browser to

Centre, Esher, Surrey on Sunday
September 14. The gates open at
10.30am with admission costing £3 for
adults, £2.50 for OAPs and free for
accompanied children under 14.
In addition to the rally a series of

lectures, underthe title DataStream
97, will also be held. The planned
programme includes talks on data
communications for beginners by
Steve Jelly GOWSJ, advanced data
communications by Chris Lorek
G4HCI. and satellite data
communications by AMSAT UK.
There will also be a question and
answer session with a panel
comprised of representatives of the
BARTG, the RSGB Data
Communications Committee, G4HCL
and others.

Northern Ireland Darrell Mawhinney
GI4KSO (1064) has now got a
permanent 70MHz installation in his
shack.

Darrell intends to be more active
from home rather than just in
contests as has been the case in the
past. He runs 100W of c.w. and s.s.b.
into a 3 -element Yagi. If you want a
schedule you can contact him via
packet radio at GIIKSO @ GB7TED.
If you fancy something a little
more ambitious then you should try
beaming in a southerly direction.
Operators in South Africa (ZS) have
now been granted an allocation
between 70.000 - 70.200MHz. Power
limits are 400W p.e.p. on s.s.b. and
150W on cm. and f.m. The only viable
way of contacting ZS on the 70MHz
band will be via trans -equatorial
propagation (t.e.p.) in a few years

Deadlines
That's it again for another month.
Don't forget to send me your list of
locator squares, counties and
countries worked for the 1997 table.
Forward any news, views, comments
or photographs to reach me no later
than Saturday 30 August.
Send them to me at Yew Tree
Cottage, Lower Maescaed
Herefordshire HR2 OHP. You can also
contact me via Packet radio @
GE7MAD, the UK DX Cluster
GB7DXC or E-mail via

davelm@mdihrtagw.ht.co.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me
on (01873) 060679.

END
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

DEMODULATORS FOR JVFAX HAMCOMM
RADIORAFT DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG

Best seller...the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast
Lifts to 25ft Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE

Call (01505/ 503824

if 1

JVFAX7 + HAMCOMM3.1 + PKTMON12 + POCSAG 1P02.03) [2.50
RADIORAFT Version2.12 £2.50

LirF

-FLT-L

rj

19001

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD

DL4SAW SSTV £34.99 HamComm3.1 £19.99 POCSAG £19.99
All prices UK/Eire inc VAT + P&P. For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT
AN products {except software) carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order £15.00 Outside British Isles add £2.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks.
HP13 5DR Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236
http://www.peevisellcom e-mail ham@pervisell.corn

or write to
C

81 MAINS ROAD, BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT

E

IE I I

E-Mail:TENNAMAST@btinternet.corn =

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
Cri

Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mies,
Mutek products. Barenco equipment. ME) products.

Lei

Amateur

WE SPECJA.U.ZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

* ERA Microreader & 8P54 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
EREALS, Tonna, Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile antennas.
BRING YOUR S./H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

Radio Amateur Supplies
(4

Radio Show
1997

z

JUST GIVE US A RING

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park. Nottingham NG8 1 DU
Off Ring Rd.. between A52 iDerby Road} & A609 !Ilkeston Road!
Monday CLOSED. Tuesday -Friday 9.00am to 5.00 ern. Saturday `.farn to 4pm
INTERNET: hrtp lAvvrve.get.,[ales.convEurekal 1 448
EMAIL, ca5.an11m:,/geor.or., cam

G6XBH G1 RAS G8UU5

SIESE2

Leicester

Large selection of Nov/Used Equipment or Show
AGENTS FOR: YAM ICOM KEN WOOD AUNCO
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

E

DL4SAW SSTV IV1.2I [2.50

REGISTERED VERSIONS OF SOFTWARE

IISO

Mobile (0374) 951660

THE ORIGINAL RECEIVE ONLY with 25 way '0' type £16.99
POCSAG RECEIVE version (as above, with variable hysteresis) £19.9.9
TRANSMIT version 1Pocsag Rx 4 Fax/SSTV/HamComm Tx) £24.99
25 to 9 way Adaptor £3.00. Shareware on 3.5" HD Disks

Tel: 0115-928 0267

Despite many rumours to the contrary the 1997 Amateur

Radio Exhibition WILL be held at the GRANBY HALLS,

Leicester on Friday 1 7th October

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Control Unit and
Optional Alignment Rearing
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control

cpnaof Continuous indication of
beam heading. Clamps to tin

and Saturday 1 8th October.
All the usual facilities will be available including the excellent

CURRENT
CATALOGUE

car parking provided during last year's exhibition.

Send Cl for our latest
glossy 34 page catalogue

you will receive
152rnm1 max. mast and takes )fin which
back by raters Of post.
138mml max. stub, mast. 'Offset'

type mounling- Vertical load carrying 45kg. Special offer f49.95 plus

Further details may be obtained from

Frank on 0116-287 1086.

£4-95 p&p.

AR1.201 Alignment (support) bearing. Allows
greater/higher head !Pads. Fitted above rotor.
£18-95.

SEE YOU THERE

RR -50 Manually tuned satellite receiver, ideal ATV 1.3GHz use and

=I

DXine. I.F. coverage 950-1750MHz, video bandwidth 12-25MHzdjustable
a

£199.00. Deluxe model with Threshold Assistance

board fitted threshold 3_5491E329_00

11 Kent Road. Parkstone,
Poole. Dorset 13H12 2EH

AERIAL TECHNIQUES

Tel: 01202 738232
Fax: 01202 716951 El
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'k.PW SERVICES
Queries:

2: We cannot give advice on

Practical Wireless,

PW Publishing Lid.,
Arrowmrnith Court,
Station Approach.
Broadstone,
Dorset BHI8 8PW.
We will always try to help readers Inning difficulties with
Practiced Wireless projects. but

please now the following simple

ii
4.91:
oi to.

rules:

I: We cannot deal with technical
queries over the telephone.

oo 40 we* rtav

gm. sts,

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

modifications either to our
designs, to commercial radio,
TV or electronic equipment.
3: All letters asking for advice
must be accompanied by a
stamped self-addressed envelope
for envelope plus IRCs for overseas readers}.
4: Make sure you describe the
problem adequately, with as
much detail as you can possibly
supply.

5: Only one problem per letter
please.

Oar odor Nr orimawerr
I.

1, 4 M. M.
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Bath Numbers

Binders

Constructional Projects

Limited stocks of many issues of
PWfor past years are available at
£2.30 each including post and
packing. if the issue yon want is
riot available., we call photocopy
a specific article at a cost of
1.50 per article or part of arti-

PWcan provide a choice of
binders for readers' use. Plain
blue binders are available, each
holding 12 issues of any similar
A4 format magazine.
Alternatively, blue binders
embossed with the PWlogo in
silver can be supplied. The Price
for either type of binder is £6.50
emit (El P&P for one, £2 for
two or more).
Send all orders to:
PW Publishing Ltd.,

Components for PWprojects are if
usually readily available from
component suppliers. For

cle.

unusual or specialised components, a source or sources will
hr quoted.

Mail Order

st,

All items from PWare available ri
Mail Order, tither by post or
using the 24hr Mail Order
Hotline (01202) 659930.
Payment should be by cheque,
*s+
he obtained from the Editorial
postal order, money order or
FREEPOST.
Offices at Army:smith Court.
credit card (Mastercard and
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone,
Vim only). All payments must he
Station Approach,
Dorset BHI.8 8PW for a large
in sterling and overseas orders
Broadmone,
stamped self-addressed envemust be drawn on a London
Dorset BH18 8PW.
lope.
Clearing Bank.
rm war )ro jP!AtlWvrjWANrtaVgtaVgtekltS.Agitk%WAVOMIAW4yAtAfA'VgfIygfjlygtAWAMtfaVcfat.k9iV
Over the years. PWhas reviewed
mans' items of radio related
equipment. A list of all the available reviews and their cost can
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Leighton Smart CWOLBI presents his

monthly mund-up of YOUR acitvities on
the h.f, bands.

'm writing this month's column in
the month of June, although the
wind, rain and generally had
weather would make you think that
we're in November! However, I'm
glad to say that propagation
conditions on the h.f. hands have
fared rather better than the weather,
as our reporters show this month.
Mind you, one good thing about
June, whatever the weather, is the
annual rally at Longleat. This is, as
far as I'm concerned, an annual
'pilgrimage' for many amateurs,
myself included, arid it's one of the
rallies which I genuinely look
forward to. With a bit of luck I may
have met a few of you there!
Certainly, being June, the
Sporadic -E season is well and truly
with us, with massively strong
signals from Europe being received
on the 28MHz band. Some of these
have come from as far as Russia and
the eastern European countries at
remarkable strengths.
Although, as is expected with
'Es', openings can take place at
almost any time, and for an indefinite
period of time. And as usual l guess
it's about being in the right place at
the right time!
One of our reporters, Steve
Locke GWOSGL, has reported

working '6' stations on the east
coast of England at 59, whilst at the
same time working Japanese
stations at the same signal
strengths. Looks like a case of E and
F layer propagation at the same time,
Steve! Possibly the best of both
worlds, depending on your point of
view, of course!

Here's The DX News
News from the RSGB's pX Newsheet
now. From Ghana, there's news that
PA3AWW will be operating from
there as 9G1AA, whilst working at
the Dormaa Hospital, mostly on c.w.
(QSLs go to home call).
In the Bahamas, John WZ8O is
active as C6AIE from the 1st to 16th
of August. Though primarily on 6m
(50MHz), he will also be on the h.f.

Meanwhile one for the diary is
Albert FO5JR, who will be active
from Rimatara Island, French
Polynesia over the Christmas
holidays. He will operate on 7.010,
10.010, 14.010, 18.110, 21.010, 24.910,

and 28.101MHz c.w. only of course.

Your Reports
Time for your monthly reports now,
starting with the 1.8 and 3.5MHz
bands. Just a couple of reports for
1.8MHz but worth mentioning are
firstly Ted Trowel! G2HKU on the Isle
of Sheppey in Kent.
Ted has come up with a rare for
Ted) s.s.b. contact with mobile
station FIGOWQYIM in France at 2000

- a good signal for mobile operation
says Ted.

Secondly comes Eric Masters
GOKRT in Worcester Park, Surrey,

with a 5W cm. contact with
PA6WPX (Netherlands) at 2253UTC.
Up to 3.5MHz now, and Steve
Locke GWOSGL of Matthewstown,
Mid -Glamorgan, who has certainly

been well and truly bitten by the 'I.f.'
Dxing hug! Using 100W and a trap
dipole antenna he's been busy.
Steve's report for the 3.5MHz
hand includes s.s.b. contacts
withVK3DZM (Australia), VY2ROB
(Prince Edward Island), K2ABC
(USA). VE3YJ (Canada), CE8E!O

(Chile), GW4ZYG/MM off the coast of
Portugal, and VE9NCC(New
Brunswick, Canada), all contacts
between 2230 and 0200UTC.

Next it's on to John Constance
GOVGD/2EOANZ in Aylesford, Kent,

whose huge log includes 3.5MHz
s.s.b. contacts with with our very
own PW Editor Rob G3XFD, at 1505,
and TMEHUN on Utah Beach D -Day
Landing site in, Normandy, at 1952,
ON5NU (Belguim) at 2005.
Meanwhile whilst operating as
2EOANZ on the band, (under the
accepted Novice conditions of
course!), John also worked DJ3TS
(Germany) at 2055, and S57AJC
(Slovenia) at 0104UTC.

The 7MHz Band

bands.

From Granada, IV3NVN and
IV3TMV plus a YL operator will be

active as J38AHG and MAI during

Up to good old 'Forty' now and over
to the 7MHz band receiving log from
Charlie Blake MOAIJ in Milton

late August, with QSLs to go to

Keynes.

IV3TMV.
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Charlie has not operated from

Fig. 1: Leighton GWOLBI (left) meets Carl Mason GWOVSW

at the Swansea Rally. Leighton's over 6ft tall himself and
wonders how many times even taller Carl bumped his head
during his submarine service in the Royal Navy!

home a great deal due to local
planning restrictions (more on this
from Sean Gilbert, later).
Nevertheless, Charlie has listed
reception of HB9ARC (Switzerland)
in contact with G3RPC) at 0645,
ZL2AJR (New Zealand) working

antennas, if less than 3 metres in
height do NOT require ANY planning
consent in Milton Keynes! As Sean
says "How's that for persecution"?
That says it all I reckon! Our
sympathies lie with you Charlie &

DK2PS in Germany at 0511, YVSNTP
(Venezuela) working IN3ZNR in Italy
at 0536, XE1VIC (Mexico) in contact
with HB910A at 0517, and GWOABL
working F6OXW in France at

However, on to Sean's long
report now, which shows, amongst
other things, his 10MHz
contacts with TA2DA (Turkey) at

0541UTC.

Ted G2HKU has been 'up with the
larks' on 7MHz of late, and reports
two c.w. contacts with W1CW, and
K2MW, both in the USA at around

Sean.

0854, UA3QDX (Russia) at 0912,
US2WV (Ukraine Republic) at 1621,
and DY1CT (Faroe Islands) at
1022UTC.

The 14MHz Band

050OUTC.

Eric GOKRT on the other hand
worked K3ZO (USA) with his 5W of
c.w at 2305, as well as W3BTN (USA)
at around 2207UTC.
Steve GWOSGL 'had a crack' at
7MHz and hooked up with LU5FAO
(Argentina) and HR2MDP (Honduras)

at around midnight, whilst John
GOVGD made itto CO3BN (Cuba) at
0154, and NNE (USA) at 0145UTC.

Planning & 10MHz Report
Like Charlie Blake, Sean Gilbert
G4UCJ, who recently met up with
Charlie to compare notes, has been
suffering from the very same
'planning consentitis' and has

recently discovered that some, n
doubt, thoughtful soul had made a
telephone call to the planning
department regarding Sean's
antennas.
It transpired that all amateur
radio antennas, whether free
standing or attached to the house
require planning permission, but CB

Now it's over to Don Mclean G3NOF,
and his monthly propagation report.
Don says "Although conditions have
been good, I don't think they've been
as good as last month - 14MHz has
again been the best DX band, with
good conditions to Asia at around
1500-1900UTC. North and south
Americans were strong in the late
evenings and during the night on the
band. On 18MHz, the band was
patchy, with north America heard
between 1130 - 1400, and again in
the late eveings around 2200UTC.
Some Asian stations were heard
around 1300-1600, and Africans
came in around 1500-1700UTC.
On 21MHz some Africans and
South American countries came in
at 1600-1800, while only a few
penings were apparent on 24MHz.
While 28MHz saw mostly Europeans,
there were a few openings to south
America at around 150OUTC".
On to Don's log now, which
shows s.s.b. contacts on 14MHz with
A92F2 (Bahrain) at 1944, 8V7GA
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(Taiwan) at 1544, FYSYE (French
Guiana) at 2022 (QSL to W5SVZ),
HR2MDP (Honduras) at 2308UTC.

PW Listening & Operating Watch List

Also logged were HS2NGR
(Thailand) at 1904, JT1FBW
(Mongolia) at 1738 )QSL to G3YBOI,

Charlie Blake MOAIJ listens: 0500-0700 on 7.061 MHz s.s.b. with an NRD 525 receiver & Sloping
Wire antenna.

SUOERA (Egypt) at 161710.SL to
SU1ER), and V26BA (Antigua) at 2304

(QSL to N2BA). Finally there was
VU2WAP (India) at 1610, 48713FIG (Sri
Lanka) at 1600, 5X1T (Uganda) at
1851, and 9Y4SF (Trinidad and
Tobago) at 2327UTC.

Down to Skewen in West
Glamorgan now, and Carl Mason
GWOVSW, who I was pleased to
meet up with at the Swansea Rally a
couple of months ago. Carl says
band conditions seemed to vary this
month, but there was some good DX
about nevertheless.
Carl's log for this month includes
14MHz contacts with 4X6U0 (Israel)
at 2003, and 8S6PFP (Sweden) at
1125 on s.s.b., while c.w. gave him
contact with VS97UW (Hong Kong due to be back under Chinese rule
as I write this), QSL via VS6UW, and

All times in UTC

Steve Locke GWOSGL operates: 1100-1500 most days around 14.180MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood
TS -940 & TH-7 beam antenna, normally beaming to other countries,

Don Mclean G3NOF operates: 1030 Saturdays on 3.685MHz on the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays on
the Yeovil ARC.Net 3.665MHz s.s.b. using a Kenwood TS -950 & trapped dipole antenna.
Steve Locke GWOSGL operates: Most afternoons around 14.200MHz s.s.b. using a Yaesu FT -1000
and TH-7 beam antenna.

Leighton Smart GWOLBI operates: Most Sundays (and some weekday evenings) at around 10001300 on 1.933 or 1.949MHz s.s.b. using a FT -747 transceiver and a long wire Marconi antenna.
Rob Mannion G3XFD listens and operates: (weekdays & weekends) 1800-1830 on 3.7MHz (or
thereabouts) 100W s.s.b., & 3,530 and 3.560MHz C1RP c.w. using an Alinco DX -70 transceiver (or
whatever rig is on review) and trapped dipole/long wire antennas. Also at 2300 on either 3.530, 3.6
or 7.025 (c.w.) or 3.7MHz (or thereabouts) on s.s.b.
Sean Gilbert G4UCJ operates: around 1030 to 0200 (on and off) most weekdays and weekends on
14 and 7MHz, using a FT -307 transceiver at 70W maximum and a G5RV dipole antenna.

OZ7V (Denmark) at 1749UTC.

New reporter MOAUF who lives
on the Wirral Peninsula, Merseyside
(no name on the letter so I'm sorry I
can't welcolme you properly!) has
been digging out some juicy stuff on
the 14MHz band it seems.
Our keen new reporter's log
shows contacts with XU2FB
(Cambodia), JA7XBS (Japan),
HS1BNP (Thailand), HK3B0
(Colombia), 9Y4GR (Trinidad &
Tobago), HR2MDP (Honduras),
CP2OL (Bolivia), and finally XE3RT

(Mexico), Please note that All
reports to "1 -IF Far & Wide are

welcome and will be used, but
please include time, modes,
antennas, etc., AND your name thanks!
Having a whale of a time on
14MHz was 'our Ted' G2HKU,
bashing away on the key as usual
with SV5/HA6PS/P (Rhodes Island),
VE307_7 (Canada), K6KM (USA) and
JA2DHF (Japan) at round 1500UTC.
Then at around 1900 came contacts
with TA2SS/MM aboard a 12,500 ton
ship carrying coal, and ET3BN
(Eithiopia). Evening work bagged Ted
contacts with ZL3RG (New Zealand),
K1ZZ, the publisher of QSTmagazine
and WB8APR (both USA).
Steve GWOSGL has also been

working the world on 14MHz, as his
log shows. Using 100W of s.s.b. into
a TH-7 beam antenna, Steve's long
log includes contacts with VU2TAM
(India), FM5DN (Martinique Island),
A41KY (Oman), S79MAD (Seychelles
Islands) and HS1NGR (Thailand).
ALso worked were JH2CLU (Japan),
YN1XC (Nicaragua), DU9RG
(Philippines), FG5FC (Guadeloupe),
VS97KM (Hong Kong), V85GA
(Brunei), XE2TZP (Mexico), 9J2GA
(Zambia), and C6AGR (Bahamas).

Terry Ibbitson GOVTI operates: each evening between 1900-2000 on or around 7.020 c.w., or
14.035MHz c.w. using a Ten-Tec Scout at 50W.

AP2JZB (Pakistan) at 1603, CX6FP
(Uruguay) at 1934, DS5USH (South
Korea) at 1540, HI6CAZ (QSL to Box
381, Puerto Plata), JA3QGI (Japan) at
1000UTC.

Also logged were K4TS/AM
(Aero-Nautical Mobile) over the mid Atlantic at 1207, S79MAD
(Seychelles Islands) at 1830 (QSL to
GW4WV0), Z21CS (Zimbabwe) at
1744, and 9M2RI (West Malaysia) at
1524UTC. Not bad for a patchy band,
eh Don!
The key was responsible for
quite a bit of DX for Carl GWOVSW
on 18MHz this month. These
included calls such as 6W1/F5PHW
(Senegal) at 1916, 9H1AL (Malta) at
1949, TU4FF (Ivory Coast) at 1742,
and ZP6CW (Paraguay) at 1924,

although his s.s.b. reached out to
4Z5GV (Israel) at 1840, 5B4ASF
(Cyprus) at 1311, 9K2QQ (Kuwait City)
at 1838, and OD5NJ (Lebanon) at
1539UTC (QSL via EA5BYP).
Here, Ted G2HKU lists
5B4/G3LNS (a new resident in
Cyprus) at 1400UTC, whilst operating
after 150OUTC brought him contacts
with N4AR (USA), SV5/SMOCMH
(Dodecanese Islands), IS9/0K1RR
(Sardinia), VP8CTR (Antarctica), as

well as KG9N, WON (USA) and
finally for this band PY7WX (Brazil),
all on the key of course.

The 21MHz Band

Although conditions were patchy on

The 21MHz band was where the
action was at for Sean G4UCJ this
time around, with an extensive log of
juicy DX worked!
All c.w. is Sean's game, and this
produced 9J2DR (Zambia) at 1718,

the 18MHz band for Don G3NOF, he
nevertheless managed to work a
sackful here. These included

6W6.K3IPK (Senegal) at 1727,
LU1EPQ (Argentina) at 2017, J87GU
(St Vincent Island) at 1950, ZZ2E

The 18MHz Band

(Brazil) at 1707 and TU4FF (Ivory
Coast) at 1716. Then he went on to
work NP3A (Puerto Rico) at 1818,
CE3FIP (Chile) at 1923, then came
WP2Z (US Virgin Islands) at 1939,
HP3XUG (Panama) at 2313, ZDSZ
(Ascension Island) at 1402, and
finally YV5ANT (Venezuela) at 2045.
Over on the Isle of Sheppey, Ted
G2HKU wielded some pretty mean

c.w. as well, logging contacts with
4Z4FW (Israel) at 1500, and 9X5HF
(Rwanda). Next came LU1EWL
(Argentina), TU4FF (Ivory Coast),
9K2RR (Kuwait) and CE3F (Chile) at
around 190OUTC.
Eric GOKRT offers a single

contact for 18MHz, in the shape of
HG1H (Hungary) with his 5W of c.w.
Whilst back in Wales, Steve
GWOSGL using s.s.b. hooked up with
6Y5DA (Jamaica), 9J2GA (Zambia),
BA4TA (China), HL1CG (South
Korea), and FG5HR (Guadeloupe) no time provided - (QSL to F6BUM).

The 24 & 28MHz Bands
Now for a few reports from two
bands which have not featured in
the column for some time now.
Firstly, Ted G2HKU reports 24MHz

contacts with EA6/DUKBQ (Balearic
Islands) at 1000, whilst a later
operating period brought in ES4RC
(Estonia), LA40GA (Norway) and
SP2UKB (Poland) at 1500UTC. A spell
on 28MHz provided D2M (Angola) at
1400, as well as ZW2L (Brazil) at
1500, and 6W6/K3IPK (Senegal) at
180OUTC.

Don G3NOF lists 24MHz contacts
with CQ4FM at 1713 (QSL via
CT1FMX), OJO/DLI IAN (Market Reef)
at 1645, RA9FEL (Asiatic Russia) at
1633, T77C ISan Marino) at 0858, and
9H1MF (Malta) at 1202UTC.
On 28MHz, Don hooked up with

FM5DN (Martinique Island) at 2123,
and PY2GY (Brazil) at 1545UTC.
John GOVGD also tried his luck

on 28MHz, and lists s.s.b. contacts
with LW9EBP (Argentina) at 1845, as
well as EA3EDM (Spain) via
Sporadic 'E' at 1404. However
working as 2EOANZ, with 3W of s.s.13,
John also hooked up with 0Y3JE
(Faroe Islands) at 1435, HA7BF/5
(Hungary) at 1130, and EA3ACI again
in Spain at 1115UTC.
At long last 28MHz is showing
real signs of being able to support
long distance DX traffic again,
although at the time of writing, in the
current Sporadic 'E' season, we've
been experiencing two types of
propagation, both 'Es' and 'F' layer
propagation. Sporadic 'E' is a
subject in itself, as any v.h.f.
operator would no doubt confirm!

Signing -Off
Well that's it for this month folks it's
signing -off time! Thanks once more
for your support for the column, it's
good to read about your exploits on
h.f. every month, as I'm sure that
many of our readers are new to h.f.
operating, or are interested in
getting onto the bands.
Your words are certainly a great
incentive to new (and potential)
operators, I have no doubt. So keep
up the good work, and good
operating! As usual, reports and
information (and photos!) by the 15th
of each month to: Leighton Smart
GWOLBI, 33 Nant Gwyn, Trelewis,
Mid -Glamorgan CF46 6DB, Wales.
Tel: (01443) 710749, FAX: (014431
710789 (9am - 6pm),

END
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Mike Richards G4WNC devotes his

column to a new DSP program that
should appeal to radio amateurs and
0

short wave listeners alike.
441
PA

If, like many, you've wondered K it's
really worth splashing out on that
all singing, all dancing Digital
Signal Processing (DSP( filter, help
may be at hand, if you have access to
a PC. Brian Beezley k6S11 has
released a remarkable program that
turns your PC and sound card into a
pretty impressive DSP filter.
When you think about it, Brian's
program, called DSP Blaster, is a
logical step forward, as a OSP filter is
just an analogue to digital converter
followed by a processor and a digital
to analogue converter to complete
the cycle. Most modern PC sound
cards have the basic hardware
required fora OSP filter, so
combining this with the immense
computing power of the PC itself
looks like a jolly good idea.
Where Brian's program scores is
in its well thought-out user interface
and very practical functionality. So,
having whetted your appetite, what
do you need to run it?
As DSP Blaster uses a lot of
processing power to carry -out the
calculations in real-time, you will
need a 486 or better processor with a
maths co -processor (486DX
processors and Pentiums have this
built-ir0. You will also need a VGA
display, mouse and DOS 3.0 or later,
As far as the sound card goes,
you will need a genuine
SoundBlaster 16bit card. This is
because DSP Blaster directly
accesses the hardware on the card
rather than using the conventional
DOS vectors.
If you don't have a SoundBlaster

Mit card, you should find you can
pick one up reasonably cheaply
either new or on the second-hand
market, as many users are changing
over to the newer 32bit cards.
Installing the software was just a
question of copying the program files
to an appropriate directory on your
hard drive. Ideally this should be
C:1db so that the supplied PIF file
works correctly.
Making the connection to your
rig is dead easy. All you have to do is
use a screened audio lead to link
from the line-out of your rig to the
line -in on the SoundBlaster board. It's
best to use the line-out rather than
the external speaker feed because
the line-out uses a fixed level that's
independent of the rig's volume
control setting.

If you find that your rig's output
is too low to properly drive the sound
card just connect -up to the sound
card's more sensitive microphone
input. For the output connection from
the sound card, you can either use a
set of PC speakers running off the
headphone/speaker output or you
could use a separate external
amplifier and speakers fed from the
card's line-out jack.
If you do use a pair of
headphones directly from the sound
card you do need to make sure
you've got some form of volume
limiting in place as you can get very
high sound levels if the system should
crash. One well thought-out extra is
the provision of a OSP by-pass that
can be triggered by your rig's p.t.t.
line.
All you have to do is connect this
line to the CTS pin on a spare serial
port This will then automatically bypass the DSP filtering when you
switch to transmit. This is necessary
because the OSP filter actually puts
in a slight delay and if this gets hack
to you while you're transmitting it
makes it very difficult to talk.

Program Presentation
When you start the program you're
presented with a detailed block
diagram showing the various filter
blocks that are available. To set or
adjust the action of any block you just
use your mouse to click on it, then
use the drop down menu to make the
changes.
You can also use the system to
set-up the input levels to the DSP
unit This is made very easy thanks to
a bargraph display that shows the
optimum input level. You can also
carry out a similar set-up with the
output level. This really is an
excellent way to control a DSP filter
and makes it very easy forthose new
to filtering to see the effect of various
changes.

In addition to the functional block
diagram, there's a spectrum analyser
that shows the spectrum between 0
and 3kHz 10-1500Hz for cm.). This is

great for monitoring the input signal
and for checking the effectiveness of
the chosen level of filtering. This is
further supplemented by a form of
synchronised oscilloscope display
that's very good for checking
compression levels, automatic gain
control fa.g.c.), overshoot, etc.
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The range of filtering included in
DSP Blaster is really very impressive.
In addition to the conventional high,
low and band-pass options, it
included an excellent multi -tone
tracking notch filter. When used with
speech signals this is a really
powerful way to knock -out interfering
heterodynes.

Noise Reduction Filter
Perhaps even more impressive is the
noise reduction Filter. This uses a
Widrow-Hoff LMS algorithm to
adaptively match an FIR filter to the
incoming signal! This, translated into
English means that the filter finds the
spectral peaks of the wanted signal
and takes out all the mush from the
gaps. This provides a general
reduction in random noise that can't
really be achieved by conventional
analogue circuitry.
Like all complex systems there
are compromises and the higher
noise reduction settings do cause
distortion in the wanted signal.
However, there are sufficient
adjustments in DSP Blasterto enable
a good compromise to be made.
The c.w. peaking filter uses a

completely differenttechnique to
achieve a similar result for c.w.
signals. In this case the filter needs to
track the speed of the incoming
signal. Once it's locked it then
suppresses the noise from the gaps
between the character elements. It's
really obvious when you describe it,
but requires some smart
programming to get it right!

The filter characteristics in cm.
mode are really very sharp and the
signal drop-off is 2.4dB when just 5Hz
off tune. To help compensate for this
the filter includes an automatic fine
tune system.
Finally, comes the Coherent
Band-pass filter. This is another one
designed for c.w. signals but in this
case its best used to finally tidy -up a
c.w. signal after filtering by one or
two of the more conventional filters.
If you've ever used a
conventional DSP filter you will no
doubt have noticed how the audio
level drops considerably when the
more severe effects are turned -on.
The DSP Blasterhas an answer to

Upper side -nand signal
received using DSP
Blaster.
this by employing the sound card's
automatic gain control system. This
has a very wide range and can be set
to provide gain enhancement of up to
60dB.

If you want to run DSP Blaster
with other programs it even includes
the facility to run as a Terminate and
Stay Resident (TSB) program. As you
have probably guessed by now, I rate
DSP Blastervery highly. It's a very
well thought-out practical system
that will find favour with all who use
it. To get a copy just follow the links
on my Web site or go direct to
http://virww.meg a I nk.neti-n1rot
That's all for this month, so until next
time 'happy computing' and keeping

Special Offers
If you'd like a copy of
Hamcomm/JVFAX, etc. I've
arranged a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library (PO51_1, They have put

together a library set of all five
disks for justi12, all inclusive.
Using POSL also makes ordering
simpler as they accept all the
usual credit cards so you can
order by 'phone - you don't even
have to write a letter.
Please direct all orders and
enquiries about this disk set to
PDSL Winscombe House, Beacon
Road, Crowborough, Sussex TN6
1UL Tel: (01892) 663298 and

request library volume:
11008739abode. The software is
only available as a set of five disks

as follows: IBM PC Software
(1.44Mb disks): Disk A - JVFAX 7.1,
HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX 3;
Disk B - DSP Starter plus Texas
device selection software; Disk C NuMorse 1.3; Disk D - Ultra Pak 4.0
and Disk E - Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.
sending your news and views to me
Mike Richards G4WNC at PO Box
1863. Ringwood, Hants BH24 220 or
via E-mail to:
mikesichards@dial.pipex.cern. Don't
forget to vist my Web site at:
http://dialspace.dial.pipex,com/mike,
richards/
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ROUND -UP
This month Peter Shore reports on lots of
station activity and has news of the
closure of Radio Australia's Darwin
transmitting station.

2200-0000 on 15.385 (Shopper -ton, 90°)
2300-0200 on 12.08 (Darwin, 80°), 9.66

(Darwin. 101
2300-0400 on 17.75 (Shepparton, 329'1

There is a relay of BBC World
Service from Darwin between 2200
and 2300 daily on 9.66 and 12.08MHz.

The Voice of the Mediterranean
is on the air from its studios in
Malta via transmitters in
Germany every day at 1900 for an
hour on 9.765 and 12.06MHz. The

station also broadcasts to the Far
East and Australia in English on
Sunday at 0200 for 90 minutes on
15.55 and 17.57MHz, followed by a
90 minute programme in Maltese on
the same frequencies. A Japanese language programme, aimed at

potential tourists to Malta, is
beamed towards Japan on Sunday
at 0500 on 17.57MHz only.

Transmitters in Germany are
increasingly being used by
broadcasters to reach audiences
world-wide. Deutsche Telekom,
Germany's state

the short wave facilities at Nauen,
Wertachtal and Julich and hires out
capacity that's not used by
Deutsche Welk.
Deutsche Telekom has recently
appointed a new sales force to
market its short wave facilities and
as part of the deal throws in free
ISDN digital 'phone lines to link
studios overseas to its transmission
centres. This makes the deals highly
attractive to many broadcasters, s
watch for more stations
broadcasting from Germany,
including some clandestine
perations like the Democratic
Voice of Burma.
Other clandestine stations on
the air at present include the
Democratic Voice of Iran, which
launched on 12 May. This station is
carried from a transmitter in a
Central Asian country, and
according to reports shares the
facility with the Voice of 'Dint. The
service is on the air daily at 173OUTC
on 5.90MHz. The station announces
a mailing address in Paris,
The Voice of Free Nigeria
started on 12 June, and can be
heard for an hour on 11.68MHz at
1900UTC on Saturdays only. The
station can be reached at PO Box
441395, Indianapolis, Indiana 46244,
USA, and by E-mail at
fnm@ix.netcome.com
Voice of Free Nigeria is the
second major clandestine
opposition station beaming to
Nigeria from overseas. Radio
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Kudirat, which also beams
opposition programming to Nigeria,
has been running for the past year,
transmitted from South Africa's
Meyerton station.

Station Closed
Radio Australia's Darwin
transmitting station closed at the
end of June when neither the ABC
nor the Australian government
would agree to fund transmissions
from the station. As a result,
services are now limited to senders
at Shepparton (which has 100kW
transmitters) and Brandon (where
there are two 10kW transmitters in
use).

Some commentators say that
listened to Vietnamese and
Mandarin services will barely be
audible in Vietnam and China. This is
ironic since the closure of Darwin
(which had new equipment installed
as recently as last year) came on
the day Hong Kong reverted to
Chinese rule.
The current schedule for Radio
Australia's English broadcasts (with
frequencies in MHz and including
the antenna bearings) is now:

I would like to hear from any reader
about how well - or how badly Radio Australia can now be
received on short wave in the UK
and Europe.

Change Of Name
A change of name for Radio
Yerevan from the former Soviet
Republic of Armenia. On 7 July, the
Armenian Prime Minister renamed
the broadcaster Armenian National
Radio. You can hear English at 08300900 on Sundays only on 15.27MHz,
and weekdays at 1745 until 1800 on
4.81, 4.99 and 7.48MHz,

There is a daily transmission for
half -an -hour at 2030 which can be
heard on 7,48, 9,965 and 11,615MHz.

New German Service

Write to Armenian National Radi
at Alek Manukyan Street 5,

The recently reprieved German
service of Radio Vlaanderen
Internationaal will be among a
number of German language
programmes that join World Radio
Network's new German service WRN3 - when it launches on 31
August at the Internationale
Funkaussteilung in Berlin.
International services in
Sweden, Poland, Finland, the
Vatican and Hungary have also said
they will join. The WRN3 service will
join the world-wide English Service
WRN1 and the multilingual channel
WRN2 which is beamed to Europe
and North America. (WRN3 will be
carried on an analogue subcarrier

Yerevan 75025, Armenia.

n Astra and via Astra Digital
Radio).

If you like listening to South
American stations, you may like to
try catching Voz de Venezuela,
reported tobe back on the air at
around 2100 every day on 9.54MHz.

Unusual Location
Look out for the Voice of Greece's
multi-lingual programmes beamed
from an unusual location. From late
summer, the Greek broadcaster will
use Voice of America transmitters
at Greenville on the East Coast and
Delano on the West Coast of the
USA.

Around 12 hours daily will be
transmitted from the USA, part of a
reciprocal arrangement established
several years ago when VoA
transmitting stations were installed
in Greece. A prize for the first PW
reader to hear the station's North
American relay and get a CISL card!
That's all this month. Join me again
in my next column for the latest
news from the international
broadcast bands.

0000-0400 on 15.415 (Shepparton, 3291
0000-0800 on 13.605 (Shepparton. 353°)
0600-0830 on 21.715, 17.75 and 15.415

iShepparton, 3291
0800-0900 on 15.365 (Shepparton, 901.
12.08 (Darwin, 891, 9.71 (Shepparton, 353°1
and 5.995 (Darwin, 10°)
0800-1400 on 9.58 (Shepparton, 301
0830-1000 on 11.64 {Shepparton, 3291
1100-1400 on 6.08 (Shepparton, 339°)
1200-1600 on 11.80 {Shepparton, 70°}

1200-1700 an 5.995 (Shepparton, 501
1400-1800 on 5.87 (Shepparton, 301
1400-2130 on 9.415 {Shepparton, 30°)

1500-1700 on 11.66 {Shepparton, 3291
1500-2200 on 9.615 {Shepparton, 3291
1600.1900 on 6.08 (Shepparton, 339°1
1700.2130 on 6.355 {Shepparton, 50°)

and 11.88 (Shepparton, 651
1800-2000 on 7.24 (Shapparton, 301
1900-2000 on 6.08 (Shepparton, 5°)
2100-2.200 on 12.08 iDarwin, 8°1.7.24

(Shepparton, 301 and 9.66 iDarwin, 101
2100-0200 on 15.365 {Shepparton, 901
2130-0000 on 11.895 {Shepparton, 3551
2130-0200 on 13.755 {Shepparton, 301
2200-0600 on 17.795 {Shepparton, 501

The video control room for
the world-wide 24 -hour
television programme
broadcast by DW-tv.

END
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As from this month Roger Cooke
C3LDIs column widens it's appeal with

a new title and a change of tack to
encompass all data modes.

Whenever I give a talk at a
radio club on data modes,

the normal comment is that
a large wallet is needed in order to
get started, and there is very little
help available on the way. But it
doesn't not have to be this way, and I
hope to dispel some of this
assumption with some information to
help the raw beginner, a youngster
wishing to try data modes or
somebody who wishes to operate at
a minimum of cost
However it is true that the more
sophisticated and expensive the
equipment is, the more fruitful the
results that follow will be. But, it is
also true that even with inexpensive
and relatively simple equipment,
satisfying results can also be
obtained.
So, before embarking on any data
mode for the first time, it would pay
the beginner to obtain some reading
matter, plus make some enquiries
from other operators, and if possible
visit their stations and see the
equipment in action. Questions can
then be asked and the experienced
operator will guide the beginner
along the correct route.

Basic RTTY
One of the basic data modes, aside
from Morse (c.w.l, is RadioTeleTYpe
(RTTY). The easiest and cheapest
way to gain experience on this mode
is to use a real RTTY machine.
Some of the more experienced
operators are delighted to see their
old machines go to good homes, so
ask around. One of the best things to

do would be to join a dedicated
group.
The obvious one to choose is the
British Amateur Radio Teledata
Group, (BARTG). Membership costs
£12 per year in the UK and for that
you will receive a quarterly
magazine, Datacom, running to some
90 pages.

Topics covered in Datacom
include RTTY, Teleprinters,
computers, AMTOR, Packet,
PACTOR, FAX and other data related
subjects. Hardware and software are
both catered for, and I would suggest
that this would be an ideal first step
to take.
The BARTG Committee are shown
in Fig. 1. Left to right, back row, is
Sam Hellas G8EXV. Bill McGill
GODXB, Dick Whittering G3URA
Front row, Alan Hobbs G8G0J. John
Barker GW4SKA, and Ken Goodwin
GOPCA. The photograph was taken
by the elusive Ian Brothwell G4EAN.
The respective committee
positions of the BARTG group are:
Bill GODXB is the Membership
Secretary, John GW4SKA, is the
Chairman and Contests Manager,
Ken GOPCA, is the Publications Sales
and Rally Co-ordinator, Alan G8GOJ,
is the President and Mechanical
RTTY Expert, Dick G3URA is the
Treasurer and Sam G8EXV is the
Internet Manager.
Yes, they are even on the Internet
You can find the BARTG Web pages

at www.bartg.demon.co.uk
Ian Brothwell G4EAN, used to be
the Secretary and always managed
to avoid a camera! However, he
kindly sent along a picture of his
shack as shown in Fig. 2.
Ian's equipment includes an FT757GX for h.f., an FT -690R, FT 290R, FT -790R and a KAM multi -

mode. He uses a Commodore
CM computer.

BBC B Computers

Fig. 2: Ian G4EAN maybe
able to avoid the camera but
his shack equipment can't!

If you don't favour the
mechanical method for RTTY,
another very good computer to
look out for is the BBC B.
One BBC user is Stan Casperd
G3XON. Stan has been using a
BBC B computer for RTTY and
another for Packet for some
time.
Stan is very enthusiastic about the
BBC B and has a group of friends
using them. They are known as the
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Fig. 1: The
BARTG

Committee
(see text).

'Beeb Babes'. Stan
regularly has
contacts on RTTY
with Tasmania,
New York and New
Zealand.
For Packet, Stan uses the
PacComm Tiny -2 TNC fitted with en
internal clock. Packet activity is
limited to 144MHz and the software
used is the well tried Amrac
TNC304M which is easily fired up
from Disk, or in Stan's case, a
resident Eprom.
The connections between the
computer, TNC and transceiver are
straightforward. On the BBC B,
connections are made via the User
Port underneath the case which is a
standard 20 way IDC connector.
Reference to the BBC User Guide
indicate the Ground, Input, Output
and PTT connections go to pins OV,
PBO, PB1, and PB2 respectively. The
connections from the BBC B go
direct to the TNC but here the
connections to the TNC obviously will
have to be made according to the
handbook for the TNC used.
The BBC B is also very suitable for
RTTY. The In and Out data

connections to/from being very much
the same as for Packet but remember
that Terminal Unit connection points
can again vary considerably.
Stan uses a home -brewed version
of the well known ST5 Terminal Unit,
once marketed by BARTG.
Connections again are fairly simple,
output to the microphone socket,
input from the transceiver audio out
plus the usual PTT and ground
connections.
The BBC B can also be used for
AMTOR and Slow Scan TV. But be
careful when purchasing one at
rallies however. As some machines
may be quite old and may not have
the essential Disk Drive upgrade
chips fitted.
A disk drive to go along with the
BBC B is essential. Particularly so
with Packet if you want to load
software with ease, record incoming
messages and maybe prepare
messages with a word processor
prior to transmission. The same
comment would apply to RTTY use as
well.
The BBC Master computer is a
later model of the 88C B and can
also be found at rallies at reasonable
prices. Use of these computers is

quite adequate for these modes and
these computers can also be used
for AMTOR and Slow Scan TV too.
There is also a benefit to be
obtained by joining the established
BBC Computer Club known as 8 -Bit
Software. Membership is entirely
free and details can be obtained
from: C. J. Richardson, 8 -Bit
Software, 17, Lambert Park Road,
Hedon, Hull, East Yorkshire HU12
81 -IF

Beeb Babes
If you are interested, then the BBC B
forms a very economic entry into
data and is a very acceptable
computer. Stan G3XON says that
RTTY and Packet play an important
part of his life. He receives packet
messages daily, RTTY contacts all
overthe world, and has obtained
RTTY DXCC using the BBC B.

If you are young and impecunious,
then this is an ideal entry point. If you
have just retired and consider you
are 'over the hill' as far as data is
concerned then take note of what
Stan has done. He is now 82 years
young!
Stan can be contacted at G3XON
0 GB7GFD. There is also another
Beeb Babe, willing to answer
questions and that is Bill GOMM (4
GB7GFD.

If you're interested in finding out
more about RTTY then the BARTG
Rally would be a good place to go
and talk to those involved in all data
modes. The rally takes place on
Sunday 14 September at Sandown
Park Exhibition Centre, Esher, Surrey.
Doors open at 1030 - 1700 and
admission costs £3 for adults or £2.50
for OAPs. There will also be a talk -in
on by GB4ATG on 144 and 430MHz.

That's all I've got space for this
month. Don't forget if there are any
aspects of Data Modes you'd like
covered in this column contact me
via the Internet at
mtaylor@uk.mdis.comor. QTHR or by
Tel: (01508I 570278
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Due to the fast turn
around of popular
secondhand items,
readers should check on
availability of advertised
stock. In other words.,, if
you spot something you
fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
WATERS &
STANTON
07702 206835
PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS
WITH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS 6; I. X801:11
GUA RA NTEE. FOR MORE I hi MIRVI ATIf1's
PHONE ANDY TIETJ EN 01702.206835 OR FAX
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SOUTH EAST

ELECTRONICS
01629 580800

COMMUNICATIONS
(REP OF IRELAND)

00353 51 871278

}IF TRANSCEIVERS
knot IC 726 HE transceiver with nin

HF TRANSCEIVERS

6325.00

Icom 725 AM/EM option £499
Yaesu FT900AT as new £799
Kenwood TS590S auto ATU 61099
Yaesu Ff990AC boxed £1250

TEN-TEC SCOUT 555 HF mobile 50 Weis £379
TRIO TS-940SAT HF base station ire bar in ATH

Icom IC 728 HF transceiver £550.00
JSTI35 HF Transceiver 075.00
Kenwood TS530S HF Transceiver £495.00
Kenwood TS820 HF Transceiver E395.00
Yaesu FT747GX HF Transceiver £400.00,

£1199
YAES1J E-1T9,10/13C HF base station general coverage
RX 11199
YAES1J FT767GX HF base station 1849

DATACOMMS
Kuntronics KAM Multimode TNC

01702+205843.

HF TRANSCEIVERS
ICOM [C-725 1 -IF base station transceiver 1549
ICOM
HE base station ErdnKeivcr 13.19

£185.00

Kenwood TS940S in mint svildition £1099
Yarsu FT841.1 £499

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Alinco DR590E 2m/70cm mobile £250

1RM-3/ 5199

£249.00

Alinco DJ 180 2m handl £119
Alinco 0.1180 with keypad £129
KenwoodT1479E 2m/70cm wide RX £299
Imam ICP2ET 2m handl with spare ban

1COM IC-2orvi 2m Fm mini

IflauVeiver £235
KENWOOD TM -742E 2inn0cms 3rd hand optional,
as new1679
TRIO TR-9000 ,or all mode rranacciver £275
YAESU FT -736R Base star ion Fran it £949

Alinco £3560 Dual Band Handheld

£149

£199.00

Alinco DR599 Dual Band Mobile £.425.00
korn IC24ET Dual Band Handheld

Yaesu FT50r 2m/70cm Nandi £249
Yaesu FT8500 2rni70cm mobile £399
Minot] 131/610E 2m/70cm rani -hie 5399

£269.00

!corn 1C260E 2m min mode 10 watts.

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS HANDHELDS

Icom IC505 6m Portable SSB Only

ALENCO 01-191 tin handheld £119
ALINCO 03.580 lrisr70ans handheld £219
ICOM IC -2E 2m handheld £99
ICOM
2m handheld £139
1COM 1C-W2lEa.4 2mr10crns handheld with dry cell

£250.00

£269
Icons 1C820H 2the70cm base station CHM

VIIF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS MOBILE I BASE
STATION
AKD 2061 2m 25 Wait FM while Transceiver 1129
ICOM IC -245E 2m all mode + remote contml ler

othres 1229

1COM IC -2S 2m handheld £109
KENWOOD TH-489 70cms handheld £249
KENWOOD TH-28E 2m handiseli11199
KENWOOD111-71rE 2m171kmi. handheld £259
YAES LI FT -23R 3m handheld £109
YAESE2 FT 530 2n170cms handheld £219
YAE.S U 1-1-43 2m handheld £1.09

STATION ACCESSORIES
B+W 100W 1-1F Antenna tuning unit 179

KANTRONICS KAMPLUS Multimode data
controller (version 81 £249

DATONG D-70 Morse mix £49
DEWSBURY SUPA-TUTORs2 More i arm 549
DIAWA CL -22 Receiving antenna coupler 139
!COM AT
Auto ATV 1159
!COM EC -301 Antenna tuner £149

JIM M-75 25-1.300Mhz pre-thipiffier /45
IPS N1R-1 v3 Add on noise reduction unit £99
IESAN KT -750 Handheld CB 4 Wars £45
KENT KNIT Morse tutor £40
KENWOOD DSP-100 0511unit for TS -850 £349
KENWOOD AT -300 Auto ATU £299
LOWE PR -150 Active preselector for any HF RN
receiver £149
LOWE Modemaster Version I £69
LOWE IF. [50 Interface for 11F-150 £29
M LZUHO P1:75. 40m amplifier for QRP £79
34F] 208 VHF SWR analyzer £59
MEI 411 Morse tutor £49
MF2 1274 TNC rawaiiing leads] £99
ME] 1278B Mulitmode data controller 1199
MICROSET PC -25 .30 Amp ,u0ahle PSU £129
MICROSET PT -107 7Amp 13.8 Volta PSU £39

MIMODULES MMS1 Morn !Wu, 169
MIMODULES MML432/30L 70ons 70w linear 199
fslIZUHO RX-3 HP receive Am 159
MJZUHO PL -I45 20ra amplifier for Q131:1179
OPTO XPLORER42 Handheld frequenc}
findcrID7751F/CTCSSIEM RX 160
OP1'0 R-10 Intercepox £150
OPTO it -20 Bug detector £79
SAMLEX RPS-1 2as 5-7 Amp 138 Vohs £19
SCANMASTER 5P55 Pre -amplifies £49
TOKY011X-240 2m to 80.4020.15,10m rants -emu
.5£hv output £129

WATSON Morse key tS With wooden base 129
YAESU EL -2025s2 Add on amplifier for r--r-2goR I]
25w amp £89
yAff.sir FC301 Add on HF 500w antenna hirer £129

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Alined 0.1500E Dual Band Handheld

loom ICW2E Dual Band Handheld
£249.00

Kenwood TH.205E 2m Handheld 1I59.00
Kellwood TH7SE Dual Band Handheld
£290.481

Kenwood TM732E Dual Band Msthile /
detachable front panel £380.00
Kenwood TR2500 2m Handheld £140.00
Yaesu 1129011 Sat Muttirnode £250.00
Yucca FT47OR Dual Band Handheld
£259.00

Yaesu FT2200 Stn FM Mobile £289.00
Yaesu ET4700RH Dual Band Mobile with
detachable front 1375.00
Yaesu FT690R2 hm Multimode Portable

£795

IRE NRD525 mint £699
Lowe HF223 £349
Yaesu FRG100 mint £399
Sony 2001D portable #199
Sony SW7600,0 £139
Realistic DX 394 1199

SCANNERS BASENOBILE

HF RECEIVERS
loom ICR7IE HF Receiver £550.00

Realistic PR02006 25 to 1300mhz £199
Yupiteru MYT8000 2 to 1300MHz £249
!corn ICR7000 25 to 2000MHz £699
Icom ICR7100 25 to 2000MHu' £949
Bearcat 9000XLT 25 to 1300MHz £249
Ilearcat 860XLT 66 to 956MHz £109

Kenwood RI000 HF Receiver £2.50.00
Kenworxl R2000 HF Receiver with VHF
cony. £495.00
Lowe HF225 HF Receiver with all

SCANNERS HANDHELD
Yupiteru MVT7100 0 to 1650MHz £229
Yupitent MVT7000 8 to 1300MH., £189

£399.00

accessories £345.00

Lowe IlF225 Europa HF Receiver £450.00
Sony ICFSW55 World band Portable
£229.00
Yaesu FRG8800 I -IF Receiver £350.00

Bearcat 3000XLT 25 to 1300MHz £179
Bearcat 220XLT 66 to 956MHz £129

AOR8000 0 to 1900MHzI290
Bearcat 100XLT 29 to 312MH., £99

STATION ACCESSORIES
SCANNERS
AOR AR1000 Handheld £169.00
AOR AR2001 Base Scanner without P511
£159.00

AOR AR2700 Handheld Scanner £160.00
AOR A12500 Base Scanner with SSB
£195.00
from ICR7000 Base Scanner £6511.00

(rum ICR1 Handheld Scanner £199.00
Yupirtreu MVT7000 Handheld Scanner
£200.00

Yuplteru MVT7/ 00 Handheld Scanner
£225.00

items are held ar variaas branches, please

contact our Matlock branch for farther
derails on 0162.0 580 800

C

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS
Kenwood R5000 with VHF converter fitted

Daiwa P5304 25amp power supply £109
Watson P51220 20amp power supply £65
Vectronics 300watt tuner with dummy load
£99
MFJ 949E 300 watt tuner with dummy load
£109

Kenwood MC85 desk mic with 2 leads £89
loom PS55 20 amp power supply £149
Yaesu FRV7700 VHF converter £65
Diawa LA2080 2m 80watt amp £69
Mirage 160watt 2m amp lOwan input £229
Opto 3300 frequency finder £99
Timewave DSP 59 plus £179
AEA PK-232MBX packet me and decoder

NEVADA
01705 662145
AOR 3000A ....... ........... ......... £575.00
AOR SDU 5000 DM UNIT
1495.00
ALINCO DIX- I ......
£225.00
AMERTRON ATU.
£195.00
AOR A R.900

£1411.00

AOR AR8000
DRAKE RSA
DRAKE R8E
HOWES CTU-9

£239.00
£825.00
£795.00
1.39 00

1COM 1C -255e..
1199.00
/COM IC -725.... .........
....... /595.00
ICOM 1C-W2E
£199.00
ICOM 1C-505
£345.00
ICOM IC -728.... ..........
1629.00
ICOM R-72
1675.00
ICOM T -7E
£245.00
ICOM IC -2350H
£369.00

!RC 525RX
/699.00
1ST 100 COMPLETE........
£499.00
KENWOOD TH-78E
£225.00
KENWOOD TH-215E.... ........ £145.00
KENWOOD TM-24IE
£225.00
KENWOOD TM -251E
E289,00
KENWOOD TM -451E
£299.00
KENWOOD TR-751E
£425.00
KENWOOD 11-2000
£395.00
KENWOOD R-21
£245.00
KENWOOD SIv1-220
£225.00
KENWOOD TS -430S
1499.110
KENWOOD TS -9405. ........
KENWOOD TS -850 SAT .....
KENWOOD 440S
LOWE AP 150

LOWE HF 150
LOWE HF 225 4- ACCS
MF.I 784 DSP

1899.00
£1299.00
£699.00
£155.00
£269.00
1425410

£175.00
£345.00
REALISTIC 24.136. ........ ..... _A/ 79.011
REALISTIC PRO -50
£69.00

NAG. 144 XL AMP.......

SANGEAN ATS-803A
£85.110
SATCOM P40 (PAIR) ..............£149.00
SENTEC 20M HANDIE ..... ....£195.00
SONY SW55
1199.00
SONY SW100
£129,011
STANDARD C8800
£189.00
TEAM 3100 UK
£95.00
TEN TEC OMNI VI 8.0.8
£1999.00
TIMEWAVE DSP 9+ FILTER.. ..... £165.00

TOKYO HC -200 ATU
£99.00
YAESU FL -2500 ......
179.00
YAESU FRG 9600
£379.00
YAESU PT -ONE
£645.00
YAESU
..... ........
£499.00
YAESU F7-1 IR
£169.111
YAESU FT -50 + EXTRAS
£299.00
YAESU FT -290
1375.00
YAESU FT -470
1195.011
YAESU F7-650 24-54MHZ .... 1699.00
YAESU FT -707
1349 00
YAESU FT -7268
1799.00
YAESU FT -727
1169 11(1
YAESU FT -747
£450.00

£199

YAESU FT757GX ......
YAESU FT.980... ...........

Wavecom W4010 data decoder £349

YAESU FT -990 AC

1499401

£625.00
£1399.00

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
ARC
EARLESTOWN
07925 229881

ACOUSTICS
01908 610625

01202 490099
HE 1 liAMILLIV blb

HE TRANSCEIVERS
£950

Yaesu FT-900AT- boxed

2 x Teem IC -765 plus speaker......

from 11500
Kenwood TS. -130
1175
1TEI
Yaesu 1-1-757GXI + boxed
4799
Yaesu ET -980
3Com IC -730 - boxed
£399
f775
Yaesu ET 107
£799
Yaesu ET102 + EVIO2DM & FC-10,

Yaesu Ff.747GX + EMIC9/ !ilk&
EP-757GX - boxes ..
Fenwood TS -120V + VF0-1214?-100
loom 1C-726 boxed

1TEL
£299

K orn IC72.5 VGC
imm Tf726 - HP
IOW!
Rom IC745 - VGC
Yaeso FT -990- AC P513 & ATI]
Yaesu Er -910 - AC PSU
Yikesp FM Zo VGC

£6.25

£500
£525

11350
8199

£299

'anew RIOIEE

11110

TenTee Corsair 2 - VGC
Reowood T5851/S Mini
Reowood TS440S - I OM OF ins Alt

5490
119,5

£670
1295
1275

Kenwood TS.120S INV HE
Tno T5120V IOW HP Rare
Trio TS5305P I00W HF

075

1.650

RECEIVERS
Yaesu FRG -7 Receiver £110.00
NRD-525 Receiver ./59.9.0.0

Lowe HF-250 Receiver c/w EWA MS
& speaker £399.00
AOR-3030 Receiver 1425.00
Kenwood R5000 Receiver £575.00
Realistic DX -394 Receiver £189.00
Nom IC -R70 Receiver £429.00
Lowe HF-225 Receiver £329.00

%WNW
MOB1LEJBASE VHER.FHF TRANSCEIVERS

/TEL

Kenwood TS -7130 boxed
Kenwond TS -7006

£450

2 x Yaesu FF290R Mk 1 plus accessories fern!)
£225 Navico AMR -1000S
£140
Kenwoud TM -742 + [Oro moduk as new...
0625
£225
Icon IC -229 - boxed.
1300
[con IC -2900
'Mew FT -290R Mark II
£350
Kellwood TH-2559 boxed VGC
/TEL
Voeso Fr -230 ........ ..............................
1175
.

Kenwood 7W-4000 boxed
Isom IC -251 boxed

1699

1TEL
1275
1699
1375

.fTEL
1150
1350
1125
1140

HANDHELDS
K enpro KT -27

1180

Alinco DJ -160

1150
199

Kenwood 11-1-21

kern IC -016 - malt condition

kern IC -19

1TEI.

/15

130 each
2 x ERA 13P84 fillers
ITF_L
1296 Transverter + I&s
SDU-5000 Specirum Dim:iluy Unit - 00 new .....4599
1175
AT -230 - box
Global AT -100:1

Datong ASP ]wired for Kenwordl
M19IL.144 - 100-3 + boxed

1175
5154
1135
1325
1100
£135
£89
1125

RECEIVERS
£.595

£450

From £265
Foote £295

Grundig Incentutianal 650
loom 1CR71110 - VGC
u nto ICR72 - General Coverage RI
Sony Air? Air + Morin 14+ - Mon
Sony 1CF Pro& - SW And FM MLA
Fairmtc HP2ODE Wideband Scanner

Realistic Pmts - Hhtrld Scanner
Hrahkd HR I013 Ham Band RX Mire

1225

150
150
TEL

£225
£125
£295
£295
1175

1i9R
1595

Microwave Modules 911W ?Clem Amp

Resrx W5/0 9Adeband SWRiPower Meier
Kinornies KPC3 THC
Kee woad MCh0 Desk Mr
Kenwood HC1
ark VERY RARE
K enwood AT239 Manual ATU
Yaesu FP757GX S.wiiching PSI

Mink, KX3ORPATI

Sat Trammakb - Manual ATU
km/ P555 - Mulching PSU'
PAImel FL.1 - Audio filice
Tratong FX 1

1IF in VHF Own

RF Systems DR I - Pro Active ANIMA
htFl 41228 Keyes

WIGS DSP UM; Compact VGC
Bins Ekeetrunies 142101 Wareineier

£145
1111
1191

AOR-3000 wideband scanner £+199.00
Icom IC -R7 100 widehand roceiver
£799.00
AOR-1500 Handheld scanner £169.1X1

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Kellwood TS -850S £949.00
Icom IC -720A c/w PSU £479.00
Yaesu FT-890AT £639.00
Yaesu FT -102 £399.00
Icorn IC -735 £549.00
Icom IC -745 £450.00
[corn IC -751 £589.00
Yaesu FT-757GX £499.00
learn IC -725 £499.00
Kenwood TS -680S HF + 6M £649.00
From IC -745 (mains powered) £489.00
VHF/1.111F

Yaesu FT -4700 dual hand mobile
£279.00
K enwtx1s1 TM -733E dual band

£375
£125
E95

£75
£55
£175
£85
165

185
1145
515

op
£75
1115
1149

1115
165

CALL FOR LATEST UPDATE ahl USED
EQUIP*. E 7.o AVAI1ABLE AND FOR DETAILS OF Otrk

SELLA': BELAU SCIEME

SCANNERS

£195

5135

MISCELLANEOUS

Dinwa C7,.1A100 I - Auio ATI;

MISC.

MFJ-1275 Packet Unit + Software

ggs

RaseriRL102. - 2M Weld
Navin AMR
- 214 Whir

'hew F7tG7700 General Co,erage. RX

1575

Yaesu FRO -7

.E75

Kellwood TH235 Mint
Yaesu ETISVRII - 2M Mnoods SioMte
Yam ET23.11. - Compact 21.4 HiHrld
Yam ET203 TM HA -kid

1599

AOR-3000A
/COM 1C -R719 boxed
Kenwocd R. HMO boxed
Regency MX -7090
AR -25W

Yaesu FRG -9600 HF converter
Sony SW -55 - runt condition

1345

Kenwood TM23LE 2OW Al FM Mobile
Kellwood 11122E - 294 HrHrld

1299

1700

Sony PRO -80

LW

loom 1C41A - No 175111-12

AOR AR7030 HF Gen Coo. RX
AOR AR3000 Wideband Scanner
Lowe HFI25 - athiee of th the
Lowe HF225 - Choice or On,
Kenwood RIODO - CRoire of two
Trio REM 111 Gen Cos RX
Yaesu FRG771/0 ATU & CNVIR

[torn 1C-117000
K enwood R-5000 boxed

Lowe HF-225
AOR AR -2700 - nnoi eundinuo

£2,395

1250

£TEL

RECTIVER,SISCANNF,RS

Drake R -SE

Teem IC970H 2/701230m Base + SP20
Team 24005 - Dualband Mobile
trim 25TH- VGC - 76,nn Rts
Icom 1CLE - 234 Throbwheel HiHeId

SMC
GROUP

PHOTO

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

mobile

£399.00
K enwood TM -701 dualband mobile
£299.00

K enw nod TM -255E 2m muitimode
£599.00
Alinco DJ -580E Dualband handheld
£239.00
Kenwood TH-28E tin handheld
£149.00
Alinco DJ- I 2M handheld £159.00

Alinco ALM-203E 2M handheld
£50.00

Kenwood TH-75E 2m/70cm s handheld
£229.00

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the U.K.
will not be accepted. While the publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers having
complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered. late
delivery or faults in manufacture.
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01703 251549
TRANSCEIVERS

?X TS450SAT Kenwood HE 100W £899
PX Hi701X113 Tokyo HF L./amp £899
PX Ft -7470X Yaesu HF I DOW £425
PX FC700 Yaesu Man ATU 1109
PX FT767GX Yaesu HF 2+6mtr £11199
PX FT102 Yaesu HF 100W £425
PX 1C737 kora HF 100W £1060
LX HONE Yaesu HF 1011W /675
LX F1'890AT Yaesu HF 100W £1250
LX IC -706 [COM HF + 2/6m £779
LX FT7B Yaesu HF 50W £235
AX FT990 Yaesu HE 100W £1650
AX 1C765 learn HF !DOW £1699
101 FT980 Yaesu HF 100W 1625
RX FT101 Yaesu HF Valve £260
RX F1757GX Yaesu HF 100W £495
RX F1747 Yaesu HF Mobile £450
RX ET1071vIYaesu HE 100W £275
RX 75520 Kenwood HE 100W 1260
RX TS4405AT Kenwond HF IDOW £750
RX IC726 Icons HF 100W £850
RX IC761 loam HE 100W £995

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
PX M700 Yaesu 2rntr/70tinn £329
EX FF2700 Yaesu 2ma110urn £279

EX FT290R11 Yaesu 2tni.r port £375
PX FT736R Yaesu 2mtr/70em /1299
PX FT5I R Yaesu 2mIr/70cin £325
PX 1C3201E teem 2mtr/70cm £309
PX 05800 Standard 2mtr rairmodc £259
LX D.1580E Alinco 2rritrr70cm £243
LX T1 -121E Kenwood 2mir part £100
AX FT79OR Yaesu UHF port £310

AX TM -732E Kellwood 2intr/70cm £525
RX 03160A/inco 2mir170em £155
RX DJ560 Alinco 2mtr/70cm £335
RX FT850OR Yaesu 2mir170cm £575
RX Ff212R1-1 Yaesu 2aitr FM £175

RECEIVERS
PX DX -394 Realistic HF Gen. RX £225
PX R2000 Kenwood HF Gen RX £375
PX FRG7700 Yaesu HE Gen RX £295
PX AR8000 AOR Scanner £299
PX AR2800 AOR RX M/base 059
EX AR1500ex AORScanner £225
PX A R3030 AOR HF RX 099

PX HF150 Lowe HE Gen RX £375
PX FRG 100 Yaesu HE Gen RX £395
PX MVT8000 Yupiteru Scanner £269
PX SW -7600 Sony Portable RI £139
PX PR02032 Realistic 13/Scanner £149
LX ICR-72 loom HF RX 5675
LX FRGOO Yaesu HF RX 1425
AX PRO -80 Sony S/wave RX £120
AX 2001D Sony S/was e RX £169
RX HF225 Lowe HF Geri RX £3115
RX AMC° AOR 11/1-1 Scanner 065
RX ICF-7600 Sony Port RX £120
RX NRD535 JRCHF Gen. RX £850
RX FRG9600 Yaesu Base Scanner £240

PX = Chandlers Ford HQ 01703 - 251549
RX = Reg Ward 01297 - 3491$

SMC Leeds 91132 -3511606
AX = ARE London 0181 - 9974476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS' TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!

Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

COMPUTER FAIRS

PHONE

1166

Computer Fair

Saturday 16th August

Saturday 6th September
The Harlequin Theatre, Warwick

The Hawth Centre, Hawth Avenue

Quadrant, London Road

HOVE
Computer Fair

Computer Fair

Saturday 23rd August

Saturday 13th September

Hove Town Hall, Norton Road

White Rock Theatre, White Rock

EASTBOURNE
Computer Fair

WORTHING

Sunday 24th August

Computer Fair

Cavendish Sports Centre,
Eldon Road

Saturday 20th September
The Assembly Hall,
Stoke Abbott Road

BATH
Computer Fair

CRAWLEY
Computer Fair

Monday 25th August
Bath Sports and Leisure Centre,

Saturday 27th September

North Parade Road

Crawley Leisure Centre,
Haslett Avenue

1 MAYO ROAD CROYDON SURREY CRO 2QP
E

X766 China
K186 China

p

1000
I.50

NM
052
0132

100
103

6AS7G

3.50

2900

0C3

3.00

6505

001

300
200
200

65W13A

EMCC
El 50F
E8117F

2A

HIM

EBL31
ECC33
ECC35

scoot
ECC62
ECC83
ECC86
ECC86
ECC8011

ECF03
ECH35
ECH12
ECH81
ECL62

FDA

2.09

28E6
28117/5

8.59

PL.36

100

60A?

200
400

300
350
500
350
690
1500
150
150
350
300

PL81

2.00

61396

4.1101

26975
20W7

PL504
51591
PL509/519
PL802

3A

613W6

400

2E1

100

68W7
6625

3.90

3E1

5726

6C06.5
5C 066

110
200
309
500

6C LE.

3 CIO

6CG7

750
309

PY5005
P7500/801
0.10002.6

0.00/03-10
110083-205

3.50

66006-405

350

I119

I01-12 to 2000:Fiz

£94.00.
9914 Timer counter
10Hz to 200MHz
£99.90.
9915 Timer Counter
10Hz to 520MHz
0141.00.
9906 Timer Counter
10Hz to 520MHz
£164.50
PhiMps Oscilloscope

3217. 50MHz
£352.50.
Varta nicad charger

type CC 306C. 14
hour timer, charge current CI-600mA
£47.00.
Oscilloscope probe kit
X1 X10 switchable 15
& 60M11z.
Set of RA17 wives
£29.50.
Set of RA17L salve -s

£31.80.
Set of AR88 vales
£35.25.
AR88 and RA17 and
RA I7L spars please

19 net leads
12 way
£17.65 ea.

capacitors 300pF,
20Kv, 1KpF, 3Kv.
2K pF, 2Kv £9400.
RAF Spitfire morse key
1940 -new £57.50
Gun sight projector
£258.50.
Lancaster and Spitfire
gauges. 19 set central
boxes leads_ meter

250V. 50Hz. 1 to

n £14.20 ea.
Silver plated {a) twin

plug E1l2.00 ea.

E5.

x 414- x 7X" spac-

VC 1000 hall bearing
£530 ea.

240V transformer. [ka-

£11.75 ea.

03) single gang lOOpF

put 18.5V, 26V. 290

Aerial lads £5.90 ea_

ball bearing £3.55 ea.

35A and 26V. 5.A
£35.25 ea

uo
uo.ytt90ea.

core paean

250V motor generator
£17.65eaNo 16 Junction Boxes
[17 65 ea.
No 17 Junction Boxes
El7 65 ea.
No 11 Mk.2 Junction
Boxes £1795 ea.
Control box type H
E41.50 ea.

Meter 19 set £29.50
ea.

Wireless Remote

Control unit H. Nol
Mk1/1 £35.25
Antenna Loading Coil
- a unit of model
TCS12 radio Type
CML. 47205. in metal

Morse Kew
Army bake to - 8

2C39BA Emir/

amps. No.2 M1s111

Telefunkeri £35.25

E9.40 ea.
Army nickel -plated
brass £14.10 ea.

new. 2C39A Ai k

New 24V, 50 ohm
Londex ACO with

anode/grid £1.20

Ekimdept connectors
£11.75.

heater/grid coaxial
connections £11.75.
40(25013 bases AEI

New Belting & Lee 50
ohm BNC free plug.

ski plated, 5rri
(L1637/FP} £0.85 ea.
heat sink 1-2. Oran] YV120mm.
I-1120mm with 7
power transistors No

&'," x 6 x

includ-

ic 6 way %itch
did
x
coil £21.00 ea.

rings £3.50.
Fogering strip

Pyrex Ribbed Strain
Insulators 7" £2.00.
Oscilloscope Probe Kit
}0 X10 switchable 15

3.1:4

64SIC

27.50

VR159530

100
1900

0.607
LEG

15.00

61335
65505

15.110

1.10C

1500

683313

15.00

3.50
12 00

65W68

7025

4590

357

10.00
3.00
3.00

7.57
11300

S.C7

5L14.6

367

5u4G8

1000

0117

3170

3.50

225

2759
7873U
2021
3026
4CO2505

58404

6B17

07

5280161

350

504G

4.D0

0232
0233137

8-50

59361

EA

523

250
509

307
3L76T
3N7GT

5246

6.00

USA

2750

400

5751

ROO

6.09
5.00

5763

1200
6.00

750

70275

309

7158
7360

25.00
15.00
25.00

3.09

75815

1509

300

7586
7587

15.00
20.00

5.00

509
150

Pores comet! whet
giling o pess.

OPEN TO CALLERS MON - FRI 9AM - 4PM. CLOSED SATURDAY.
mu is a se e anon horn our nook of nue 6900 !psis. Please inquire for types tel
listed Otsol ere items are our speciality. Calves are new mainly original British or
American brands. Terms CW0/ min order C10 for credit cards.

P&P 1-3 salvos £2.30. 4 - It valves £3.110.
Add 17.5% VAT to total including P&P.

The Complete Collection
from Datong Electronics
Fo

AD270 Indoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

£70.44

AD370 Outdoor Active Antenna (includes PSU)

£93.94

VL.F. Convertor (101:Hz - 500kH2)

£46.94

VHF Convertor (144MHz - 146MHz)

/55.17
176.32

D70 Morse Tutor
FL3 Audio Filter

£1 52.69

ASP Speech Processor {specify type of ng when ordering.)

1117.44

The above prices include VAT at 1 7.5% and shipping within the UK moird,,,,r1

Payment can be made by V.sa, Mastercard, Switch, Cheque, Postal Order and
cash (but don't send than is the post)

& 60M:Hz E14.10.
Vacuum tuning capac

tors 80pF £29.40.

E F Johnson Roller
Coaster 37 turns 2"
dia. '4" shaft 1.25.85

Other values in stock.
Krick). black, hakelite
Is' shaft, scaled 0-9
40trun diameter

ea

£0.70.

Tans counter for
Roller Coaster. DeCaSt

GenTlarl Enigma Coder

unit ARUll £52.99

36tams.,c sktdi

£P0A.

Redifort ATLI adaptor
common antenna

£17.65 ea.
Ceramic Rollo
Coaster, 30 tans. 3"
trees. 3- dia.
brig.
shaft £35.50 ea.
Flexible coupling.

We also sell oil filled transformers, chokes.

block filled capacitors, diodes ICs, transistors. etc.
All prices include VAT. Carriage extra on application

82

vniosap

1500
650
3500
2500

100
400

6F6G

with chimney £8.20

Redifon wnthesizer

ARU18 E41.50 ea.
Variable Capacitors

COO

614613
6201

6011613

Three base assy

2N5884 £11.75 ea.

box.

ing high power ceram-

send sae for list.
Vacuum variable

transformer

- 6 was/ free socket

2A` 22904

60725
6080

1.50
5.50
2.00
2.00
4.00
12-00

New mains lactation
131wA. 13A fused
class F. 13A SIst &

[17.65 ea

2500
1250

300

6005

x 2.11-

x 2 £5.90 ea.
210pF tudn £4.70 ea.
270pF wide spaced

-6 way

5315
29505

27.50

ELM

n.pr.s. [4 'LAVAS 0.1

cciamic insuated.
shaft £2.80 ea

05.00
20.00
39.00

6J7
6J1365
JE6C

EL41

giacornellikoloatudemon.co.uk

F tionn -

13725

27.5.0

2.00

EL340
ELM

170 Goldhawk Road, London 0.112 8HJ Rag Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934

500pF none - 1 10"
£9.40 ea.

55-00

5335
8665

5842

um

COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED

able.

2500

8.125
813

4.00

1.1941

Enquiries/stand sales BEACOMP 01342 842966

plugs variometer avail-

811A

6.35M

800
600
500

1500

55-00
45 00
7.50

56145

2.09

Open 10am - 4pm
Admission £2 adults, £1 OAPs and under 16s

9904 Tinier Counts
10Hz to 50MHz
£70.50.
9913 Timer Counter

6CW4

805
807

699

UF89

15.90
4.00
7.50

6C H 6

7-00

1500
1000
6500

01515

U1.L.133

2.00

61G4

200

6006

son

1,48C85

1590
1200

10.00
4.00
3-00
1.50
12.00
5.00
10-00
12.90

2.00
16.137

6.00
17.50
10.90
6.00
7-50
4.00

16.00

highly competitive prices!!!

750
600

56075

EL34

0161

51110

25X75

68116

E12.3

Cavendish Sports Centre, Eldon Road

25017

F'CL65
130500

U141
U1.04

EMI

4.00

21356

200

E961/4I7

300
300
150

159

UCL132

EM34

25117

6X5GT
2517

613E6

UCH42

Sunday 28th September

200

2.60
2.50
6.00

2 75
4.90
10.00

EL95
E1390
EL5901519

0014

2AX7WA

350

EF91
EF1133/4

6.0611

1.50

25.00

EF136

8.00
4.00
3.09

61/5G

2200

EF39
EF4D

650501

3.00
2.00
20.00
1.50
4.00

61356

ECLL800
EF375

Chessington Sports and Leisure

Racal Counters

6.66

PCF80
PG182
DCL65/805

150
150
1500
850

EBF90

12.001

5845

1.50

EB91

Computer Fair

(hike 6000

50467
6505
6585

6.00

C L33

Sunday 31st August

x Cerebrating 30 years I967.1997 *

10.00

AZ21

EASTBOURNE

Large amounts of new and used hardware/software etc at

3058

L

CHESSINGTON
Computer Fair
Centre, Garrison Lane

FAX

0181 684

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

[ABM]

HASTINGS

RST

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

0181 684

REDHILL

CRAWLEY
Computer Fair

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

RST

are advised to cad us below ordering to ensure we have the 9r)c,-.1.,

ocb

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for
a catalogue and information.
Datong Electronics Ltd

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. LS16 6QE
Tel: 0113-274 4822 Fax: 0113-274 2872
Practical Wireless, September 1997

Advertisements from traders or for
equipment Oar is illegal to possess,
use or which eannot be licensed in
the UK. will not he accepted. No

responsibility will be rake') for
errors.
You should state clearly in your
advert whether the equipment is
professionally built, home -brewed
or modified.
The Publishers of Pracrical
Wireless also wish to point out that
it is the responsibiltiy of the buyer
10 ascertain the suitability of goods
offered for purchase.

Noss

BARGAIN
a

b

e

e

CR70A, £30. Also Icom IC-U16T,

C64 tape, disc. drive. printer,
books, software, midi interface, £20
plus carr. Tel: Ipswich (01473)

Cushcrafl antenna model A35.

(012481 353063.

firn (50MHz) AKD 6001, two

463482.

3 -element lei -band Yogi, 10-152Orn (14, 21 Si 28MHz) in very
good condition, £150 nun. Tel:

months into warranty, in original
box inc. mic.. and instruction book,
plus circuit diagram, lovely
condition, £150. Charlie 2W I EEN
on (01978) 263786.

6m (50MHz) transverter RN
Electronics, £95. FTV-707
transvener for 2m I I 44MHzt.
would suit FT -707 or FT -77. £60.
Scope. £20. Tel: 1019261403214

70cm 1430MH z PFX
handle, convened as per HRT
article. all repeat and simplex
ehanns., 1.5W o/p, inc. ant. NiCad,
etc., £100. EPROMS 7(1cm
430MH al and 4m (70MHz1 to

convert your own, £15. Tony
G4XIV, York. Tel: (01904! 330502.

Mince 144130W amplifier, £40.
TS -700G 144/145 multi -mode base
radio. £225. Realistic 2001 base
scanner. £50. Discone antenna.
1. panel, E15.
TS -780, 2/70 base, slight fault but

works fine, £450 Tel: (0468)
756762 anytime.

Mince DJ -190E, one month old,
perfect working order. £130 or
exchange for h.f. amt., e.g.
Vectronics VC300 DLP sir similar.
Tel: Aberdeenshire (019751563833.

CEFT band CB 1.c.d. CH CHG on
mic., add rig, eight months old,
mint. boxed_ £40. Might. exchange
UK band rig, same condition. Tel:
(01386145121.

Chelcom CAHFVI 80m (3.5MHe)
resonant vertical 22 feet high in
three sections, use on other h.f.
bands with a.t.u.. one year old,
excellent condition, £80. Hugh
Philps MOACF. Wiltshire. Tel:
1012251706687 after 7.30pm.

Clarke YeT5 pneumatic mast. 55ft
extended, heavy duty with
compressor and Land Rover tilt
mount (never used! wall IMAMS,
10i S of spares, excellent condition.

(lutal cast new £7500), the lot for
£300 (bargain). Tel: Biandford,
Dorset (01258) 830688.

Set, amplifiers, test gear, denial Xray machine and more. please
'phone for details. Tel: Tyne &
Wear 0191-259 5852.

Cobra 10m (28MHz) rig all -mode
with legal paperwork, £50. Web
s.w.r. power meter. 1.8 to 150MHz,
200W. boxed, £25. Altai grid dip

Apron tilt -over latice tower,

Astatic teardrop mic.. £20. Brian

model D-455. electric winch,
rotator cage, complete ground post,
£350. Buyer collects. Andy,
Croydon. Tel: 1016891 846699.

0050V, QTHR. Tel: Chelmsford

Commodore disk drive 1541-2,
mint condition in original packing,
including handbook and power
pack, £3t1.

Horndean (017051

643401.

receiver, 3061-1.7 to 30MHz all -

(0 1902 790260.

mode, as new, £400 o.v.n.o. Vine on

A R88LF in cabinet, £110. R1155
with internal p.s.u., £60. R1155
transit -box (wooden), original, circa
WWII, £60. Canadian 52 receiver.
including p.s.u.. £85. Eddystone
840C 480kHz to 30MHz, £85.
Racal ss.b. adaptor, £60, all g.w.o.
Tel: Yorkshire !01482)869682.

As new Sony twelve bands short
wave radio. £m. icF SW600
Realistic DX300 quartz synthesised
10kHz to 30MHz receiver. £50.
Sony all bands with pre -selector.
£60. Wattled Grundig 650 or 700.

Tel:0181-549 2612.

ATE Magnum Electronics,
250/50/5W out, 160-1(111.828MHz) WARC bands soutpul. 2
ant. with 5(1239 plus third long wire

price. £399, offer price £275 ono.
Armstrong, 64 Colwell Drive,
Witney, Oxon 018 7NQ, Tel:
(01993)704433.

used. as new, open to offers. Derick
G4XKF, Nr Brighton. Tel: (0 1273)
418713.

Donlon -beam oscilloscope, £135.
SGB/low impedance headphones,
£5. Morse key, £5. Large quantity
of components. transformers,
valves, etc., £10. Miniature double beam oscilloscope (faulty], £15.
v/u.h.f. receiver (hont end dead),
£35. I3A 8 -way strip, £5. G4FZG.
QTHR. Tel: Cheltenham (01242)
254634.

MS -4 speaker, [295. Also MN -4
aerial matching network, max
300W, built-in s.w.r. meter. £95.
Shure 444 microphone, £25. Drake

TR4-TX AC4 power unit, offers.
Tel: (01872) 86229 I.

Drake TR7 h.f. 'TX/RX with
matching power supply, desk and
fist lines, workshop manual and
box, £375. Yaesu FT -767, vg.e,.
boxed with manual, £750.
4CX150043 valve and base, offers.
Pete, Bristol. Tel: (01454) 887461.

Eddystone 8400, v.g.c., £100
ii.n.u. Yaesu FT -202R with NiCads
and charger. £35 man , g.w.o.
Telequipment D43 scope, g.w.o.,
complete with handbook. manual,
£40. Doug, Norwich. Tel: r 01379 t

Complete decode package
48601266 + SVGA monitor,
keyboard. mouse, 8Mb RAM
loaded on HD, JVFAX,
HA MCONIM, PKTHON,
DL.45AW, SST'V, sound card plus
speakers with adaptor. new 24 -pin

dot matrix printer, £395, buyer
collects. Les, W. Yorks, Tel:
(01274)643255.

Coutant ESM7 power supply. 5V
9 7A, 12.24V 9 IA, oversoltage
and short circuit protected, buyer
collects or pays carriage. £20.
Switchboard answering machine.
Binatone Phonecorder De Luxe
39130, twin full site cassettes,
quarter inch jack plug, would
convert to ordinary phone plug,
£15. Julian Bohan on 101522)
871926 or mobile an (0958)
771314.

Practical Wireless, September 1997

Farnell engineers de -luxe tool
case kit, as new ([440 + VAT
retail), accept, £175. Also TR'
DMM249, one year's warranty,
retail £1 82, accept, £95. Mark.
Leeds. Tel: 0113-262 1021.

Fluke 847B graphical multimeler,
four months old with leads and
manual, £551) o.n.o. Apple Mac 170
puwerbook with spare battery.
manuals, charger, software. data.
FAX modem, £450. Tel: (01482)
815625.

Four 'Classic' domestic valved
radios (1940s/1950s), all working
order and clean/good condition,
£120. No ioffers/spl its. Buyer
collects. Tel: Walton 101636)

816976.

that all photos will slily be published
al Hoc discretion and are nonreturnable.
When sending in your advert, please
write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS
up to a maximum of 30 worth., plus
slum your contact details. Please use
the order form provided.

C7800 70cm (430MHz1 mobile,
£150. 2m II-14MHz hand-held,
£80. 1000MHz scanner hand-held,
£85. MMT 432/28 [rani:voter, £85.
All as new or excellent condition.
Tel: (3468)756762 anytime.
Gould/Siemens 4 trace 213Ms/SEC
20MHz DSO, immaculate
condition, menu driven, easy to use,
auto set-up, £7011. Nothing less,
absolute giveaway. Mark. after 6pm

on 01414235781.
Datong automatic r.f. speech
processor. £40, with instructions.
Microvitec I4in only, three months

677774.

AOR AR3030 general coverage

(01487 823879.

freq. 28, 21, 14MHz, 3 -elements,
never been erected, only assembled
on lawn to check complete, list

(012451266122.

Communications receiver, latest
radio shack model DX394, covers
1SOkliz to 30MHz. mint condition,
boxed with manual, unwanted gift,
bargain, £130. Tel: Wolverhampton

£120. Tel: (019371 844197.

£60. PRO -27 scanner, £20. Tel:
(01606) 559562 after Spin.

Drake 4A receiver with matching

Clearing out due to failing
eyesight. old ralvA equipment. t9

meter. boxed, never used. £30.

AOR 3030 receiver with internal
118-174MHa converter, boxed.
mint, £500. Timeviave DSP+E
ci.s.p. filter. boxed, £85. FRO7
receiver, narrow s.s.b. filter +Ent.,
excellent, with manual and info.,

t

Cralth
ant., very solid const., mint
condition. bargain at. £85. Tel:
BlackPoul area (012531 727279.

For Sale

n

photograph of your equipment la good
idea
if it's really unnsuall lu
accompany your advert. Please rhlie

Graphtec chart paper P11414.8it
five roils. [30. Zenith 62SNLC
notebook video board p/n Z2391413-00, £25. Hobbes OS/2
CDROM thousands of OS/2
programs (March 19951, £15.

Wotan projector bulbs 6V IA
number 70499, III available. £20.
Julian Bohan on 101522) 871926 or
mobile con (09.581771319

Heatherlite 144MHz QRO amp
14CX3501. £5451 as new. BNOS

ZPM 432MHz amp, 10 in, 511 out,
as new, £85. Tonna 21clement
432MHz beam, £25. Cushcrafi
A R X2B Ringo Ranger II
1145MHz). £25. These SP 102 filter
speaker. £311. let' N. Somerset
(01934) 815239 after fipm.

Hewlett Packard 54501A state-ofthe-art digitising osci 11 ()scope,

100MHz, 4 channel. excellent
condition with manual and probes,
new cost &OW, accept £2000. Tel:
0181-371 9661.

loom 7000. 25MHz, 20 + h.f.
coverage and remote, excellent
condition, boxed. £650. Grunslig
Satellit 650 international,
handbook. excellent performance,
£200. Global 1000 a.t.u.. v.g.c.. £45.
B42 -D, very sensitive, £60. Tel:
0181-813 4193.

Icom IC -271E 2m [144M144
multi -mode, MuTek front-end,
25W, £475. ICPS1S power supply,
20A, £70. ICSP3 speaker, £35, all
boxed and mini. Icons IC575A
6/10m (28 & 50MHzt mulli-mode
26.56MHz. RX, £525. 14L66V 6m
L.50MHz I amp, 60W, £711,

Hearberlite explorer 2n1 (144MHz)
QRO amp 14CX350 t, £500. as new.
Tel: Weston-Super-Mare (01934)
815239 after 6pm.

Icons IC -45I F, 430MHz multi mode base station, mains or 12V,
IOW output, good condition,
complete with microphone. leads
and handbook, collect or carriage
extra, £325 o.n.o. Bob 08V01,
Waterlooville Tel: (017051 25083(1
ACT bpni please.

!rum IC -740. £400. ICAT500,
£211!1 Anus.) EDX2 auto tuner,
new, £190. Superstar 360. 10m
128MHzt with paperwork, £9(1. HQ

mini beam, la, 15, 20, 6 114, 21.
28, 50MHz t. £50. Watson W50
colinear, 741, 2m, £30. TET vertical
10-8011 13.5-28MHa [15. Tel:
Lincoln (01522( 542509.

Icom ICR10 all -mode scanner
!IF station for sale, bairn 740 with
internal p.s.u., f.m. unit fitted,
24]1V, 12V, with manual, !kW
a.t.u., HF6VX vertical with
manual, can be seen working, £600
o.n.o. Tel: London 0181-670 7397
anytime.

HF-225 receiver, ann., f.m., s.s.b,,
c.w., keypad, p.s.u. and handbook,
£250 o.n.o. FRG -9600 v.h.falti.h.f.
receiver, 60-905MHz NIB internal
b.f. convener to 64MHz. p.s.u.,
mobile mount, service manual.
boxed, £230 o.n.o. John, W.
Midlands. Tel: (013841371246.
HF-225 with a.mdf.m. board,
home-brew keypad, with all
documentation and original box,
£300. Mike on (01903)770325
after 6pm or weekends.

HRO receiver, full set of coils,
£80. Butternut vertical antenna,
£85. Tony GOCZV, E. Yorks. Tcl:
(014301422657.
Icom 706 h.f. SO & 144MHz
transceiver. as new, boxed with
instruction manual. £630. Racal

receiver, less than one month old.
used only to test latest model. with
leather case in original packing.
immaculate and excellent
performer. offers or might
exchange. Tel: Botimentradh
101202, 430043.

Jay.Beam Nlinintax lei -band ant..
0-15-20m i 14, 71 & 28MH.(1.
turning radius 2.85m, good
condition, 50 o.n.o. Jack, Bolton.
Tel: 1{}1942)813863.

Kenwood TS -430 h.f, TX/RX,
compete with mic. and manual.
Icon' PS55 p.S.I! Kenwood TS -120
loud speaker, all in good condition,
£550. Ci4 A NW. Hampshire. Tel:
(017301 261859.
Ken wood TS -440S with auto tuner.
hand mic.. manual, boxed, as new.
osi,o, 87000 + 80m 13.5MHz1
add tin kit, brand new. £80, carriage
extra. Tel: (014621 631370 evenings.
Kenwood TS -520S h.F.
transceiver with a.t.u. used as
standby, £225. Isom IC45E
430MHz, £125. Both excellent

9913 200MHz frequency canal ter.
g.c., £511. All plus postage. Terry
G4OXD, Hens. Tel: 1014621
435248 after 6pm.

condition, would swap for

loom 745 h.f. transceiver. general
coverage RX. c.w, filter and s s b.
filter fitted. desk mic., excellent
condition, boxed with manual,
buyer collects, £550. Tel: Sheffield

Kenwood TS680S fun (5(1MHz)

1(10MHz+ computer with cash
adjustment. Tel: London 11181-360
8467 evenings/weekends.

FT -77 hi. transceiver with
Pentium P90
WARC,
multimedia computer system. WO
Dare on (013831 823305 evenings.

62511 rotator, loft use only. £75.
11111.
IC 240 2m 1144MHz)

0114-288 4749 anytime

h.f.. v.g.c., box, manuals, etc., can
he seen/heard working, £595 o.n.o.
Please no time wasters thank you.
Jason GOWRB, Yesovil. Tel: (01935)
428716,
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Kenwood TS -850S, 0-30MHz
RX/TX, g.c., £850. Set of GEC
614613 plus 1 2B Y7A, £25. Barry
GOONH, Halesowen. Tel: 101384)
565614.

module, new, unused valves.
manual, £250. Microwave Module
RTTY trans: M4000 keyboard, £55.
Buyer to collect. Tel: (019931
898237.

Kenwood TS-850SAT with DRU-2
YG455C-1 c.w. crystal filter, VS -2
TCXO unit, 5(1-2 c.w. narrow filter,
YK-88CN-1 s.s,b. narrow filter,
YK-88SN-1, mint condition, boxed,
£1000, lcom 726 h.f. + 6m
(50MHz) unmarked, boxed, £475.
Gary, Coventry. Tel: (01203)

Realistic PRO -2039, 200 channel
base scanner, 68-960MHz with
gaps. boxed with manual, little
used, broadband magnetic antenna,
bargain at f100, postage extra. Roy
Siddall, 17 Park Rise, Holmesfield,
Sheffield 518 5W U, Tel: 0114-289
0192,

559702.

Reel to reel tape recorder.
Grundig), Philips valve ear radios,
valve and transistor domestic

Vi/isbech (019451589669.

radios, service sheets, goniometer,

s.a.e. for list. Simon on 1014341
633913 evenings and weekends.

Marconi marine Morse key type
365EZ, £50. Somerset 'Wedmore'
80m (3.5MHz) QRP c.w. TX/RX.
£35. R5 vertical, £65. Two brand
new traps for R5, f 10 each. 6m
(50MHz) module for FT -767, £175.
Pete, Bristol. Tel: (01454) 887461.

reference level displays, i.f. and x -y
plotter outputs. case. manual, good
condition, £1000 o.n.o. Chris.
Bucks. Tel: 1014941 677773 days or
101494 581040 evenings.

SX200 scanner receiver, f.m.,
a.m., 26.000-57.995MHz, 58.00088.000MHz. 108.000-180.000MHz.
380.000-514.000MHz, £40. Buyer
to collect. Tel: Oxon area (01993)
898237.

KW600 linear, worth £150. but no
reasonable offer refused. Tel:

Lowe HF-225 c/w options, mint
and boxed, £335, Hammarlund
HQ 170A, excellent, £165.
Eddystone 770R, f115. KW201
RX, £75. Eddystone 888A, £145.
Many early books and magazines,

I 00kHz to I .7GHL. resolution
bandwidth switchable, 30Hz to full
bandwidth, centre frequency and

mains transformers, sae. for lists,
no 'phone. Alderson, 43 Brampton
Road. Northalerton DL6 1ED.

T30AM TX, R7AM RX in I9in
rack mount with PW conversion
info for 144MHz-0.5W SOW amp,
has 2 valves QQV03-10, QQV0640A, open to offers, ask for Brian.
Tel: 0181-500 9716 up to 6pm or
0181-501 4104 after 7pm.

Rexon RL-102 2m 144MHz)
hand-held transceiver, fully
synthesised. extended receive,
scanning functions, boxed as new,

with instructions, NiCad pack and
charger, £90. Tel: Nottingham 0115946 4802.
Saisho SW5000, 150IcHz to
30MHz receiver (Sangean
ATS803A clone) p.I.I. circuitry,
nine memories, s.s.b., scan mode,
narrow filler, r.f, control, mains
adaptor, boxed with manual.
excellent condition. £55 plus
carriage. Tel: Gloucestershire
(01285) 656787 after 6.30pm.

Ten Tee Corsair, matching p.s.u.,
mic., c.w. filter, manual, £350 plus
carnage. Bill, Devon. Tel: (018231
680778.

TM251E, £300. Yaesu YD844,
Shure 201, offers. EL40X DID (for
3.5 and 7MHz), £35. Pair of traps
for W3D22, £20. Wanted NYE
VIKI-6 master key. G3XZF, QTHR.
Tel: (01945) 588102.

Trio 82000 receiver, coverage
I 50kFlz to 30MHz plus v.h.f.
conversion, excellent condition,
£275. Tel: Northiam (01797)
252335.

Simeon ATS803A, boxed, good
condition, £50. Also Sony ICF

Marconi synthesised h.f. drive
unit, not working, £50. Dynatron

7600A receiver. £40. Wanted
Hallicrafters or RI 155 receiver in
good order. Tel: 0121-444 8230.

781265.

music centre in a beautiful rose
wood cabinet. 27 x 18 x 8.5in. builtin tape deck, Dolby. record

Silent key GOCXE: Collins
KWM2 OK TX but fault on RX.
£150. Trio TS700G hand mic.,

turntable by Philips, with Ellipticial

instructions book, £250. Please
come and try out then offer. Keith

Stylus Pressure and Thrust Meter,
SOW music power, I.w.,
vh.f.,
f.m. pre-set, cost £400, going for
£1181 A 'Rolls Royce' of machines.
J. Philpot, Gloucester. Tel:1014521
812216.

G4NPY on (01543) 685737 or
Ralph G3HVY on (01543) 674301.
Silent key GOCXE: Icons 1C-735
with Icom power supply. hand mic..
instructions book, believed never

MIVIT 144/28 linear trans s erter.

used on TX, £600. Yaesu FT -101

£80. Drake SP75 speech processor,

hand mic., instructions book.
believed good. £150, Ring for trial,
either Keith G4NPY on (01543)
685737 or Ralph G3H VY on
(015431674301.

f30. Belcom LS102L 28MHz
transceiver. £120 o.n.o. MM
I44MHz receive converter, £15.
SMC 144MHz Polar ?baser H. £30,
buyer collects. Bob Treacher,
London. Tel: 0181-265 7735.

Murphy B4OD in v.g.c., buyer
collects, very heavy, £85. B. E.
Viney GW4KDP, 7 Pentre Bach.
Barmouth, Gwynedd LL42 IHT.
Nine 1924 valves, new in boxes.
also other early valves. Tel: (1113240 3496_

Osker SWR200, s.w.r. and power
meter, 3 to 200MHz, £20. G8AHE,
QTHR.
0121-4.58 2406.

Panasonic receiver RF-2900 in
working order with service manual.
£45 o.n.o. Buyer to collect. the
equipment is professionally built.
Shearlaw. 12 Alcombe Lodge.

Silent key GOCXE: List of items
for sale, all to best offer. Ring or
sae. to either. Keith G4NPY on
(01543)685737 or Ralph G3HVY
on (01543)674301, both QTHR.
Silent key GOCXE: Toyo YM I -X
3.5/150MHz s.w.r. meter, £15. J
Beam 2m (144MHz) I0 -element,
new, £20. Drake TV3300 filter. £15.
Yaesu world clock, new, offers.
Keith G4NPY on (01543) 685737
or Ralph G3HVY on (01543)

Racal 1792 RX, latest model.
backlit I Hz read-out. seven
crystal filter:. 100 channel memory.
pass band tuning, excellent
condition, complete with
operator/workshop manual. 1330
o.n.o. Martin G3NGC, Glos. Tel:
001242)519281.

Racal RA17 receiver, good
condition, £125. FT -101B trans:
VC601 digital display, r.f. clipper
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Trio TS -8305160-10m 11.8
Kenwood remote VF0230
with ft ve memories, both boxed
with handbooks, £500. ERA
Microreader with instruction tape
and booklet, £70, Tel: Hartlepool
(01429) 234011.

TS -520 h.f. TX/RX, also matching
v.f.o. speaker, aerial tuner, £350
o.v.n.o. FT -290 all -mode, new
NiCads, El 80 o.v.n.o. FT -23R handheld, charger, £100 o.v.n.o. Tel:
Tamworth (01827) 52889 after 6pm.
TWO

Slogette two channel valve

f.m. receivers plus assorted valves.
circuit diagrams, professionally
built, £75 o.n.o. Tel: Middlesex
0181-941 6796,

Two sectioned 25ft steel mast,
rotator, control unit, two eight
element 2m (144MHz) Yagis. £275.
DRAE power unit, Microwave
Modules 30W pre -amp, v.s.w.r.
meter, £175. Yaesu 290R complete
with charger, £195, John Mirams,

33a The Moors, Kidlington, Oxon
OX5 2A H, Tel: (01865) 374868.

674301.

Sony ICF SW7600G receiver,
excellent condition, boxed,
complete with compact antenna and
manual, £90. Mr Wilkinson on
(01983) 854766.

Birch am Road, Minehead, Somerset

TA24 60E.

Trio TS -120S 100W hi.
transceiver, in original box, power
lead, mic., c.w., not working hence
price, £295. GW4PCX on (01437)

Sony ICF-PRO80 scanning
receiver, hi., s.s.b., separate
convener, up to 228N1liz. very
good condition, case and handbook,
£140 or swap, w.h.y.? Tel: 101507)
358195.

Sony 1CF-SW55 world band
receiver, seven months old, boxed
with manuals, plus aces., sell for
£195. John on 101592) 203279
anytime.

Spectrum analyser Ando AC8211,

Vintage book set: Modern
Practical Radio And Television
1948 edition - reprint 1952. Three
volumes plus Radio Circuits And
Data book, very good condition,
ideal reference for restoring old
radios, £25. Mr Gardiner MOAGC
on (01264) 773730 or E-mail

£100 plus carriage, handbook. Tel:

Andover, near King Arthur's Way
(01264)363481.
Yaesu FT -290 MILO 2m (144MHz)
multi -mode TX/RX with NiCads,
carry case. p.s.u. and manual, mint
condition, not used mobile, original
receipt confirms age, boxed, as new.
£320 o.n.o. Cohn Thornicroft, 47
Finstall Road, Finstall, Bromsgrove,
Worcs.
Yaesu FT -290 with MuTek Yaesu
FL2010 IOW linear NiCad charger
and carry case, £275. Trio R600 h.f.
receiver. £200. PK323 TNC,
compact HP terminal plus printer,
£200, all good condition. Tel:
Surrey (01276) 25925.

cheque to clear, Roger GOHAE,
QTHR. Tel: (01703) 455777
evenings.

Yaesu NiCad battery for the FT 50R d.c. 9.6V. I 10mAh. produces
SW power, boxed, as new. £45. Tel:
0181-767 7780.

Yaesu remote control speaker
microphone MH-29A2B digital
display, fits FT -530 and FT -5I, new.
boxed and unused, £45 o.n.o. Dave
on (01226) 247048.

Yupiteru MnVT-7100 scanner.
1000 channels, s.s.b., etc., excellent

condition, boxed with instructions
and accessories plus SSE p.s.u. 101,
£200 or swap for Sony 1CF-SW77

(50MHz), 2m (144MHz). 70cm
(430MHz), 23cm (1296MHz), 1025W ultimate DX radio, superb,
mini condition, £1200, no offers.
ring after 6pm. Tony MOATV,
Liverpool. Tel: 0151-280 0882.

in excellent condition. Tel: (01424)
717138 after 5pm.

Yaesu FT-747GX, complete with
f.m. board, fist mic. and mobile
bracket, this rig is virtually unused
and complete with all boxes and
instructions and packing, reluctant
sale, £450 o.n.o. Tel: Plymouth
(01752) 660376 after 5pm.
Yaesu FT-757GX 100W h.f.
transceiver, with general coverage
receive, £490. Trio TR-9130 25W
all -mode 144M Hz transceiver with
I 2.5/25kHz channels on f m., inc.
mobile bracket, £250. Ted GOWYLJ,
Cornwall. Tel: (01209) 211689.
Yaesu FT -77 + FV-700DM
£275. Yaesu FC-707 a.t.u.. new

MHIB8 hand mic.. up/down
scanning, offers, whole system inc.
Yaesu FP -707 power supply, spkr,
£425. Please write to: G4OLC,
QTHR.

Yupiteru M'VT-720111 scanner, all mode, NiCads, charger, case, boxed,
no mods. one year old August,
v.g.c., £250, One Yaesu FT -470
2/70 hand-held, books, charger,
spare NiCads. I 2V converter, ring

for full details, £200 o.n.o. Ron on
(012681735800.

Zenith Royale 7000. mint, full
documents, £85. Zenith H501.1,

working circuit diag., £65. Grundig
Satellite 2100, working, £80. Tel:
Barnet 0181-449 3921.
£800 Icom 1CR-7100 h.f. receiver,
as new'. £400 AR -3000A, no offers,
buyer collects, as new. £20 junk.
cable, hooks, aerials. Tel: (01937)
586184.

Exchange
Eddystone radio model 840C. full
working for Vitro 1907 special
purpose receiver. 30 to 260MHz?
Clive, Birmingham. Tel: 0121-788
8447.

Yaesu FT -77, 100W h.f. multi mode mobile, base TX/RX plus FC700 a.t.u., £450. No splits, might
except swap, w.h.y.? G4XPP,
QTHR or 'phone after 1730 on
(013881747018.

Heathkit HW9 eight band QRP
transceiver with handbook, for older
type mobile h.f. transceiver. FT -75.

etc., or 2m (144MHz) f.m. rig.
G40EC, QTHR. Tel: (01278)
741527.

Yaesu F1'790R Mkl, manual. fist
mic.. NiCads (new), charger, rubber
antenna, leather case. mint, sell for,
£275 o.n.o. Wanted rotator and Tiny
2 TNC, wanted hand-held dual -

bander with wide RX. Mike on
(01226) 742971, QTHR.
Yaesu FT -8000R, as new. £350.
Watson 20A power supply, new',
£60. Watson triple band antenna,
£60. Aiwa cassette recorder, £80.
Morse key, £15. Morse mags

Icons 1C-781, must be mint
condition and in excellent working
order, exchange for my brand new
FTIOOOMP. five months old with all
receipts, boxes, etc., it is
immaculate condition, please write
to: J. Curtis, 66 Rockhampton
Close, Littlenwor, Weymouth,
Dorset DT3 6NG.

Yaesu FT-890AT. 14 months old,
immaculate condition, E650. Yaesu
FT -102, £300. Ask for John. Tel:
Dartford (01322) 285273.

MU -9420. MEI+1114 p.s.u., 20m
(1.4MHz) TX/RX and p.s.u.,
exchange for older multiband h.f.
TX/RX, especially
FLD400/FRD400, matched pair in
g.w.o. Total cost, £310 when new,
18 months old. Matthew,
Birmingham. Tel: 0121-604 1401
after 5pm.

Yaesu FT-902DM, good working
order with YPI502 dummy load,

Pair of back-to-back Motorla
5B/3 walkie talkies with charger,

SP901 and SP901P speakers, many
accessories included, complete
package with manuals, £850.

one channel, for 2m (144MHz)
p.f.x. synthesised hand-held or
70cm (430MHz). Clive,
Birmingham. Tel: 0121-788 8447.

(Mormon Magnificam £5. Tel:
Prestatyn (01745) 852691.

Tel/FAX: (01295) 253742.

Yaesu desk microphone MDI,

Yaesu FT -980 (CAT) TX/RX,
immaculate condition, complete
with all handbooks, 240V CAT lead
incl., £550 o.v.n.o. Telescopic masts
8m and I 2m Clarke Ltd milspec.
£120 and £150 respectively, all

Yaesu FRG7. good working order.

carriage or collects. Allow for

Yaesu FT -736R multi -band
v.h.f.M.h.f. all -mode transceiver, am

gradko@compuserve.com

immaculate. £50. Jaybeam VR3
10/15/20 (14. 21 & 28MHz)
vertical, £35 with instruction book,
infa-red cordless headphones, new,
£20. Datong r.f. speech processor
with instructions, £25. Derick
G4XKF, Nr Brighton. Tel: 101273)
418713.

microphone handbook and box, one
owner. £1150 o.n.o. Buyer pays

complete. Chris on 1(11474) 329324
after 7pm please.

Strumech Versatower P60 (1-1D),
new galvanised ground post (no
cables), exchange for FT -102 with
f.m., must be in g.w.o., extra for
FV-I 02DM external v.f.o., plus
FAS-1-4R antenna selector. tan.
Pembrokeshire. Tel: (014371
891755 anytime_

Yaesu F"1.99011C. additional
500Hz c.w. arid :1E1/ s.s.h. filters.
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Wanted

costs. Bill GI4OYM on (012651
824737,
wi.eWzetnet.co.uk

studio shot!). Contact Rob C3XFD
at PW office.

23cm t 12961011z) module for FT 736. must be good price, also
wanted 24cm (1270MHz) ATV
TX/R X, Paul on (016041587030
evenings.

Circuit diagram or origin of unit
DA20S using AM7910 modern
chip. Tel: Southampton (01703)

General radio impedance bridge

775679.

Circuit diagram or photocopy of
1930s Art Deco radio, Bakelite or
wooden case Ekco, etc.. anything
considered. Tel: 0/.1298)8125 i 3.
A circuit diagram, manual,
magazine articles or any other into.
on Harnmarlund SP600. copying
expenses repaid. Walton. Tel:
101636) 816976.

A novelty record player made in
early 1970s [maker uncertain).
looks like old gramophone (with
horni, but has three speed deck, £5
to 15 paid dependent on working
condition, write to: J. lesney, 14
Tyas Grove, Leeds LS9 9130. all

AVO TT169 transistor tester. R. H.
Avery, Flat 54 Hereford Court,
Brighton BN2 1LF, Tel: 101273)
623409.

CR100. CR300, Eddystone 960,
890.930. ECIOMIdl, EB35.
Edorneter, etc.. any condition, also
above in scrap condition for
spares. have 870 and 870A
available, ask) Please look in your
loft. Peter, Surrey. Tel: 101372)
454381 or 4(1374) 128170
anytime.

Creed teleprinter, any models

letters answered.

Ail early wireless gear. crystal
sets. valves. horn speakers, top
prices for items made by Marconi.
Bumdept. Pye, BTU, Gecophone,
Ericsson, serious collector, will pay
well and collect any area. Jim
Taylor G4ER1.1, 5 Luther Road.
Winton, Bournemouth BH9 I LH.
Tel/FAX: (01202) 510400.

except 4-14 needed for working
display. space in container arranged.
ex L'pool Sept. E -Mail
lorry qomericom.au or write to:
VK6CE PO Box 46, Guildford WA
6935, Australia.
Crystals for Yaosu FT -7513 or does
anyone know when I can get them.
Tel: Scotland 019751563833.

Does anyone have a Jaybeam
Minimax Tribander. model MM3

Any circuits of solid state plug-in
replacements for valves using
transistorsh.c.s and any suggestions

for sale.' I can use it. G3EGC,
QTHR. Tel: Bolton [012041
301502.

type 1650-A, need operators
manual and/or any other technical
information, expenses refunded.
Hans Koevouts. Sansovinostraat [4,
562432X Eindhoven, The
Netherlands. Tel/FAX: -F3 40 243
4195.

Goodmans tuner amplifier 1.20
model + operating manual. will pay.
Tel: 101788) 890831.

Grundig short wave radio,
professional model 2400 stereo and
mains unit and speaker with centre
mounted tweeter for Grundig
Satellit radio model 1400sb. Hugh
McCallion, No 8 Strathard Close,
Coleraine, Co Londonderry, N.
Ireland BT51 3ES. Tel:101265)
43793.

Handbook or any info. on
teloqulpment scope D32. t.24MNB,
QTHR. Tel: 6317931 826325.

HRO coils 1.7-4MHz, 50-100kHz,
control knobs, cabinet. Tel: (01332)
883035 after 6pm.

HRO matching loudspeaker and
80m(3 5 MHz) haudspread coil
pack, period desk mic., w.h.y.?
Good price + P&P paid. Peter.
works QTH, on 10)2871634397 95pm.

Instruction and recording disks

for valve substitutes. Tel: (012771
222627.

Any W/S owner's manuals. circuit
diagrams, etc. for KW radio
equipment or old adverts. will copy
and return. Dead KWs also wanted
by owner's club (KW 1:1C & DXGI.
Key Murphy. Notts. Tel: 0115-930

Drake AUX7 auxiliary program
board, as used in TR7/R7, please
give me a ring if you can help or
operate TR7 Geoff G4DED one

for Xerox 645 electronic typewriter.
Stephen Pester. Glos. Tel: (015941
860664.

(080211013966.

Kenwood AT -250 auto a.t.u. cash
or p/ex on Icon marine radio. Tel:
Bournemouth 101202) 820554.

Early Radio Construe:or
magazines. 1949 to 1950 Vols. Ito

8096

3. hound or loose. top price offered,
plus all costs. Phil Beckley, Gwent.

Kenwood TS -940S or a Kenwnvil

Attenuator card for AVO signal

Tel: 01613)853906.

Callan Bridge Park, Armagh, Eire,
Tel: (01861)511257.

generator C.T37/1 AP711 15 appmx.
1961. John G4BY V on (013621
638142.

Band spread coils for national
FIND ST, calibrator unit BRT4O3
for GEC BRT-490D receiver,

components suitable for building
valve equipment, e.g. No. 5,
resistors, capacitors, etc. Simon on
(014341 633913 evenings and
weekends.

Ciraii1 diagram or any info, on
Racal Kaynard field station, 030MHz TX/RX, your price paid and

Eddystone models 830 and
EC10MklI for cash or could swap
for valve or transistor Zenith
Transoceanics. Tel: Barnet 0181449 3921.
Eddystone receiver 830. crystal
cal. unit complete. J. Francalanni,
Plot 24 Housing Estate, Zejtun
ZTN04. Malta.
Engem Beyer professional studio
type stereo headphones 811. White
with black headband padding. t The
type you see in every broadcasting

TS -1170.8 for good money. Tony, 21

March 1997 issue of PW (one
only a lel: 1 112481440590
daytime.

Matching loudspeaker for HRO
receiver, also 'Period' desk mic.,
w.h.y.? Good price + P&P. Peter
G4VUN on 0312871 634397 9-5pm
works QTH.

Mosley multi band vertical
antenna or similar RV4C. RV6C,
WARC. John un 1012831 221870
after 6pm.

Pradiral Wirriew October 1983.

Sony FRQ-80 converter for use

Will pay. Tel: Exmouth (01395)
271414.

with 1CF-PRO80, also telescopic
whip antenna. and carry strap
wanted for the PR480. Colin
G4HNH, Birmingham. Tel: 0 [ 21472 3845.

PRC2000 Callpack h.f. TX/RX,
rnanpack made by Philips MEL,
also wanted all types of military
radio, old or new, working or not,
users handbook for PRC2000. Phill
on (015681 720378 (long ring).
PW
unit rnshed project or
non -working unit, also required PW
Feb 1998 and Oct 1993, good prices
paid. Peter, 5 Ash Close, Orpington,
Kent BR5 ILQ. Tel' 101689]
827758 weekends.

R1155 and Marconi CR300, both
with p.s.u. if possible, also still
seeking Eddystone 960, 870, 890,
930, etc., a few doubles for sale.
Collection is possible. Look in loftl

Telescopic mast, air operated 30ft
approx, suitably for vehicle
mounting/mobile use or
manufacturer/stockist, address for
same, can collect London area. John
Roberts, 18 Elm Avenue,
Upminster. Essex RMI4 2AY, FAX:
0171-829 4697 (office).
Trio TS -820S transceiver and
5P820. also Collins KWMA Trio
R820 RX, in any condition, will pay
carriage. W. McCauley El4EK,
Manorcunningharn, Lerterkenny,
Co. Donegal, Ireland.

Peter Lepirio, Surrey. Tel: (01372)
454381 or 10374) 128170 anytime.

Valve tester wanted, prefer AVO,
ideally in g.w.o., but would consider

Racal ss.h. adaptor RA63 and

non -working AV 0 for spares. Tel:
Yorkshire (01482) 869682.

RA121. also cabinet or rack for
RA 17 system or exchange for
RA 17 or JR310 amateur bands
receiver. Tony, Worcester. Tel:
101905)641759.
Racal TA 944 auto a.t.u. linear, cash
waiting. J. P. Gwinnen GOWEU, 9
Old Fold Lane, Hadley. Hefts ENS
4QN. Tel: 0181-449 6124.

Redifon ps.u. No 6609A for G452
and G453 transmitter or 1100-01100. a:, former at I amp, silicon
block bridge, 2.2kV at 1 amp.

Valves ECH41, ECH42, EAF41 or
equiv. military radio sets, complete
or parts. ESP No. 12, No. 21,
R1082, T1083, TI115, OCT for
PRC638, German sets also. Have
sets to swap, ie. Mk123. Ben,
Worcs. Tel: (01562) 743253.

Wanted Drake 55R1 receiver.
must be mint and 100%, circa
1960/70 RX with handbook. etc.
Tel: London 018i -785 9325.

Require another WS No.62 Set in

Wanted for SE SM111 oscilloscope
volumes I & 2 operating
instructions or photocopy volume 2,
loan of Vol 2 as third choiee,
expenses paid. Mr A. Tennant, 8
Willow Avenue, Bradwell, Gt.
Yarmouth NR31 8HY.

good working order, type with a.c.
mains p.s.u. keenly considered,
£l18) uttered for good, clean item,
will pay cart costs, w.h.y.? T.
Heslop, 75 Alder Park, Brandon,
Durham DH7 8TJ.

Weld s.w.r. and power meter. type
SP220 1.8/200MHz, must be in
good condition, state condition and
price. inc. P&P. G2IICY, QTHR.
Tel: 0191-265 4780.

160W, 15k52 resistors, valve bases
for 4-4(10, same as 4-5(10, good
price. Dave. Aberdeen. Tel: (01569)
765224

Sharp GF9797 and Sharp GF767
stereo radio recorders, also Grundig
Yacht Boy 1100 in good condition
plus schematic diagrams for Sharp
GF8585 and GF9191 recorders.
Steve Wilson, 11 Bidvale Way,
Coppenhall, Crewe, Cheshire CW1
4NU, Tel: 012701501265.

Single sideband adaptor for use
with Racal RAI7 series receiver.
Tony. Worcester. Tel:1019051
641759.

£20 plus postage offered for
expired UHER 4000 report if
ournplete. your price if repairable
Jim Holloway, 10 Garnett House. St
Georges Road. Brighton, Sussex
BN2 !EU.
ill adverts should be seal to:-

Crahh.
PIK, Bargain Basement Fret Ads,

Arms smith Courl,
StalMn Approach, Broadsturie,
Dorset 8FI18 SPIV.

BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER FORM
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

FOR SALE

Ui WANTED

J EXCHANGE

Name
please
Address

write
in

block

capitals

PO)

Telephone Number
CONTACT DETAILS FOR ADVERT.
Please only write in the contact details you wish to be published with
your advert,

se. do you want your name & address, or just your telephone number?

(121

Your advert, you decide!
Practical Wireless, September 1997
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst

prices

of

goods

shown

in

Classified Ads

advertisements are correct at the rime of going

To advertise on this page see booking form below.

issues of the magazine.

to press, readers are advised to check both

prices and availability' of goods with the
advertiser before ordering from non -current

For Sale

Valves

Miscellaneous

MAIL ORDER WORLDWIDE OF AMATEUR
RADIO, ANTENNAS, SCANNERS, HAM RADIO
SOFTWARE, SHORT WAVE RADIO, MARINE
RADIO, CB RADIO AND ACCESSORIES.

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices! Ring for free list. Geoff

All orders can be ECM worldwide by Parcel Force. Ask
fora free quote. Please send two 2nd class stamps for a
free list by return of post.

Seaward Mail Order, 7 St Olefs Road, Stratton.
Nr Elude, Cornwall EX23 9AF.

Tel / Fax 01288 355796.
10% DISCOUNT ON THIS ORDER.

Davies (Radio), Tel: 1017881 574774.

Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: (012531 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for cash: KT88, £60; PX4, £60;
PX25, £105; DA100, £90; EL34, £15: EL37, £15;
CV4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be

Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve this
price. Ask for free wanted list. Prompt and
courteous service. Visitors by appointment only

Educational
RAE Pay As You Learn Correspondence. £3 per
lesson includes tuition. Ken Green CEng MIEE,
Chylean, lintagel, Cornwall. Tel: 01840 212262.

(we are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,
West Sussex RH14 9E1

CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM.

transmission power meters. Stock lists available.
Electronic Design Associates. Tel: 0181 391 0545
Fax: 0181 391 5258

Tel: (01403) 784961. Fax: 1014031 783519.

RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181.947 2211.

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, 8210,

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,

HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.
SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,

Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,

QUARTZ crystals @ £1. Test equipment &

Essex 1G1 3E8. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

RF-8000 24 BAND RECEIVER - reasonable
offer accepted. Quartz crystals large range £1.00
each. Collection quartz Y -bars. Also Valves. Lists
available,
Electronic Design Associates 0181-391 0545
Fax 0181-391 5258.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage
Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 1970s. Free brochure from Tudor GwilliamRees, Savoy Hill Publications, 50 Meddon St,
Bideford, The Little White Town, North Devon,

Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home

study course. For details write or phone THE

Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.
Tel: 01484 654650.
Fax: 01484 655699.
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

CASH FOR VALVES. ECC32 £10. ECC33/35 £6.
ECC83/EF86 £3.50. KT66 £40. KT88 £65. EL34
£20. EL37 £18. PX4 £70. PX25 £130. GZ34 £8.
GZ32 £8. DA100 £150. 4212E £150. PT15 £10.
Ask for free wanted list.
Colomor (Electronics) Ltd, 170 Goldhawk Road,
London W12 8H-1.
Tel: 0181-743 0899. Fax: 0181.749 3934.

E-mail: giacomelli@colomordemon.co.uk

INTERESTED in Vintage Radio? Send SAE for
latest list of books and components. Old Time

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.

Supplies, PO Box 209, Banbury, Oxon OX16 7GR.

Tel: 01773 718449.

Surrey CRO 20P.
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX; 0181-684 3056.

KENWOOD TS -8705 Used once. £1500.
Barnstable 1012711 71520. Evenings. Buyer
collects.

TIME

dualband

2m/70cm

Excellent condition. Hardly ever transmitted.
Includes charger case £245.
Tel: Colin 01279 629446.

VINTAGE radio manuals, valves, components,
radios. SAE for details: Practical Wireless, PO
Box 42, Sleaford N G34 OTX.

OSCILLOSCOPES D66 25MHz £85. Grundig
50MHz dual £300. Grundig 100MHz 4CH £650.
Philips pattern generator PM5509 £90. Ail
working and have instruction manuals. Grundig
scopes like new.

Replies to Box No 51, Practical Wireless,
Arrowsmith
Court,
Station
Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Computer Software
& Hardware

(01202) 659920

Wanted

transceiver.

WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state
communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of

DISCLAIMER

Government surplus wireless equipment and

Some of the products offered for sale in

obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most

valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and
boxed. CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool,
FY1 2EU. Tel: (0/253) 751858

or Fax: (012531

demo. Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36 Davington
Road, Dagenham, RM8 2LR.
Tel/Fax: 0181-595 0823.
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advertisements in this magazine may

have been obtained from abroad r
from unauthorised sources. Practical

302979.

Wireless

r

contemplating mail order to enquire
whether the products are suitable for

Holidays

NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan

advises

readers

use in the UK and have full after -sales
-

bunkhouse - camping. Elevated rural site, two

back-up available.

miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,

The publishers of Practical Wireless

open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, PwIlheli.

wish to

Tel: 01758 740712.

JVFAX SSTV DATA pack, 9/25 Tx/Rx Interface,
guide, pictures, £29.95. Other SSTV/Packet
(PC/Amiga) services. SAE leaflets, 1.44 disk for

Small Ads
Why not try our highly successful
Classified Advertising
For further details call
Carol on

Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon

KENWOOD V -UHF TS -770E AV mode, duo
bander with two mutek boards fitted. £600 ono.

Wireless

Equipment For Sale, Equipment
Wanted, Holidays, Recruitment,
Computer Software.

EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237 424280.

E-mail: tudor.gwilliam-rees@virgin.net

Practical

point out that

it is the

responsibility of readers to ascertain

CRETE HOLIDAYS 7 studios 20m from beach.
Use of shack and antennas. pen from 14/4/97

the legality r otherwise of items

to 31/10/97. Please contact: SV9 ANJ (QRA
Manosl, PO Box 1272, 71710 Iraklion, Crete,

offered for sale by advertisers in this

Greece. Tel: 0030 81 7612881762000 Fax: 0030
81 761382. E-mail: pelamare@hetforthnet.gr.

magazine.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Please photocopy this form if you prefer

ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90 per single column
centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset 81118 DPW. Tel: (012021659920, Fax: (01202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
available issue of PW) for
insertion/s. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we will insert it in the next
142p per word, 12 minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name'

Address:

Telephone No
Box Number CO 70p: lick if appropriate
Category heading.

J. BIRKETI"

TELEPHONE BUGGING?

25 The Strait
Lincoln LW 1JE

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONfC COMPONENTS

Tel: D1522 620767
S.E.1 SIDE BAND CRYSTAL FILTER 1.4MHZ 8.W S ?KHz ,C1E5 o
YELLOW 54miti LE.Ds

v

20 lot £1.

with the new

00,

COLLINS EX -MILITARY MODULES. COLLINS TRANSLATOR 101110111

AUDIO AMPLIFIER WITH MECHANICAL FILTER C E10L

'STOP IT NOW'

Partners SH.Birken
J.LBirketl

R.F. OSCILLATOR 0 LB. FREQUENCY DIVIDER a E6..

BUG X TERMINATOR

FREQUENCY STABILISER 0E6 FEW AVAILABLE COLLINS 1F UNIT WITH 2 MECHANICAL FILTERS 2E22.RF POWER
AMPLIFIER WITH 2 4CX250 VALVES C £33 IPSP 151.

Blocks all phone taps and telerecorders, keeps phone calls
and faxes private.

SURPLUS DIE CAST BOXES 310E1411a LI, 41.43-41- Cf1.95, TAW 0 ft 5B, Tx4-s3 ©14.75.
R.E TRANSISTORS BUPA C 175MHt 28 Volt. 8 Watt 2 f4.95. S D1144 470MHY.12 Volt, MIN 2 WATT as £4.95, 2RF0113
NO INFO a £4, MRF390 3010 SIXIMHz, 60 Warr 28 VOLT WITH DATA 2 E18.10.

DUST IRON RINGS T50-26 4 6 for £1, 180-26

5 tar ET TI06-52

4 for El, T110-52 C

Ei.1-141-661 3 3 for £1. T51-52.3 2 for f1.50, T208-40.5 El, T250-52 @

1300-40

For details send a S.A.E. or TEL/FAX:

for El, 11111073 .2 3 to.

E

AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 3804600 14...SPINDLE C El% S FOR £10.

F. K. ELECTRONICS SERVICES

R.F. POWER TRANSISTORS 501487. 131 WATT, 12 VOLE WITH DATA C £12.95.122 POW.

MINI CIRCUIT POWER SPLITTERS TYPE ZSE3-1 a aso. SOLI .3E5.50.

Northgate House, St. Marys Place
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NEI 7PN
Tel: 0191-460 1706
Fax: 0191-460 1707

EXMILITARV GUDE PATH RECEIVERS VHF TYPE 01065 2£15 'P&P 101.

ACCESS, SWITCH, BARCLAYCARD & AMERICAN EXPRESS cards accepted.

P&P ft under C10 Over Free. unless otherwise stated.

C.M . HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

YAESLI, ICOM, AOR etc.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS
1.11

SALES 8 SERVICE Holdings of Bladdsurn Ltd. Inc. 1952, Mess Agents since
1972. G3LLL 40 -wears in electronics. Best prices For collersliryus wilt cheque or
'real male( it yeti wont to bargain) only xyl and self ro pay so we con
afford to give good prices - salves and CW fliers For old Yaeso eg

Unit 6b Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester. Dorset DTI 2PG.
Tel: 01 305 262250 Open 9-1 2-5 Tue-fn. 9-1 Sae. Closed Sun 6 Mon.

Boxed Kit

Boxed Built

hand pass filtering. Increases the average power Out at
SSB rigs by about 10 times. Low noise. Type SPOOR.

127.50

04235

RECEIVE PREAMPS gain control 0-2Gd B. Low noise
130W handling. Types R P2S, RP4S, RPAS, RPTOS.

E29.00

044.00

Ow 3W drive. Types (TRC4-2iL built on lyl. TFIC6-2IL
rpm 5W drive, TRC2104, TRIC4104, TRCO-1114

f159.30

1225.00

£159.30

£225.60

10m 25mW drive, TR C2-10 THIC4-101 TR C6-10 L
'Om 0.5mW drive. TRC2-109L, TRC4-100L. TRC6 ANL

£190.80

£2013.50

f 1 59.30

62/5.30

1 OW out. Types TARP2SA. TARP4S A, TA R P6SA

E7600

£101311

3W in 25W out. Type4TARP2513. TA MEE TA RPOSH

£75.00

1101.00

PRODUCT

Phone,

normally open Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

Lunch 12.00-1.30 hie phone firs, we enjoy a Few Vidays.'

NEW SPEECH PROCESSOR Audio clipping and

G3W. HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, B82 1EF

1012541 59595

TRANSVERTERS 25W out, low noise. 150 Et 110 gain,

Use our relay operated coaxial crossover
switch with your receiver.
Price 6115 excluding P&P and VAT. SAE for full details and order form from:

TRANSMIT AMPS WITH PREAMP for 2m. 4m or Gm.

;Wm

Dept PW, Red Line Communications, PO Box 174, Beaconsfield HP9 1Y11.

SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR HITS AND BUILT UNITS

SEM

For full into. on our CORM
Eliminator, filters, preamps

8 Fort William
(1-500MHz) converters, keyers,
Douglas
ATUs EZITUNE, etc.
Isle of Man IM1 5BQ
Tel: 01624 662131

usk for our catalogue.

TINn
THE. ANIATEIRR4 1:110 EXCHANGE CENTRE

F.
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LAKE ELECTRONICS
o
Iy

4.

.
i.
6

67 o' "cgh 1.f7r Ec. : f :

For Complete Kits with All the Elits!'''''''g''
Transmitters,Receivers,Test Equipment.

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG16 18X

°a

Tel/Fax: 0115-938 2509

°a

= ,i,*
fa:
E-mail: 1007 7 5.730@compusery e com
4.4.4.44044e-m-st-e4444 444es-s.s.:5 4-4-4.4 .s.s.4-::44.4.-s-t--s-s-sc..4.4-4--s-;<-;-4--s-r .4.

Don't forget to see us at
the Telford rally
31st August

Si
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1110.44.,
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VISA

STOREC

BGNJK

=

AMERICAN
EXPPE.25

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:
E-MAIL: bookstore4pwpub.demon.c0.uk
TEL: (01204 659930 ia4 Howisi

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

FAX: {01204 659950 izw 90u9s1

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 90

SATELLITE BOOK - A Complete Guide to Satellite TV Theory and Prartke
John Breeds_
SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.

A 1RBAND

pages 132.19t

Martin lbeirli if K21 -Bt

MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 6th Edition. David j. Smith.
AIRBAND RADIO GUIDE 3rd Edition.cguitittu Duke.
AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 6th Edition. Graham Duke
AIRWAVES 97.... ...
MRWAVES EUROPE
......
CALLSIGN 97
.

.

192 pages. £9.99
96 pages. SA 99

.112 pages. £6-99

100 pages -V.95

.

12.i prges.19-50
14-1 pages. £8.95

.313 pager. 615-511

SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK Cr ili a A Grullis
SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. I.. Harms.
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A larnanis guide. Peter Pearson.
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTALLATION GUIDE. 5th Edition. john Breeds
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5th Edit ir in. Dr Ralph E. 'Dawn W.138DQT
WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GUIDE. 1.99- Edition. Barr Ku perus
.....

1211 pages. S.18.-5

11499

.

'3 pages 121.191
6 pages. £,15.01]

192 pages. 115.50

366 pages.118.95

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1997. Compiled ht. T T. & SJ. Williams....140 pages -5,3.95
LITER NATIONAL MR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK David J timiih.
UNDERSTANDING ACARS
3rd Edition. Aircraft Communications Addressing and Repining System. Ed Flynn.

192 pages. 19.99
..

80 pages £9.95

WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY
2nd Edition. Risher[ E. Evans
260 pages.119.95
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HE RADIO HANDBOOK Minya R. Cooke.
124 pages. St595

tidditir.m
PIT stock other airba nil, ciao mainlv front the Ian Aihrit 4&(
VII0V dvk./ur ileteill.s.

SCANNiNG
AN INTRODUCTION TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP311. I. D Poole. ....
SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D. Poule.
SCANNERS 2 INTERNArioNAL Peter kit's(' CU DKD.
SCANNERS3 PUTTING SCANNERS INTO PRACTICE.
4th ReViSiOtl. Peter Roux.
SC1N1I-VG SECRETS. Mark Francis.

152 pages. 524.99

IOU pages. L6.00

361 pages. £9.95

271 pages. 19.95
280 pages. 116.95

AMATEUR RADIO

BROADCASI'
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 199617 Ole Association or Imernational Biro -lasting)

ill pages. £3.95

AINTEVAAS & TRANSMISSION LINES

//A TA li()DES
FAX & RTTY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GLIDE TO UTILITY STATIONS. 19thEtta ion. Joerg [ling ]fuss....
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDEIVE4 THEREAT/ SERVICES. 16th Edition

599 pages. s...35.110

Juerg kli ngeni rot,

436 pages. £25.00

INTERNET RADIO GUIDE 2rwl edition- iterg Klingerinss

350 pages..122.00

98 pages. £11.50

WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip Mitchell
RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL. 15th Edition Jr wrg Klingenfuss

32 pages. £6J
601 pages. £28.00

25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E. M
63 pages x195
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS BP136. E M. Nil
pages
63 pages. 5195
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132. F. M. Null.
Sr pages.11
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. E. M. Noll
ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. w r.i. ou
S. D Cowan wax.
192 pages. is.So
115.00
AvrawA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE (RSGB). Peter Dodd 631.D0.
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). 'Wilfred N. Caron
195 pages. £15.50
ANTENNAS FOR VHF AAD UHF EP30/. ill Pi 'rile.
/04 pages. 1.495
ANTENNAS& TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND nxhvG (ARRL)
394 pages £15.50
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 18th Edition.
'32 pages. £23.95
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One
1'5 pages. 110.1]11
ARRL AATENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two.
.1119 pages. 11(1.00
ARR.!. ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Rdrted hvivrn.
KATI.
.236 pages. 112.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.
204 pages. 115.50
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Five.
pages 610.50
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK St Orr Wn.SA1,5: .5 D. ((nun.
208 pages. £9.50
BUILDING & USING BALUNS. jem Sevick
125 pages 11995
BUILD YOUR OWN SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder. . .... .208 pages. 115.95
CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition.
Orr V6SM and Stuart Cowan W21.2{7)
i500
.

DXTV FOR BEGINNERS. Simon Harrier. ...
GUIDE TO DX -TV. Keith Hamer er Can Smith.

31 pages 13.95
36 pages, £3.95

GLIDE TO WORLDWIDE TV TEST CARDS
£4.95
THIS IS BBC IV - FIRST 30YRS OF TV GRAPHICS. Keith Hamer &Garry Smith .2.38 pages /d.95

FREQUENC1. GLIDES

1

1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE. Isi Eria tom Joerg Klingenhiss.
1997 sum'? FREQLENCY LIST CD-ROM. Joerg KJi ngen hiss

48ti pages 123.00

FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 161b Edition.
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997

450 pages. £14.95

UTS. SCANNING DIRECTORY 901 Edition
...... ..........
VHF -UHF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE. Bill laver

.

..........

.....

...

WORLD RADIO IV HANDBOOK 1997

£25.00

528 pages. £15.50
540 pages £18.50

EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS BP278. H a wro.

192 pages £12.95

UFilipileti amid ediied

P Linsley 63PDL ./1 T. Nil:bikini KA9WRAI0'OLNQ

_155 pages. £7.25

608 pages. £17.95

HF ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSCB). F.d ited ha Erwin fluid G4LQI.
HF ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). Les Irloxim. G6XN

233 pages £10.94

G-QRP CLLR ANTENNA HANDBOOK

GENERAL

MORE OUT OF THIN MR (PWP).

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS PRINCIPLES & DESIGN. Ulrich Rohde.58.1 pages
119.95
EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannon.
L17.511
POP WENT THE PIRATES. Keith iiknes
568 pages. 115.45
SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse CUIDI5D.
187 pages. £4.50

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys G3BDQ
PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. joNeph J. Carr.
WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. John Heys G3BDQ

SHORTWAVE RECEIVERS PAST & PRESENT (1945-1996)
SHORTWAVE LISTENER'S GUIDE lan Poole
THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK joe cur
SIMPLE, LOW -con- WIRE AATENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.

flank Bennett, Harry Helms & Band Hardy

£23.95

11499

322 pages. LI.65
112 pages £6.95
52 pages 16.30

.

-Lc pages-£26.95PRACTICAL

100 pages. 1995
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Attention All Antenna Enthusiasts!

If you're an avid follower of our bi-rnonthly 'Antennas In Action' specials, this month's Star Buy of
two antenna related publications will appeal to you!
The first book on offer is W1FB's Antenna Notebook by Doug DeMaw W1FB which is
published by the American Radio Relay League and explores the many aspects of simple antennas
and related matters. The book also sets out to dispel some of the common misconceptions about
antennas. Topics covered include fundamental antenna data, building and using Dipole antennas,
antenna measurements, matching techniques and much more. The price of W1FB's Antenna
Notebook is £7.50 including P&P (UK only, overseas readers please add £2 to cover postage).
Secondly there's Build Your Own Shortwave Antennas (second edition) by Andrew Yoder. This
208 page book contains ideas and designs for indoor and limited space antennas, portable and
directional antennas as well as tuners and couplers. The easy -to -follow instructions, clear diagrams
and photographs make this a practical handbook that will help you to construct a variety of
inexpensive, 'powerful' antennas and mast. Build Your Own Shortwave Antennas is available for
£15.95 including P&P (UK only, overseas readers please add £2 to cover postage).
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Either of the publications featured here would be worthy of a place on any antenna enthusiasts bookshelf, so don't
delay place your order today!

To order please use the order form above or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quote PW9
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Romford, Essex 101.39DE.
F. mad Watt

NORTHWEST

ARC Ltd.

Everything for the radio
amateur under one roof!
38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton le -Willows.
Merseyside WA 12 9BA

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

SCOTLAND

TENNAMAST
SCOTLAND LTD
Masts from 25ft ;di
Adapt -A -Mast

101505 503824
NI 'Haim Road, Berth, Ayrshire. kA lx !HT
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ICOM

NEW HF/060M DSP TRANSCEIVER

PHONES

TUNER MNINT0F1

NB

Nit

0 1=1=1=1111.1
ELEC,KEY

AF-S,RFISIX

49

50. 110.00 USB

13,11.-9NR

This latest radio transceiver from ICOM is aimed at operators who
need excellent performance and reliability at a sensible price.
The IC -756 will appeal to all users from entry-level upwards and
makes an ideal base rig for all HF/5OMhz enthusiasts.
FEATURES INCLUDE:

Integrated 4.9in. Data Display Band Scope Soft Key for
Function Assignment Visible Tx Message on Memory Keyer
DSP/Dual-Watch as Standard CW Filter Options Voice
!Mr

Synthesizer All Usual ICOM Desk -Top Accessories.

WANT TO KNOW MORE? - CONTACT

.

circtV Oki

it

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations, mobiles, handheld transceivers and receivers.

Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.
INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/

Count on us!

FT -920

"Yeah, Shuttle Jog. DSP-with a 33M1PS* processor-fastest on the market."

"The FT -920 is packed with
really high-tech features!"

"And, it's got 6 meters built
in. too!"

"Looks like
Yaesu did it again!"

You know the difference --and so does
Yaesu. Signals buried in noise and
interference miraculously appear at your
speaker --the surest indicator of HF quality.
As always, cutting -edge technology inside
separates the world leader in amateur radio
from the rest of the pack. No surprise to

All -Mode HF/6m Transceiver

100W of adjustable power output on all
amateur bands from 160 through 6 meters,
the FT -920 uses rugged, low -distortion
MOS FET final amplifier transistors. SSB,
CW, AM (25W carrier), AFSK, and FSK
are built in, with FM, optional.
All of this, and an ergonomically designed front panel --including Yaesu's
renowned Omni-GlowTM display --give you
the highest -performing, HF/6 meter rig in
its price class.
For more details on the new and
different FT. -920, call or write for a free
brochure, or better yet: hear the difference
at your dealer today!

you.

What makes the difference? High-performance 33MIPS* Digital Signal Processing
(DSP), for razor-sharp selectivity, increased
average power output, and voice pattern
contour choice; automatic seeking DSP
Notch filter and Noise Reduction; built-in
high-speed antenna tuner for RX and TX;
user-friendly DSP Bandwidth controls for
enhanced interference reduction; and exclusive Shuttle Jog tuning controls for fine or
rapid frequence excursions. For operating
efficiency, the FT -920 also has a Digital
Voice Recorder and Electronic Memory
Message Memory Keyer. Providing up to

YAESL
.

.. Choice of the World's top DX' ers

Features
High Performance 33 MIPS'
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) in
all Modes with one touch control
HF + 50 MHz with 100 Watts
Output on all Bands
New Design MOSFET PA Finals
Built-in High Speed Auto Antenna
Tuner including 50 MHz (Antenna
Tuner works on both RX & TX)
Auto Notch/Noise Reduction
Control

Simplified Tuning with Shuttle Jog
Control
OmniGlowTM Dual Display with
Twin VFO Knobs

Separate FET RF Amplifier for
High & Low Bands
Digital Voice Memory System
Quick Memory Bank (QMB)
Instant Frequency Memory
System
-Million Instructions Per Second

For the latest Yaesu news, hottest products,visit
us on the intermit! httpJwww.yaesu.com

The real difference is the
signals you hear-not the ones you see.
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http://www.yaesu.co.uk
Specifications subject to change without notice. Specifications guaranteed only within
amateur bands. Some accessories and/or options are standard in certain areas. Check
with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details. Collins is a trademark of Rockwell
International Corporation.

This HF standout
features a high intercept front end
design. EDSP, and
built-in Collins SSB
Mechanical Filter

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence, Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K. 0181-814-2001

